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Start the Year Trading at the Co-op,

Everything you buy counts for

you at the Co-op. We have the

books and supplies you need.

The store is conveniently located.

Sign your cash register slips.

Cornell Co-op. Society
Morrill Hall Ithaca, N. Y.

(Uhp (§lb Mmic &han
(LENT'S)

122 NORTH AURORA STREET

Victor and Brunswick Machines and Records.

Banjos Mandolins Guitars Ukuleles

All Instruments Drums Traps Sheet Music

PIANOS AT MODERATE RENTALS

/T

t^c i it
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BEN MINTZ, Inc.
129-131 E. State St.

Since 1876

A Distuictire Institution Where Men's Clothes of

Quality Can Be Found at Reasonable Prices

Ready-to-Wear Suits $15.00 and up

Tailor-Made Suits 25.00 and up

YOUNG MEN'S WEAR A SPECIALTY

Complete Line Fashionable Furnishings

BEN MINTZ, Inc.
129-131 E. State

L. M. MINTZ '11, Manager

Ithaca's Popular Priced Clothing House Since 1876

THE

Public Market
"The Place to Buy Meats"

*$

We solicit Fraternity as well as restaurant and

private trade. Our equipment and service un-

equalled. Stewards, call and see our plant and the

quality goods we serve.

WILLIAM KNIGHT 115 N. Aurora St.

"In the Best the Most"

Says a story

To convince yourself of the

truth of the story

go to Pop's

He Serves the Best

PHOTOGRAPHS

36 years' experience and over 23 years in our own

studio in Ithaca. We have photographed and pleased

thousands of Cornell students and we can please you.

We have a Kodak Dept.

Kodaks $6.50 up

Brownies $2.00 up

Eastman Supplies

Developing, Printing and

Enlarging

PHOTOGRAPHER

Opposite Tompkins Co. Bank

E. State St.

THERE IS NO HURRY

You won't have to register till later in the week in our

shop for the supplies you'll need. When you think of

Shirts, Cravats, Wool Hosiery, Golf Hose, Gloves, Rain

Coats, or Clothing, associate these articles with the name

of BEMENT. Everything for the man at the correct

price with the correct style.

L. C. BEMENT

The Toggery Shop

Hatter, Hosier, Glover, Cravatter, Maker of Shirts that fit
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Cornell Barber Shop

We cater especially to Cornell Students

"AL" AND "TOM"

Cor. E. State and Aurora Sts. Under "Goodie Shop."

THERE'S LONGER WEAR IN

CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES

And just why one made for you would be the most satis

fying suit you could buy
—from the viewpoints of Style,

Comfort, and Economy.

I have more than 500 of the newest weaves and pat

terns to select from. Every one guaranteed 100 per cent

fill wool You'll find it a pleasure to look them over.

Come in any time—the earlier the better if you want a

Suit or Overcoat.
I. V. DELL

Merchant Tailor 213 Dryden Rd.

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing done. Contracts

Written.

Ladies' Golf Suits and Riding Habits made to order;

also all kinds of Ladies' Repairing done.

SHOES MADE TO ORDER

Also Shoe Repairing, Hand and Machine Work, neatly

and promptly done. All work guaranteed.

Get your Sho-s Gained the best and quickest here.

H. A. QUATTRINNI BRO.

213% Dryden Road

Norton Printing Co.
317 East State Street

* A *

COLLEGE, FRATERNITY AND

COMMERCIAL PRINTING

We try to give a little better service than

the customer expects

We print the Era

The Atkinson Press

Printing
122 South Tioga Street

Telephone 2623

Both large and small orders are accorded

the same personal attention

In Your Home Town

The local optician probably grinds his lenses on a

machine invented by the head of our firm. It

stands to reason that your optical work, whatever

its nature, can be as efficiently and accurately

done here, with greater convenience and dispatch.

llson Optical Co.
"08 E. State St. Ithaca

"Wc grind our own lenses'
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Gillette's Cafeteria
318 College Ave.

* * A

REAL HOME COOKING

A A A

PROMPT SERVICE

The Monarch Restaurant
PERIALAS BROS., Proprietors

Regular Meals and a la Carte

Special Dishes for After Theatre and Dances

Sea Food and Game in Season

French Pastry and Home Cooking

Quality, Service and Cleanliness Equal to the Best Hotels

at Moderate Prices Our Specialty.

The First Meal Will Convince You.

204 East State Street Ithaca, New York

Before the Show

POP CORN

FRESH HOT BUTTERED

—and after

CIGARS

CIGARETTES

CANDIES

<*> * *>

WELCHS

NEXT TO TtJE CRESCENT

EVERTS TAXI SERVICE

TAXI
DIAL 2411

Big Six Studebakcr Cars

FINGER LAKES GARAGE

THE HILL DRUG STORE

C. W. DANIELS, Pharmacist

328 College Ave.

DRUGS

TOILET ARTICLES

TOOTH BRUSHES

TOWELS

STATIONERY

ALARM CLOCKS

"We Treat Your Linen White"

FOR SATISFACTORY

LAUNDRY SERVICE

Use An

Bag

Collections Daily

STVDENT LAVNDRY AGENCY
413 College Ave.

A. L. RUMSEY '23

'Phone 2023

C. J. Peckham '24
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GREETINGS

ALL THE NEW YARNS

FOR YOUR

FALL AND WINTER SWEATERS

AND SCARFS

Waiting at

The Flying Finger
118 N. Aurora St.

FROSH !

You can't go wrong by sending her a box from

The Ithaca Candy Shop
217 E. State St.

Home Made Candies and Ice Cream

WE CATER TO HARD WORKERS

When you have worked until 1 A. M.

And you are all tired out trying to beat the bust notice

And the wheels in your head warn you it's time to hit

the hay

Then—Just step over to

The Quality Candy Shop
400 Stewart Avenue

And let George fix you up for a good night's rest

The Wisteria Garden
Opposite Strand

"Particular Food For Particular People"

* * *

Ask the old students—they know—proper food

served in the proper manner does help.

"Peacock Alley" is worth while. Ideal for par

ties, banquets, private dinners, afternoon teas, be

fore or after theatres, in fact, any time.

Regular lunch noon arid night, 50-60 cents.

Planked Steaks that are famous, Delicious

Steaks, Chops, Salads.

Music Saturdays and Sundays.

Hours : Daily 10 :00 A. M. to 10 :45 P. M. ; Sun

days 5 :00 P. M. to 10 :45 P. M.

Open after theatres.

H. V. MILES 'OS,

Manager.

HEADQUARTERS

/<or

Pipes andSmokers' Supplies

Dunhill

Comoy

Trebor PIPES
"^ / Aberdeen

Benson & Hedges

I M M Importing Co.

University Smoke Shop
Ithaca, N. Y.
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The Cornell Era

222 East State Street. Ithaca, N. Y.

S. C. Spence '2-1, Editor and Business Mana

ger; B. D. Madura 'I-!, E. B. McConnell '22,

R. L. Schmidt EO, ./. L. Eddy '24, R. S. Hill AA

R. F. Howes '24, W. R. Pietsch '24, R. L. Doty

'25, J. L. Kolb '25, Associate Editors; G. L.

Werly '2.1, TTE G. Broughton '24, A. HE Koehler

'24, Associate Photographers; E. F. Bissant.z

'25, Art Editor; Miss M. J. Willcox '22,

Woman's Editorial Representative; Miss E. E.

Folks '22, Woman's Business Representative.
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Have You Considered

Advertising as a Career?

A Well Paid

Profession for

Men or v
/

TODAY
advertising has developed

into a highly specialized, well paid

profession that is a recognized

builder of business and economic values.

The advertising man of today is a busi

ness man first of all. He is a dreamer in

a certain sense, but his dreams usually

come true.

Advertising is an economic factor of the

first importance. It is responsible for

volume production, which results in

higher quality standards and lower

costs to the consuming public. Inferior

goods cannot live in the light of publicity.

Women as well as men find in advertising

a profitable and vitally interesting ca

reer. There is always something new

about advertising. It embraces practi

cally every field of endeavor.

We have opportunities from time to time,

for college men and women who are con

sidering advertising as their profession,

and have been trained with this in view.

Sherman & Lebair.
Incorporates

ADVERTISING



"A STUDY OF OLD BOSTON
"

Summer sketch of a student in the College of Architecture
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Your Friend in the Faculty
By Archie

In bidding you welcome, members of the Class

of 1926, Cornell throws open not merely her ma

terial doors but likewise her spiritual doors. Her

physical plant and her wonderful facilities stand

ready for your use and the members of her fac

ulty stand prepared to assist you in fully enjoying

the opportunities offered at this great university.

It remains for you to enter within and to seek

that intangible something which has been respon

sible for the development of the generations of

Cornellians who have preceded you.

Your first lasting impression of Cornell was

quite naturally gained when you matriculated. At

that time you were formally accepted into the

ranks of those who thirst for knowledge at the

fount of Cornell. That reception was, of neces

sity, a formal one : you were being admitted to the

University through a very essential part of the

administrative machinery. Nevertheless, your

first contact with your new life was through the

medium of the material.

From afar you have envisaged for yourself an

elaborate picture of what the college should be and

of what college life should consist. You have been

infused with ideas about the various phases of col

lege life and you have undoubtedly listened with

tense interest to the tales of those who have passed

through the portals of the college. Now you are

on the ground and in a position to make observa

tions for yourself.

It is to be expected that you have been pro

foundly impressed by the ideal location of the Uni

versity and by its buildings and its physical equip

ment and that during the process of registration

you have come into contact with the various ad

ministrative barriers which must be surmounted

before you can consider yourself a full-fledged col

lege student. Eventually you will visit your

classes and meet your professors and, in that way,

become acquainted with another phase of college

life. Your real college work will begin at that

time, for then you will for the first time come into

intimate contact with the spiritual side of the Uni

versity, or, as Professor Nichols expressed it in

an address to the students several years ago, with

the "real university."

It is only natural to expect that in a large uni-

M. Palmer

versity like Cornell you will find yourself in large

classes, particularly in the elementary courses.

Some of those classes will be conducted either en

tirely or partially in the form of lectures by the

professors, while in others daily recitations will

be held. It is quite conceivable that, unless you

are particularly brilliant or, conversely, particu

larly dull, the professor will do little more than

associate your name with a particular seat or with

a certain grade. In the normal pursuit of your
studies little or no real opportunity will be afforded

you to come into intimate personal relationship
with the man who is doing the teaching.
One of the biggest problems in our universities

today is—how to bring about a more intimate per

sonal relation between the faculty and the stu

dents? It has been a matter of grave concern to

faculty and students alike for many years and

many schemes have been tried. At some institu

tions official arrangements have been made in an

effort to humanize the relations between the two.

As a result relationships of a purely informal and

personal nature have been established. The bars

have been let down and the faculty member has

become a friendly counselor, discussing with the

student his studies, advising him, talking over his

aptitudes and interests, and forming even more

personal spiritual relationships with the student.

In the various colleges at Cornell efforts are

made to utilize the valuable experience and knowl

edge of the faculty members in assisting the stu

dents to orientate themselves. In the College of

Arts and Sciences, for example, an entering fresh

man is assigned to a faculty member who acts as

his adviser during his first two years in the col

lege. It is the function of the adviser to assist the

student in his choice of studies, to advise him dur

ing the term regarding his work, and generally to

give him friendly counsel. The basic principle of

this system is excellent but the operation of the

system, or of any system, depends upon the whole

hearted cooperation of all concerned. Not only

must the faculty member fulfill his function but

the student must also do his bit. Unless they can

get together and work together the system is

bound to break down and prove futile.

The advantages of such a relationship are mani-

(Continued on page 19)
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Who's Who

EDGAR LAWRENCE KAW

Alpha Tau Omega

Sphinx Head

Aleph Samach

Sophomore Cotillion Committee

Freshman Banquet Committee

Freshman Baseball

Freshman Football

Freshman Basketball

Varsity Baseball 2

Varsity Football 2, 3, 4

Captain 4

WILLARD B0ULET VAN H0UTEN, JR.

Delta Chi

Sphinx Head

Majura

Junior Prom Committee

Major Sports Council

Endowment Fund

Sophomore Spring Day Committee

Freshman Advisory Committee

Assistant Manager Freshman Football 3

Manager Varsity Football 4



Football and the Colleges
Louis Eckert Reed, '23

If you want to find out about football, don't read

this article. We can't tell you a thing. If we could

we wouldn't be writing about it but would hold

down a berth like Glen Warner or Percy Haugh-

ton, or even Gil Dobie. No, we are not interested

in football as a game. Nor do we care about the

gate receipts. Somebody must make a lot of

money because we hear about the big salaried

coaches but we have discovered that the less

money one invests in a football game exclusive of

admission the better he is likely to enjoy it.

What attracts our royal gazookus, if we may be

permitted to drop temporarily into the vulgar ver

nacular, is the results—not scores of course—but

actual results to the college, to the public, to the

player, and to us as loyal supporters of the Big
Red Team.

Most people think, and we are inclined to agree

with them, that young men possess a great deal of

surplus energy which must be worked off in some

way. We often hear of the hot blood of youth.
As a matter of fact a young man's blood is about

as hot as an older one's so the distinction is not

one of temperature. Perhaps the pumping sys

tem hasn't been working so long and the valves

are still in good condition. But, be that as it may,
wise educators in America realized long since that

the most helpful and beneficial method of uncharg

ing this load of dynamic energy, this super-heated
and often unmanageable force called youth, is by
means of athletics.

In the colleges, football has become the most

popular sport. We often hear of it as the college

game. This probably arises because the average

college man is in the period of development that

lends itself most easily to playing football and

also because football, of all games, requires quick
and faultless headwork. College authorities, re

alizing that students must have powerful extra-

curriculum interests, have sponsored and im

proved the game as the best means of satisfying
that instinct.

The public probably enjoyed the stone throwing
contests of our early ancestors. We have no rec

ord of the admission prices of those days but we

do know that the Ancient Greeks devoterl a great
deal of time and money to the development of ath

letics. Since that time the pub Ik iias paid millions

of dollars annually to see the pick of its strong and

skillful men compete.

The public enjoys a football game in the same

way that the Roman populace enjoyoi a gladiato

rial combat. True, they do not spill so much blood

nowadays but the fighting instinct iL strong in

every one of us. Most of us can scarcely fight at

all tut we like to think how we could t^ar holes in

that line if—well, if conditions were different.

Hence we are willing to pay large sums of money

to see people fight who can really do it.

This is the human characteristic that makes the

production of a football machine possible. The

active mental participation of the spectator in the

game makes for clean playing for we are all more

or less fairmincled at heart.

(Continued on page 21)
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Cornell's "Little Theatre" Plays
By Marvin

Perhaps the devotees of the Campus Theatre

remember that the Cornell University Dramatic

Club, on September 30, 1921, opened the season

of University entertainments with a group of

three one-act plays chosen from the repertoire of

the 1921 New York State Fair Country Theatre.

It was the first of a long series of plays, nine

groups in all, the last group being produced at the

Lyceum Theatre on Monday night of Senior Week,

under the auspices of the Cornell Masque and with

the help of the Cornell Cosmopolitan Club, whose

curtain raiser, the famous polyglot melodrama,

Her Heart Was Richer than Gold, by Martin

Sampson, put the big house in an excellent humor

and paved the way for the success of the main

event, a group of three plays by the Dramatic

Club. All of them were old favorites with close

lollowers of the Campus Theatre, but there were

many in the audience who were unfamiliar with

the work of the Dramatic Club, and they seemed

to enjoy the performance from the first lines of

Feed the Brute to the final curtain of The Pot

Boiler. The second play of the group was The

Soul of a Professor, by Martin Sampson, produced

four separate times at the Campus Theatre and as

popular as ever at the Lyceum.

A most successful year, 1921-1922. But the

plans for the coming year promise even better

results.

Again the Club hopes to open the season with a

group of plays from the State Fair Theatre.

Twenty members of the Dramatic Club under the

direction of Professor Drummond, the Faculty-

Director, form the troupe of the 1922 Country
Theatre. They are putting on a program of six

one-act plays during the week of September 11-16.

Four of these plays are original "home-grown"

products, written especially for the Country The

atre and three of them entered in the competition

help by the New York State Fair Commission last

T. Herrick

year Betsey Anne, a pleasing little
rural comedy,

played at the Campus Theatre last spring, was

written by Phyllis Chapman '19, and won the first

prize of $100. Miss Chapman was formerly a

prominent member of the
Dramatic Club and her

play Puppets won the 1918 Dramatic Club com

petition. Exile, by Arthur Doyle of Canandaigua

captured second honors. Mayer Portner Sp.,

whose play Soil won third place, and was also pro

duced at the Campus Theatre, has written
another

play Jilted which will be presented at the State

Fair this year. The fourth original play is an old

time rural melodrama, a kind of cross between

The Bat and The Old Homestead, written espe

cially for this year's Country Theatre by John

Smith of St. Regis Falls, New York. The reper

toire is completed by two old favorites, Feed the

Brute, by George Paston, an English playwright,

and The Boor, by Tchekoff, the famous Russian

dramatist. These last named time and again have

proved their worth at both the State Fair Theatre

and in Ithaca.

This year the performances of the Dramatic

Club players will be subject to even greater criti

cism than ever before due to the large number of

Little Theatres in action at various County Fairs.

Professor Drummond's State Fair Theatre, of

course, is largely responsible for the constantly

increasing interest in rural dramatics, and his

troupe is looked upon as the model. Consequently
even greater attention than ever before must be

concentrated upon this year's Country Theatre.

The Cornell players are redoubling their efforts

in order to meet the new conditions and assure

success for the Club's fourth venture at the State

Fair.

Success at the Little Country Theatre has al

ways been a good omen for the following year at

the Campus Theatre. The training afforded the

(Continued on page 20)
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Poetical Potpourri
The Deceivers

SHE

I reckon you-all didn't really mean

What you just said. I'm sure you'd tell

The same to any girl you've ever seen.

You're flattering, I know right well.

HE

No, honest, kid, believe me, that's all straight,

You've got the goods, you take the prize,

You knock 'em dead. Why, you are simply great-

You've got the meanest pair of eyes !

SHE

You're only talking. Now you can't tell me

Their color even, I don't guess.

You make nice speeches, oh so easily ;

I reckon you're from Dixie, yes?

HE

No, you've just got me going, I tell you ;

You've simply chopped my heart up fine ;

Your hair's the spiffiest I ever knew,

And, say ! you sling a wicked line.

And so the game progresses rapidly,

And each one thinks it lots of fun.

She lives out on a farm near Albany.

And he? Oh, he's a parson's son.

Spriug
I kissed her in the moonlight

When Spring was in the air ;

The world had vanished from us,

And happiness was there.

Last night we walked together,

And even speech was spared ;

The world had stepped between us,

And neither of us cared.

The Mist

Darkness, and trees that dripped with rain,

O'erdarkened skies, where here and there a star

Crept forth from hiding, then returned again,
The tinkle of a waterfall afar,

A path that turned with many a shadowed twist—

And her face shining through the mist . . .

Shadows, and starlight in a sable sky,

And starlight in her eyes that sparkled fair,

Silence, save raindrops from the leaves on high,

Raindrops that were bright jewels in her hair,
The pressure close of arm and hand and wrist,

And her face shining through the mist . . .

Starlight, and raindrops glistening on the ground,

Stillness, and slow approach of evening's death,

Faintly from out the shade her voice's sound

Faintly the warmth, the perfume of her breath.

And the red circle of soft lips just kissed

Beckoning through the drifting mist . . .

Raindrops, that sparkled on her lustrous hair,

Starlight and shadows, and her darkened eyes,

The pressure of her fingers white and fair,

She—and the trees—the rain—the clouded

skies—

Dearly I hold the memory of that tryst

Within the magic of the mist . . .

Gifts

I gave her roses red and white

That morning clew adorns ;

She kept the petals pale and bright,

And gave me back the thorns.

Experience breeds wisdom true,

And a past mistake warns :

The next one I give presents to

I shall take care gets thorns.

11
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Soccer Sidelines

By Chilson H. Leonard

In the intercollege and inter-

fraternity type of soccer we have

seen a large and indeterminate

number of men start a wild

stampede which ended with a

big heap of noisy humanity

tangled in the goal net. Some

one would then hop out of the

mass yelling "Goal! Goal!" and

be promptly hit behind the ear

with a rock. In real intercollegi

ate soccer, however, we don't use

rocks. We kick our opponents

in the jaw, impinge our boot on

his left optic or jump on his stomach. After a

game of two fo cy-five minute halves during which

each team is allowed only two substitutes, one

wonders if civilization will ever set in again.

Only the goal keepers are allowed to touch the

ball with their hands. The rest of us stop it with

our face, pass it with a simple twist of the neck,

bounce it off our stomach or even kick it with

either of our feet or both of them. The game is

not to kick and pass the ball from player to player

and thus work it skillfully—oh, quite skillfully—

down to the opponents' goal, but to knock out one

opponent after another, then go take a shower

and send the ball down with a compet and a wet

towel.

Sixteen years ago a Cornell soccer team tied

Columbia 2-2. Then for six years we tasted, gar

gled, and swallowed defeat, but improved enough
•o beat the Aurora Theological Seminary 1-0.

For six more years we did not win a game, but

after the war the luck changed and last year we

beat Harvard, Yale, Pennsylvania, Colgate, Hav-

erford, and Syracuse—the latter by the biggest
intercollegiate score I have ever heard of, 10-1
and we lost only to Princeton.

But the main thing on the Cornell soccer side

lines is Nick Bawlf—unbeatable Nick.

Nick is a little fellow, built with the eager

strength and tough firmness of a western broncho.
He stands with a slight stoop of the shoulders

THE 1922 SCHEDULE

Oct. 7 Colgate at Ithaca

14 Syracuse at Syracuse

21 Haverford at Ithaca

28 Princeton at Ithaca

Nov 4 Harvard at Cambridge

11 Yale at New Haven

18 Pennsylvania at Ithaca

,

exhibiting, however, a vigorous

rigidity and compactness. He

has a keen, ruddy face with an

aggressive jaw and he looks you

in the eye with a sort of sur

prised attention. His voice,

clear and authoritative, is often

directed as much at the whole

team as at yourself—and vice

versa. Nick swears a lot, and

yet, I think, wisely. It is always

emphatic. Coaching on the field

he wears a brilliant brick-red

jersey, short soccer pants, once

white, now a dirty brown, from the bottom of

which long drawers cover his straight, tough legs

and are tucked into a pair of small, hard soccer

shoes. Needless to say Nick plays the game with

the fellows. He is a Canadian with an air of

easy unconcern and he is unbeatable.

If Nick stands back on the side-lines and yells,

"You big bunch o' boobs," he is tickled. When a

game begins he will tell us in his well known Can

adian whisper, "Everything goes ! Smash right
into them—body check 'em—get your man every

time—they may be a bunch o' big bruisers but

they're no better than you are
—use your brains—

don't play like a dumb totem pole—every time you

connect with that ball (blank—blank—deleted)

put your whole body into the kick. You can beat

these guys
—

go out and trim the pants off 'em.

Knock 'em down, then go over and pick 'em up . . .

'Sorry I didn't kill you, you big stiff' . . . Mind you.
I'm not telling you to play dirty.—just protect
yourself—now play 'em fast and you can win."

Of last year's team will probably have available

for this season, Fates and O'Connor as fullbacks.
Crabtree and Thompson for half-backs, and

Righter, Meyers, Woolf, and Captain Smith on

the forward line.

The chances of winning the championship this

year? Well, they are good. That's all. Just

good. Not excellent, nor at all sure. Just good.
Come up and see a game.

12
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Some of the Veterans

Ramsey

Pfann

Coach Dobie

Gouinlock

Hanson

Cassidy

13
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A Short Course in Ithacan History

Do you know who and what made Ithaca "the

biggest little city"?
We know you don't. Do you

know the origin of our local institutions
and tra

ditions? You are forced to answer "nay Ap

palled by vour ignorance,
we have searched heavy

tomes, consulted learned authorities, and as a re

sult present herewith a concentrated account of

the history of Ithaca, from about the time of

Adam, to the advent of Ezra Cornell's project.

Hear ye !

Away back in the dead ages, five sons sprang

from the Great Spirit and Mother Earth, out of

the depths of Watkins Glen. These were the

mighty Iroquois. One of these sons, father of the

Cayugas, didn't spring as far as his brothers, so

he got the jump on them, as it were, in attaining

the arts of civilization. While they were wander

ing about, trying to make up their minds where

to set up housekeeping, he chose Cayuga Lake,
and

settled at Ne-o-dak-he-at, Aborigine for "at the

end of the lake," now called Ithaca. The Cayugas

cleared the place of superfluous Indians, planted

corn, and set up what might be called an ideal

government—only the squaws voted. Here the

great Six Nations decided to let the white settlers

have part of their territory. They promptly re

taliated by chasing out the Cayugas, and drifting

in themselves.

The first white man in this locality was a mis

sionary who came up from the Susquehanna in

1657. The next was the detachment from Sulli

van's army which burned the place in 1779. With

the detachment came Herman Clute, in search of

his sweetheart, Mary Vroman, who was a captive

of the Indians. Her captors tried to spirit her

away, but she dropped wild flowers as she sped,

thus leaving a plain trail for her lover, to her hid

ing place.

In 1789, eleven men came into this wilderness

from the east, looking about with the idea of

starting a settlement. They didn't stay. After

ward, three of them got up enough courage to

brave the reptiles and isolation, and built cabins

here. Then, as now, the vicinity abounded in

snakes. In one day these men killed thirty of the

rattle variety, while the total casualties were very
high. The men built cabins and imported their

families when the only settlers within hailing dis

tance were at Owego and Newtown (Elmira).

The ride by ox team from Owego to Ithaca was

seventeen days, but the inhabitants
learned to en

joy this leisurely travel. In truth, a remnant of

the old custom still survives in the trolley cars of

today. ,
.. ,

At this time John Yapel held the long distance

track record. He walked 160 miles to a point on

the Delaware, to bring back three packs of seed

potatoes for the villagers.
The first corn crop was

ground in Wilkes-Barre, which is a pretty fair

hike. Even these hardy men thought so, it seems,

for Jacob Yapel set to work, carved up a granite

boulder to serve as a grindstone, and went into

the flour business on a small scale. The settlers

nicknamed his attempt "the little pepper mill."

After these pioneers and their families had been

shut up in the woods for a few years without be

ing scalped by Indians or devoured by wild ani

mals, their friends and relatives became curious

to find out how they were getting along, and dis

satisfied with their own cramped surroundings,

so they began to troop westward, and the village

grew. An enterprising merchant came sailing

down the lake one day, and immediately began

business with a little hardware and a barrel or

two of whiskey. In 1806, the Presbyterian re

ligious society was formed with eleven members,

the first church in the neighborhood. A gin mill

was erected in the Rhine section. It flourished a

few years and then burned down. For a long time

afterward the inhabitants used to spend their

hours of relaxation digging in the debris for sur

viving spirits.

Simeon DeWitt became majority stockholder in

the new town with the right to name it. He called

it Ithaca. He had just been reading of Homer's

isle of bliss, and considered the application most

happy. Up until this time the place had been

called "The Flats," which seems rather surprising.
Since then Ithaca has grown rapidly. Long be

fore Ezra Cornell came into prominence, the Meth

odists considered building a college here. How

ever, when they investigated the effects of the

slippery mountain climb on the morale, they

stopped their ears in horror and went elsewhere.

Cornell, who was of a hardier nature, saw the

possibilities of the brisk mountain air—but that

brings us to modern history.
14
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"Jack's" Peaceful Pose
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Kirby of the Varsity Cross-country T

ON FIELD AND STREAM

Hoyle Gives

The Double—O
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THE
FRESHMAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE takes this op

portunity to offer its assistance to the incoming freshmen.

During the entrance examinations the committee maintains

an information bureau in Morrill Hall. All marks of men taking

entrance examinations are given out at this bureau unless written

notice has been given the registrar to deliver them by mail. In

formation booths are also maintained in Goldwin Smith, Sibley

Dome, Roberts and Morrill Halls during the two days of freshmen

registration. At these booths the freshmen may obtain the various

University catalogues, maps of the campus, or any advice they

ms.y need.

At four o'clock on the afternoon of Thursday, September

21st, the Frosh Get-Wise meeting will be held in Bailey Hall. The

freshmen will have the opportunity of hearing President Farrand

speak at this meeting. As it is the first chance for the class of 1926

to get together, every member of that class should be on hand to

make their meeting a success.

A member of the committee will also visit each freshman in

his room about a week after school opens to see that he is comfort

ably fixed and to help him smooth out any possible difficulties.

The chairman will be glad to render aid at any time during the

fall and he may be found at Morrill Hall on Mondays, Wednes

days, and Fridays, between 2 and 3 P. M.

It is to be hoped that the freshmen realize that the Advisory
Committee is purely a voluntary organization of upper-classmen,
organized for the sole purpose of assisting freshmen over the diffi
culties of their first year. It can be a useful organization only if
the freshmen place full confidence in it. It has been able to help
many freshmen in the past and it is to be hoped that the co-opera
tion of the class of 1926 will allow it to aid many men during the
present year.
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Once more the gray top piece becomes a signifi

cant part of the landscape ! Once more the covers

of our magazines depict a diminutive human be

ing with a broad face and empty expression. Once

more the Campus resounds to the cries of compets

of all descriptions bally-hooing their innumerable

wares. Once more a long line files outside of

"Davy's" office. Once more men and women fly
hither and yon with a puzzled look in their eyes

and long strips of paper in their hands. Once more

the sidewalks become whitewashed with notices

of football games and meetings ! In short, Cor

nell has reopened with all the usual rush. New

men are taking up the activities which were

dropped in June and familiar figures reappear

holding the reins which were laid aside by the

class of '22. To all of these people we extend our

welcome and sincerely hope that next June we can

congratulate them on a successful year.

From seeing fifty-three classes wonderingly

climb "the Hill," struggle for four years back and

forth over it, and finally descend, nearly intact,

almost every member with a roll of sheepskin in

his hand, we can plainly foresee the trials and

tribulations of the class of '26. Some of you will

leave us soon, most of you will depart at the proper

time; the main thing is to make sure that you

aren't one of those who leave us on five days' no

tice. There are several ways of avoiding this.

You will hear all about them before you have been

with us a week. Still, we would add our word to

the general clamor. By all means study hard. By

all means go out on some activity and make good
in it. By all means read, learn, and observe every

Frosh rule. That is easy to say and hard to do,

but if you can and do do it, you need never worry

about "Davy" Hoy, the manager of your competi

tion, or the very-zealous sophomore.

know what kind of a house he is choosing, and

where the fraternity has a real knowledge of the

man they have pledged. Of course, in many in

stances the results will be perfectly satisfactory

to both sides, but in far too many, there will be

mistakes made and entirely unnecessary and use

less feeling created and all because a small group

on the "Hill" refused to see the Rushing situation

with a broad outlook. The majority of the houses

do not want or like open rushing- and clearly ex

press themselves as deploring the situatior and.

believing that next year will find the Fraternities

once more in an association which will curb the

worst evils and be air to all the fraternities and

freshmen. With that feeling in the air, it is not

too early to begin to think of such an association

and the ways and means of creating it and making

it permanent.

However, the paramount issue just now is to

keep the rushing season as free as possible from

mud-slinging and "lead-pipe" methods.

By now rushing is in full swing. Not safe and

sane rushing where the freshman gets a chance to

How many FRESHMEN realize what the

FRESHMAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE does for

them? Before college opens the Seniors and Jun

iors who compose the Committee are back on the

Hill wearing the red and white button, ready and

willing to answer any questions which may come

to a Freshman, or to solve difficulties which pre

sent themselves. Naturally a Committeeman can

not do everything, but he has volunteered to serve

on the Committee and his two or three years' ex

perience can do much toward making the first

year at Cornell easier to the incoming student.

The Committeeman is not out to sell you any

thing, he is not out to persuade you to join this or

th?t movement, club, or Fraternity. He is here to

^dvise and help. That he can do and will do.

When he comes around to visit you, or asks if he

cqn heln you, greet him as a friend, because he is

the Freshman's best friend.

17
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The Hairy Ape
A Review by Mayer Portner

In The Hairy Ape Eugene O'Neill has dupli

cated his success of The Emperor Jones. Once

again he uses the peculiar form of one act divided

into eight scenes in which the protagonist solilo

quizes most of the time.
Mr. O'Neill calls the play

"A Comedy of Ancient and Modern Life" ; some

critics have called it "propaganda" ; but the writer

thinks it should be called "A Symphony in Irony."

The very title is ironic, especially the epithet

"comedy."

Mr. O'Neill has sat at the feet of Leonio An-

dreev, the Russian dramatist, and Thomas Hardy,

the English novelist, for we find their influence

preponderating in his work. Thomas Hardy's in-

exorableness pursues the Emperor Jones, and

likewise pursues Yank Smith in The Hairy Ape.

Something unforseen by them literally pushes

them to their destruction. The soliloquy in the

stokehole of the transatlantic liner where the

"hairy ape" declares that "We run the whole

works. We're it, get me? All de rich guys dat

think they're somp'n, they're nothin'. Dey don't

belong. But us guys, we're de whole thing; we

belong," is very similar to the speech of the leader

of the underworld in their revolt against society

in Andreev's King Hunger.

The Soliloquy in The Hairy Ape has been de

nounced as propaganda by some critics and praised

as the voice of the proletariat by others. Much

paper has been covered by various authors pro

and con. The controversy between Michael Gold,

a radical writer, and Heywood Broun, the drama

tic critic of The New York World, attracted much

attention for some time. Mr. Broun dismissed the

piece as propaganda, while Mr. Gold thought that

if Mr. Broun had been a common laborer in his

days, as Mr. Gold had been, he would have appre

ciated the feeling of the "hairy ape." To which

Mr. Broun replied that he did not consider work

as a day laborer a prerequisite for a job as a

dramatic critic.

It is the writer's opinion that Mr. O'Neill did

not side with labor any more than he did with

capital. For in the scene where Yank Smith is

ejected from the I. W. W. Headquarters he says

the following : "The same old bull, soapboxes and

Salvation Army—no guts. Cut out an hour a day

of the job and made me happy . . . Gimme a

buck more a day and make me happy ....

Three squares a day, equal rights, a lousy vote,

andl I'm all fixed or Jesus, huh?" These words

speak for themselves.

Another brilliant piece of irony is the scene in

jail where one of the prisoners reads an account

of the I. W. W. written up in the New York Times.

Whenever the article becomes too patriotic in tone

some one yells, "Hurrah for the Fourth of July !"

There is also the scene on Fifth Avenue with the

sound of prayer in the church where in reply to

his companion's querry as to what it is all about,

the "hairy ape" says : "They're praying to Jesus

to give them more money." In fact it seems to the

writer as if the entire chorus of the Ironic Spirits

of Thomas Hardy's Dynasts have been called into

use by Eugene O'Neill. And surely the Spirit of

the Pities sympathizes with the "hairy ape" when

he declares : "I'm a busted Ingersoll, dat's what

I am. I was steel and I owned the woild ; now I

ain't steel and the woild owns me."

The play simply carries one away with the

brutal force of its realism. The scene in the stoke

hole where the millionaire's daughter goes down

in order to see "how the other half lives," and the

"hairy ape" is voicing his opinion of the engineer
in response to the whistling for more steam, ejacu

lating as forceful a string of epithets as we ever

heard outside of a longshoremen's hangout, cer

tainly is realist1'

The play might be termed unpleasant, but as

August Strindberg once asked : "What they want,
a pleasant tragedy?" This theme once chosen

leaves no alternative treatment and Eugene O'Neill
has succeeded in almost a Michaelangelesque man

ner to tell the story of Yank Smith, the "hairy
ape."
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YOUR FRIEND IN THE FACULTY

(Continued from page 7)

fest. The student acquires a valuable friend and

counselor who will take a personal interest in the

solution of his various problems and to whom he

can go without restraint when in trouble. Then,

too, the mere association with the older man and

the opportunity for discussion and for the ex

change of ideas with the more mature mind cannot

be overestimated.

A situation which occurred several years ago

could not exist under the proper application of

this system. In submitting a petition to a certain

faculty committee a student made the following

statement : "I have no endorsements on my blank.

None of my professors are sufficiently well ac

quainted with me to warrant adding their signa

tures to a matter so personal."

The various professors realize and appreciate

that they, too, would profit from more intimate

relations with their students. The human side of

the man enjoys these opportunities for becoming

acquainted with the personality of the student and

he enjoys the privilege of exchanging ideas on sub

jects other than academic with his students. He

realizes that as a result his teaching will be im

proved and that his attitude toward students in

general will become more sympathetic and in

spirational. Most of them would welcome any

means that would enable them to enjoy these ad

vantages. In fact, several who are so situated

that they can do so hold "open house" for their

students. However, all the faculty members are

not so situated as to make this practicable and it

is always an open question whether those who need

the friendship take advantage of the opportunity.

Recently I received a letter from a freshman

who made a comparison between his experience in

high school and his experience in college. He

wrote: "It was quite o to g. ... n a high

school of less than one hundred to Cornell'1 Ini

versity. In the former each teacher knew every

student and took a great interest in the welfare

of each one. In the latter a student scarcely knows

any of his professors."
Such a condition should not exist at Cornell and

would not if the students would assume the initia

tive and endeavor to become acquainted with the

members of the faculty. I believe it was Emerson

who somewhere said that "every man passes

through life in search of friendship." The ques

tion is—how can this goal be best attained ?

If each student—be he freshman, sophomore,

junior, or senior—would take it to be an integral

part of a college course to know and cultivate the

friendship of at least one member of the faculty

(Continued on following page)
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FRESHMEN

4. 4. *,

DROP DOWN HERE FOR ALL

YOUR CLOTHES AND

FURNISHINGS

■* * ■*

We can save you money

A. A A

ALEXANDER'S
1 24 East State Street

Have you made your appointment for

Senior Photographs?

Do it early

Dial 2524
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hine Clothes for

College Men

T TPON the leading campuses east and

^
west, Fashion Park Clothing has

for years contributed materially to the

college man's appearance.

Year in, year out, we enjoy the patron

age of those to whom style and quality is

everything—and of those who not only

dress well but also insist upon value.

We invite your inspection of our new

Fall Suits and Topcoats—strictly hand-

tailored, typical of Fashion Park styling.

UKaca.NY.

FASHION PARK CLOTHIERS

"TKe Qualiiu Shop

YOUR FRIEND IN THE FACULTY

(Continued from preceding page)

the results that would accrue would more than

justify the effort.

To the members of the Class of 1926 the mes

sage of one who loves Cornell and things Cor

nellian as only an alumnus can is—get to know

your faculty adviser and your other professors,

cultivate their friendship, get beneath
the profes

sorial mask and meet the real man.

CORNELL'S "LITTLE THEATRE" PLAYS

(Continued from page 10)

State Fair players by a regular "week's stand,"

playing sometimes ten times a day to crowded

houses, is invaluable. Therefore we look for a

banner year in 1922-1923. We should not be dis

appointed. The Dramatic Club needs only one im

portant feature now, and it is gradually acquiring

that, namely: a competent staff of playwrights.

We have the actors and actresses, the stage-force,

the electricians, the "props-women," the costum-

crs, even the artistic folk, capable of designing

first class posters with the help and advice of Pro

fessor Stone. But we lack good playwrights. And

there is no reason why we should not have a lot of

them. Those who saw the two All-Cornell groups

last spring must admit that they were well up to

the average. Two of the prize-winners in the

otate Fair Competition last year were Cornellians.

In a University of over 5000 students there must

be any number of budding dramatists only wait

ing to burst forth into the light. The University

of North Carolina is publishing a book of original

plays, written and produced by undergraduates at

their Little Theatre. Nearly everyone has heard

of the Harvard '47 Workshop. Why can't Cornell

do as well or better?

In addition to a busy year in the Camps Theatre

—featuring perhaps original Cornell plays,—and

a possible large production at the Lyceum, the

Dramatic Club will sponsor Stuart Walker's

Book of Job in November—one of the notable ar

tistic productions of recent years.
There is no doubt that in building up a faithful

audience in the community, and giving some hun

dred undergraduates an opportunity for creative

dramatic work of all sorts, the Cornell Club has

become one of the most widely known university

organizations in the country, and among folk in

terested in dramatics is almost better
'

Tn out

side of Ithaca than it is at home.

With increased facilities and augmented plans
for the coming year the Campus Theatre should

increase its reputation as one of Cornell's most

valuable "institutions."
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FOOTBALL AND THE COLLEGES

(Continued from page 9)

Often there are long discussions about the ef

fect of football upon the player. Some people

hold that football players are headed for the Presi

dency and others believe they are headed in the

opposite direction. We take a neutral stand. A

football player certainly has one advantage over

the tea hound—he has developed a strong body

and under ordinary conditions he may expect good

health throughout the rest of his life. Certainly

we cannot find a better requisite for participation

in the world's affairs. Whether he has developed

his body at the expense of his mental power is a

question open to argument. The isolated casei

that have been brought forward as proofs are

really not proofs at all. They may go to show that

there was a lack of mental equipment at the start

even among football players.

The big thing in football just now is the Cor

nell 1922 Varsity Team. At this time of the year

it is conventional to talk of prospects. Prospects

are good. We never knew when they weren't be

fore the fourth game of the season. But all jok

ing aside we have a strong nucleus from last

year's team. And we have the invincible Gloomy

Gil. Among the old players to return are Captain

Eddie Kaw, Hanson, Gouinlock, Cassidy, Pfann,

Ramsey, and Sundstrom. These men in addition

to several recruits from last year's Freshman

Team and ever possible dark horses who may de

velop are certainly worthy of honorable mention

in the football world.

We may have a championship team. We may

not. We may beat Pennsylvania. We may not.

After all it is not the prospect of victories that

consoles us about this football team. The big

thing that causes the heart of every Cornellian to

swell with pride is the consciousness that, win or

lose, the Cornell team stands for clean sport, a

representative of the best that Cornell and Amer

ica has produced.
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Pictures like this

will keep the memo

ries of your college
days forever fresh.

You can make good
pictures with a Ko

dak even though
you are inexperi
enced.

Kodaks $6.50 up.

HEAD'S

KODAK SHOP

109 N. Aurora St.

BAYUK PRODUCTS

PRINCE HAMLET MAPACUBA

PHILADELPHIA HAND MADE

HAVANA RIBBON CHARLES TH<

BAYUK BROS., INC.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

H. J. BOOL CO.
130-132 E. State St.

Ithaca s Greatest

Furniture House

Students' Rooms Completely Furnished.

Flat Top Desks, Roll Top Desks, Chiffonieres,

Cots, Chairs, Book Cases, Rugs and Draperies

Satisfaction Guaranteed
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Maxudian Taxi Service

Closed and Open Hudson

* * *

SERVICE AT ALL HOURS

Long trips made on short notice. We go any

where at any time. The best service in town.

Call 2000

Office in The Senate 1922 Model Hudson Sedan

STRAND THEATRE
&. * *

SUPER ^FECIAL PICTURE ATTRACTIONS

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

* * *

Thursday, Friday, Saturday

5 ACTS OF KEITH VAUDEVILLE

and FEATURE PICTURE

CRESCENT THEATRE

PARAMOUNT HIGH GRADE PHOTO-PLAYS

Program changes two or three

times a week

The

CHRISTIANCE-DUDLEY

Pharmacy
214-216 East State Street

SHAVING

BRUSHES

Rubbersets

75-1.00-1.25-1.50-2.00

PROMPT

PRESCRIPTION

SERVICE

TORREY STRAIGHT

RAZORS

STROPS

First Aid Goods

Woven Elastic

Knee Caps—Anklets

Trusses—Supporters

Gillettes, Auto Strop

Durham Duplex, Gem

Ever Ready

Blades of all kinds

KODAKS

Films

TOILET GOODS
Developing and Printing

Houbigant's

Coty's

Cappt

CANDIES

Week-end

Piver

Roger-Gallett

Specials

Watch for them

1926

The Goodie Shop

INVITES

YOUR PATRONAGE

The Goodie Shop
Ithaca, N. Y.
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R. C. OSBORN fi? CO.

119 and 121 E. State St.

•* * *

CANDY

GUM

CRACKERS

For Fraternity Stores.

Largest and Best Assortment in the city to se

lect from for your Fraternity Store.

R. C. OSBORN fi? CO.

Open Evenings Phone 2621

PETER SCUSA

Modern

Shoe Repairing

405 College Ave. Dial 2272

Work Called for and Delivered

COLLEGE WORK

DEMANDS

ALARM CLOCKS

PENCILS

PENS

Our stock of each

is attractive

Come In !

R.A. Heggie ^ Bro.Co.

Opp. Tompkins County Bank

Latest Triangle

Releases coming for October. Be sure

and hear them. Only 49 cents. At

Soule s

Music

Store

Opposite Strand
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L. & K. FREEMAN
We wish to announce that we now have a com

plete showing of all latest models in

FALL AND WINTER MILLINERY

Your inspection is invited.

315 E. State St. Ithaca, N. Y.

DIAMONDS, WATCHES, CUT GLASS

CORNELL SEAL JEWELRY

!?rt fatten

Fraternity Jewelry made to order

Watch Repairing Our Specialty

306 E. State St. White Studio Bldg.

We don't tell you how to eat,

but where to eat

209 DRYDEN ROAD

is the home of

The

Cornellian Cafeteria

Prompt service and

capable attendants

A Hearty Meal for a Little Bit

Dial 2006

STAMPING

BUTTON COVERING

BRAIDING

HEMSTITCHING

THE ELITE SHOP
Lelah M. Tisdel

310 E. Seneca St.

(2nd Floor)

PLEATING, EMBROIDERY, ALTERATIONS

BROWN & DELAVAN
AGENTS FOR

"THE DUNN FOUNTAIN PEN"

goes a month without a drink

Also everything in up-to-date jewelry novelties, etc.

BROWN & DELAVAN

The Hallmark Store

NEIGHBORS'
HOME-MADE

POTATO CHIPS

CANDY

Wholesale and Retail

* * *

NEIGHBORS* SPECIALTY CO.

Factory 407 Eddy St. Store 204 Dryden Rd.

A A A

Dial G570

A. 1). Scheer '17 CD. Sieder



Which Type ofResearch

is ofGreatest Value?

A stove burns too much coal. A man familiar with the princi

ples of combustion and heat radiation makes experimentswhich

indicate desirable changes in design. That is research.

You want to make a ruby in a factory, a real ruby, indistin

guishable by any test from the natural stone. You begin by

analyzing rubies chemically and physically. Then you make

rubies just as nature did. Your rubies are the result of research

—another type of research.

While melting up your chemicals and experimenting with hi-t .

temperatures, you begin to wonder how hot the e-.rth ro^t

havebeenmillions ofyears ago, andwhat were the forces at play

that made this planetwhat it is. Your investigation leads you

far from rubies and causes you to formulate theories to explain

how the earth, how the whole solar system was created. That

would be research of a still different type.

Research of all three types is conducted in the laboratories of

the General Electric Company. But it is the third type
—

pio

neering into the unknown
—that means most in the long run,

even though undertaken with no practical benefit in view.

For example, the Research Laboratories of the General Elec

tric Company are exploringmatter withX-rays in order to dis

cover not only how the atoms in different substances are

arranged but how the atoms themselves are built up. Themore

you know about a substance, the more you can do with it.

This work may enable scientists to answer more definitely the

question: Why is iron magnetic? Then the electrical industry

will take a greater step forward than can be made in
a century

of experimenting with existing electrical apparatus.

You can add wings and stories to an old house, But to build a

new house, you must begin with the foundation.
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A Recent Picture of Ithaca Falls

From the Photographic Department of the Ithaca Engraving Co.

(4

Your Story inPicture
Leaves Nothing Untold

*»

ITHACA ENGRAVING CO
CTRST .NATIONAL BANK BLDG. ITHACA,N.Y:
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ATHLETICS AT CORNELL
are pretty well linked up with the name of Treman, King & Company

Ask any Varsity man where his equipment came from, and mark well

his answer as a safe guide to where YOU should buy YOURS.

Our entire second floor is devoted exclusively to equipment for

FOOTBALL

BASKETBALL

SOCCER

CREW

TENNIS

TRACK

CROSS COUNTRY

WRESTLING

BOXING

GYMNASIUM

and all other athletic sports

TREMAN, KING & COMPANY
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EVERSHARP

Pencils and Pens

REPAIRS AND PARTS

Expert Watch Repairing

Harley Hill

307 East State Street

Ojjp. Strand

EVERTS TAXI SERVICE

TAXI
DIAL 2411

Closed Studebaker Cars

FINGER LAKES GARAGE

Cornell Barber Shop

We cater especially to Cornell Students

"AL" AND "TOM"

Cor. E. State and Aurora Sts. Under "Goodie Shop."

It is to Your Advantage to Patron

ize a Local Laundry

Forest

City

Laundry

E. M. MERRILL

209 North Aurora Street

Dial 2654

THERE'S LONGER WEAR IN

CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES

And just why one made for you would be the most satis

fying suit you could buy—from the viewpoints of Style,
Comfort, and Economy.
I have more than 500 of the newest weaves and pat

terns to select from. Every one guaranteed 100 per cent

all wool. You'll find it a pleasure to look them over.

Come in any time—the earlier the better if you want a

Suit or Overcoat.

I. V. DELL

Merchant Tailor 213 Dryden Rd.

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing done. Contracts

Written.

Ladies' Golf Suits and Riding Habits made to order;
also all kinds of Ladies' Repairing done.

"// if /.s made of wood ue make it
"

The Lambert Studios

110-14 East State St. Ithaca, N. Y.

^

Study, Table, Floor, and Boudoir Lamps, Candle Sticks,
Bud Vases, Smoking Stands (for floor or table). Picture
Frames, etc., beautifully finished and hand decorated in
oils or natural wood finishes, i. e.. Mahogany, American,
or Circassian Walnut, etc. Made to order.

Drop us a card and we will be pleased to furnish you
turther details on anything vou wish.
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Start the Year Trading at the Co-op.

Everything you Buy counts for

you at the Co-op. We have the

books and supplies you need.

The store is conveniently located.

Sign your cash register slips

Cornell Co-op. Society
Morrill Hall Ithaca, N. Y.

"IF YOU GET IT FROM US, ITS RIGHT"

Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

are made with pride, sold with pride and worn with pride
—A man

who wears them never need apologize for his appearance

COME IN!

STETSON AND BOSTONIAN SHOES

give you a foothold on good-grooming

We Sell Them

"INTERWOVEN" HOSE SHIRTS TAJAMAS NECKWEAR CAPS "BERG-' HATS GLOVES

Get in Soft—Our Underwear Will Help You

BUTTRICK & FRAWLEY
IF NOT WE MAKE IT RIGHT
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CONFIDENCE

CAN'T BE MEASURED IN DOLLARS AND CENTS.

IT IS A MERCHANT'S GREATEST ASSET.

The public's confidence in a merchant means his success.

The ARMY & NAVY STORE keeps old customers and

makes new ones every day.

You are always assured of reliable merchandise at low

est prices which carries with it "A Guarantee of Absolute

Satisfaction.'

Army & Navy Store

Work, Sport and Waterproof Clothing

We Specialize in

Leather Reversible Coats

Sheeplined Coats

Riding Breeches

Ladies' Knickers

Ladies' Leather Coats

Waterproof Coats

Ladies' Breeches

Men's Knickers

Domestic and Imported Golf Hose

Sportsmen's Clothing Military Goods

Army & Navy Store
110 South Aurora Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

We try to give a little better service than

the customer expects

We print the Era

The Atkinson Press

Printing
122 South Tioga Street

Telephone 2623

Both large and small orders are accorded

the same personal attention

n
FOREST HOME INN

At the End of the Forest Home Walk

* * *

Luncheons Teas Dinners

Catering for Parties a Specialty

A l tractive Menus Refined Surroundings

Daily 12:00-7:00 Sundays 1:00-7:30

A la Carte—Table d' hole

* * *

Dial 2282

Ifyou want to save money

Drop Down here for all

your clothes and

furnishings

ALEXANDER'S
124 East State Street
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KODAK

Pictures like this

will keep the memo

ries of your college
days forever fresh.

You can make good
pictures with a Ko

dak even though
you are inexperi
enced.

Kodaks $6.50 up.

HEAD'S

KODAK SHOP

109 N. Aurora St.

Norton Printing Co.
317 East State Street

* * *

COLLEGE, FRATERNITY and

COMMERCIAL PRINTING

Au Bon Marche

Tailoring and Haberdashery

Alterations a Specialty

J. N. Scusa F. C Podboy

105 Dryden Road

Phone 8443

Brown & Dclavan

i l'^\s/l\

ii^V

Hallmark Jewelers

^k / f. '

m / AN l.

156 E. State St.

ITHACA, N. Y.

louhlisbed 1870

They Toe the Mark

for Style

SNAP
and dash up-to-

the-minute style in

these Oxfords.

Reason why? They're

Endicott-Johnsow
5HDE5

102 E. State St.

Ithaca, N. Y.

Have you made your appointment for

Senior Photographs?

Do it early

Dial 2524
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In Your Home Town

The local optician probably grinds his lenses on a

machine invented by the head of our firm. It

ctands to reason that your optical work, whatever

its nature, can be as efficiently and accurately

done here, with greater convenience and dispatch.

Wilson Optical Co.
208 E. State St. Ithaca

'We grind our own- lenses''

THE

Public Market
"The Place to Buy Meats"

°$

We solicit Fraternity as well as restaurant and

private trade. Our equipment and service un

equalled. Stewards, call and see our plant and the

quality goods we serve.

WILLIAM KNIGHT 115 N. Aurora St.

The Wisteria Garden

Opposite Strand

"Particular Food For Particular People"

Regular lunch noon and night 55 cents. A La

Carte at all hours. 12 meal tickets, good until

used, $6.00.

Plank Steaks that are famous. Delicious Salads.

"Peacock Alley," before or after the game, the

show, or any time, is worth while.

Student jazz orchestra every evening.

Hours : Daily 10 :00 A. M. to 10 :45 P. M. ; Sun

days 5 :00 P. M. to 10 :45 P. M.

Open After Theaters

H. V. MILES '08,

Manager.

B
EFORE selecting your Fall Foot-

jgjj wear we earnestly advise you to

see the Stylish Models we have just
received for Banister makers of Style
Shoes of Quality. For the Ladies

who have had trouble in fitting, ask

to see our Counterpart shoes.

Ithaca Boot Shop, Inc.

F. J. Ashdown
2 1 2 East State St.
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The Cornell Era

222 Easl Slate Street. Ithaca, N. Y.

S. C. Spence '33, Editor-in-Chief; E. B. Mc

Connell
'

.3, Managing Editor; J. L. Eddy '2h,
R. S. Hill 'U, R. F. Howes '21,, W. R. Pietsch

'21,, R. L. Doty '25, J. L. Kolb '25, Associate
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VOU may depend on the same

authoritative correctness and

high standard of excellence in hats,

haberdashery and clothing which

you buy of our Representatives to

the Colleges as you would expect

to find in any one of our four

New York Stores.

"Satisfaction or Money Back"
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IRENE CASTLE



HE outstanding element of Irene Castle's temper

ament is her remarkable and quite limitless en

ergy. Her dynamic vitality is surprising and,

combined with this activity, there is a sense of

dignity which makes decorative motion of each

swift and quiet movement. In portraiture the

most natural position of the subject for the purpose of study is

that of repose with the hands at rest, but the artist has directed a

more appropriate and, I think, more expressive attitude in this

canvas. Seeing her turned to him with this air of sincerely ar

rested interest the observer feels that she is poised rather than

posed—and that is as it should be.

Most of the expression lies in the hands—capable hands with

slender, sensitive wrists—which she holds openly together. They

are doing nothing, but one feels that they will not long remain so

and that, whatever form the movement may take, it will be grace

ful and full of the joy and poetry of motion for its own sake. The

composition is simple, direct, and pleasing and the painting is

handled throughout with a sound and fine tecnic. The stray

lock over the forehead is an especially happy piece of brush work.

The work of Professor Olaf M. Brauner of the College of Ar

chitecture, this portrait was done only the past summer and is soon

to be reproduced in colors on the cover of "Town and Country."

The painting has never been exhibited here and it is hoped that

students at the University will be given an opportunity to see it at

some time during the coming year.
—E. F. B.

9
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Dobie's Tactics

An Analysis of the Inimitable Scotchman's Methods

Gilmour Dobie's system of coaching

has aroused a great deal of interest

and curiosity among all ardent sup

porters of Cornell football teams.

The installation of flood-lights, his

pessimistic, non-committal attitude,

secret practices, and above all the re

versal of form of our elevens have

started much speculation as to his

methods of gaining such happy re

sults.

Because of the utter impossibility of getting

Dobie to say anything about himself in an inter

view, and the equally hopeless task of gaining any

first hand knowledge of his handling of the squad

when under a system of secret practice, many

conclude that there is a great mystery attached to

the coaching principles of our football mentor.

Without intending to arouse Gil's wrath by giving

away any of his "trade secrets," we will attempt

to dispell some of the mystery by an analysis of

coaching methods and how they may be applied to

Dobie's system in particular, and thus may arrive

at a more clear understanding of how he gains his

successes.

In the first place, a coach to be successful must

have the confidence of his team. Without faith in

his ability he cannot long make them respect his

authority. Dobie's remarkable record of victories

before coming to Cornell, combined with his out

ward indifference to proper execution compared
to his denunciation of an inexcusable mistake, all
gives the players the feeling that he "knows the

game."

Secondly, a coach must not only make the squad
feel that he knows what he is trying to accomplish,
but he must also be able to make them have a clear

understanding of his principles. This is one of
Dobie's strongest points, for beginning with the
fundamentals of football he gradually adds, with
the utmost simplicity, to the knowledge of each in
dividual man. His simplicity of instruction de
velops a team with each unit working in the most
efficient manner. An example of this is the much-
talked-of excellence of interference of Dobie's
teams.

Different coaches have varying ideas concern.

ic

ing the way practice should be conducted. Many
feel that a group of undergraduates watching the

squad at work gives it a feeling of the interest

taken by the students in the team and that in con

sequence it will exert greater efforts due to such

inspiration. But others, and among them Dobie,
believe that secret practice allows the coach more

latitude in instructing his pupils, and greater con

centration on the game itself. He is little inter

ested in the danger that an opposing "scout" might
learn some of the plays or formations, for from

the grandstand the "scout" would see much more

of the actual playing of the team in one of its regu

lar games than he would in a practice session.

^^
Efficiency is as important in foot-

Jr"jlk ball as it is in any other kind of or-

B^4| ganization. Dobie took one step in

WmamM this direction by continuing practice
after dark by flooding the field with

the light of half a dozen large searchlights. Thus,
while many coaches began practice early in the

afternoon, Gil overcame the handicap of having
men kept at classes till five o'clock by continuing

practice till after nightfall. It is not nearly so

satisfactory as daylight practice, but Gil is after

results, and though handicapped, he gets them.
This efficiency is further carried to the play of

each individual ; he must be at a particular point
when the ball is snapped and then accomplish a

particular mission, whether it be to box in a tackle

or nail the opposing back in his tracks after a punt.
If he fails, Dobie will find a more able man for his

place. Primarily he is after the man who can ac

complish his task with the least amount of effort
in the shortest time. This makes for efficiency in

speed and endurance, and is half the explanation
of the ever-increasing driving power of his teams

up to the last minute of play.
But behind all this Dobie builds his team as sci

entifically as an engineer does a bridge. The first
month is spent in fundamentals and the testing of
material. Efficiency is sought in each position,
and not one, but three or four men are trained for
the greatest possible effectiveness, so that in case

one man slumps there may be no weak link endan-
( Concluded on page 28)



•DECORATIVE DESIGN

A Print on Cloth from a Linoleum Cut

By Charles L. Goeller
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HOWARD MUSSETT NAZOR

Sigma Phi Sigma

Delta Theta Phi

Sigma Delta Chi

Quill and Dagger

Sophomore Smoker Committee

Freshman Advisory Committee 3

Alumni Pledge Committee 3

Law Honor Committee 4

Vice-President Law Association, 3
Cornell Daily Sun Board 2

Assistant Circulation Manager 3

Business Manager 4

ROBERT EDWARD LEE

Sigma Phi Sigma

Delta Theta Phi

Sigma Delta Chi

Quill and Dagger

Musical Clubs 2, 3

Freshman Advisory Committee 3

Convocation Committee

Vice-President Law Association, 3

President Law Association 4

College Honor Committee 3

Alumni Pledge Committee 3

Cornell Honor Committee 4

Cornell Daily Sun 2, 3

Managing Editor 4

Photo by White
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OTIS PARKER WILLIAMS

Phi Kappa Psi

Sigma Delta Chi

Sphinx Head

Freshman Advisory Committee

British-American Club

Musical Clubs 2, 3

Junior Prom Committee

Central Spring Day Committee 3

Freshman Track Team

Student Endowment Fund Committee 3

Cornell Daily Sun Board 2, 3

Editor-in-Chief 4

ERNEST DELOS LEET

Sigma Nu

Sigma Delta Chi

Aleph Samach

Quill and Dagger

Freshman Advisory Committee

Endowment Fund Committee

All-Cornell Dance Committee 2, 3

Social Affairs Committee

Cornell Union Plans Committee

Cornell Honor Committee 3

Secretary 3

Student Council 2, 3

Acting-President 4

British-American Club

Janus Club

C. U. C. A. Cabinet 2, 3

Arts College Association, President 4

Associate Editor, Cornell Daily Sun, 1, 2, 3

Editorial Director 4
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THE RAID

A Play in One Act

By Mayer Portner

To Paul Greene with Sincerest Admiration

CAST OF CHARACTERS:

Paul

Kitty

Tommy Langdon

A Hotel Clerk

Detective Sergeant Wertheimer

Policemen, and Plain Clothes Men

SCENE : A large city not very far from New

York.

TIME: The Present.

"Hoiv powerless is the human will before predes
tination." —Thomas Hardy.

(A room in a cheap hotel. A double bed, a small table,

a dresser, a sink, and a gas stove comprise the furniture.

On the left, a door leading to the corridor. An empty

whiskey flask on the table. As the curtain rises, Paul is

discovered in shirt-sleeves tying his cravat. Kitty is lying

on the bed dressed in a kimona. She is playing with a

poodle. Paul is a tall, well-built fellow with handsome

features. He is dressed in a silk shirt of a very loud

fabric and a "wallpaper" tie.)
Paul: Damn this tie. (Throws it away and tries an

other.)

Kitty: (Playing with the dog.) My sweetheart, my

zuzu, my lulu. Want to play with mama?

Paul: There you go again with that monkey of yours.

Some of these days I'll throw him out of the window.

(Kitty shifts the dog from one side of the bed to the

other, and cuddles it to her protectively.)
Kitty: Don't touch that dog. He's mine. Got him

for a present from a friend.

Paul: Well, then shut up and keep it out of the way
if you want it to live.

(Kitty does not answer him, but whispers to the dog
something inaudible. Paul is done with his cravat. Looks
at his watch.)
Paul: I wonder what's keeping Langdon.
Kitty: Is Langdon coming up? How does he know we

are in town?

Paul: I called him up on the 'phone; he was over in

Jerry's poolroom. He ought to be here any minute.
Kitty: That will be fine. I'll send him over to the

grocery store and the butcher's, and he'll buy something
for us to eat. I'm nearly starved and here is a gas stove.
Don't see why I couldn't cook something to eat.

Paul : You can wait. I want to send him to get some
whiskey.

Kitty : You know he is too young to get that.
Paul: Ha, ha, ha, don't make me laugh?

16

Kitty: What are you laughing at?

Paul: Well, if there is anything that he couldn't get,

I'd like to see it.

Kitty: Well, that's no reason for you sending him for

whiskey. We want something to eat first.

Paul: Something to eat All you do is eat.

Kitty : That's better than drinking that rotten whiskey

you always fill yourself up with.

Paul: Shut up! I'm paying for it, ain't I?

Kitty: Yes, but whose money is it? Who earns the

money you get I'd like to know?

Paul: (Indignant) Sucking in for a black eye;

keep it up and you'll get it.

Kitty: You dare touch me, you big brute.

Paul: Who in hell are you talking to?

(He makes a break for her, but stops half way as the

sound of someone knocking on the door is heard. He turns

about, walks over to the door and opens it. Enter Tommy

Langdon. He is about, nineteen years old, of about me

dium height, stockily built. He is dressed in old elothes,

a cap, soft collar and bow tie. He has a copy of the

Morning Telegraph in his hand.)

Langdon: Hello, Paul.

Paul: Hello, Tommy.

(Langdon closes the door behind him and walks into the

room. He removes his cap which he puts in his coat

pocket. He walks over to the bed where Kitty has risen

and is now sitting up.)

Langdon: Hello, Kitty, how are you? You're looking
fine.

Kitty: Thanks, Tommy, how's things with you?
Paul: Where are you living now? (He sits down and

lights a cigarette.)
Langdon: I sleep with your brother John.

Kitty: Where's Martha?

Langdon : She's gone to Atlantic City for the summer.

She's got a job as a waitress in some big restaurant.

They ain't got no house this season. John says it's too

much trouble; and besides, he didn't feel like going down

this year. So Martha is working by herself.

(He walks over to the door where he finds a chair

which he brings near the bed and sits down leisurely,
crosslegged. He puts the paper into his coat pocket.)
Kitty: (Aside to Paul, in almost a whisper.) You

think John is getting tired of Martha?

Paul: (In a normal voice.) I don't know; and what's
that to you?

Lang: What's the matter

Kitty: Nothing, Tommy,
what's new down the corner?

Lang: (Sits up straight.) Oh, nothing much. Jerry is

gonna close his poolroom. He ain't doin' much business.
Old man McCarthy is gonna retire from the plumbing

now?

go on tell us some more;
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nearly forgot. (He sits up straight.)You know Werthei

-well, he got promoted

Paul: You love Werthei
Kitty :

mer, Special Oilicer, Julius Wertheimer,

mer, don't you'
What's the matter, Tummy? What have you

got against him?

Lang: I got a grudge against him, that's what I got
against him, the lousy gorilla.

KITTY: Easy, Tommy, old man, don't get excited.

PAUL: Has he been botherin' you any lately?
Lang: No, not lately. But do you think I forgot the

time he had me pinched?

Kitty: Oh, he had you pinched. I see now. But then

it's funny that the cops got you, Tommy. I heard you're

fast on your feet.

Lang: Yes, I know, but you wouldn't be any better.

It was just like this. I was watching a crap game and

somebody hollered "cheese it." I look up and see a cop

running right at me. So I runs to the other side straight

into Wertheimer. He wore civilian clothes at the time,

just became a special officer and I couldn't recognize him.

So he had me pinched.

Paul: How did you make out? Let's hear it again.

Lang: What are you doin', kidding me?

Kitty : Don't mind him, go on tell me the rest.

Lang: There would be nothing to tell if I hadn't

stopped to pick up the money that was on the ground.

Cop's money, you know. Cop's money is right. They

searched my pockets and took it away after all.

Paul: Serves you right, you piker. Next time you

won't be so greedy.

Lang: (Ignoring him.) Not only that, but I had a

deck of pinochle cards in my pocket so they took that away,

too. Then the house sergeant puts down my name and

address in the book and enters a charge : Gambling on the

highway. And the next morning the Judge gives me five

days.

Kitty : So you were in the Jug for five days.

Lang : Like fun. Big Tom got me out in half an hour,

but I had to ride in a van just the same. Almost got

squeezed to death,—so many passengers.

(A slight pause.)

Paul: What's Wertheimer doing now?

Lang: I told you he got promoted. He's on the vice

squad as a detective sergeant.

Paul: You don't say. (He turns to the girl.) Listen,

Kit. If you should happen to go out any night while we

are in the city, why look out for him, you hear? You'll

recognize him, I suppose.

Kitty: I can't say. I never saw him except in uni

form, but I'll keep my eyes open.

Paul: You can tell him by his walk, the flat-footed

gorilla.

Kitty: You love him, too, don't you, Paul?

Paul: Well, he's too nosey to suit me. I never had

much use for him anyway, and when he gave the kid a

ride in the van I did not like it any too much. He's got

an awful drag somewheres, and he's got big ideas. Boasted

one day that he'd be Lieutenant of the district before long.

Lang: I pity the district.

(Paul lights a cigarette and offers one to Tommy which

the latter refuses. Kitty is playing with the dog.)

Paul: Oh, I forgot you don't smoke. What paper is

that you got there, Tom? Let me see it. (Langdon hands

him the paper. He sits down to read it.)

Kitty: I think I'll light one for a change. Give me

one, Paul. (Paul gives her a cigarette, and she lights it

on his.)

Kitty : Tell me, Tommy, what do you do all day, do you

work?

Paul: (Laughing.) Ha, ha, ha, gee this is rich. Hon

est, Kitty, you make me laugh. You talk like a greenhorn.
Him work, ha, ha, ha. Tell her something, will you,

Tommy?

Lang: Oh, I don't know. I guess I would have been

working yet in that woolen house if I wasn't pinched.
Kitty: Did you lose your job on account of that?

Lang: Yes, the boss said he did not care to have any

questionable characters around the place. That's what

he told me. He says I might put my pals wise to his

place. Enough goods is stolen off the wagons as it is,

and who knows but some day thieves will break into the

loft. So he fired me.

Kitty: Well, then how do you live?

Lang : Oh, I manage. I hang around the cigar store

and when somebody is called on the 'phone I go after them,

and they give me a nickel or so. That's my pin money.

Paul: Listen to him, will you? His pin money.

Kitty: Yes, yes, but where do you eat and sleep?

Lang: Well, I sleep with Paul's brother John since

Martha went away. And for eating, why, I go around to

Mrs. Murphy's boarding house and do something around

the house or kitchen and after all the boarders are done

eating, she scraps up something for me to eat.

Paul: It's a great life if you don't weaken, eh, Tommy?

Lang : Never mind, don't think I am so crazy about this

life. And Mrs. Murphy's daughter, Ada, that's the old

est, she goes to High School, you know,—well, she says to

me, says Ada, "Tom, why don't you go out and get a job,

and then go to school or something, and make a man of

yourself?"
Kitty: Do you like Ada?

Lang: Do I? Why, I'd shovel coal for her, or do any

kind of hard labor, if she'd go with me.

Paul : Yes, you would, in a pig's neck.

Kitty: Tommy, why don't you get yourself a job and

get some decent clothes, maybe she'll like you then.

Lang: I'll tell you the truth, Kitty. A lot of times I

get up early and I go out looking for work, but I always

wind up in the library where I sit down and read, and

sometimes when I have enough money, I go to the movies.

Then I don't know, maybe if I wasn't cuttin' the crap

games when the kids come out of school dinner time I

guess I'd be forced to go to work.

Paul: Since when do you cut the games?

Lang: Oh, ever since Peanuts went down
South. Since

he went away I cut all the games, but I'm too good-natured.

I only cut a nickel on every three passes.

Kitty: What does Ada say about you playing crap?

17
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Lang: She doesn't know nothin' about it. We play in

a little alley in back of the school.

Kitty: Better don't take any chances; some day she'll

find it out and then it's goodbye Tommy Langdon.

Lang: I hope not. Then, anyway, I ain't gonna do it

all the time. Some of these days I'm gonna get a swell

job and quit monkeyin' with crap games. You know,

Kitty, one of the boarders at Mrs. Murphy's, he's an elec

trician. Not a plain electrician, no, he works on the stage.

Works in the Mansfield Theater, and sometimes I go with

him and see the shew from the back of the stage or up

stairs. I help around when they shift the scenery and

make myself generally useful. You know, Kitty, I like

the stage. The actors have it nice. You oughta see, they
dress to kill and they walk with a cane, regular sports.

They talk so funny though it makes me laugh. No, I

should say laugh (he pronounces the broad A) ; but they
can play a good game of Pinochle all right, I'll say that.

And you oughta see the actresses, they're so pretty I could

look at them all day.

(Paul laughs to himself over the newspaper.)
Kitty: What do you intend to do, become an actor?

Lang: (He speaks slowly, gazing into space.) No, I

can't sing or dance, and I ain't even good looking, but I'll
be something, maybe, a stage director or manager. Well,
anyway, I think I'll go to work in that theater for good.
Six nights a week and Wednesday and Saturday after

noons, that ain't so bad, eh?

Kitty: No, I don't suppose it is. (She pets the dog.)
(Pause.)

(Paul rises, drops the newspaper and addresses Lang
don.)

Paul: Listen, Tommy, I want you to do something for
me. Go over to Eddie Mack and get me two half pints.
Tell him it's for me, he knows what kind I want. (He
hands him a ten dollar bill.)
Lang : You better give me a note to him if you want it.
Paul: What's the matter, afraid he won't give it to

you ?

Lang: No, I ain't afraid, but he don't know you're
back in town and if I say it's for you it'll sound fishy and
he'll throw me out.

Paul: All right, here's a note. (He scribbles a few-
words on a piece of wrapping paper.)
Kitty: Wait a minute, Tommy, how much money did

he give you?

Lang: Ten dollars.

Kitty: Good, now I want you to buy me something
1 ou'll stop at the butcher's, get two pounds of steak and
come groceries. And then, I want some bread.
L*ng: Got a basket or something? I can't carry all

that in my pocket.

Kitty: Here, take this bag. (She gives him her hand

bag.)

Paul: Hurry up, Tommy, I'm awful dry.

Kitty : No hurry, go to the grocer's and butcher's first

and bring something to eat first, so that we'll have dinner.

Are you hungry, Tommy?

Lang: Well, I could eat.

Kitty: All right, Tommy, as long as we are in town

ycu come up here and you'll eat with us.

Lang: Thanks, Kitty, but I won't come tomorrow. It's

Wednesday and we play a matinee. (He goes out.)

(Kitty lies down and resumes playing with the dog.
Paul walks up and down the room smoking.)
P.'.ul: Did you hear the kid say, "We play a matinee"?

He's got the spirit all right. I'll bet it won't be long be

fore he owns a chain of theaters. And yet, you can't tell,

he may go the other way. Look at me. I had a lot of am

bition when I first started out, and where is it not? And

I had talent, too. There wasn't a guy in Burlesque who

cculd do a Buck and Wing better than I could. Used to

get a big hand. Brought the house down. Sounded sweet

to me all right. Used to bow till I got a headache. And

look at me today.

Kitty: If you wouldn't drink

Paul: Shut up, damn you, if I didn't drink I wouldn't

look at you. But don't worry, I ain't goin' to hang around

like this all the time. Some of these days I'll go up and

try to get bookings, or maybe I'll go to see old man Segal
and sign up with him. By God, I think I'll do that. I

just read in the paper that he is sailing for Europe next

Saturday but if we come to New York tomorrow we can

see him ... (He looks down at his feet for a moment.)
I've still got a few turns in me, and I'm still young yet.
Won't be thirty-five until next August. And if I stick,
some day I'll hit Broadway and wouldn't have to play
small time. Gee, when I stop to think what I might have
been if I had only stuck. Kitty, you remember the Swan-
son Boys, don't you? They come from our corner. They're
goin' great these days. Headliners. Billy Swan and
Brother is the name they go under. It was me who

taught Billy all he knows.

(He sits down absorbed in thought, his head between
his hands. Kitty has meanwhile risen from the bed and
is watching him fixedly. As he sits down she approaches
him and strokes his hair affectionately. She is a little
wisp of a girl and looks even smaller in comparison to
h m. She gently removes his hands from his face and
kisses him. He is startled somewhat.)
Kitty: Paul, dear, you ain't gonna throw me down, are

: u. (He does not answer.) What am I going to do
w thout you?

(Continued on page 26)
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Pick Your Favorite

Certain Young Ladies Well Known to Cornellians Go to Press Exclusively (?)
For The Era

:L*
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Cornell's Cross Country Team

A Prospective of the Coming Season

"Cornell victorious,

the champions of all"

is the best summary

of last year's cross

country season.

Three perfect scores

and 18 points in the

Intercollegiates, the

lowest score ever

made, proved Cor

nell's supremacy beyond all possible doubt. It was

one of the greatest teams "Jack" Moakley ever de

veloped.

Now we are practically starting all over again.

The seasoned war veterans are gone, leaving ma

terial more like the pre-war aggregations. Cap
tain Kirby and Gordon are the only veterans of

last year's team remaining. Bonsai, who ran in

the English race two years ago and was laid up

last year with a broken ankle, is running again

and rapidly getting back in shape. Vandevort and

Williams who ran in the Harvard meet last year,

Burnham, winner of last year's spring novice race,

and Morrison all show promise. H. G. Smith has

been the most consistent winner in the time trials,

to date. From last year's freshman team, Bullen,

Glick, Marchand, and Pozefski have returned.

North and Pond, '25's best harriers, are not back

this year. Leussler, Rauch, Emerson, Corwith,

and Kreisel are all doing well.

There is absolutely no way of forecasting the

performance of this year's team. As it is com

posed mostly of new material, it is being trained

in an entirely different manner from last year.

The men have been running over new courses,

mostly short and on the level to develop speed.

The varsity runners are divided into two squads,

(Continued on page 24)

Self Portraits Cut in Linoleum

Donald W. Coleman '24
John A. Hartell '24

Nathaniel Erown
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Fifty-six to six. Sixty-six to nothing ! Every game adds to the resemblance to the

multiplication tables, and every game brings forth the same comment, "how much

will we win by?". Last spring, when the football schedule was published, a great

hue and cry went up that Cornell was picking on easy teams so as to run up big

scores. At the same time everyone recalled the reason why Cornell was not con

sidered by the sport writers as real contenders for the championship football team :

that we had not played enough strong teams to show what we really could do against opposition. This

fall season bids fair to produce the largest aggregate of scores that Cornell has ever made, yet it is al

most certain that when it comes time to pick the championship team, the sport writers on the big dailies

will pass up the name of Cornell for the same reason as it was passed up last year. But why have we

not more of the socalled "big" teams on our schedule?

There is a reason, a perfectly good reason. Some know it; those who don't sit back and "crab."

Wouldn't is be better that the student body were allowed an insight into the working-out of a football

schedule, rather than to give out a little information to just a few and let the greater part of the stu

dents go around either with a wrong idea or with ideas of their own which add nothing to their opinion

of those who are running things at Schoellkopf?

Dr. Emile Coue is coming to America ! He cures by repetition of his formula "Day by day,

in every way, I am growing better and better."

For years we have been told that "where there is a will there is a way" ; that when a man

is uncertain of the outcome of his adventure, when he is nervous on the putting green, he

calls forth his Will-power and by sheer force of will wins out. But now we must put all that

aside. According to Coue, when we pit our Will-to-succeed against an idea that we are going to fail, the

Will is helpless unless our imagination strongly backs up the Will. To quote the eminent psychologist,

"In a contest between the Will and the Imagination, the force of the Imagination is in direct proportion

to the square of the Will." Therefore, from now on, when we are struggling with a presentiment of de

feat we are not to struggle against it, we are not to grit our teeth and force ourselves to go ahead and try

to win,—by no means. We are to begin imagining that we have already won !

Mid-term prelims are not far off; long nights of vigil over the elusive unknown quantity, or the

known but temporarily forgotten reason, begin to loom as inevitable hardships. Yet, how easy it will be

in the future for the fashionable student ! All he need do is to sit before an open book, peruse it care

fully, but not worriedly, and murmur the magic words, "hour by hour, from every page, I am growing

wiser and wiser." Twenty times he will utter the shibboleth and twenty times he will imagine the pre

lim already passed. Then, when the prelim is finally before his very eyes, the prelim-blank immediately

under his calm pen, he will quietly and easily let the wisdom flow from the golden tip ! Such is the Force

of the Imagination !

<£d

<?
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My Northern Exposure, the Kawa at the Pole. By

Walter E. Traprock (George S. Chappell). 245

pages. New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons.

This is the second trip of that

famous explorer, Dr. Traprock,

in the good ship, Kawa ; the first,

inspired by Frederick O'Brien's

literature, was to the South

Seas; the other, in parody of

Peary's northern explorations,

was to the "Big Peg." For the

average reader who has had

more experience with South Sea

stories than he has had with discoveries of the

North Pole, and for this reason can better appre

ciate the subtleties of a southern parody, "The

Cruise of the Kawa" would prove far more amus

ing. If, on the other hand, he has read about the

expedition to the Filbert Isles and wants more of

the same thing, it is safe to advise that he read

the "Exposure."

True, he will find much the same thing. In

stead of the compass plant that always points to

the north we have the compass animal. There are

the polar kittens, members of the Felis-polaris or

skunk family. Traprock adds that since they al

ways point towards the north, it is safe to ap

proach them form the south,—an advantage not

held over their southern brethren. Traprock
again takes with him about the same group of

incognito celebrates of the New York world of

literature, Heywood Broun and Ethel Barrymore
among them.

The humor varies from the obvious to the sapi
ent, the ancient to the original. Somehow, though,
it all seems the same. If the book is read from
cover to cover at one sitting, it is almost sure to

pall; but if it is picked up now and then to dally
through a few pages, an infinite number of laughs
may be found. Chappell has one very interesting
form of humor: the kind that leaves a great deal
to the imagination. For example, Triplett, the

skipper of the ship, asks permission to take along
one of his wives, as it is likely to be very lonesome

up in the cold reaches of the north. It is against

the rules, so Traprock says,
"

'We'll have to keep
it secret. She can join us at St. John's and come

aboard as ward-robe woman. No one must sus

pect that she is your wife.' Triplet shifted his

quid and slowly winked his false eye. 'She ain't,'
he said."

My Northern Exposure is to laugh. If you en

joy parodies, by all means buy it.

R. S. H.

Batouala. By Rene Maran. Translated from the

French by Adele Szold Seltzer. 207 pages. Pub

lished by Thomas Seltzer, New York.

4
Maran is a French Congo negro,

writing about his own peeple. He

says in the preface that it has taken

him six years to translate what he

has heard and describe what he has

seen,—certainly a careful enough

study to command attention. Judg
ing from the alleged sales, it has done so. Besides,
the book won the Grand Prix in Paris this sum

mer.

If Maran, however, as he claims, was trying to

arouse public interest and intervention for the

cause of the negro, he has contradicted himself
too strongly to succeed. In the preface, he de

scribes his people as more sinned against than
sinning; in the book proper, he paints a picture
of utter depravity and licentiousness that has
come down from their forebears. A people so low
and degenerated as these he tells about, would
seem to be beyond saving. At least, the effort
would be prodigious.
But as a study of the negro and as an excellent

piece of writing, the book is a great success In
spite ot tho translation, Maran's personalis shows
through. It is lost sometimes as a result of the
many African words retained in the text, It is
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difficult to understand why the translator has done

this, for he can hardly expect us to know native

patois, if we cannot even understand French.

Nevertheless, the book is worth reading, if it is

only to get an excellent picture of how the other

half lives. Disgusting at times, sensual often, it

contains, however, several beautiful passages,
—

especially those telling about the big hunt that

takes place every year.

R. S. H.

This Freedom. By A. S. M. Hutchinson. Little,

Brown and Company.

"This Fredom" you see ad

vertised as "written by the au

thor of the biggest selling novel

of all time." ("If Winter
~~~ ""*'

Comes.") In it we find Mr.

Hutchinson, an Englishman, you know, at his most

impressionistic—impressionistic in literary style,

that is. An unpretentious vocabulary, and an

easy, conversational lilt. But whatever else the

novel may be (we restrain ourselves), it is this:

An attempt to prove a syllogism through emo

tionalism. The undomesticated woman is doomed

to misery, misery, misery—there is your pious

proposition. Every man and every woman coun

ters the middle-age tragedy of youth unfulfilled,

you must understand, but the woman who seeks a

manly career is doomed to tragedy and tragedy

upon tragedy. Horrible doom ! Mr. Hutchinson

is either too cowardly, or too bewildered by the

play of his own coursing talent, to expose his pro

position so baldly as this, but there it is, inex

tricably enmeshed in this picture of the life of a

woman who has spliced marriage and a career.

In his wary irony Mr. Hutchinson has called the

thing, as he lamps it—"This Freedom."

A good gift-book for the woman with whom you

would descend to the discussion of such stuff.

• —J. L. E.

The Glimpses of the Moon. By Edith Wharton.

364 pages. New York : D. Appleton & Company.

In conversing the other day

with the man who is the best au

thority on literature in Ithaca, I

asked him what he thought of The

Glimpses of the Moon. "Ah,—

yes,
—

"

he said, "Edith Wharton

is always good." In fact, she is

generally considered one of the

best writers, man or woman, in this country today.
Her The Age of Innocence won the Pulitzer Prize

for the best book presenting American life.

This new book starts with the marriage of two

(Continued on page 27)

The

Tompkins County
National Bank

135-137 East State Street

Established 1836

We would be pleased to handle your

checking account

The largest assortment

in town of Pipes
and Smokers' Supplies

The world's finest!
DUNHILL PIPES

OWN BBB MAKE PIPES

M M IMP. PIPES

COMOY PIPES

TREBOR PIPES

ABERDEEN PIPES

University Smoke Shop
Ithaca Hotel

Numeral Pipes in Stock
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If we were not pretty good
we would not be as large

MODERN METHOD

LAUNDRY

JOHN REAMER, Proprietor

IDEAL LUNCH
1 03 North Tioga Street

A neat, clean down-to-date eating place

Quick service, good food and prices right

We make all our pies, cakes and puddings

TRY THE IDEAL

•r*
I

T is our good pleasure to show you for

Fall and Winter an Exclusive, Bright
and Snappy line of Woolens of the

finest quality of foreign and domestic makes.

As for many years our experience and repu
tation in making clothes for Cornell men is

at your service.

* *

Kohm & Brunne

TAILORS

Opp. Ithaca Hotel 222 E. State St.

CORNELL'S CROSS COUNTRY

(Continued from page 20)

totaling about forty men. As new men are trans
ferred from the novice to the varsity, they are as

signed to the second squad until their perform
ances prove them capable of running with the more

experienced men.

Cornell's success in cross country has been

largely due to the efforts of the Cross Country
Club. Every man who has taken part in at least
four races, as well as managers and compets in

terested in cross country, is eligible to be elected
a member. Its main purposes are to develop the

man, promote sportsmanship, bring about friendly
feeling among those interested in the sport, and

to draw greater attention to it. It has been espe

cially successful in this last aim, and through its

efforts many of the best varsity harriers have

found their way to the limelight. It furnishes the

cups and prizes for the freshman and novice se

ries of races, and the annual blind handicap race

It also conducts the annual intercollege cross

country race and awards the four C's to the win

ner. Such men as N. P. Brown, McDermott,

Dresser, and John Paul Jones have been winners

of these races. At the close of the season an in

vitation is extended to everyone who has ever run

cross country, as well as those interested, to a

grand final banquet featured by "Jack's" talk on

the past season.

>i^-
On the day of the Colgate game the

fj Jm club P^ns to meet some of its expenses

■L^Jt by holding a tag day. It is impossible to

^^/ pay for the numerous trophies, as well

JT as the banquet, from the dues of the

4a6**±. club alone. For it is nor the object of
^^^^™

the club to exclude those who cannot

afford a large expense. Cornellians, you are truly

supporting your team when you support the or

ganization which makes the team possible.

SHOES MADE TO ORDER
Also Shoe Repairing, Hand and Machine Work, neatly

and promptly done. All work guaranteed.

* *

Get your Shoes Shined the best and quickest here.

H. A. QUATTRINNI BRO.
2131.." Dryden Road
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STRAND THEATRE
OCTOBER 22-25

* * *

RICHARD BARTHELMESS in

"SONNY"

EXTRA—BUSTER KEATON in

"THE GOAT"

CRESCENT THEATRE
SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

ALMA RUBENS in "The Valley of Silent Men"

PATHE NEWS—HAROLD LLOYD

* * 4

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

THOMAS MEIGHAN in "Our Leading Citizen"

Pathe News

Matinee 15c, 25c; Night 25c, 35c and Tax

We don't tell you how to eat,

but where to eat

209 DRYDEN ROAD

is the home of

The

Cornellian Cafeteria

* * *

Prompt service and

capable attendants

A Hearty Meal for a Little Bit

Dial 2006

SMOKING TOGS—

Cigarette Cases

Cigarette Boxes

Cigarette Holders

1 obacco Jars

riumiaors Ash 1 rays

AT

R. A. Heggie &Bro.Co

Opp. Tompkins County Bank

L. & K. FREEMAN
ANNOUNCE

A new assortment of French Felts and Velours, coque

and silver trimmed. Also the smart, close-fitting hats of

Brocade and fancy materials as well as the large dressy
hats for street and afternoon wear.

Your inspection is cordially invited.

315 E. State St. Ithaca, N. Y.

THE HILL DRUG STORE

C. W. DANIELS, Pnarmacist

328 College Ave.

DRUGS

TOILET ARTICLES

TOOTH BRUSHES

TOWELS

STATIONERY

ALARM CLOCKS
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SPORTING GOODS

U. M. C. & U. S.

AMMUNITION

DUXBAK CLOTHING

The ideal clothing for out-of-doors

S. R. TISDEL

210 East Seneca Street

Seniors who demand really high grade photographs
are invited to look us up

We deliver the Goods.

* * *

The Robinson Studio

212-214 E. State St.

A. R. SAWYER CO., INC.

WE HAVE THE LATEST IN

Millinery

Ready-to-Wear and Furnishing
Goods for Women, Misses,

and Children

ALWAYS AT THE LOWEST PRICES

A. R. SAWYER CO., INC.
CHAS. SEABURG, Pres. A. WM. SRABUKC, 7Y,„>

THE RAID

(Continued from page 18)

Paul: I don't know; if you'll be good I'll take you with

me.

Kitty: Gee, that'll be fine. (She straightens up.) You

know, Paul, I also have tired of this life. It's a dog's life,
ain't it, dear? If we quit that, and get married, Paul, I'll

be a good wife to you. Oh, I'll be true to you all right,

you won't have to worry over that. You know we can go

to Father Regan and get married, and we'll be man and

wife. Think of it, Paul, you'll be my lawful husband and

we'll live where people don't know us. And nobody will

say Kitty is this and Kitty is that.

(Paul rises and resumes his walking up and down.)

Paul: Maybe I can get you a job in the chorus. You

look good enough. Then you can be with me. (He walks

over to her, picks her up in his arms, raises her to the

level of his face, then kisses her.)

Kitty: (Her face flushed with joy.) We'll go to New

York tomorrow, eh, Paul? I'll start packing now. When

Langdon comes with the meat, I'll prepare dinner. Then

we'll ship the baggage and buy our tickets for New York,

( She begins busying herself and dressing in order to

pack up. She sings a song in a low, clear voice. And

Paul keeps time with his feet.)

SONG

Don't flirt with the young man

That hangs on the coiners;

Don't flirt with the young man

That dresses so gay.

Fo> he'll tell you he loves you

And hug you and kiss you;

He'll tell you he loves you

A)id lead you astray.

(A slight pause and then suddenly the sound of heavy

foot-steps and rough voices are heard.)

Voice Outside: How about this room, let's see who's

here.

Another Voice: Let's have a look at them.

(The sound of a master key is heard, and the door is

opened. Enter a hotel clerk followed by Detective Ser

geant Wertheimer, his suite of policemen and plain clothes

men. Wertheimer is taller and somewhat heavier than

Paid. He has a dry, wizened face with a mean, sarcastic

expression.)

Werth: (As he enters.) A married couple, eh? I

know all about the married couples that stop in this place;
I'd like to look at their marriage license. Oh. look who's

here. When did you get back?

Paul: None of your business.

Werth: I'll show you damn soon whether it's my busi

ness or not. (Turning to one of the policemen.) Here,

Mike, put the handcuffs on him. He's a bad actor.

(The last phrase irritates Paul and he makes a hostile

move toward Wertheimer, but is restrained by a couple of

policemen, one of whom puts the handcuffs on him.

Wertheimer continues.)

So you're a married couple now, and I suppose youse

got a fake license to show people. What name do you go

under. Smith or Jones? (He looks at Paul expecting a

reply. Paul ignores him.) You won't answer me. eh"!

Well, you'll speak soon enough. When we get. you in the

station we'll make you talk all right. (Turning to Kitty.)

(Concluded on page 28)
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BOOKS

(Continued from page 23)

penniless hangers-on among the ruthless pleasure-

seeking multi-millionaires who spend most of their

time drifting about Europe. Their separation and

ultimate reunion forms the plot. Not an unusual

story, but Mrs. Wharton develops certain ideas

that may be applied rather generally to society as

a whole. And she does it exceptionally well.

Carnac's Folly. By Sir Gilbert Parker. 352 pages.

Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott Company.

Once I had a section oppo-

#y# WiW site Sir Gilbert's on a train.

(His name was on his suit

case.) He wrote furiously and

incessantly during the whole

trip and I wondered at the

time how he could turn out

anything worth while. Since then I have read

some of his books and now I know : he seldom does.

Carnac's Folly is trash. The folly upon which the

story is based is absolutely improbable if not im

possible. Then Carnac, by profession an artist,

runs for M. P. when he is only thirty and defeats

a man, whose illegitimate son he is and who has

been in office for over twenty years. Ha-ha.

—R. S. H.

TIGE" JEWETT'S

7-PIECE ORCHESTRA

AT THE

STAR

EVERY SATURDAY EVENING

8:30—11:30

Petrillose Bros.

Dry Cleaning and Pressing
Shortest Possible Time

Suits made to order $35 up

Work called for and delivered

Dial 7744

Houses and Individuals Pressing

Contracts

Service and Quality

THE

PALACE LAUNDRY

FRED C. BARNARD, Proprietor

323-325 Eddy Street

ITHACA, N. Y.

On the Hill
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WARM ONES

Angora, Alpaca, Brushed Wool Sweaters

Angora, Alpaca, Brushed Wool Waistcoats

Lamb-lined Coats, Ulster Coats, Mufflers

Gloves—Everything right hot off the fire

L. C. BEMENT
The Toggery Shop

The Christiance - Dudley
Pharmacy, Inc.

214-216 East State Street

STATIONERY

Cornell Seal

4 Sizes

TOILET

GOODS

Compacts

Rouge

Lip Sticks

Hairnets

Eaton-Crane

All Sizes

and

Styles

H. J. BOOL CO.

130-132 E. State St.

* j% *

Framed and Sheet Pictures

Picture Frames

Artist Materials

Devoe & Raynolds' Oil and
Water Color Paints

Artist Brushes

Weimar Oil Paints

A COMPLETE STOCK
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(Continued from page 26)

And you, Mrs. Smith or Jones, come along with us, too

your husband might want you to keep him company.

Kitty: I can't go like this; I must put some clothes on.

Werth : Hurry up about it, I can't stay here all day.

(He lights a cigar while Kitty busies herself around the

dresser. A slight pause. Enter Tommy Langdon carry

ing Kitty's handbag.)

Lang: Here's your meat and bread, Kitty—

(He sees Wertheimer and the policemen, puts down the

bag hurriedly, and runs out of the room. Wertheimer

rushes after him and brings him back.)

Werth : So you thought you could get away from me

eh? Well, you got another guess coming. (He holds him

by the shoulder.)

Lang: You let me go. I ain't got nothing to do with

this place. I'm working now at a good job and I don't

want to lose it, as I lost the other one.

Werth : Never mind, you can tell all this to the Judge.
(To a policeman) Here, Steve, take hold of him while I

see what's in the handbag.

Paul: Why don't you let the kid go? He's working at

a good job and you'll crimp it for him if you run him in.

Werth : Shut up and mind your own business. What

the hell is it to you, anyway? I'm running this.

Paul: You lousy pig, if I had my hands free I'd break

your head for you.

Werth : Who in the hell are you talking to, you damned

pimp?

(He goes over to Paul and slaps him over the face with

the back of his hand. Kitty rushes at Wertheimer with a

hat pin. One of the policemen knocks it out of her hand

with his club. Kitty screams with pain.)
Werth: Here, you slut, how do you get that way?

Come along. You're dressed good enough for the county

jail. Here, Mike, lead him out; Frank, you take care of

her; hold on to the boy, Steve. Let's go.

(The policemen walk out with their prisoners, followed

by the plain clothes men, the hotel clerk, and Wertheimer.)

Curtain.

DOBIE'S TACTICS

(Continued from page 10)

gering the success of the organization. Stars are

the exception on his teams, for with Dobie the men

as individuals do not make a winning team, but

rather the perfect coordination of each part de

velops the steam-roller power for which his teams

are noted. Therefore we may conclude that there

is no great secret to Dobie's success. That he pos

sesses certain qualities of independence, simplicity
in instruction, and efficiency that are to be found

in few football coaches, is the reason for his great
ness.
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Word Monger s'W

'Chattering Barbers''
"Word mongers" and "chattering barbers," Gilbert called

those of his predecessors who asserted that a wound made

by a magnetized needle was painless, that a magnet will
attract silver, that the diamond will draw iron, that the
magnet chirsts and dies in the absence of iron, that a magnet,
pulverzed and taken with sweetened water, will cure

hc«*aaches and prevent fat.

Beror- Gilbert died in 1603, he had done much to explain
magnetism and electricity through experiment. He found
that bv hammering iron held in a magnetic meridian it can
be magnetized. He discovered that the compass needle is
controlled by the earth's magnetism and that one magnet
can remagnetize another that has lost its power. He noted
the common electrical attraction of rubbed bodies, among
them diamonds, as well as glass, crystals, and stonesvand
was the first to study electricity as a distinct force-

"Not in books, but in things themselves, look for knowl

edge," he shouted. This man helped to revolutionize methods
of thinking

—

helped to make electricity what it has become.
His fellow men were little concerned with him and his experi
ments. "Will Queen Elizabeth marry—and whom?" they
were asking.

Elizabeth's flirtations mean little to us. Gilbert's method
means much. It is the method that has made modern

electricity what it has become, the method which enabled
the Research Laboratories of the General Electric Com

pany to discover new electrical principles now applied in

transmitting power for hundreds of miles, in lighting homes
electrically, in aiding physicians with the X-rays, in freeing.
civilization from drudgery.

GeneralflElecftric
(general Office COHlpSlly Sche nectadyJ/.T
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Quality has a fixed value in all markets,

whether the commodity be carpets, furniture,

locomotives, pianos, or clothes, and no man

ever buys that quality below its intrinsic

worth—he only thinks he does!

What appears to be as good as a Hickey-
Freeman garment for less money, only proves
that appearances are deceptive.

You can always find substitutes for a Hickey-
Freeman garment, but you can't find one to

take its place!

See the new Hickey-Freeman models

A visit is no obligation to buy!

The Wells - Shannon Co.

Exclusive, but not Expensive
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Your Story

In Picture

Leaves

Nothing

Untold"
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The Happy Ending
The play's over

—the whole shooting
match. Everyone is either dead or mar

ried. Now you can go home, to the

really happy ending of the day—to read

your copy of

VANITY FAIR
In Each Issue :—

PAGES
of photographs of the most care

fully dressed actresses and the most

carelessly dressed dancers.

REVIEWS
of the latest plays, to solve

the problem of what to see when in

town.

SATIRICAL
sketches by Fish and other

artists, to keep you in touch with the

follies of the world.

HUMOR
with a line you'll find irresisti

ble to female prom-addicts and home

town debutantes.

SPORTS
articles by men who have played

on teams themselves, and motor pages

by an expert.

AN
Auction Bridge corner which will

.. make your game a social and business

asset.

ART,
life and letters served up in short

l courses which will not jade the most

delicate appetite.

AND
the only sensible, correct, well-

. bred department of men's clothes pub
lished in this country.

Where's the Nearest News Stand?

rm
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Army & Navy Store

Work, Sport and Waterproof Clothing

* * *

We Specialize in

Leather Reversible Coats Ladies' Leather Coats

Sheeplined Coats Waterproof Coats

Riding Breeches Ladies' Breeches

Ladies' Knickers Men's Knickers

Domestic and Imported Golf Hose

Sportsmen's Clothing Military Goods

A A ■*,

Army & Navy Store

110 South Aurora Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

Don't throw those old gun-boats away

But let us rebuild them today,

They'll last six months longer ;

Wear better, be stronger ;

A worth while investment, we'd say.

Orthopedic Quick Shoe

Repairing Hospital
107 South Aurora St. Phone 2572

BOOL'S

for

Artist Materials

tnd

Picture Framing

* *

130-132 E. State St.

Distinctive

Jewelry

°v

WHITE GOLD WRIST WATCHES

Round, Oval and Oblong Designs

CIGARETTE CASES

Gold, Silver and Nickel

Special—A )icic thin model at SJ.00

HARLEY HILL

Jeweler

307 East State Street
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Lehigh Valley Train Service
FOR THE

PENN GAME

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 29TH

SPECIAL TRAIN THE BLACK DIAMOND

Lv. Ithaca 11:00 P. M. Lv. Ithaca 12:37 Noon

Ar. Philadelphia (Reading- Terminal) 7:00 A. M. Ar. Philadelphia (Reading- Terminal) 8:08 P.M.

Drawing Room Sleeping Cars open for occupancy 9 P. M. Parlor Cars, Diner, Coaches

Those going to NEW YORK will have ample accommodations provided for them on The Black Diamond and

The Lehigh Limited, running directly to PENNSYLVANIA STATION, 7th Avenue and 32nd Street.

RETURNING TO ITHACA

SPECIAL TRAIN, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30TH

Lv. Philadelphia (Reading Terminal) 11:15 P. M.

Ar. Ithaca 7:00 A. M.

Sleepers Open for Occupancy at Philadelphia 10 P. M.

Regular Trains, both from PHILADELPHIA and NEW YORK, will be equipped with additional cars providing
adequate accommodations for all.

Tickets and Pullman accommodations for the round trip on sale NOW at the Lehigh Valley City Office, 300

East State Street. Phone 2306-2307. Station Ticket Office Phone 2697.

F. H. WINGERT,

Traveling Passenger Agent.

ALFRED KITTLER,
Division Passenger Agent.

Lelii^li^Vhlle^Railroad
• The Route of The Black Diamond •

You'll Need a Tuxedo This Season

There are scores of parties and affairs that you'll
be invited to attend, where Tuxedos are smart

and correct. You'll find men are adopting them

for general evening use this season more than

ever before. CIWe've the kind of Tuxedo youwant

—elegantly tailored and moderately priced.

Buttrick & Frawley, Inc.
The Home ofHart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
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CIGARS

POP CORN

Before the Show

FRESH HOT BUTTERED

—and after

CIGARETTES

WELCH'S
NEXT TO THE CRESCENT

CANDIES

DURANT CARS STAR CARS

Open and closed models of the Durant Four on exhibition.

Demonstrations in Star Touring Cars now. Deliveries next month.

L. M. Champaign
107 E. Clinton St.

Dial 3356

Official Photographers to the

Class of 1 923

Have you made your appointment for

Xmas Photographs?
Do it now

Dial 2524

Ithaca Branch

306 E. State St.

New York

548 Broadway

KODAK

Pictures like this

will keep the memo

ries of your college

days forever fresh.

You can make good
pictures with a Ko

dak even though
you are inexperi
enced.

Kodaks $6.50 up.

HEAD'S

KODAK SHOP

109 N. Aurora St.

IDEAL LUNCH
1 03 North Tioga Street

A neat, clean down-to-date eating place

Quick service, good food and prices right

We make all our pies, cakes and puddings

TRY THE IDEAL
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WORLD'S

LARGEST

CHAIN

DEPARTMENT

STORE

ORGANIZATION

Incorporated

371 DEPARTMENT STORES

BUYING

FOR OUR

371 STORES

ASSURES

LOWEST

PRICES

M2?
Our displays are interesting. They will please you. There is a broad range of

styles, newest patterns, leading colors. The values are unusual from the standpoint
of actual quality and workmanship. Might we suggest that you pay us an early
visit and carefully inspect the new lines we are offering!

Shopping Advantages

That Attract Friends

This new store, not

y-'t out of its swaddling

clothes, is rapidly attain

ing a warm place in th

hearts of local shoppers.
Its policy is a bit dif

ferent than is customary

in town.

Because of that fact,

Sts advantage' are the

more apparent.

Cash-buying ">n a '"w

est-possible-price basi: ia

praetic n^ thrift and econ

tuny.

Our new-found friends

are rapidly realizing the

unusual possibilities here.

Scores of new friends are

being made dai1"

The requirements of

merchandise for jur 371

Department stores are

t'licil H10US

And "enormous orders"

always vin lowest prices

of manufacturers
— thus

«n \-i n tr^ here

cs

?c£22-a ^—<A*

EXERCISE and HEALTH

One hour at Bowling

The easy plan

To make the world

A healthv man.

Try Bowling for what ails you

We know you are from Missouri. Let us show you.

* *

Eddy Street Bowling Hall

At Campus Gate Entrance
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THE

Public Market
"The Place to Buy Meats"

LEAVE YOUR ORDER FOR TURKEYS NOW

Will have the biggest, finest lot we ever had'
—

all fresh dressed Tompkins County birds.

Plenty of fresh Roasting Chickens, Fowls,

Frying Chickens, Ducks, Geese, Rabbits, etc.,

and all kinds of Fresh Meats.

QUALITY
—SERVICE—PRICE—RIGHT

WILLIAM KNIGHT 115 N. Aurora St.

Cornell

Pressing & Tailoring Co.
2 1 6 East State Street

Suits Made to Order

$35.00 and up

Also all kinds of

Alterations and Repairing

Gere & Powers

umHggBEzai

The Onondaga
where you will find

Cornell men when

in Syracuse

4, 4, «

4 4 4

The Cafeteria
is a popular place

forCollegemen and

women

The Most Completely

equipped plant in this vicinity is ready to

supply your needs in

PRINTING

from Cards to a Book or Publication.

GRACE PRINTING CO.

117 S. Tioga St. Ithaca

Phone 2563

c
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The Cornell Era

222 East State Street. Ithaca, N. Y.

S. C. Spence 'Al, Editor-in-Chief; E. B. Mc

Connell ':2J, Managing Editor; B. D. Madura

'■2:2, J. L. Eddy '24, R. S. Hill '.24, R. F. Howes

':24, TIE R. Pietsch '24, R. L. Doty 'Ar,, J. L. Kolb

K25, Associate Editors; L. E. Reed '2-1, Business

Manager ; A. C. Kletzsch '25, M. K. Cannon '25,
Associate Managers ; E. F. Bissantz ':25, Art

Editor; TIE G. Broughton '.24, Photographic
Edito)-; G. L. Werly Ao, Associate Photogra
pher; Miss M. J. Willcox '.2-2, Women's Editorial

Representative ; Miss E. E. Folks '.24, Women's

Business Representative.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Frontispiece ------ 8

By Steen Hinrichsen.

The Penn Game - 9

A Review.

The Colgate Game in Pictures 10

Iron Bars - - 11

M. Willcox.

Soccer --____. 12

Photographs.

The Columbia Game in Pictures 13

Who's Who ...... 14

The Dartmouth Game - 16

Photograph ic Spread.

Campus Causerie - 18

Sketches ------- 19

C. B. Frye '25.

Book Review* ------ 20

NOVEMBER 22, 1922

Volume 55 JN umber 3

$2.75 a Year 30c. a Copy

Address all communications to THE CORNELL ERA,

Ithaca, N. Y. Published monthly during the college year.

Established 1868. Incorporated 1912. Entered at the

Post Office, Ithaca, N. Y., as second-class matter.
C )py-

right, 1922, THE CORNELL ERA.

Stamping

Buttons Covered

Braiding

Hemstitching

The Elite Shop
LELAII M. TISDEL

310 E. Seneca St.

2nd Floor

Stamped Goods for Embroidery

E V ERTS TAXI SERVICE

ANYWHERE IN

1 passenger

2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 passengers

Dial 2411

Closed Studebak*

TOWN

it Cars

$1.00

$1.50

F 1 N G E n L A Iv K s c A R AG E

ITHACA WINS
Captain Paul A.

Curtis Shooting
Editor of Field

a nd Stream

says: "The first

gun I ever

bought was an

Ithaca. It is

just as stron

and shoots just
as hard as it

did when I

was a boy."

Catalogue Free

Double guns for

game $37.50 up.

Si n g I e barrel

trap guns $75up.

ITHACA

GUN CO.
ITHACA, N. Y.

Box G.



'CHICAGO'S QUARTIER LAI IN"

From a Woodcut by

STEEN HINRICHSEN
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The Penn Game
The Comparative Strength of the Teams Meeting

In the Turkey Day Classic

From all indications the turkey on

t
Thanksgiving is going to taste mighty

sweet to Cornellians. Despite the

fact that "Gloomy Gil" maintains

that he is going to lead his cohorts

to a terrible massacre, the Red and

White machine has a decided edge on

the Red and Blue aggregation.

As far as the history of the game

is concerned, we can only hope that

it won't be repeated. This is the

twenty-ninth meeting of the two teams, the first

game being played in 1893 and the contest being

continued without interruption except for the war-

year of 1918. Penn has gained 23 victories while

we have only taken five. Nothing to boast about,

to be sure, but we can easily console ourselves in

the realization that the present and future favor

us.

It is interesting to note the progress, coaching

system, and development in the style of playing of

the two teams. Cornell's record is still clean, and

boasts of being undefeated for two years. The

most impressive victories of the year were the 68-7

drubbing given to the fighting New Hampshire

team, the 14-0 hard-earned victory over Colgate,

the 56-0 runaway from Columbia, and the 23-0 de

feat of the fast Dartmouth team. On the other

hand, Penn's most significant piece of football was

in defeating the powerful Navy team, 13-7, and in

holding the Pitt team to a 6-7 score after a hard

struggle.

The keynote of the Penn team is

"fight and strategy" ; the keynote of

the Cornell team is "interference and

off-tackle plays." These phrases sum

up, in a few words, the main work

and essence of the two teams. Let us consider

Pennsylvania. Up to the time of the Navy game,

Penn had won its preliminary games only by last

minute rallys. Luck and Ertresvaag seemed to be

synonomous terms in the forward-passing game.

However, the fighting spirit was clearly evident in

the early games. "Pos" Miller (captain), Ertres

vaag, Thurman, and Hamer were bearing the

brunt of the work. And when they met Penn,

fight and strategy were combined to win a merito

rious victory. Heismann knew that he had to pit

his light, green, unconfident team against the

heavy, veteran, confident, and powerful Navy ma

chine. Yet he decided on a rare plan—to play a

defensive game the first half, practically conced

ing a touchdown to the Navy, and then in the sec

ond half to assume the offensive and fight through

to victory. And he did it. In order to accomplish

this, he placed Thurman, the heavy tackle, in the

backfield for the first half, for defensive purposes.

It turned out that Thurman made the majority of

the tackles in the first half, and time and again

turned back the Navy runners by his deadly tac

kling. Then, in the second half, Thurman was

placed back into his position of tackle for offensive

purposes, and a light, fast man placed in the back-

field for the same idea. And Penn assumed the

offensive and could not be stopped. Thurman

opened up large holes for the backs to tear through.

Mixing their sweeping end runs with forward

passes, long but accurate, the Penn team overcame

the seven point handicap and won out 13-7. This

victory was the big surprise of the day, but as was

said before, "fight and strategy" were the things

that counted.

In considering Cornell, we consider a team that

is getting more powerful with every game that is

played. The reason for this is evident. At the

beginning of the season, Dobie had his two half

backs, Ramsey and Kaw, and his quarterback,

Pfann, to work with. But on the line, only Han

son and Sundstrom, the tackles, and Gouinlock and

Cassidy, the ends, remained. The basis of the en

tire team, that is, the two guards and the center,

had to be replaced and there was no definite ma

terial in sight. Therefore, Dobie could not follow

his last year's policy of using the line as primary

interference beyond the line of scrimmage. Be

cause the line was not fast enough at the begin

ning of the season to play the double role. Up to

the Columbia game, the backfield men gave most

of the interference to the runner but everyone

knows that against a good team the backfield in

terference is always spilled early. Cassidy was

(Concluded on page 28)

9



A LITTLE ACTION WITH THE TIGER
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Iron Bars
A Narrative Based Upon a Number of Interesting Letters by the

"Little Grandmother" of the Russian Revolution

BY M. WILLCOX

It was the eighth day of Febru-

* ary, 1917. The dawn peered wanly

fe up over the eastern horizon, which

lay as monotonous and flat as if

layed down by a ruler. The wind,

wandering across that great void,

made a whispering undercurrent of sound in the

oppressive silence. The bare rocks caught at its

airy skirts and rustled them, ever so softly; but

the old hard-packed snow sent up no plumes to

tell the eye of their ghostly presence.

In the little weather-gray shack that stood be

side the rutted trackway on the north side of

Irkytsk, an old woman stirred, and then lay still,

and then stirred again. Hid in the darkness be

hind the flimsy cotton curtain of her bunk, she

had passed a sleepless night, working with the in

finite patience which years of imprisonment bring.

Leaning on his rifle, by the door, the guard

slept. Surely, to watch over the slumbers of a

crippled old woman did not require great alert

ness. He was nobody's fool; he could see that.

And while he slept, through the nine breathless

numbing hours of the Siberian night, Baboushka

had worked. Scratch-scratch—silence ; scratch-

scratch—silence—scratch-scratch. By the blurred

light of the oil lamp falling in a band through the

crack of the curtain, with a treasured pencil

stump, she wrote three short letters,—one in Rus

sian, one in Italian, and the third in English. All

three were sealed and addressed. The last con

tained a Swiss treasury note.

The sentry stretched himself, coughed, and spat.
Then he stamped to the table and extinguished the

lamp. Its acrid smell filled the dark hut.

"Get up, Breshkovsky," he bawled.

The letters were hidden in the mattress. Cath

erine Breshkovsky knew the prison routine ; they
would be safe there for four days. She made an

audible stir, to appease the soldier without. Then,

bending low, she drew out a large knot from a

hole in the planking of the wall, and looked

through it at the lightening western sky. The cold

thrust in its long fingers and struck at her face,

as with claws. The sky was clear ; wan stars were

still shining like snow flakes over the gray rim of

the steppe. Without a sign—for years of surveil

lance train the human face into a stony mask—she

thrust back the knot. Then she hid a scrap of

paper in her tight sleeve, straightened her tat

tered shawl, and hobbled from the bunk to the

straight chair beside the stove, where she sat

clown, wrapped in the plaid blanket recently sent

by friends in America.

All that short day Baboushka, the "Little Grand
mother" of the Russian Revolution, sat quite still,
watching the blue flicker of the oil burner, and

listening to the promise of the wind. Mishka, the

flacid-faced, stupid serving-man, three times

brought her food ; and the third time the slip of

paper passed from her sleeve to his baggy blouse.

Six months of inactivity had earned a certain

carelessness of her guards.

During that night and the next day Baboushka

looked out three times from the knot hole, and

each time saw empty sky and barren plain that

vanished only with the curving away of the earth,
and over it, all night, the cold aurora waving

slowly.

Then came the snow. Heralded by a rise of the

wind and a drop of the thermometer, heavy green
ish clouds moved up to blot the third day into a

boding twilight.

She settled herself in the chair by the stove and

waited. At noon the guards were changed. The

new man had not lived before on the circle. He

talked to her about the storm,—the worst he had

ever seen. The old woman only nodded.

At dusk the guard was changed again. This

man smoked, and said nothing when Baboushka

retired to her bed "to try to sleep a little."

In the full force of the storm, from the pitch

blackness outside, someone scratched with a tiny

noise on the wall. The Little Grandmother's ear

caught it. In the darkness she groped for the

knot hole, pulled out the plug and presented one

end of the roll of letters to the space. It was

drawn out, the knot was replaced, and presently

the storm blotted out tracks outside the hut.

The wind howled and whistled and sang, rat

tling the thick door, and catching with a separate

(Continued on page 24)
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WHO'S

Photo by White

H. L. EBERSOLE

Alpha Delta Phi

Aleph Samach

Quill and Dagger
Wearer of the "C"

'Varsity Football Team 2, 3

Varsity Track Team 2, 3

Freshman Advisory Committee

President British-American Club

Cosmopolitan Club

WHO

E. V. GOUINLOCK

Chi Phi

Aleph Samach

Quill and Dagger

Majura

Kappa Beta Phi

Wearer of the "C"

'Varsity Football Team 2, 3

'Varsity Track Team 2, 3

Junior Promenade Committee

Photo by White
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WHO'S WH

Photo by White

E. B. KIRBY

Aleph Samach

Wearer of the "C"

Freshman Track Team

'Varsity Track Team 2

Captain Cross Country 3

Freshman Cap Burning Committee

Sophomore Smoker Committee

Rod and Bob

L. C. HANSON

Delta Tau Delta

Sphinx Head

Atmos

Wearer of "C"

Freshman Football Team

'Varsity Football Team 3

Wrestling Team 3

"wCt"

Freshman Banquet Committee

Junior Promenade Committee

Student Council 3, 4

Treasurer Student Council 4

Photo by White
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Campus Causerie

No-Man's Land?

Oh, no. These barren tracts of waste and mangled earth, these vast smoking

craters, this labyrinth of trenches and ramparts and tangled earth-works running

like crude scars across the face of a landscape once so smilingly fair ; these shat

tered bridges and torn up highways and uprooted trees, these pieces of rusted

ironware, and sand bags, and old tins,—and, everywhere,—mud.

War?

Oh, no. Peace, and improvements. Cornell is getting a new heating plant.

Blessed are the devoted sons of our alma mater. For they love her,—and 'tis said that love is blind.

'/a,.

That little tow-headed chap—why, don't you know? That's one of the big men on the hill. Passed

just two hours last year !

We turn and look after him with dazzled admiring eyes.

Later we ask him around to the house and show him off to the freshmen. They gather around, wide

eyed with awe, to hear this college hero's yarns. The bro, stirred to emulation, join in, and a pleasant

time is enjoyed by all.

That sheepish individual haunting the shadows, without a word to say? Hmh ! Don't notice him.

That is the Phi Bet. It isn't exactly his fault. They will happen from time to time, in the bent regu

lated houses.

How we glory in the things of the mind !

The Era welcomes as a friend and a rival the very young Literary Review. Father Time, bending
with kindly interest over a cradle, is moved to reminiscence of all the babies he has seen in his day,—and

perhaps to some lugubrious reflections on the high rate of infant mortality of late.

If this child of pure spirit is to attain to sturdy years, and fill that place hi the community which

undoubtedly waits for him, it must be the work of others than his official sponsors and guardians. They
have vouched for his nature. His nurture depends on Cornell.

Of course we have always been provincial, but we are just finding out how provincial we have been.
A university whose undergraduate opinion is all in-growing and athletic, is hardly worthy the name.

Reparations and Smyrna have come to jostle tactics and fihn and snake in the vocabulary of the bull
session ; and people are writing home about the Zimmerns.

It will do us good.

"

figM
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LE VOYAGE MEMORABLE

Gaston, a "public servant," has

just tried to pick up these shoes

to shine before morning, but

Reggie, taking his night's rest in

sub-lower-two, has not troubled

to remove them from his pedal

extremities. Gaston is a good

sport, though, and will instruct

Reggie about the rule against

placing feet in the aisle besides,
it isn't his railroad!

Archie, of the cross-country,

tries (below) to fit an avocation

to practical use. In the words

of the immortal Mr. Shonts,
"How bully!"

"To Philly, to Philly, to see

a good game; Home again,

home again, broken and

lame !"

To the left we have Carl

and Sam. They took this

means as a last resort and

started with lots of pep.

They're thoroughly cowed

now, though !

Phelix tries out an old New

Haven custom. It is needless

to say that he was a bit sub

conscious when he started on

the trip. You're right, the

two skates shown in the pic

are not the only ones he has

on !
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Gigolo. By Edna Ferber. 291 pages. Double-

day, Page & Co.

Volumes of short stories are be

coming the appropriate sequel to

a successful novel. Gigolo is one

of the best sequels I have read.

Miss Ferber is a master at taking

a simple incident and developing

it into a fifteen hundred word

story ; she is also a master in con

densing the events of several months or even years

into a single sentence.

The stories themselves had better be considered

separately.

The Afternoon of a Faun. Advocating the good

old idea that men would rather pursue the ladies

rhan be pursued.

Old Man Minick. Rates very high on my list of

best short stories. If you do not recognize most

of the characters, your acquaintances must be few

and far between.

Gigolo. The worst story in the book, but its

heading is suggestive French slang, which is prob

ably the reason for using it as the title of the vol

ume.

Not a Day Over Twent]j-one. The story of an

actress who finds herself amidst the hubbub of

Hollywood. Ferberism at its strongest.
Home Girl. If all references to locale were re

moved and you lived within commuting distance of

Chicago, you would know that the girl lived on

Wilson Avenue.

Ain't Nature Wonderful? The trials and tribu

lations of a sporting goods clerk who was finally
made to clo a little sporting himself.

The Sudden Sixties. The female of Old Man

Minick and equally good. The two stories alone
are easily worth the price of the book.

//' / Should Ever Travel! The hackneyed idea
that people are the same all over the world. But
when done by Edna Ferber, it becomes an inter

esting story.
All in all, it is a splendid book for the student,—

one dose to be taken every vacant period uniil bot
tle is empty.

Tales of the Jazz Age. Short Stories. By F.

Scott Fitzgerald. 317 pages. New York. Charles

Scribner's Sons.

If you have ever taken a course in

English here in the University, you

have undoubtedly not escaped having

Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch's chapter

on Jargon assigned as outside work.

Probably you have neglected to read

it, but nevertheless you are expected

to throw up your hands at literature such as Fitz

gerald's. However, you probably do no such thing.

His stories are either charmingly narcotic or

frankly sensual and in both fields he has no trouble

in gaining hearers. Besides he has a sharp sense

of humor, which with me atones for practically

everything.

The stories are too numerous to discuss them

individually, but they run all the way from terri

ble (The Camel's Back) to about the best story he

has ever written (The Diamond as Big as the

Ritz) . I say the best in spite of the fact that it is

an allegory. Likewise, the volume contains what

Fitzgerald claims will be his Last Flappers
(Thank God!), so you ought not to miss the book

just as an historical event.

One of Ours. By Willa Gather. 459 pages. New

Where the Blue Begins. Christopher Morlev.

^^^^
The average engineer would throw

^^^^% this latest of Miss Gather's novels out

^^ W of the window. That ought to be

^^^^r praise enough for any book. Unlike
~

most of the bombast in modern fic

tion, it is an exceptionally well painted picture of

a human being. And that, it seems, is the rule by
which a story is, or at least should be. judged.
Even Mencken's usually inconsistent slide rule

works on this basis. When you have lived through
Claude Wheeler's boyhood on a Nebraska farm,

his stifling education at a theological school, his

almost celibate marriage, and his ultimate under

standing of himself in the army in Europe, he will

be as real to you as any character in a book can be.

It is essentially a war story and makes a few
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unimportant slips in army regulations, especially
excusable in a woman. But unlike the reams torn

off between shrapnel explosions during a lull in

the attack, it is a story of mature deliberation,—

three years were spent in the writing of it. And

it arrives at a mature conclusion : As long as

men will die for an idea, the future of the world

will be safe.

A book to be lived quietly, when the victrola is

not playing "I'll Build a Stairway to Paradise."

—R. S. H.

Where the Blue

Doubledav Page.

Begins. Christopher Morley.

Christopher Morely, in this

his latest "novel," is entirely

whimsical, with the whimsi

cality of the unlabored artist

whose every whim slips easily
~

into the unit whole. Where

the Blue Begins is a philosophy, a collection of

?necdotc:;, a punster's manual, a dog story, or

what you will. On the first page you read of Gis-

sing's butler, his motorcar, his telephone, and be

fore the end of the chapter you are jolted into the

knowledge that in church the herd's tail often

curled upward until it ached ! Christopher Mor-

ley's publishers delight in advertising their au

thor's books as "dippable," a very apt expression,

for they do function nicely when taken in scat

tered doses ; but in payment for this advantage

they often, in their diffuseness, fail to attain that

persistent and pithy concentration so necessary

to the successful projection of any philosophical
or poetical truth. "Such projectiles are quite un

known in my amunition dump," Christopher Mor

ley might retort, but then, Mr. Morley is so very

whimsical.

You will like Where the Blue Begins because

you are always appreciative of the new and origi

nal, the amusing, the not too insufferably intellec

tual. Or, you will like it because it is, a la Christo

pher Morley, a novel novel.

—J. L. E.

ragments

The earth is a huge bowl

Of speckled crockery.

Splashes of chrome yellow,

Gray, gold, cobalt blue,

Silver, amethyst, and moonstone—

Marks of the kiln's inefficacy.

M. Mirvis.

'/fit 7a /'r rrAoA
er-y.r .#/-u)

ItAKT SCI-L\FFNER & M^ViOC

C/A>/> , O

VOU may depend cn the same

authoritative correctness and

high standard of" excellence in hats,
haberdashery and clothing which

you buy ol our Representatives to

the Colleges as you would expect

to find in any one of our four

New Yuik Stores.

'Satisfaction or Money Back"

Broadway, below Ch ambers

Broadway, cor. 29th
246-248 West 125th

3d Ave
,
cor. 122d

Neiv York

The Wisteria Garden

Opposite Strand

"Particular Food For Particular People"

Regular lunch noon and night 55 cents. A La

Carte at all hours. 12 meal tickets, good until

used, $6.00.

Plank Steaks that are famous. Delicious Salads.

"Peacock Alley," before or after the game, the

show, or any time, is worth while.

Student jazz orchestra every evening.

Hours : Daily 10 :00 A. M. to 10 :45 P. M. ; Sun

days 5:00 P. M. to 10:45 P. M.

Open After Theaters

H. V. MILES '08,

Manager.
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THANKSGIVING FLOWERS

for your hostess

If you will not be with the family on Thanks

giving Day, send Flowers as your representative.

Flowers by wire

The Bool Floral Co., Inc.

"We Treat Your Linen White"

STVDENT LAVNDRY AGENCY
413 College Avenue

Phone 2023 for an

BAG

"Send il lo ihe Student Laundry
"

MAR1NELLO SHOP
3 I 3 College Avenue

Phone 8044

SHAMPOOING

MARCELLING

FACE MASSAGE

SCALP TREATMENT

WATER WAVING

ACME TREATMENTS

Experienced Operators Only

HE:

MAX KLUEBERT
141 South Aurora Street

Awnings, Tents, Canopies, Cabinet Work,

Furniture Repairing and Refinishing.

A A *

Telephone 7631

We have been here

Almost as long as

The Era

We both do our best to serve

Cornellians

Wilson Optical Co.
208 E. State St. Ithaca

"We grind- our own lenses"
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HOTEL LIBERATORE
108-1 10 West Fifth Street

ELMIRA, N. Y.

TELEPHONE 322 7-W

N. V. LIBERATORE, Proprietor

If you want a genuine Spaghetti Dinner stop at the

Hotel Liberatore

WE CATER TO AUTOMOBILE PARTIES AND TOURISTS

Buy Your Christmas Gifts at the Co-op. this Year

It is not too early to make your decision.

Leave your order for Troy Calendars early.

We reserve copies for you. There are

two new designs on Cornell Shields. One

design has the colors. Jewelry and books

add to the assortment from which to

choose.

Cornell Co-op. Society
Morrill Hall Ithaca, N. Y.
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The Wave

Edited by Vincent Starrett

MAGAZINE of The Arts lacking the

arts of the Magazines. A periodical

anthology of those "realities which

have nothing to say to time and

change."

^CONTRIBUTORS include Arthur

^ J Machcn, Haniel Long, George Moore,

3ft>sJ Llewellyn Jones, Rudyard Kipling,

Edgar Saltus, Oscar Wilde, Haldanc

Macfall, Ben Hecht, Maxwell Bodenheim,

Carl Van Vechten, William Saphire and

others.

T
HE WAVE is published by Stecn

Hinrichsen at. 2316 Lincoln Avcnus,

Chicago. Single copies 25 cents,

$J .50 the year.

OXFORD SHIRTS
Oxford Shirts—with attached collars, with or without

button down collars.

Oxford Shirts—without collars.

Oxford Shirts—with reversible collars.

Oxford Shirts—with Van Hensen collars.

Oxford Shirts—$2.50 up.

L. C. BEMENT
The Toggery Shop

We make Shirts to order in our own factory.

Brown & Oe] avan

Hallmark Jeivolers

156 E. Stale St.

ITHACA, N. Y.

Established 1870

IRON BARS

(Continued from page 11)

voice at every projection that impeded its sweep

ing course. The snow banked up behind each

crossbar on the single little window, and was

licked away again by the gnawing wind. The old

woman went back to the stove. "I will stay here.

I have no desire to sleep."

The soldier shrugged indulgently, and slouched

down in his chair. The lamp flickered unsteadily,
and the wind outside settled down to a smooth,

steady current like the tide. Baboushka, listening,
gave an almost imperceptible smile, and then sat

like a graven image,—waiting.

About midnight the wind dropped a little, and

then came a thin human sound across the tumult

of the night—a call. Then voices. A lantern

passed, on the track, throwing a square of cross-

barred light on the dim walls. It moved across,

and vanished. The sentry stirred and breathed

loudly.

Presently Baboushka's alert ears sorted out of

the confused strands of sound the peculiar hiss of

runners, a jingling trace, and the scrunch-scrunch

of feet. A dog sled going out before dawn into the

storm ! No one but the Third Section* went north

from Irkytsk. It could mean only one thing. Pur

suit— . The aged exile turned her head sharply,
and straightened in her chair. Too early! He

had hoped for four hours' start at least, and the

drifting, oblivious snow to hide his track.

The old woman gave a little outward gesture
with one hand, as if pushing away a thought. Then

she sat quite still.

The young guard awoke, looked at her. and went

to sleep again, with his cloak hunched tight about
him. The lamp, untended, guttered down through
prolonged death-agonies and finally went out; and
the blue flame of the stove filled the cabin with

wierd, stealthy shadows. Still the Little Grand

mother did not stir.

'The Russian Secret Police.

(Concluded on page 30)
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ROSE G. KOCH

Public Stenographer and Bookkeeper

12(1 East State Street

Ithaca. N. Y.

* * *

A. KOCH

Photographer

126 East State Street

Phone 4285 Ithaca, N. Y.
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There is Louis Motor Service

Serves Best Food in University

Hot Dog, frankfurt, hamburger, hot roast beef, hot coffee,

milk, ice cream cones, all sandwiches, all soft drinks, fruits,

pies, cakes, Nestle's ice cream.

Listen for Chimes

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

We make all dances, parties, etc.

Watch for Us

Special orders for parties, etc., quoted
at reasonable prices

25
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Wc try to give a little better service than

the customer expects

We print Thc Era

The Atkinson Press

Printing

122 South Tioga Street

Telephone 2623

Both large and small orders are accorded

the same personal attention

(Sift* ttjat ICaat—

Cornell Seals, Fraternity Crests

Applied to the gift makes it a gift of

Distinctive Value.

Visit our store before you purchase

your Christmas Gifts.

®tjp Sliuitplpr

3H6 East Bute £>tn>rt

LISTEN!

Do you want the Best yarns for your new

sweater? If so get
"

Minerva."

Sold exclusively at

Miss Jones Art Shop
109 West State Street

Salesman Wanted
To call on leading business men in Ithaca, Elmira, Au

burn, Binghamton, Owego, Geneva, Seneca Falls and

other nearby cities in regard to high class special propo
sition. No books, stocks or bonds.

50—50 BASIS

Address

Charles H. Willoughby
47 Maiden Lane, Albany, N. Y.

Christmas Suggestions
at

The Flying Finger
US N. Aurora St.

Stamped Bridge, Breakfast and Luncheon Sets. Guest

Towels, Bureau Scarfs on the new colored linens, Pillow
Cases and Bed Spreads in exclusive designs. Columbia
^ arns and Teazle Wool in all weights and shades for
Sweaters and Hats.

THERE'S LONGER WEAR IN

CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES

And just why one made for you would be the most satis

fying suit you could buy—from the viewpoints of Stvle,
Comfort, and Economy.

I have more than 500 of the newest weaves and pat
terns to select from. Every one guaranteed 100 per cent
aH wool. You'll find it a pleasure to look them over.

Come m any time— the earlier the better if vou want a

Suit, or Overcoat.

I. V. DELL

Merchant Tailor 213 Dryden Rd.

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing done. Contracts
Written.

Ladies' Golf Suits and Riding Habits made to order;
r-lso all kinds of Ladies' Repairing done.
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CRESCENT THEATRE

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
FRIDAY

November 21, 22, 23, 24, 25

"The Old Homestead"

starring

Theodore Roberts

Matinee 3—15 and 25c.

Night—7:30 and 9:00, 25 and 35c. and Tax

STRAND THEATRE
NOVEMBER 23, 24, 25

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

GAY AND DEVILISH

with

DORIS MAY

NOVEMBER 26, 27, 28, 29

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY,WEDNESDAY

QUINCY ADAMS SAWYER

PATHE REVIEW

THE ALL-AMERICAN ELEVEN

Represents the acme of football organization. For

style and quality in High Grade Men's Clothing at

Lowest Prices. B^n Mintz, Inc., represents an institu

tion without equal.

A Seasonable Offering:
—Better Sheep-lined Coats

TWO PANTS SUITS A FEATURE

BEN MINTZ, Inc.

129-131 E. STATE STREET

L. M. MINTZ, Tl, Manager

u

Dusty" Rhodes'

Orchestra

Ithaca 4068

Telephone

Beekman, 1507

Grilland, New York

Cable Address :

j. GEORGE GRILL, Inc.
Successor to

H. F. POGGENBURG & CO.

Established 1868

135 William Street

NEW YORK

INSURANCE
AAA

FIRE

LIFE

MARINE

CASUALTY

BONDS

ACCIDENT

BURGLARY

AUTOMOBILE

TORNADO

FLOATERS

* A .(*

STEAM BOILER

WATER DAMAGE

PARCEL POST

PLATE GLASS

WORKMENS COMPENSATION

Walter C. Grill

August Schmitt
-

J. George Grill -

Vice President Wm. H.

Vice President John A

President

Poggenburg - - - Treasurer

Amrhein - - - Secretary
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Petrillose Bros.

Dry Cleaning and Pressing
Shortest Possible Time

Suits made to order $35 up

Work called for and delivered

Dial 7744

Houses and Individuals Pressing
Contracts

Eat it With Music!

♦ * *

Sodas, Sundaes, Sandwiches, Candy

and other confectionery with

your favorite piece

At

Pops!
415 College Ave.

THE PENN GAME

(Continued from page 9)

shifted from end to fullback in order to strengthen

the backfield interference. However, Dobie was

gradually groping around and trying to build up

his lines and get it working so that the guards and

tackles could also be used for the interference.

This five-man interference reached its earlist ex

pression in the Dartmouth game at the Polo

Grounds. The guards and tackles would check

their men and then go through and take out the

backs. The only reason that this did not lead to a

larger score was the system of defense that Dart

mouth used. Their ends and tackles were ordered

to do nothing else but spill the interference and

pile it up. And all of the tackling was to be left

to the backfield men, who played up close to their

line. This system of defense enabled the Dart

mouth team to spill most of the interference and

allow the backs to tackle the runner after only a

short gain. However, the outstanding fact of the

game was that the five-man interference had

started working, and we may say that by the time

of the Penn game, it will be perfected to a greater

degree.

One can therefore look forward to

the Penn-Cornell tussle as going to be

a great game. Penn has a fighting

team, and more than once has turned

the tables on a superior Cornell team

because of that. However, in order to

stop Cornell's greatest ground-gaining

play, the off-tackle run, the Penn forwards must

be able to spill this powerful interference which is

gradually reaching its perfection. And they must

do this in order to win, or keep the score close. So

we can safely say that the Thanksgiving game

will be a great game, and it is a fitting climax for

a great football season. Cornell's final rating

among the mythical champions, and the placing of

its men on the All-American team, will depend to

a great extent upon the outcome of this game.

If we were not pretty pood
vve would not be as large

MODERN METHOD

LAUNDRY

JOHN REAMER, Proprietor
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Just the right "treat" for Thanksgiving

<5&e^lL
Selected

Chocolates

Try a pound of sweetness—six kinds of sweetness—wrapped up in crispy

chocolate coatings. They look good and they taste good—outside and

inside—all the way through—delicious, delightful, proving most popular

with the college trade everywhere.

This is the combination of flavors, assorted in each pound :

PINEAPPLE FRUIT

MAPLE WALNUT

TUTTI FRUTTI

RASPBERRY FRUIT

MINT FUDGE

COCOANUT VANILLA

And if it's a gift for your best heau, the light gray box is neat and attractive.

For sale in Ithaca by
—

STUDENT SUPPLY STORE

STUDENT'S CANDY SHOP HILL DRUG STORE

29
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Maxudian Taxi Service

Closed and Open Hudsons

SERVICE AT ALL HOURS

Long trips made on short notice. We go anywhere at

anv time. The best service in town.

Office in the Senate

Call 2000

1922 model Hudson Sedan

BOOKS PUBLICATIONS

Norton Printing Co.
317 East State Street

Ithaca

CATALOGS LAW BRIEFS

IRON BARS

(Concluded from page 24)

Out there on the steppe she saw dark things

move'—a figure running, alone, under the white

veil of the storm—stopping to breathe—straining

his eyes back along his path.

Hour by hour the wind dropped, and the snow

flew less thickly. Before dawn there came a hush

oppressive with low clouds, and almost unbearable

stillness. Babaushka, gazing at the winking blue

flame, still saw the figure running out there—

crouched low like a beast, plunging forward, dodg

ing, hiding behind the rocks, staggering on. And

always he looked over his shoulder as he went.

It was not Mishka, but a rat-faced leering, old

convict from the prison-village, that brought her

food in the morning. He smiled evilly at the old

woman, showing his yellow teeth.

"So— ! Two more of the new wood coffins will

be used in your game,—eh, Grandmother?"

She did not even look up. Only her eyes be

came very hard.

He set down the black bowl and spoon.

"Here. Eat, pretty one. They say you go on a

long journey, tomorrow."

SHOES MADE TO ORDER

Also Shoe Repairing, Hand and Machine Work, neatly

and promptly done. All work guaranteed.

Get your Shoes Shined the best and quickest here.

H. A. QUATTRINNI BRO.
213 Vo Dryden Road

Seniors who demand really high grade photographs
are invited to look us up

We deliver the Goods.

The Robinson Studio

212-211 E. State St.

We don't tell you how to eat.

but where to eat

209 DRYDEN ROAD

is the home of

The

Cornellian Cafeteria

Prompt service and

capable attendants

■* * *

A Hearty Meal for a Little Bit

♦ * *

Dial 2006

:?o
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The Christiance - Dudley
Pharmacy, Inc.

214-216 East State Street

HUYLER'S
TID BIT PACKAGE

One Pound $1.25

ASSORTED CHOCOLATES. $1.50 per Pound

BON BONS and CHOCOLATES. $1.50 per Pound

L. & K. FREEMAN
Announce

OUR REMARKABLE SALE

of

Midwinter Millinery
at V2

The original price

Beginning the week of November 20th

and continuing for ten days.
315 E. State St. Ithaca, N. Y.

Starin Bros. & Pellegrini
Tailors to College Men since 1896

Will be at Cornell Pressing Co., 216 E. State St-

(over Christiance-Dudley Pharmacy)

from time to time.

Clothes ior Fall and Winter Wear

also Exclusive Haberdashery

WATCH FOR THE NEXT ANNOUNCEMENT

Wheneveryou have an afternoon

off it will pay you to have

lunch at the

"SHANGHAI"

REGULAR LUNCH-55 CENTS

123 North Aurora Street

Tide-Water Roofing Conine
40 SuUivan Sireet

New York, N. Y.

Roofing and Waterproofing

in all its Branches
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The Ithaca Board of Commerce

takes great pleasure in announcing the recent election to mem

bership of the Cornell Era in Ithaca's representative commercial

and civic organization.

In acquiring such membership the Era thereby allies itself with

the Cornell Alumni News, the Cornell Daily Sun, the Cornell

Widow, the Cornell Annuals, Inc., and the 500 other organ

izations, firms and individuals who are co-operating through

the Board of Commerce to make Ithaca, the home of Cornell

University, a better place in which to live and do business.

The Era

points with pleasure to her recent elec

tion to the Ithaca Board of Commerce.

We believe that the active participation
of students in the affairs of Ithaca is

beneficial to both students and towns

people. Perhaps there are other Cornell

Organizations that might profit by ad

mission to that body.



PORTRAIT OF J . DALTON
BY JOHN LONSDALE/

The Quaker who made

Chemistry a Science

AVENDISH had shown

¥ that two volumes of hy
drogen and one ofoxygen
always combine com

pletely to form water and nothing
else. Proust, a Frenchman, had

proved that natural and artificial

carbonates of copper are always
constant in composition.
"There must be some law in

this," reasoned Dalton (1766-
1844;, the Quaker mathematician
and school teacher. That law he

proceeded to discover by weighing
and measuring. He found that each
element has a combining weight
of its own. To explain this, he

evolved his atomic theory— the

atoms of each element are all

alike in size and weight; hence

a combination can occur only in

definite proportions.
Dalton's theory was published

in 1808 In that same year, Na

poleon made his brother, Joseph-,
king of Spain. This was considered
a political event of tremendous

importance. But Joseph left no

lasting impression, while Dalton,
by his discovery, elevated chem

istry from a mass of unclassified

observations and recipes into a

science.

Modern scientists have gone be

yond Dalton. They have found

the atom to be composed of elec

trons, minute electrical particles.
In the Research Laboratories ot"

the General Electric Company
much has been done to make this

theory practically applicable so

that chemists can actually predict
the physical, chemical and elec

trical properties of compounds yet
undiscovered.

In a world of fleeting events

the spirit of science and research

endures.

s>,

(j c ne ra I 0

enerallllElecTtric
«

Company scht,tct*iy,MY.

95-626-hd
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The Cornell Era
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BEST 8 CO. CLOTHES FOR YOUNG MEN

Ifs Qreat

when the icy blasts of Winter

blow (and there's every pros

pect that they're on their way)

to own one of these big, warm,

up-around-the-ears and down-

around-the-knees great-coats

of plaid-back. Double breasted

as illustrated

$55 and up

2Be*t & Co.

FIFTH AVENUE AT THIRTY- FIFTH STRFF.T, \~K\V VORK

_»-.-
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Lackawanna Cornell

Christmas Service

To New York

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 21st

Broadway Cornell Phoebe Snow New York

Special Special Special Express

Stations P. M. P. M. P. M. P. M.

Lv. Ithaca 12.15

Ar. Hoboken 6.40

Ar. New York__ 6.55

12.35 1.45 10.00

7.05 8.10 6.42

7.20 8.25 7.00

P. M. P. M. P. M. A. M.

TRAIN STOPS—EQUIPMENT

BROADWAY SPECIAL, having parlor cars, dining car

and coaches, stops at Binghamton, Scranton and

Stroudsburg.

CORNELL SPECIAL, having parlor cars, dining car and

coaches, stops at Binghamton, Scranton, Strouds

burg and Denville.

PHOEBE SNOW SPECIAL, having parlor cars, dining
car and coaches, stops at Binghamton, Scranton,
Stroudsburg and Dover.

From New York
Lackawanna

Limited

Cornell

Limited
Cayuga
Special

Stations A. M. A. M. A. M.

Lv. New York 10.00
Lv. Hoboken 10.20
Ar. Itbaca 5.20

P. M.

12.00

fl2.15
7.00

A. M.

J1.00

fl.30
8.15

A. M.

DATES OF TRAIN SERVICE—RETURNING

LACKAWANNA LIMITED, daily service. (Parlor cars
dining car, coaches.)

'

CORNELL LIMITED will run on the mornings of Thurs-
day, January 4th; Friday, January 5th. Through
sleeping cars, Hoboken to Ithaca. No coaches

CAYUGA SPECIAL will run on the morning of Thursday

fc- No'coac^ Sleeplng ^ HobolSf"£

NOTES

tNo ferry service from Christopher Street, New York
TSleeping cars open at Hoboken for

occupancy by 9.30

Lackawanna
Railroad I

Every FIRE
starts from a tiny blaze.

Prevent this hazzard

by owning a

RELIABLE

extinguisher, made by
the manufacturers of

the famed

AMERICAN

LA FRANCE

engines

C. J. RUMSEY & COMPANY

206 East State

The Wisteria Garden
Opposite Strand

"Particular Food For Particular People"

For those not going away Xmas, make us your

headquarters.

Regular Lunch Noon and Night

Planked Steaks that are famous

* * *

H. V. MILES '08,

Manager.
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We invite you to inspect our line ol

Cornell Seal and Fraternity Jewelry

Do your Christmas Shopping

NOW

Mnt fatten

3Hfi lEast _Matp H>lrfpt

We shall be pleased to discuss in detail with you the exceptionally

broad facilities which an account with us places at your command.

Guaranty Trust Company of New York
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More Than a Gift

The graceful compliment implied when flowers are

sent finds quick response in every woman's heart. He

who sends flowers this Christmas can be sure that among

all "her" gifts flowers will be more cherished, for they

are the most expressive as tokens of love and esteem.

For your Christmas message, "Say it with Flowers."

* 4 *

Remember—we make deliveries anywhere in the U. S.

or Canada.

The Bool Floral Co., Inc.

YOU WILL BE SURE TO MAKE

THAT HOLIDAY TRAIN IF YOU CALL

Black and White

Taxi

DIAL 2480

THEY'RE BEST FOR

SERVICE—COURTESY—ECONOMY

Make reservations at once to have a Black and

White Taxi meet you after classes on Thursday.

What Makes You Keep Trading at a Store
You Like?

It isn't altogether the goods or the prices—

It's that sincere understanding between you that makes

you feel like one of the family.

It's the feeling that your tastes are understood and your
interests are protected.

And it's the store that is as glad to see you when you are

buying garters as it is when you are buying great coats.

This is the type store we are running and on the threshold

of the New Year we are inviting you to come along with

us!

Buttrick & Frawley, Inc.
The Home ofHart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

Stetson and Bostonian Shot
Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases
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Christmas Gifts
Watches

Gold Pens

Mahogany Clocks

Pearls

Little Finger Rings

Novelties, Etc.

°g

HARLEY HILL
Jeweler

307 E. State St.

Opp. Strand

Th* Season's Greetings
From

The Flying Finger

118 N. Aurora St. 108 W. Fourth St.

Ithaca Watkins

H

Yarns and Needlework

Baskets and Unique Dolls

Special Trains
FOR

Christmas Recess
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 21

Lv. Ithaca 1:30 P.M.

Ar. New York (Penna. Sta.) 8:55 P.M.
Parlor Cars, Coaches, Dining Car.

Lv. Ithaca 1:30 P.M.

Ar. Philadelphia (Reading Term'l) __ 8:10 P.M.

Ar. Baltimore (B. & O. R. R.) 10:20 P. M.

Ar. Washington (B. & O. R. R.) 11:25 P. M.

Through Parlor Cars to Philadelphia, Baltimore and

Washington. Dining Car to Philadelphia.

RETURNING

FROM NEW YORK

Sleepers ready for occupancy in Pennsylvania
Station, New York.

10:30 P. M. WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 3

Leaving Thursday Morning, January 4

Lv. New York (Penna. Sta.) 1

Lv. Newark 1

Ar. Ithaca 8

15 A.M.

48 A.M.

30 A.M.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 4

Lv. New York (Penna. Sta.) 11:45 P. M.

Lv. Newark (Elizabeth and Meeker

Aves.) 12:15 A.M.

Ar. Ithaca 7:15 A.M.

Sleepers ready for occupancy 10:30 P. M.

FROM PHILADELPHIA

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 3

Lv. Washington (B. & O. R. R.) 7:00 P. M.

Lv. Baltimore (B. & O. R. R.) 8:05 P. M.

Lv. Philadelphia (Reading Term'l) __11 :00 P.M.

Ar. Ithaca 7:00 A.M.

Through sleepers from Washington, Baltimore and

Philadelphia; open for occupancv at Reading Terminal,

Philadelphia, 10:00 P. M.

For time of trains for BUFFALO, CHICAGO, SYRA

CUSE, CENTRAL NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND,

see circular or placard. Full information, reservations

and tickets may be had now at the Lehigh Valley City
Ticket Office, 300 E. State Street, Ithaca, N. Y. Phone

2306—2307. Station ticket office phone 2697.

F. HE WINGERT,

Traveling Passenger Agent.

ALFRED KITTLER,

Division Passenger Agent.

LeliiglvA^dley
Railroad

The Route of the Black Diamond
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MECKE & COMPANY

IMPORTERS and EXPORTERS

SPANISH AMERICAN COUNTRIES

7-9 HANOVER STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Did You Get a Troy Calendar for Yourself?

In December one thinks of his friends

first. Students buy many calendars

and give them away as gifts. After

Christmas there may be some Troy
Calendars left. One of them will

improve the appearance of your room

and will be useful too.

Cornell Co-op. Society
MorriU HaH

Ithaca, N. Y.
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Murdered

When the Ithaca Cop got up one morning, he wandered down State Street, turning the silent police
man around for the day. As lie approached the door of a prominent cigar store, however, he was sud

denly aroused. A trickle of some dark fluid was streaming down the side-walk. Pulling out his micro

scope, he kneeled on the parement and carefully examined a little puddle that had formed in a crack. He

reached forward and touched it with his finger. It was still a little warm. And it was red Bright
red! Blood!!

A foreboding of tragedy passed over him. He rose and noticed that the blood came from under the

door of the cigar store. Moreover, the lights were still burning at eight o'clock in the morning. He

rushed to the door (noting from a large sheet of paper in the window, as he ran, that Yale had been

beaten again). But there seemed to be a drag upon the door, as if a slack body rested against, it. Glanc

ing within, his supposition was corroborated. With a tremendous effort (for an Ithacan cop) he pushed
the door in. On the floor lay the huge carcass of one of the cigar store keepers.

Ye gods! A murder has been done.

Blood oozed from a gash in his clothing over his heart and dripped rythmically into a puddle on the

floor. His throat, too, was slit, but the blood had ceased to flow there very rapidly. On his forehead,
was a small cross, evidently placed there as a sign. The assassin had done his job well.

The town rose up in horror. One of its prominent citizens murdered in cold blood! Impossible!

And yet here was the dead body, reeking in blood. Sleuths arose on all sides, set upon unraveling this

mystery. A posse was formed, ready to start upon the villain's trail the moment that his identity was dis

covered. Detectives were brought from the neighboring towns and a finger print expert from the Big

City. But all was in vain. There were thousands of finger prints on the counter and even on every page

of the magazines that were also a part of the stock.

Finally the hue and cry died down. There were no clues,—even the knife had been removed. There

was no motive for the crime that could be discovered. The till, full of cash and a few small checks (it ivas

the policy of the proprietor neve)- to cash them unless he would lose a sale by refusing), was undisturbed.

Even an inventory of the stock showed no great discrepancy. Every attempt to solve the puzzle was fu

tile.

The murderer escaped.

Many years later, an old man with a cane tottered into the station house.

"I have come to give myself up."

"What's the matte)-? Y'u crazy?"

"No, Captain. I committed a murder."

Exclamations of surprise passed around the room and a crowd gathered about the old man to hear his

confession.

"Years ago," he began in a quavering voice, "when I was in my prime, I went into a cigar store to buy

a magazine. I wanted something that showed intelligent work and would tell me what was going on

around the Hill. I wanted pictures of the teams in action and good stories and articles. The man in

charge of the store insulted me by handing me the trifling inanities of the Widow instead of the Era."

"Sir, I had to kill him."

7
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Football

The Mythical Championship

*ffi
■»

'/..','l

i^. The only thing left of a

^mm glowing football season is a

JU/gd6&/3gJy group of partisan fires,

|MMEfte^ which are fed to new flames

^^^ _K.» by every sort of criticism.

For which reason, it will be

useless to try and persuade

everyone that the Big Red

Team was the greatest in the East. It can't be

done and so we must rest in the glory of our con

victions.

Nevertheless, it would be interesting to discuss

Cornell's football season from a few different an

gles, namely : an estimate of this year's team ; an

analysis of "Eddie" Kaw ; and a consideration of

the prevalent criticism among sport writers that

our attack wasn't versatile enough within the 20-

yard line.

One of Cornell's worthy rivals, inhabiting the

town of Hanover, N. H., has nicknamed Cornell's

team "The Big Red Terrors." This name is con

veniently suited to Dobie's team. A terrific, steam-

rolling offense and an impregnable defense just

about earns that title.

First of all, however, we must recognize Do

bie's share of the victory, which proves him to be

the greatest football coach of today. At the be

ginning of the season, "Gil" had to find two ends,

two guards, one tackle, a center, and a fullback.

Otherwise, he had an easy job. He found them,

though. And he developed them, also. It was a

slow process at first, but gradually the evolution

of a team came about. And what a team ! A back

field that moved as one man, and a line that opened

up huge holes for that backfield.

In the beginning, Dobie had to rely upon his

backfield alone to provide its own interference.

The line was green and had its hands opening up

holes, which it did. Gradually, however, he worked

the line to its double role. In the Dartmouth game

this was first evidenced. The guards went through,

checked their men, and then acted as interference

and took out the defensive backs. The ends would

hit the opposing end low, and on the inside, while

Ramsey or Cassidy would come along and hit that

same end high and on the outside. The tackles

would come around on the plays and cut in as in

terference. And the low running, hard hitting

backs rammed their way through the strongest of

center trios in the East—Colgate's and Prince

ton's. Besides the running game, the passing
game was a thing of beauty. The "Kaw to Pfann"

pass, either on a running off-tackle formation, or

straight over the line, was unique in its rapidity
and precision.

No football critic (unless he caters to a select

group of readers who boast of a "big 3" diploma,
or unless his early rash statements of our weak

ness and probable defeats must be smoothed over

gently to maintain his reputation) can fairly place

any team above Cornell. Cornell, Princeton,

Army, and West Virginia all went through the

season undefeated and should be grouped in first

place. As a matter of fact, Penn could have

beaten Princeton on any Saturday of the year. If

Colgate were to play Princeton tomorrow, the odds

would be at least 8-5 for Colgate to win. The

Army's claim to fame is that it tied Notre Dame.

and tied Yale, and beat the Navy, although out-

rushed and outplayed by the latter, a team which

Penn beat. Princeton's claim to fame is that it

beat both Harvard and Yale when it was expected

by the good critics to lose both games. Which

claim is therefore based on the assumption that

Harvard and Yale had very good teams, although

the latter lost three of its four important games,
and tied the fourth, while Harvard dropped a

game to Brown.

However, although all football statistics (that

is, through immediate comparative scores, and

through statistics of ground gained by rushing

and of defensive work) point to Cornell as the

strongest team of the bunch, it is useless to argue.

The only possible solution is to group the teams

in a tie for first place.

The entire team deserves individual praise, but

special tribute should be made to Captain "Eddie"

Kaw. Undoubtedly one of the greatest backs that

ever stepped on a gridiron, he was the outstand

ing star of this year's football season. He was a

hard man to stop going through center or guard,

he was a consistent ground gainer on the off-

tackle plays, he was an unique and speedy end-

runner, a shifty and unequalled broken field run

ner, a forward passer of rare skill, a sure re-

( Continued on page 2fi)
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"Chicago from the Waterfront^
A Drawing in Lithographic Crayon

By Count Savag deG. Najiskas

The Era feels that there is considerable latent critical ability among its readers, and to stimulate

thought on artistic and literary subjects announces a contest for criticisms of the above drawing, which is

reproduced through the courtesy of Mrs. Harry B. Taylor of Chicago, the owner of the original. The art

ist, Count Savag deG. Najiskas, is a young Russian now studying in America whose work is rapidly gain

ing recognition in the Chicago artists' colony. Braenin says of him, "Najiskas has expressed the grand

conception of Chicago, the city of Carl Sandburg, the city of smoke and stench."

The criticisms will be judged upon the degree of artistic perception expressed, upon their literary

merit, and upon the originality of the critical thought. They should be typewritten and may not exceed

two hundred words in length. The competition is open to students of all classes and to the faculty, and

prizes will be awarded as follows :

First Prize - - $5.00

Second Prize - - 3.00

Third Prize - - 2.00

The prize winning criticisms will be printed in the Era and one dollar will be paid for each other es

say published. Manuscripts must be at the Era office before noon, January 8, 1923, to allow time for

judgment.

The judges are Professor William Strunk, Jr., of the Department of English, J. A. Hartell '25. of the

College of Architecture, and E. B. McConnell '23, of the Era staff.

10
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An Affair of Credulity
A Short Story

• •
•

•%'

In the later hours of a drear

afternoon of October, Charlie

Sutton stood looking from the

window of his room out over the

misty valley veiled in the driz

zling rain. The fateful letter

was in the waste-basket torn to

bits, but he was cursing, de

spondently yet resolutely. "You

wouldn't mind if I go to Prince

ton next week instead of coming up for the game,

because I've never been there, and besides you'll
see me in New York in November, anyway, dear."

She had probably met some good-looking "snake"

—no, he didn't mind that ; she had ruined their

wonderful plans of last August for a week-end to

gether—he didn't mind that—much ! But she'd

see him in New York ; he wanted her here, not in

New York ! Damn women !

**********

Friday came around and the girls began to ar

rive but Charlie decided to take in a show and go

to bed. He planned without his room-mate, how

ever, for after dinner Tom asked if he wouldn't

like to take his girl to the Kappa Beta dance, hav

ing to go to bed himself because he was to play in

the game the following day. The girl in question

was a popular "prom-trotter," so Charlie acqui

esced, knowing he'd have no difficulty losing her,

once at the dance. Such flighty creatures, but for

that matter any woman did not interest serious-

minded Charlie—any more.

The dance was a flare of women and song, and

some of the stags showed evidences of the absorp

tion of another "w" stronger than wine. Soon

Tom's girl was lost to an enraptured admirer and

Charlie found himself a disinterested spectator on

the stag line. It wasn't long before he became

thoroughly sick of the continuous chaos of sound

in the hot, stuffy rooms, and wandered outside to

imbibe a little of the coolness of the evening. Wan

dering aimlessly down a path, he suddenly ran

headlong into a girl hurrying along a cross path.

Recovering from his surprise he mumbled, "Aw

fully sorry, but I'm afraid I wasn't looking where

I was going."

"Why, it was my fault," she answered nervous

ly. "I was in a hurry to get back to the house be

cause—but come, walk back with me."

"Because what?" said Charlie as they turned
back where the couples were drifting out for an

intermission.

"I suppose I might as well tell you. I'm up
here from Smith with Bill Brewster and he's

pretty well 'lit.' I only met him last summer, but
if he's like this regularly—

"

"Do you know Betty Everett?" he broke in,
thinking of the girl who had caused him so much

anguish.

"Do I ? I roomed with her last year. She's down
at Princeton this week-end. She was coming here
but—why you must be Charlie Sutton whom she

used to rave about so !"

Charlie didn't like that "used to," so he coun

tered with, "You haven't told me who you are yet."
"My name is Alice Elizabeth Peyton. We have

just moved to Chicago, and my age
—guess?"

"Nineteen," he replied gallantly. "Chicago's my
home, too. In what part of the city are you liv

ing?"

"Edgewater, near Argyle. I don't know a soul

there—but you," said Alice, giving him anything
but a frigid look.

This was very nearly too much for poor Charlie

but the still present thought of Betty made him

suggest that they go inside and dance. Occa

sionally men do have such qualms of conscience.

^^^_^

It wasn't long before someone

& W^to cut-in and Charlie joined a group

^^t^^ of stags. He watched the course

8 ^^^L^ °f Alice around the floor, frequent-

1^^^ W bT changing partners, but with an

Vi^ encouraging smile for each as he

^0 gave place to his successor. She

was stunning—beautiful ! Why
hadn't Betty ever spoken of her? How did she

ever happen to come here with a man of the repu

tation of Bill Brewster?

Asking himself scores of such questions he went

on the porch for a smoke, and by the time he had

finished it he had decided to ask her to leave Bill

and spend the rest of the week-end with him. It

wasn't exactly square to Bill, but he deserved to

lose her—and besides, it was the only thing for

him to do. Charlie had turned opportunist, and

Betty and Princeton were forgotten.

The orchestra was playing the last encore when

Charlie, cutting-in, suggested they go for a little

ii
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ride—the evening was still young. Before going

out, he had presence of mind enough to stop and

ask one of his fraternity brothers who was stag-

ging the party to see that Tom's girl got home

safely, but then hurried on in order to preclude

any argument.

One could not have wished for a better night;

clear and cool with the full moon overhead. They

drove for several miles in silence until they

reached a point from which the lake and the hills

to the west could be plainly seen.

"I can't yet understand how you happened to

come up here with Bill," mused Charlie.

"I told you I only met him last summer—on the

spur of the moment I promised to come. But now

I wish I hadn't."

"Why then I'd never have met you and—
"

"Would that have made much difference?" she

asked impishly.

"Alice, stop fooling!" he protested. "You're

going to spend the rest of the week-end at our

house and you'll kiss me now, or you'll have to

walk home," and he tried to accomplish the sec

ond part of his threat.

But she pushed him away, and laughing, stepped
out of the car. Charlie followed her in a leap, but

there was no need for his hurry. She opened one

of the rear doors and, climbing in, said :

"Let's sit back here where we can stretch our

legs, and smoke." And as Charlie placed himself

beside her, "I'm not going to walk home."

Then a strenuous silence, finally broken by

Alice, "I'm going to be in New York in November."

"So am I," murmured Charlie.

12
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Random Thoughts on Humour

Some Ideas About the Psychology of Fun and a Few About the

"Little Lady in Black" by a Member of Her Editorial Staff

By E. F. Bissantz

In his essay on Laughter, published in his recent book, "And Even Now," Max Beerbohm writes: "There is no dignity
in laughter; there is much of it in smiles. Laughter is but a joyous surrender, smiles give token of mature criticism. It

may be that in the early ages of this world there was far more laughter than is to be heard now, and that aeons hence

laughter will be obsolete and smiles universal—every one, always, mildly, slightly smiling."

And it may not be impossible that even smiles may die out, and that man, as he grows in wisdom, will discover that the

highest state he is capable of reaching is to become inarticulate. Meanwhile, one of those illusions among us that appears

to be universal is that humour is popular, while the truth is that humour in itself is not only unpopular, but is very rare,

and as a genuine product is growing rarer. It has hitherto been assumed that a sense of humour is one of the necessary

attributes of lofty intelligence, and no man has been willing te> admit that he did not possess one. Yet the exercise of one's

sense of humour is not only a dangerous pastime, but, as we grow in sympathy and insight, it is bound to be so recognized.

And even now its use is unconsciously restricted among us. In social circles the teller of humourous stories rapidly be

comes a bore. One dose of him may be highly enjoyable, but one is enough, and anybody who cares to make a record of

conversations that take place everywhere among us constantly will be amazed at the lack of humour. People chatter and

laugh somewhat at the misfortunes of others; they flatter one another, they discuss trivial matters with enormous gusto,

but of genuine wit or humour there is scarcely a trace. Moreover, merely to glance over the musty collections of anec

dotes and repartee of the past, which by hearsay are celebrated, is to become convinced at once of their uniform stupidity.

We can scarcely conceive that the things set down as witty cjuld even provoke a faint smile.

We may be sure also that if there were a great demand for humour it would be supplied, yet books of humour are very

rarely among our best sellers, and generally when they are it is due to other causes than the humour in them. Of course,

we may say in one sense that the very nature of humour requires that it be rare. Its principal element is surprise, and

where a thing grows common it must cease to surprise. Thus books that excite us for the moment rapidly fade, and the

poor author is literally at his wits' end to keep up the illusion.

So far as I know no book of humour, pure and simple, has ever survived its own generation!
—Thomas L. Masson.

In dealing with published hu

mour let us first presume that

you, gentle reader, are one of

those rare individuals who possess

not only a keen sense of the ludi

crous, but who is sufficiently well-

read to be interested in any seri

ous literary endeavor, comic or

otherwise, for its own sake. For, as an example,

when Louis Untermeyer, clever parodist that he

is, has his H. L. Mencken wander into the fourth

stage of his Heavens saying, "What this place

needs is a little force majeure to free it from its

blubbering Sklavenmoral. It would get rid of the

rumble-bumble of the pious snouters, the gaudy

bombast of the malignant moralists, the obtuse

and sniveling taradiddle, the absurd hogwallow-

ing, the balderdash, the cavortings of all whoopers

and snorters, of the rabble-rousers, bogus rosicru-

cians, ku-kluxers, well-greased tear-squeezers,

parlor pundits and boob-bumpers." It is extreme

ly unlikely that anyone who does not, or has not,

read Mencken will see the keen wit underlying it

all. Since the greatest influence for good exerted

by humour is through introspective ridicule and

analytic parody it follows that it is first necessary

that we be acquainted with the thing to be proved

ridiculous and that we be willing to be convinced

that it is so. The exponents of "Blue Laws" find

it impossible to see any point to the many quips

directed at their pruriences.

But what of a humorous paper?

Granted that there are as many opin

ions of what constitutes humour as

there are people in the world, that

the appreciation of wit varies with

age, mood, and circumstance and that the

printed word leaves little chance to add those

touches of speech and action which would

stress the point and add to it the savor

of the speaker's personality (Balieff, of the

Chauve-Souris, is supremely funny not so much

because of the things he says, but because

of the manner in which he says them
—for he is a

fat man) that it would seem very difficult indeed

to collect and print periodically matter which

would be sufficiently varied to appeal to a large

percentage of any given group of people. It is

indeed difficult and the cosmopolitan sheets do not

even attempt it. Choosing for their subscribers

13
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a class of persons large enough to support the en

terprise whose intellectual and social order ap

peals to the editors, a policy is worked out where

by the tastes and desires of those persons are

analyzed and they are then given that which wi

satisfy them, namely, what the
editors find will

"get by" with their readers. Of course some

things are printed in an effort to "educate" the

public but the general tone of a paper is dictated

by the wants of its subscribers. Hot Dog, Life,

and Vanity Fair have their separate places in the

journalistic field—but they are not competitors!

The problem of a school paper is a

more difficult one. No publication is

successful unless it is also financially

so, for paper and printer's ink cost

money and the lady typesetters refuse

to typeset for love and kisses alone, so to be self-

supporting that it may endure it is necessary, in

a limited community such as a college, that a

paper of considerable size and cost have an almost

universal appeal to insure sufficient subscriptions

that the editor may be free to realize at least in

part some of their journalistic ambitions. The

Arts "grind" might appreciate a clever take-off on

this poem which appeared, in all seriousness, with

a number of similar things in the August Broom,

the "finest printed periodical ever printed in the

English language,"

NOVEMBERLEVENTH

Light, light

Airy and bulbous,

Fringes . . .

buttermilk . . .

St. Gotthard tunnel.

Ha ha : I have you now.

Move and I shoot.

I shoot anyway.

Ah, how droll, dear Fido,

see how I pick up this

Mountain by its

Peak . . . and hurl it.

Isn't the world stupid?
Last night I went to

bed naked except
For a necktie and

an Overcoat . . . my

blanket I hung out the

window . . . People laughed.

When I die, shall they weep?

God, shall they weep?

Weep, weep, weep?

Come here, Fido, let

me Tickle your ear.

Armistice day. A

gun.

Booms. I

Remember . . .

0 Satan, I remember it!

The bayonet through his throat.

He had the eyes of a . . .

(crucified) and

they stared up at me As

Yours do Now, fido.

... I shan't listen to the

Guns ! any longer.

Instead . . . the grapefruit.

but the great majority of us who cannot be classed

among "those whose ill made spirits will not lend

themselves to the less rare joys of the common

place and of the conventional morality" must be

attracted by something with which we have a

closer connection. This poem strikes me as a

pretty good joke as it stands.

But what are we acquainted with?

Newspapers, popular books, athletics,

house parties, campus characters, pe

dants, girls' schools, certain scholas

tic or professional slang terms suit

able for puns and the general run of ordinary

happenings which, as Remy de Gourmont (the

big eater) so aptly puts it, are "dull enough."

How, then, to lighten this commonplace stuff?

Well, here's a good example by Robert Benchley

of a take-off on something known to everyone
—

the exaggerated Atlas-holding-up-the-world-with-

our-products ads of the Saturday Evening Post

and similar papers.

I AM THE STRENGTH OF AGES

I have sprung from the depths of the hills.

Before the rivers were brought forth, or even

before the green leaves in their softness made the

landscape, I was your servant.

From the bowels of the earth, where men toil in

darkness, I come, bringing a message of insuper

able strength.

From sun to sun I meet and overcome the forces

of nature, brothers of mine, yet opponents; kin

dred, vet foes.

14
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I am silent, but my voice re-echoes beyond the

ends of the earth.

I am master, yet I am slave.

I am Woonsocket Wrought Iron Pipe, "the

Strongest in the Long Run." (Trademark.)

Send for illustrated booklet entitled

"The Romance of Iron Pipe."

After reading this, if we have never consciously

noticed it before, we became aware of the senility

of some of the advertising that is thrust into our

faces. Manufacturers soon find this out and seek

more discriminating sales appeals so we have pro

gress through that poignant but kindly imagina

tive vision, constructive ridicule.

Humour is a deep flowing sympathetic insight

which accomplishes no end of good in oiling the

petty frictions of everyday life but its chips, wit,

very often falling where they may, are dangerous

missiles.

A serious work when pregnant with the highest

form of good humour is doubly effective as, for

instance, Henrick Van Loon's Story of Mankind,

while Chappell's Cruise of the Kawa held up to

just ridicule the flood of spavined Polynesian lit

erary abortions which were driving the nation to

drink, disgust, and despair. How differently was

the more recent Kawa at the Pole received in dis

criminating circles ! Here is a book, fairly funny
but more often obvious, upon a subject which is

not sufficiently well know to be the fit object of

parody and about which the author himself knew

nothing. When a writer of today fills a book full

of stock candle-eating Esquimaux and kohlrabi

headed New Yorkers—he's out!

Every clean - cut -

square
- jawed - red - blooded

American knows that he, of all men, possesses the

keenest kind of a sense of humour. As a matter

of fact only one in a hundred has any semblance

whatever of such a sense. The most aggressive
teller of collected funny stories and borrowed wit

ticisms is, most often, endowed with the least hu

mour. Since most everyone is content to take life

as it is, to rest content that "things are so" and to

consider any change from the established order as

either too radical or idiotic to be given any

thought, or too fundamental to be understood, the

most valuable type of introspective humour is

wasted because the sophisticated person who

reads and understands it doesn't need it at all

while the Grand Exalted Whatnot of the Booton

Lodge of the Fraternal Order of Elks, Booton,

Arkansas, will either never read it, or will recom

mend the writer to the Ku Klux if he does. Here

I shall quote at some length a wonderfully fine

piece of this kind of writing from the pen of Rob

ert C. Benchley. Everyone has been in some kind

of endeavor which required the intelligent coopera

tion of a group of people, so the truth of his por

trayal may be vouched for by our own experience.

Only those who still refer to the late-lamented un

pleasantness overseas as the "War for Humanity"

will deny that this bit strikes us in a very vulner

able spot, namely, the commonplace stupidity of

the supposedly elite.

I now call upon Mr. Benchley who will enter

tain us with the production, before our very eyes,

of the ordinary '"community "Masque" or "Pag

eant." Mr. Benchley:

"Something entitled 'The March of Civilization'

is selected, because it calls for Boy Scout uniforms

and a Goddess of Liberty costume, all of which

are on hand, together with lots of Red Cross re

galia, left over from the war drives. The plot of

the thing concerns the adventures of the young

girl Civilization who leaves her home in the Neo

lithic Period accompanied only by her faithful old

nurse Language and Language's little children,

the Vowels and the Consonants. She is followed

all the way from the Neolithic Age to the Present

Time by the evil spirit, Indigestion, but, thanks to

the helpful offices of the Spirits of Capillary At

traction, and Indestructibility of Matter, she over

comes all obstacles and reaches her goal. The

League of Nations, at last .

But during the course of her wanderings, there

have been all kinds of sub-plots which bring the

element of suspense into the thing. For instance,

it seems that this person Indigestion has found

out something about Civilization' s father which

gives him the upper hand over the girl, and he,

together with the two gunmen, Heat and Humid

ity, arrange all kinds of traps for the poor thing

to fall into. But she takes counsel with the kind

old lady, Self-Determination of Peoples, and is

considerably helped by the low comedy character,

Obesity, who always appears at just the right mo

ment. So in the end, there is a big ensemble, in

volving Boy Scouts, representatives of those Al

lies who happen to be in good standing in that par

ticular month, seven boys and girls personifying

the twelve months of the year, Red Cross work-

:!:(Read "Society.")—Ed.

(Continued on page 28)
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WILLIS KINGSLEY WING
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Atmos
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Sigma Nu
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Basketball

Recent Developments and the Team's Prospects

Basketball is the king ot all

winter sports. The game is

steadily entrenching itself in

both collegiate and national

circles. To anyone who has

played the game it ranks on a

level with any other sport,

while to the spectator, the game appears to be

one of the most exciting and colorful of sports.

Basketball is a peculiar game in that it demands

so much of a player. One must be fast, always

fighting, full of endurance, and a very good shot

in order to play on a team. The game is always

close, the final score showing only a difference of a

point or two, so that it is a fight to the very end.

It is a case of "up and at them" from beginning to

end. So that the team that wins usually deserves

its victory.

There are two outstanding changes in the style

of play as used today and as used a few years ago.

These changes are first, the development of the

passing game in place of dribbling game, and sec

ond, the use of the guards which make them the

most important positions on the team.

Concerning the passing game, it has come to a

stage where the dribble is used only as a last re

sort. And it is a poor one at that. Because when

one dribbles, it enables the opposition to cover

their men who are loose, and to form defense to

protect their basket. Thus it takes up time that

might be used to advantage. But by the swift and

rapid passing, the defense is kept running around

by the offense until an opening can be found. Then

the offense breaks through and takes its shot. By

this rapid passing game, one is enabled to lose his

opponent and to run him ragged. Also, the pass

ing game has eliminated to a great extent the long

distance shooting, and substituted the short shots

within the 17-foot line. A passing game is ineffi

cient unless it can carry the ball clown the floor

for a shot within this 17-foot line. Long and

hasty shots are bad things to depend on for points.

Also, the passing game has made the game speed
ier and has put more action and color in it. There

is nothing prettier to watch than a team pass its

way down the floor and then cage a short shot.

Concerning the use of the guards, they are the

most important positions on the team in the mod

ern game. They are the basis of the defense, in

the first, place. They must set the 17-foot line as

the dead line lor their opponents. Because once

within that line, the chances for a successful shot

are numerous. One may notice that the guards of

today are all fairly husky, and usually members of

other sport teams. Also, the guard must be as

good a shot as any man on the team. He is sup

posed to add his quota to the final score. An ex

ceptional guard can play havoc with another team,

for the simple reason that he makes the forward

chase him around and it thus becomes a case of

five men against four. Sidman of Cornell and

Millar of Dartmouth are two guards who had the

ability to clo such a thing.

The Eastern teams of today are far superior to

their Western brothers. The Western teams use

strictly an offense, and slight defense. They use

a five man offense, while we use a five man defense,

and except at intervals, a three man offense. In

the East, every man takes his own opponent and

is responsible for him. There are no such things

as "basket-hangers" in today's game. The aver

age Princeton, Dartmouth, Penn or Cornell team

is far superior to the average western team.

_^dfcfc. The outlook for this season

\ ^f *+^_
is good in one respect, and in

f\W\+ |
other ways, not so good. Cap-

I ^^^k^r-yJ tain Luther, Crabtree, Cap-

^^f*J ron, and Wedell are four men

whose ability is unquestioned.

But the fifth man is the problem. And the men

after the fifth man is still a greater problem.

Nevertheless, the squad includes a number of men

who may at any time come to the front. Of the

four men already mentioned, Luther, at forward,

is fast, versatile, and accurate ; Crabtree. at guard,

is a good defensive man, scrappy and reliable at

all times; Capron, at guard, is fast and an excep

tional shot ; and Wedell, playing forward, is a con

sistent and accurate player. Of the other men on

the squad, there is Byron, a center, who is a good

defensive man ; Stone, also center, who is good on

the offense; Rynalski, another center, who is an

accurate shot and a versatile player; Pfann, of

football fame, who holds down a guard position

and who is fast and scrappy; Raymond, another

(Continued on page 34)
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Professor Midjo's Sketches
By M. E. Mathewson

"Most people," says Ezra

Pound in his interesting

little essay on Obstructiv-

ity, "do not make chairs.

they sit on them. The man

who makes a chair has to

know certain things about

it which the sitter need not

know. The sitter desires

comfort. All men are not

the same shape; neither are

all chairs comfortable for

all shapes and conformities

of humanity. This is, how

ever, no reason either for

or against the planting of

acorns." And so it is that

some men make chairs that

are pleasing to look upon

but which, though beautiful

to view, are too weak or

comfortless to be lasting,

while others, using more

knowledge of the basic

principles of chairmaking,

construct chairs that are

cruder in aspect but infinitely more practical.

Professor Christian M. S. Midjo is not a classicist nor

is he a modern in the sense that he would throw away all

adherence to carefully worked execution. That a work of

art be pleasing to the eye is something he has always in

sisted upon. A clumsy man possessed of a big idea may

make his point in spite of his technique—but how much

easier it is for the man who has mastered his technical dif

ficulties to express himself rather than fight and fight to

the morning, in

black and white

reach the surface! For this

reason Professor Midjo is

continually experimenting

and studying and growing

through little informal

sketches such as these pre

sented here. Forgetting

many of the requirements

which he would be forced to

solve in a serious work he

devotes all of his attention

in his sketches to some par

ticular detail which he

wishes to study—and sees

it through! He made manj

such studies during the past

summer. All of them show

an easy, spontaneous stroke

of the brush and a fresh

palate which differs greatly

from his characteristic one.

It is very evident that these

were done under different

conditions than his larger

works. They are the ebulli

tions of a fertile mind

the open
—and in the sun.

reproductions are full of

working in

Even these

light!

Little attempt is made at composition, for color and dis

tance are here the subject of study, but the groupings are

never objectionable and are often pleasing. The sketch

reproduced at the top of the page shows a little more in

teresting form than do many of the others but, while it is

somewhat conventionalized, it is not at all conventional.
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The Lion

There are, of course, lions and lions.

Perhaps this fact justifies the popular attitude

of suspicion and reserve toward strange lions in

general. It is alleged that kingly beasts with the

kindest hearts imaginable are often cut to the

quick by our lack of understanding. However

that may be, there is from time to time an excep

tional case, in which quite the contrary is true.

He is known as a social lion,—one acclaimed and

admired from his very first appearance in the

beau moytde. Such a beast is he who's likeness

looks benignly out from this page. Only one as

sured of his social prestige could afford to wear

such an expression of smug complacence.

Within a year, the Women's Dramatic Club has

presented two masterpieces. The Taming of the

Shrew was a performance of such zest and ex

quisite interpretive finesse that its charming mem

ory will remain with those who saw it, after many

professional Petruchios and Katharinas have

passed them and wandered into oblivion. For the

present college generation at least, this was clearly

the high-water mark of amateur dramatics. Other

undergraduate performances have yet to approach

its finished workmanship.

Bernard Shaw is not as great as Shakespeare.

He says so himself. Nevertheless, Mr. Shaw has

things of interest to say ; and the manner in which

he says it is quite his own, and quite pleasant.

Androcles and the Lion contains both serious

thought and irresistable flippancy. It was pro

duced with the same winning straight-forward
ness and delicacy which made the other play rare.

When such a thing occurs once, those who enjoy
it can only exclaim over the happy chance. But

when it happens again, it is a different matter.

We begin not only to admire the performance, but

to look ahead as well, and to hope for a future not

less happy, for the organization concerned. The

Women's Dramatic Club Play has become a tenta

tive classic.
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Its stage was set with rather more than profes

sional care, and with a great deal of effectiveness ;

and the superlative costumes imported from New

York added not a little to the result. There were

also three or four outstandingly good pieces of

acting. But the thing for which the production

will be remembered was more than the sum of

these. It was a freshness and charm of spirit,

which was somehow infused into every part,—

something that only good amateurs, and they at

their best, can ever capture.

Two years ago, the club gave no major produc

tion at all. This year it opened with a major pro

duction. Its club life has been revived, its organ

ization has been extended and made more effec

tive, and has gained more complete cooperation of

the different branches of the work. And, best of

all, through the devotion of its work, against odds,

and debts, and discouragement it has won an

eagerly attentive audience. An interested clien

tele makes amateur dramatics possible. The

Women's Dramatic Club has taken the long step

of winning for itself such support. When its

name appears on a play bill, Cornell now knows

there will be something presented which it cannot

well afford to miss.

This new lion of the dramatic world is clearly
a social lion. It may now sit back upon its laurels,
and purr. But we sincerely hope that when spring
comes round again this year, it will stretch and

yawn a bit, and then give us another performance.
—M. G. W.

O' H>iWWI^U"'e.'~''l^..l»H|.|%U-mMmiW^^ »,i i„,l i,m„
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This liquor question insists on sticking its head into the limelight about semi-annually. The matter

was apparently settled early last Spring, and everything seemed to be working out as well as could be ex

pected. President Farrand, however, stated in a speech, made about a month ago, that things were slip
ping. He has enough information at hand to bring about a wholesale expulsion of students, but he does

not believe in attacking the problem that way. He proposes to appeal to the students as gentlemen to con

trol the situation. It is a proposal that all should hearken to because it comes from a real man. The

President is fair-minded ; he is not a white ribboner
, as some students may think, but he is strongly op

posed to drunkenness.

We believe that the President has given the key to the situation, namely, that a gentleman will not

get drunk under ordinary conditions of life. Drunkenness has no defense, ethical or physiological. It

everyone could drink like a gentleman, the liquor problem would never come up, but there are always a

certain number of men who either do not have the will power or the discretion to know when to stop. It

is to be assumed that a college man has both these qualities, but the facts do not seem to bear out the as

sumption. It is hard to understand why these men insist on making fools out of themselves to the detri

ment of their own bodies and minds, and to the disgust of all who see them. The least they can do is to

have a little consideration for other people. A dance is the first place they go after getting well "oiled."

This makes it very unpleasant for their friends who are trying to conduct a respectable party and is

especially distasteful to any ladies with whom they might dance.

We do not take this stand in an inimical spirit, but rather do we, as friends, appeal to the higher in

stincts of these men, and ask that they behave like gentlemen.

There is the usual difference of opinion this year over who had the Greatest Football Team in the

East. The newspaper sport writers seem pretty well agreed that Princeton had that team. It is custo

mary for them to pick an undefeated Big Three team for this honor. We believe that Gilmour Dobie's

eleven rates first place on the basis of actual ground gained in scrimmage rather than on scores which

may have been made from a fluke, although we believe that Cornell has a just claim by the comparative

score method, also. Nor does it make any difference whether a team has played through a heavy or a

light schedule. If a team happens to play a strong team every game with the result that many of the

players are crippled, that is the manager's fault. He should know that a schedule must have that num

ber of easy games which the coach deems necessary for the most efficient moulding of a squad into a

good team. If a Cornell team had but one game in a year and that with the undefeated team in the coun

try and outplayed that team, then Cornell would have the better team regardless. It seems to us that too

much favoritism is diplayed in the selection of the best team in the East.

To Gilmour Dobie belongs most of the credit clue the Big Red Team. He has taken a bunch of "stu

dents" and made a championship football team out of them. He jestingly calls them his "All Americans,"

but, seriously, we think he is almost right. The mention of the name of any one of the men who played

at Penn should make almost any football fan's face glow with admiration. Dobie has told them what to

do and taught them to do it well. He has received considerable unjust criticism for his habitual pessim

ism before a game no matter with whom it may be. He takes this attitude in the first place to keep the

men from becoming over-confident, but he also realizes how easy it is to lose a game even with a weak

team. The Albright game is an example of what he means. In that game, a little one hundred and thir-

(Continued on page 34)
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Jurgen, A Comedy of Justice. By James Branch Cabell.

$2.50. 368 pages. New York: Robert M. McBride &

Company.
As soon as I heard that Jurgen

was no longer suppressed and that

its price had come down within

reason, 1 decided to write a para

graph of "wise cracks" about it.

Having read the book, however, my

purpose has been radically changed. Possibly, I exag

gerate, but nevertheless, Jurgen seems to me to be the

greatest book by an American that has been published in

years. At any rate, there can be few objections against

rating it as the greatest satire.

Cabell has an extremely interesting style. He writes

paragraphs of deep philosophy and satire ; and then breaks

in with some absurd phrase such as:
"

'Well,' said Jur

gen, T am willing to taste any drink once'." Of course

the wording is an imitation of the Early English, but the

cloak fits him so well, it seems that it must belong to him.

The Rabelaisian humor (or smut), that has proven the

main source, of free advertising for the book, is so deftly

handled that it is seldom objectionable.

The story is that of a pawnbroker, Jurgen, who, be

cause he has defended evil, is given an opportunity to

start on an adventure through a world of imagination.

He meets Sereda, the goddess of Wednesday, and she gives

him back his youth. He marries four different women be

sides his other affairs and adventures, so there is never a

dull spot. Finally, he wanders into Hades and then into

Heaven, both of which places he finds are only the crea

tions of his parents' imaginations. In the end, however,
he comes back to earth, his old age, and his first wife; and

finds that he is happier this way than wandering through
his adventures.

Jurgen is a book worth reading even at the old price,

especially if your mind has developed enough so that the

"dirt" does not warp your judgment of the book as a whole.

^^^^^
Christmas is coming and with it the time

|^^^^k l'"1' ;t review of the season. Our life lias not

Bk H been very long, but it covers the period

^L M from which most of your gift-books will be

^\f drawn. We have been forced to omit a few

books from lack of space Cfor which we beg
your pardon), but we have tried to pick the ones that
would probably suit your tastes the best. Among the im

portant novels which have beoi excluded, but which be

long in any list of tbe best fiction, are: The Bright Shawl
of Hergesheimer's, Babel by John Cournos, Gargo,/les by
Ben Hecht, Rough Hern by Dorothy Canfield, Lillian by
Arnold Bennett, and Rita Coventry by Julian Street. All

of these books are by authors with previous successes to

their credit and all of them, judging from the reviews in

the papers and magazines, have their good points. Under

stand, of course, that this department deals only with fic

tion and that for summaries of other types of writing, you

must look elsewhere. Saying which, we will get down to

business.

THE BETTER FICTION

One of Ours. By Willa Cather. 459 pages. New York:

Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.

Miss Cather has given us another book that will proba

bly live a great deal longer than you or I. It is a story of

the development of character, however, so clo not give it to

somebody who only appreciates blood and thunder. I

recommend it heartily, though, for a real lover of good

books.

Batouala. By Rene Maran. Translated from the French

by Adele Szold Seltzer. 207 pages. New York : Thomas

Seltzer.

Maran, a French Congo negro, was educated in Paris.

He brings to this story a knowledge of the negro set forth

in the most approved style. The book won the Grand Prix

in Paris this summer, but do not let this influence you into

giving it to your girl,—unless she is very broad minded.

The Glimpses of the Moon. By Edith Wharton. 364

pages. New York: D. Appleton & Company.

Nothing sensational, but a finely wrought tale of high

society. It will be safe to give it to almost anyone.

Where the Blue Begins. By Christopher Morley. Dou-

bleday, Page & Co.

A novel novel. In the first chapter, you learn about

Gissing, his house, his butler, and his club. Whereupon
you are shocked into consciousness by reading that Gissing
is a dog. But then, Mr. Morley always was so very whim

sical.

This Freedom. By A. S. M. Hutchinson. Little, Brown

& Company.

The place for woman is in the home. As we have said

before, a good gift for the woman with whom you would

descend to the discussion of such stuff.

Babbitt. By Sinclair Lewis. 401 pages. New York:

Harcourt, Brace & Co.

A cruelly clear picture of the business man. Babbitt

comes from the middle-west, but his counterparts may be

found anywhere. The only trouble with using it as a pres
ent is that everybody who wants to has read it already.
Ann Severn and the Fieliungs. By May Sinclair. 320

|mgi-s. New Vork: The Macmillan Company.
Miss Sinclair's treatment of the story and her style are

in the heighth of fashion among the modernists. But —

"If this is the kind of thing you like, this is the kind of

thing you will like."
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Broken Barriers. By Meredith Nicholson. New York:

Charles Scribner's Sons.

Another book by an elderly man on how the younger

generation will win through now that the barriers of con

vention are broken! These authors ought to be forever

grateful to us younger generation for furnishing a topic

on which they can blurb.

The Cat's Paw. By Natalie Sumner Lincoln. 304 pagos.

New York: D. Appleton & Company.

A mystery story of the higher type.

Flowing Gold. By Rex Beach. 377 pages. New York:

Harper and Brothers.

The rabbit-like Mr. Beach publishes another book with

his hero and heroine in new surroundings. Father wouldn't

have to work his weary brain overtime reading this.

VOLUMES OF SHORT STORIES

Gigolo. By Edna Ferber. 2i»l pages. Doubleday, Page

& Company.

Short stories in which any number of your friends ap

pear. Mencken rates Miss Ferber only below Willa Cather

among the American writers.

Tales of the Jazz Age. By F. Scott Fitzgerald. 317

pages. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.

These are stories in which the Princeton prodigy shows

signs of development. Some of them are really worth

reading aside from the amusement they afford.

From a Bench in Our Square. By Samuel Hopkins

Adams. 308 pages. New York: Houghton Mifflin Com

pany.

Short stories about delightful individuals inhabiting

"Our Square," that make delightfully easy reading. And

they would make a delightful Christmas present for almost

anybody,—the older the person the better.

To Tell You the Truth. By Leonard Merrick. 311

pages. E. P. Dutton & Co.

More short stories. The market is flooded with them.

But anything by Leonard Merrick is worth your attention.

His works come perilously near being classics.

HUMOR

My Northern Exposure, the Kawa at the Pole. By Wal

ter E. Traprock (George S. Chappell). 245 pages. New

York: G. P. Putnam's Sons.

This is Chappell's answer to the "Do it again, daddy,"

aroused by his Cruise of the Kawa. As is usual in such

answers, the book falls below his previous high standard.

Carnac's Folly. By Sir Gilbert Parker. 352 pages.

Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company.

Theoretically, this belongs in the fiction division, but it

is so pitiful, it's funny. Sir Gilbert ought to be stood in

the corner for debasing the talent that he has previously
shown he possessed.

Perfect Behavior. By Donald Ogden Stewart. 227

pages. George H. Doran Co.

A parody outline of etiquette. It consists of articles

that have previously appeared in Vanity Fair and other

magazines, but some of them are humorous enough to read

many times.

The Revolt of the Oyster. By Don Marquis. 229 pages.

Doubleday, Page & Co.

A collection of essays and short stories by the author of

The Old Soak. It includes The Saddest Man, which is sup

posed to be his best story. The book peters out towards

the end, but it starts off with such a bang, one could hardly

hope for anything more.

R. S. H.

I®, 'A/fa-("-j ra/cj-A^ /■Wfa/u)

HART SCfLU-FNER & MARX

VOU may depend on the same

authoritative correctness and

high standard of excellence in hats,
haberdashery and clothing which

you buy of our Representatives to

the Colleges as you would expect

to find in any one of our four

New York Stores.

"Satisfaction or Money Bach^

Broadway, below Chambers

Broadway, cor. 29th
246-248 West 125th

3d Ave., cor. 122d
New York

Do You Carry
K. N. & K. Travel Checks

when you travel and thus safeguard

your funds against loss and theft?

K. N. & K. Travel Checks are safer

to carry than currency because if

not countersigned when lost or

stolen, they may be replaced. They

are accepted by banks, hotels, shops
and railroad and steamship agents

and are self-identifying because

your countersignature made on the

check at the time you cash it iden

tifies you wherever you may be.

On sale at First National Bank of

Ithaca, N. Y. ; also at banks through
out the United States or at our office.

Knauth.Nachod &Kuhne

Equitable Building New York
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FOOTBALL

(Continued from page !))

ceiver of passes, the punter for all season, aver

aging about 37 yards for the
season, played safety-

man and never missed a punt, a great runner

back of punts, an extremely hard tackier, and a

dangerous man on the interference. Kaw-in-ac-

tij-- was a picture of football-as-she-is-playecl.

Sport writers have criticised Cor-

m*^m nell for lack of variety of plays within

LjSS the 20-yard line. Lei us consider the

y^y truth and falsity of this criticism. It

^^
o true that the off-tackle play and

our line plays are easier to stop within the 20-yard

line, than at mid-field. The reason is that the op

posing defense can close in and by the line mass

ing up, the backfield is enabled to make the tackle

close to the line of scrimmage. While in mid-field,

where there is more room and more possibility of

a quick kick or forward pass, the defensive backs

can't afford to play up close to the line. This al

lows our interference to protect the runner be

yond the line of scrimmage. However, the falsity

and absurdity of the criticism is that it is true of

every sort of line play within the 20-yard line. A

defensive team always has the better chance of

holding for downs within its 20-yard line than at

mid-field, because the defense is compact. And

Cornell uses the off-tackle play because it is the

most trustworthy and most suitable for its type of

players. It has gained with it through all the

other teams. Just because one team happened to

stop it for a time, does that ban it as a bad play to

use within the 20-yard line? No. Although the

defense knows just where the play is going, and

who is to carry the ball, the idea is for them to

get past the other ten men on our team. And as

Clemenceau said, "And that is something."
Also, within your opponent's 20-yard line, the

idea is to use your most powerful weapon of of

fense, and to retain possession of the ball. With

a trick play, a team always takes the chance of

fumbling or interception. And against teams like
Penn or Princeton to whom fumbled balls bounce
in just the rieht direction, and occur at just such
times, and to whom intercepted passes are in'on
tor in-anted, a Cornell quarterback would be fool-
i'h not to rely upon his most consistent ground-
gaining play, especially when the team is built kn
it and it has succeeded before. Penn has been the

only team to hold Cornell for downs as it did, and
that should not detract from the value of the Cor
nell offense, but should be a tribute to the defense
of Penn. Because, to quote one of our admirers
from Boston, "That Penn team that went clown
with flags flying- was no slouch of a club

"

Shoes that have lost soles after one treatment are made

whole. Special attention given to foolish, insane and

crippled shoes.

Shoes left here are not fixed; they are repaired, and

there is a lot of difference between the two. If you were

crippled you would not go to an undertaker; then take

your crippled shoes to our "Expert Shoe Doctor" who

does, but not to a quack who undertakes to do.

Orthopedic Quick Shoe

Repairing Hospital
JOHN ADAMUS

The Orthopedic Shoe Expert

107 Souih Aurora St. Phone 2572

Army & Navy Store

"The Best Place to Shop"

* * *

Work, Sport and Water-proof Clothing

Leather Reversible Coats

Ladies' Leather Coats

Sheeplined Coats

Riding Breeches

Ladies' Breeches

Cloth Arctics

Army Shirts

Underwear

Sweaters

Scarfs

Shoes

Kvory Thing- for Out-door Life

Army & Navy Store

110 South Aurora Street, Ithaca, N. Y.
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POP CORN
Before the Show

FRESH HOT BUTTERED

—and after

CIGARS CIGARETTES

WELCH'S
NEXT TO THE CRESCENT

CANDIES

near 48th Street, New York

Exhibit at 220 East State Street

Every other week

"If it is made of wood we make it"

The Lambert Studios

110-14 East State St. Ithaca, N. Y.

Study, Table, Floor, and Boudoir Lamps, Candle Sticks,
Bud Vases, Smoking Stands (for floor or table), Picture

Frames, etc., beautifully finished and hand decorated in

oils or natural wood finishes, i. e., Mahogany, American,
or Circassian Walnut, etc. Made to order.

Drop us a card and we will be pleased to furnish you

further details on anything you wish.

The Johnny Parson Club
ON BEEBE LAKE

Will Open About January 1st, 1923

THE CLUB'S RESTAURANT

will be directed by

JAMES WEST

Lately Butler at the British Embassy at Washington

It will be the policy of the Club to attempt but a few things

and to do the few things superlatively well. Emphasis will

be put on afternoon tea prepared and served in the best man

ner, on rather luxurious Sunday morning breakfasts, and on

a gastronomically correct week day dinner.
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Too Late to Advertise Xmas G.jods

The next best thing is to extend Holiday Grt etings and

if by chance you have overlooked anyone come down and

w ee'll help you out and

L.

THE

you'll help us out.

C. BEMENT

TOGGERY SHOP

H at'er, Hosier, Glover , Cravatter, Maker of Shi rts tha t fit

CORNELL BARBER SHOP

Neatest Haircutting in the city

We solicit and appreciate your patronage

Razors, Strops and Toilet Articles

For Sale

AL and TOM

THERE'S LONGER WEAR IN

CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES

And just why one made for you would be the most satis

fying suit you could buy—from the viewpoints of Style,
Comfort, and Economy.

I have more than 500 of the newest weaves and pat
terns to select from. Every one guaranteed 100 per cent
all wool. You'll find it a pleasure to look them over
Come m any time—the earlier the better if you want a

Suit or Overcoat.

I. V. DELL
Merchant Tailor 213 Dryden Rd.

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing done. Contracts
Written.

i LadMe,S ^°lf Suits and Ridine Habits made to order;
also all kinds of Ladies' Repairing done.

The Christiance - Dudley
Pharmacy, Inc.

214-216 East State Street

MEDICINES OF PURE QUALITY

ATTENTION AND CARE IN PREPARATION

—SERVICE

RS

RANDOM THOUGHTS ON HUMOUR

(Continued from page 15)

ers, the Mayor's Committee of Welcome, a selec
tion of Major Prophets, children typifying the ten
different ways of cooking an egg, and the all-per
vading Spirit of the Post-Office Department,
seated on a dais in the rear and watching over the

assemblage with kindly eyes and an armful of

bricks.

This, then, is in brief outline, 'The March of

Civilization,' selected for presentation by the Com

munity of Wimblehurst. It is to be done on the

edge of the woods which line the golf-course, and
on paper, the thing shapes up rather well.
Little Alice Withstanley is chosen to play the

part of the Craft Guild Movement in Industry,
showing the rise of cooperation and unity among
the working-classes. She is chosen because she
has blonde hair which can be arranged in braids
clown her back, obviously essential to a proper

representation of industrial team-work as a mov

ing force in the world's progress. It so happens,
however, that the daughter of the man who is cast
for Humidity has had her eyes on this ingenue
part ever since the printed text was circulated and
had virtually been promised it by the Head of the
House Committee of the Country Club, through
whose kindness the grounds were to be used for
the performance. There is a heated discussion
over the merits of the two contestants between
Mrs. Withstanley and the mother of the betrayed
girl, which results in the withdrawal of the lat
ter's offer to furnish Turkish rugs for the Oriental
Decadence scene.

Following this, the rougher element of the com

munity—enlisted to take part in the scenes show
ing the building of the Pyramids and the first Bat
tle of Bull Run—appear at one of the early re

hearsals in a state of bolshevik upheaval, protest
ing against the unjust ruling which makes them
attend all rehearsals and wait around on the side
hill until their scenes are on. keeping them inac
tive sometimes from two to three hours, according
to the finish with which the principals get through
the prologue and opening scenes showing Crea
tion. The proletariat present an ultimatum, sav
ing that the Committee in charge can either short
en their waiting hours or remove the restrictions
on crap-shooting on the side-hill during their pe
riods of inaction.

During the rehearsals the husband of the woman
who is portraying Winter Wheat is found wander
ing along the brookside with her sister cereal
Spnng Wheat, which, of course, makes further
polite cooperation between these two staples im
possible, and the Dance of the Food Stuffs has to

(Continued on page 30)
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This Space

Reserved for

Hoefler's Centennial Chocolates
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Christmas

Suggestions

Let us help you select the gift for mother or

"sister."

We have many unusual things in Gold, Silver,

Bronze and Leather.

R. A. Heggie & Bro.

Co.

136 East State Street

Era Subscribers

* * *-

Subscriptions due

.50 if you pay

NOW

$2.75 after January first

RANDOM THOUGHTS ON HUMOUR

(Continued from page 28)

be abandoned at the last moment. This adds to

the general tension.

Three nights before the first performance the

Director calls every one to a meeting in the trophy
room of the Club-house and says that, so far as he

is concerned, the show is off. He has given up his

time to come out here, night after night, in an at

tempt to put on a masque that will be a credit to

the community and a significant event in the world

of art, and what has he found? Indifference, ir

responsibility, lack of cooperation, non-attendance

at rehearsals, and a spirit of laissez-faire in the

face of which it is impossible to produce a suc

cessful masque. Consideration for his own repu

tation, as well as that of the township, makes it

necessary for him to throw the whole thing over,

here and now.

The Chairman of the Committee then gets up

and cries a little, and says that he is sure that if

every one agrees to pull together these last three

days and to attend rehearsals faithfully and to try
to get plenty of sleep, Mr. Parsleigh, the coach,
will consent to help them through with the per

formance, and he asks every one who is willing to

cooperate to say 'Aye." Every one says 'Aye' and
Mr. Parsleigh is won over.

As for the masque itself, it is given, of course;
and as most of the able-bodied people of the com

munity are taking part, the audience is composed

chiefly of the aged and the infirm, who catch mus

cular rheumatism from sitting out-of-doors and

are greatly bored, except those scenes when their

relatives are taking part. The masque is hailed

as a great success, however, in spite of the fact

that the community has been disrupted and social

life made impossible until the next generation
grows up and agrees to let bygones be bygones."
This strikes me as a damn* fine little article

containing a world of truth.
*

Copyrighted by Cornell Era.

(Continued on page 32)
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Give Jewelry

m x»^5VA

^k "The Gift That Lasts"

V ^w '*' *"* iJ§WI m Brown &Delavan

^^^i\^\___i

H \m Hallmark Jewelers

^Jr 156 E. State St.

ITHACA, N. Y.
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MAX KLUEBERT

141 South Aurora Street

# -* *

Awnings, Tents, Canopies, Cabinet Work,

Furniture Repairing and Refinishing.

Telephone 7631

II

"We Treat Your Linen White"

A Merry Christmas

FROM THE

^

BUNCH

We are Open During the

Christmas Vacation

STVDENT LAVNDRY AGENCY
4 1 3 College Avenue

Dial 2023

A. L. RUMSEY '23 C. J. PECKHAM 74

Petrillose Bros-

Dry Cleaning and Pressing
Shortest Possible Time

Suits made to order $35 up

Work called for and delivered

Dial 7744

Houses and Individuals Pressing
Contracts

Permit Us

to submit an estimate on your

next printing job. The most

complete plant in Ithaca.

GRACE PRINTING CO.

117 S. Tioga St.

(Next to Hooks)

Phone 2563
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IDEAL LUNCH
1 03 North Tioga Street

A neat, clean down-to-date eating place

Quick service, good food and prices right

We make all our pies, cakes and puddings

TRY THE IDEAL

For the Best Work in

Cleaning, Dyeing, Pressing

and Repairing of all kinds

Consult

Tne J. C. Durrey

Cleaning ana Dyeing \A/orks
409 W. State St.

DIAL 2142

When you feel that longing for reel

home-cooked food

Visit the

Cornellian Cafeteria

at

209 DRYDEN ROAD

When Your Desires

Will Be Realized

Tasty Food

Prompt Service

Capable Attendants

Dial 2006

RANDOM THOUGHTS ON HUMOUR

(Continued from page 30)

About the Little Lady's intellectual poor rela
tion, the "Berry Patch," we can well afford to re

main silent. Let us consider the Widoiv!

Hanging about a foot above her dressing table
and about forty feet above State Street and the
Strand crowd is a picture of the Widow Board of
1904. Dressed in high collars, huge coats and

peg-top trousers are a number of young men

among whom I find George Jean Nathan himself!
On his left I see "Rim" Berry. "Ah," I exclaim
"there were giants in those days !"

"Surely," I muse, "There must have been happy
days for this paper when the man who is now ad

mittedly the greatest dramatic critic on this con

tinent, whose books on criticism have greatly in

fluenced (if not entirely revolutionized) current

thought in the theatre and in literature, whose

periodic reviews and comments in various maga
zines are regularly followed by discriminating
cosmopolitans, and who, as editor of Smart Set,
has done so much to help the younger generation
of writers to avoid naive ways and pedagogic
means, sat at the breakfast table!" Ah, me!

Those were the days !

So I turn hopefully to the files of the period but,
look as I may, I find nothing to indicate that an

exceptionally clever man then graced the break

fast table! There is the usual number of jokes
and puns and pre-Leacockian short stories, but

none of them show any greater degree of ability
than is shown in the issues before that time and

much old pseudo-comical slap-stick such as badly-

spelled letters from Frosh and supposedly type
written missives with dollar marks and capitals
in the wrong places is conspicuously overworked.

But that is all ! Why is this so ? The answer is

simply this: no man is wise by nature. George
Jean Nathan in college was learning, and improv
ing and slowly transcending his horripilations—
but he was not yet the George Jean Nathan of to

day! And so it is with all college literary en

deavor. // college publications, as undergraduate
avocations, are to be the heliochromotypes of the

colleges they must remain non-pi ofessioual, and

so they should be judged!

People laugh themselves out. Jokes that would

be passed as quite good by themselves fall flat

when the reader has just been satiated by an hour

spent with a Witzblatt. It is an established fact

that jokes (even good ones) in quantity pall—so

pathos and decorative pictures are used to help
relieve the tension. In. Flanders Fields first ap

peared in Punch!

(Continued on page 34)
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CRESCENT THEATRE
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY

December 21-22-23

"THE COWBOY AND THE LADY"

starring
MARY MILES MINTER—TOM MOORE

SUNDAY—MONDAY

24 25

ALICE BRADY

in

"ANNA ASCENDS"

TUESDAY—WEDNESDAY

26 27

CONSTANCE TALMADGE

in

"WEDDING BELLS"

STRAND THEATRE

December 21st to 23rd

KEITH ROAD SHOW

"JUST GIRLS

Seven Beauties

JIM MULLEN, ANNA FRANCES, DOROTHY DOYLE

In Real Songs

COLLIER AND DEWALD

Little of Everything

CONWAY TEARLE

in

"THE REFEREE"

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

To please the Sportsmen and Boy Scouts

GUNS, FISHING TACKLE

Also for the Women Folks

SEWING MACHINES ELECTRIC CLEANERS

ELECTRIC GRILLS ELECTRIC IRONS

S. R. TISDEL

310 E. Seneca St.

BOOKS PUBLICATIONS

Norton Printing Co.
(THE N. P. C. PRESSJ

317 East State Street

Ithaca

CATALOGS LAW BRIEFS

FOR FRIENDS
HOSIERY OF SHEER WEAVE, FULL FASH

IONED AND IN BLACK, BROWN AND BEIGE

SUCH AS THIS HAS MANY DEVOTEES

AMONG FASHIONABLE WOMEN AND IS AN

IDEAL FRIEND TO FRIEND GIFT.

$1.50 to $5.00 a pair

The Style Shop
A. J. Pritchard

ObeyThatImpulse
DROP DOWN HERE FOR ALL

YOUR CLOTHES AND

FURNISHINGS

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY

ALEXANDER'S
124 East State Street
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KODAK

KEEP CHRISTMAS

WITH A KODAK

Let us show you the

Kodak that will happily

solve your gift problem.

It's here.

KODAKS $6.50 UP

BROWNIES $2.00 UP

HEAD'S

KODAK SHOP

109 N. Aurora St.

SHOES MADE TO ORDER

Also Shoe Repairing-, Hand and Machine Work, neatly

and promptly done. All work guaranteed.

Get your Shoes Shined the best and quickest here.

H. A. QUATTRINNI BRO.

213V_ Drvden Road

Wc try to give a little better service than

the customer expects

Wc print Thc Era

The Atkinson Press

Printing
122 South Tioga Street

Telephone 2623

Both large and small orders are accorded

the same personal attention

BASKETBALL

(Continued from page 19)

football man, who plays guard and is a very good
defensive man with lots of fight; Post, another
football man, who plays center and is fast and

clever; Meyers, a forward, who is accurate and

fast; Maier, a consistent man at guard, and Cas

sidy, "our fullback," who is a good defensive man

and plays guard. They are the men who comprise
the first squad and on whom the hope of a cham

pionship lies. And the man most capable of turn

ing the trick is "Howie" Ortner, who has turned

out some of the best basketball players in the

East. Undoubtedly, Ortner has a big problem to

face this year, with the lack of veteran material

and capable substitutes, but he has never yet
failed to deliver the goods. And this year is not

going to be any exception.

EDITORIAL

(Continued from page 23)

ty-five pound man ran through the Big Red Team

twice for two touchdowns—more than any other

team has scored in the last two years. Disregard

ing any explanations, the fact remains, and it is

testimony of the correctness of Mr. Dobie's pre

dictions. At any rate, it is just his method of

coaching and he gets results with it. In spite of

all he says about his team, he treats it better than

a mother treats her own child. Every man on the

squad thinks the world and all of him. In fact, it

is almost hero worship. This in itself bears wit

ness of the kind of a man he heally is. He de

serves the respect and admiration of all as a gen

tleman and as the greatest football coach in the

country.

RANDOM THOUGHTS ON HUMOUR

(Continued from page 32)

Random thoughts are so hard to write; one

never knows when to stop. Guess I'll adopt the

method of the dear old "Patch" and

stop

right

down

here !

Patch vobiscum!
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The Elite Shop
Wishes to announce a fine display of Hand-made Gifts

for the Holiday Season including Luncheon and Bridge

Sets, Handkerchiefs and Dainty Underwear, Kiddies'

Dresses and Rompers. Orders taken for any specialties

will be given prompt attention by our expert needle

workers.

310 East Seneca Street Second Floor

EMPIRE LUNCH

200 Baldwin St.

Elmira, N. Y.

A. Salvatore, Proprietor

Special Service to Automobile Parties and Tourists

edw. j. ROSE

ATHLETIC GOODS

51-53 Genesee St.

Buffalo, N. Y.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Fancy Mirrors

Book Ends

Candle Sticks

Cigarette Boxes

Incense Burners

Boudoir Lamps

Framed Pictures

An entirely new line of Christmas Greeting Cards

The Robinson Studio
212-214 E. State St.

Service and Quality

The Palace Laundry

FRED C. BARNARD, Proprietor

323-325 Eddy Street

[ITHACA, N. Y.

On the Hill

THE

PUBLIC MARKET

Solicits

Your Patronage

The Best in Meats, Poultry

and Game

Nothing in the Meat line that

we cannot procure for you

WILLIAM KNIGHT

115 North Aurora Street
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HOTEL LIBERATORE
108-110 West Fifth Street

ELMIRA, N. Y.

TELEPHONE 322 7-W

N. V. LIBERATORE, Proprietor

If you want a Genuine Italian Dinner stop at the Hotel Liberatore

E CATER TO AUTOMOBILE PARTIES AND TOURISTS

IF

Your need is in the

optical line we can

supply it

* *

Wilson Optical Co.
208 E. State St. Ithaca

4 4

"We grind our own lenses"

To All Cornellians

In appreciation of the many cour

tesies shown throughout the past

year, we extend our best wishes

for a Merry Christmas and a

Happy New Year.

§TIJPI#

EVERTS TAXI SERVICE

ANYWHERE IN TOWN

1 passenger $1.00
2, 3, 4, 5 or <J passengers $1.50

Dial 2411

Closed Studebaker Cars

FINGER LAKES GARAGE

"Dusty" Rhodes'

Orchestra
* * *

Telephone Ithaca 2489

3li



V P O R T R A I T OF J . DALTON BY JOHN L O N S P

The Quaker who made

Chemistry a Science

AVENDISH had shown

that two volumes of hy

drogen andoneofoxygen

always combine com

pletely to form water and nothing
else. Proust, a Frenchman, had

proved that natural and artificial

carbonates of copper are always
constant in composition.
"There must be some law in

this," reasoned Dalton (1766-

1844), the Quaker mathematician

and school teacher. That law he

proceeded to discover by weighing
and measuring. He found that each

element has a combining weight
of its own. To explain this, he

evolved his atomic theory
— the

atoms of each element are all

alike in size and weight; hence

a combination can occur only in

definite proportions.
Dalton's theory was published

in 1808. In that same year, Na

poleon made his brother, Joseph,
king of Spain. This was considered
a political event of tremendous

importance. But Joseph left no

lasting impression, while Dalton.

by his discovery, elevated chem

istry from a mass of unclassified

observations and recipes into a

science.

Modern scientists have gone be

yond Dalton. They have found

the atom to be composed of elec

trons, minute electrical particles.
In the Research Laboratories of

the General Electric Company
much has been done to make this

theory practically applicable so

that chemists can actually predict
the physical, chemical and elec

trical properties of compounds yet.
undiscovered.

In a world of fleeting events

the spirit of science and research

endures.

*

Gene ralfpElecffc ric
Qeneral Office COIIlpany

Schenectady,N.Y.

95-626-HD



"The snow had begun in the gloaming,
And busily all the night

Hud been heaping field and highway
Wilh a silence deep and white."

'l'lir Alklnsim I'i-mss. Iiliiu-ii, N. Y

PAINTED BY J. HUBERT FENMER

STAFF ARTIST ITHACA EMGRAl'lXG CO.
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Troy 1923 Calendar

Second Edition

We sold out the first edition before Christmas

and asked Mr. Troy to print some more because

we had orders on file. Better buy one of the

Troy Calendars for yourself. A good calendar

and also a good collection of Cornell views

Cornell Co-op. Society
MorriU Hall Ithaca, N. Y.

MECKE & COMPANY

IMPORTERS and EXPORTERS

SPANISH AMERICAN COUNTRIES

7-9 HANOVER STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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The Cornell Era

222 East State Street. Ithaca, N. Y.

E. B. McConneU '23, Editor-in-Chief; B. D.

Maduro '23, Managing Editor; J. L. Eddy '24,
R. S. Hill '24, W. R. Pie-tech '24, R. L. Doty '25,
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Baxters "The Qualify Shop"

Fine Tuxedos

VV 7ITH the approaching Junior Week
^ festivities you will need Correct

Evening Clothes and Accessories.

College men have come to know

that at Baxter's only the accepted styles
are offered—tailored with a degree of

skill that insures perfect fit and resulting
social ease.

Fashion Park Tuxedos at $65

Other good ones at $45

DRESS

ACCESSORIES

Shirts $2.50 to $6.00

Neckwear .50 to 1.00

Vests 6 50 to 10.00

Jewelry Sets 2.50 to 10.00

TRe Qua lily Shop .N.Y
FASHION PARK CLOTHIERS
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Petrillose Bros.

Dry Cleaning and Pressing
Shortest Possible Time

Suits made to order $35 np

Work called for and delivered

Dial 7744

Houses and Individuals Pressing

Contracts

fe.w^

Your Junior Week Guest
will appreciate the convenience of Lehigh Valley

Train Service between Pennsylvania Station, New

York and Ithaca, and probably enjoy the winter

scenery from The Black Diamond ; or a comforta

ble sleeping berth aboard The Lehigh Limited.

Reservations, for the going as well as the return trip,

may be made through this office. Our Special Bag

gage Delivery Service will relieve your visitor of

another important detail. Call or telephone

Lehigh Valley City Ticket Office
300 East State Street

Phone 2306-2307

F. H. WINGERT

Traveling Passenger Agent

ALFRED KITTLER

Division Passenger Agent

LehighA^lley
Railroad

The Route of the Black Diamond

EVERTS TAXI SERVICE

ANYWHERE IN TOWN

1 passenger $1.00
2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 passengers $1.50

Dial 2411

Closed Studebaker Cars

FINGER LAKES GARAGE

SHOES MADE TO ORDER

Also Shoe Repairing, Hand and Machine Work, neatly

and promptly done. All work guaranteed.
* * *

Get your Shoes Shined the best and quickest here.

H. A. QUATTRI^NI BRO.
Skates sharpened while you wait

213 i2 Dryden Road

A ROBINSON PHOTOGRAPH

gives you the unusual com

bination of the highest grade of

skilled workmanship at the

price of ordinary work

The Robinson Studio
212-211 E. Statv St.

IDEAL LUNCH
1 03 North Tioga Street

A neat, clean down-to-date eating place

Quick service, good food and prices right

We make all our pies, cakes and puddings

TRY THE IDEAL
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POP CORN

Before the Show

FRESH HOT BUTTERED

—and after

CIGARS CIGARETTES CANDIES

WELCH'S
NEXT TO THE CRESCENT

STRAND THEATRE

January 28 to 31st

Douglas McLean in his greatest picture

"The Hottentot"

A laugh every minute

Better than "Twenty-two and a Half Hours'

Leave". His first big hit.

* * *

Coming "Nero"

CRESCENT THEATRE

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY

February 8, 9, 10

Elsie Ferguson in "The Outcast'

Coming—February 14th to 17th

Bebe Daniels in

"The World's Applause"

THE

PUBLIC MARKET
rr

The Place to Buy Your Meats'

Start the new year right by or

dering your meats from us. It

will mean better meats, better

service and the lowest prices com

mensurate with highest quality

WILLIAM KNIGHT

115 North Aurora Street

Publications

and booklets printed by

us are folded stitched and

trimmed in our own shop,

enabling us to give the

quickest service possible

Grace Printing Company
117 S. Tioga St.

(Next to Hooks)

Phone 2563
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BOOKS PUBLICATIONS

Norton Printing Co.
(THE N. P. C. PRESS)

317 East State Street

Ithaca

CATALOGS LAW BRIEFS

Cornell

Pressing and Tailoring Co.

2 1 6 East State Street

Suits Made to Order

$35.00 and up

Pressing and Cleaning

Also all kinds of

Alterations and Repairing

* * *

Gere & Powers
Call 443 1 and we will call for your work

The Christiance - Dudley
Pharmacy, Inc.

214-216 East State Street

HUYLER'S

IN ALL

ASSORTMENTS

A complete line of

Houbigants, Cotys

and Hudnuts

Toilet Articles

CORNELL BARBER SHOP

Neatest Haircutting in the city

We solicit and appreciate your patronage

Razors, Strops and Toilet Articles

For Sale

AL and TOM

avors

The Flying Finger
NEW QUARTERS

202 N. Aurora Street

* * *

Yarn Needlework

Unique Dolls

The Newest Creations in

MILLINERY

are being shown at

The Bonnet Shop, Inc.
202 N. Aurora St. Ithaca, N. Y.
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"We Treat Your Line ri White"

STVDENT LAVNDRY AGENCY
413 College Avenue

Dial 2023

A. L. RUMSEY '23 C.J. PECKHAM 74

Lackawanna
Railroad

Junior Week

at Cornell
^Lackawanna
Railroad

The Lackawanna is the Shortest
and Quickest Route Between

Ithaca and New York

Leave New York 10.00 A. M. Arrive Ithaca 5 20 P M
Leave New York 8.30 P. M. Through Sleeping Car arrive

Ithaca 7.00 A. M.

RETURNING TO NEW YORK

Leave Ithaca 12.15 Noon Arrive New York 7.25 P M
Leave Ithaca 10.00 P. M. Through Sleeping Car arrive

New York 6.45 A. M.

Hudson Tube Trains operate directly between Lackawanna
Terminal at Hoboken and 33rd street, 6th Ave., and Broad

way, New York; also Cortlandt Street Terminal, New York,
making direct connections for Brooklyn. Also frequent
Ferry Service. For Tickets, Reservations and checking of

Baggage apply

City Ticket Office, 200 E. State St.
Dial 2195

H. B. COOK

City Pas. and Ticket Agent

D. F. PARISH

Station Agent

THOMAS J. LARKIN
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL GROCER

406 EDDY ST. DIAL 2413

Apples—fancy red, 5c ; dozen 50c-

Apples—Kings. Baldwins, Spies and Greening's, pk. 35c ; bu $1,25
Oranges—Floridas, dozen 29c, 39c, 50c, 65c

Oranges—Navels, dozen 29c, 39c, 50c, 65c

Chocolates—a new lot, '4 lb. 15c; lb 50c

Marshmallows—fresh lot. lb 50c
Dates — pkg 25c

Figs — lb 40c

Lunch Tongue — jar 50c

Boned Chicken — jar .60c
Deviled Turkey — jar 25c

Wafers, Nabiscos, Clover Leaves, Hydrox. Advocates, Chocolate

London, 5 O'clock Teas and Saltines

GRAPE JUICE in all sizes

GINGER ALE

CREAM AND SWEET MILK in bottles

OPEN EVENINGS

Iii
I
III

The Season of Snow Scenes

and Flashlight Photos

is with us

We have a good stock of flashlight materi
als on hand and can supply you with

anything else of a photographic
nature that you may need

HEADS KODAK SHOP, 109 N. Aurora St.

Full Dress Fixings
Get ready for Junior Week

Full Dress Articles—Correct in every detail—at

the Full Dress Shop of Bement

L. C. BEMENT

THE TOGGERY SHOP

Full Dress Fixings for Every Occasion

THE HILL DRUG STORE

C. W. DANIELS, Pharmacist

328 College Avenue

* * ■*

DRUGS

TOILET ARTICLES

TOOTH BRUSHES

TOWELS

STATIONERY

ALARM CLOCKS
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Orthopedic Quick Shoe Repairing Hospital

107 South Aurora Street Dial 2572

We are Shoe Repairers—not Cohblers

We Repair all Kinds of Rubbers

BOOL'S

FOR

Artist Materials

Weimar Oil Paints

and

Water Color Paints in Tubes

Stretchers and Canvas

Everything you need for

Painting

130-132 East State Street

Wc try to give a little better service than

the customer expects

Wc print Thc Era

The Atkinson Press

Printing

122 South Tioga Street

Telephone 2623

Both large and small orders are accorded

the same personal attention



Panic

A(/ai)i thc "Pit" had become a maelstrom of human energy and passions. Fortunes were being lost

and made in the flicker of a cinema film. There was jwst one difference between it and the usual panic:
there were more fortunes being made than lost. The market had been disrupted and had not had time to

settle again.

At least, so the Times reported. I became interested. Once before, I had been to the Stock Ex

change, but there was little excitement then. Here was my chance; I would see the "Pit" at its worst.

I went to my fire-year-old sou- and said, "Cecil, how would you like to go with Papa to the Stock Ex

change?"

"That woitfd be extremely interesting, Pa-pa. I have been reading the papers and it appears some

enormous uphearal has been instigated for the aggrandizement of the chair holders."

"Yes, yes," I said. And so we went.

After some wire and leg pulling, we were conducted up the stairs and looked down from the balcony
into the whirl and disorder and uproar of the New York Stock Exchange. Cecil was enthralled. I hare

never seen such keen and intelligent interest upon the face of anyone so young. Immediately he began

asking questions of the young broker who acted as our guide.—"What are those booths for? Why do the

men run around so fast? What makes them yell so? Why is that man wearing his hat?"—Questio)is,

you see, tliat drive straight to the point.

"Why does everybody always lose money here?" sagely inquired my offspring. (Truly lie is wise

for his years.)

"Ah, but they don't," replied our guide. "Listen and I will tell you a thrilling tale."

**********

Ariadne sat on the great sofa before a blazing fire. It was Yule-tide; but she, poor girl, -was weep

ing. She loved;—true, she loved greatly, but not wisely. She loved a poor man. And what is worse, a

poor Cornell student.

He had asked iter in the fall to come to their Junior Week House Parti/, but he had just been in to

tell her that tie was "broke" and would have to beg her to let him withdraw the invitation. That was why
she was e)-ying. Site thought of the beauties of Ithaca in the winter time,—big, strong men they were

and she lored them— (at least she wanted to).

Then Si dashed into the room again. His face was wreathed in smiles as he clumped across the

room to her side. "Little girl, you can go. It's all right. Some stock, a single share that I bought some

months ago, has gone up arid up. I have just found out and sold it for two hundred bucks. We may

have to go slow, but you can come, my dear. Don't cry, little girl."

"Oh, Si, I'm so glad. I've heard so much about it all that I just couldn't bear not going. Tell me

some more about it. Do you make your own or can you still buy it?"

* * ********

"And so, you see, great happiness came to the boy and girl because the boy played the market," fin

ished the young broker with a benignant smile at my progeny.

Cecil had been listening with as rapt attention as he usually pays to the bed-time stories I tell him

about the occupation of the Ruhr district or the shifting properties in the visible phenomena of the haem-

achrome of certain bivalves during the equinoctial periods.
"Damn lucky fellow, I should say," he observed.

"More than that," the young broker added, completely ignoring the remark of my child, "it is the

same tremendous rise in the value and respect placed by the public in this corporation which helped the

boy and has caused this scrambling after shares right here in the Exchange."

"What, may I ask, is the name of this corporation ? I'd like to buy some myself," I said.

"I'd be more than glad to tell you," he rejoined pleasantly. "It's the Cornell Era, Inc."

7



Everything Electrical for

the Theatre

diskIS^stSg^I^hting^ompa^
inc.

334-340 West 44th Street, New York
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The Happy Ending
The play's over

—the whole shooting
match. Everyone is either dead or mar

ried. Now you can go home, to the

really happy ending of the day
—to read

your copy of

VANITY FAIR
In Each Issue : —

PAGES
of photographs of the most care

fully dressed actresses and the most

carelessly dressed dancers.

EYIEWS of the latest plays, to solve

the problem of what to see when in

town.

SATIRICAL
sketches hy Fish and other

artists, to keep you in touch with the

follies of the world.

HUMOR
with a line you'll find irresisti

ble to female prom-addicts and home

town debutantes.

SPORTS
articles by men who have played

on teams themselves, and motor pages

bv an expert.

AX
Auction Bridge corner which will

, make your game a social and business

asset.

ART,
life and letters served up in short

w courses which will not jade the most

delicate appetite.

AND
the only sensible, correct, well-

bred department of men's clothes pub
lished in this count rv.

Where's the Nearest News Stand?

9



"Music, thc noblest of thc Arts." Hoc is thc musician teho has more to do icith thc liees of Corne'.-
I iit-its than any other. He gets as tip in thc morning, packs as off to meals at midday, and hills ns into

repose tvheit the day's ivork is over. Yearn from now, ivhen yon and I, friend Cndcryrad, think back on

oar Alma Mater, what power trill ottr old, Jennie Mediate ray hare to strum oar heart strings. And

you, Miss Junior Week, when yon depart, look a good-bye to the tall spire atop thc hill and barken to th*

last reverberations. May they mean much to YOU, too.

10



The Chimes

When the inauguration ceremonies

at Cornell were held in 1868 the

prospect across the campus was

none too pleasant. The present

quadrangle was a great, straggling

cornfield. Across the unbriclged

gorge was the large, gray stone pile, Cascadilla.

An unfinished building called Morrill Hall, and a

rude, wooden tower standing on the present site

and containing nine bells given to the University

by Miss Jennie McGraw, completed the university

buildings. "The ship begins to glide over the

waves," said George William Curtis in his speech

at the ceremonies; yes, and with the ship's bell

ready to toll the hours throughout the voyage.

Today the prospect is greatly changed but the

nine bells still help to mark the passing days for

the Cornellian.

The original nine bells bear, as inscriptions, the

well known verses from Tennyson's In Memoriam

beginning, "Ring out the old. ring in the new."

A year after the inauguration President White

donated a tenth bell, the one upon which the hours

are struck. This bell bears an inscription written

by James Russell Lowell especially for it. Three

years later the chimes were placed in the tower of

the then just completed McGraw Hall; and

three years later the present library clock was also

installed. It is said that when the chimes were

located in this tower they sent out their notes over

the valley with a clearness and sweetness that has

not since been equalled for they were on the ex

treme western side of the campus away from walls

that might cause echoes and reverberations. The

difficulties of the early chimemaster were many.

It required some ingenuity to select tunes and

transpose them to suit the ten bells. He had to

wind the university clock and was responsible for

it. It was considered a lot of fun to lock the

chimemaster in his room in Morrill and ring the

chimes. This curious notion often caused a deal

of trouble. An early chimemaster mentions with

some pride of having played, by special request,
for Ole Bull, the great violinist. He records, "He

thanked me and said : 'Your instrument is much

more powerful than my violin'." In 1875, the

big, tenor bell boomed out the joyous news of the

first Cornell crew victory. This marks the first

ringing on such an extra occasion and the victory
over Penn the latest.

In 1891, the chimes were moved to the library

tower with the clock. In 1908, the University

appropriated the funds necessary for the pur

chase of four more bells. The old bells, with the

exception of the great clock bell, were taken down

and recast. This makes a present chime of four

teen, which is fairly adequate.

Of the selections played, every Cornellian is

familiar with that known as the "Cornell

Changes" or better known as "The Jennie Mc

Graw Rag" through a popular misconception.

The origin of the custom of playing this piece

every morning and noon had nothing to do with

Jennie McGraw but rather with President Andrew

D. White. He has set down the origin as follows,

'T had been greatly struck years before (the

opening of the University) at hearing the

'changes' played on Christmas Eve upon bells in

London. They seemed to me more pleasing even

than tunes, for the reason that they kept the air

filled with harmony. The 'changes' have been

rung upon the University chime from the begin

ning, the rule requiring them to be thus played

being laid down by myself, with the sanction of

the Trustees." Thus the "changes" blamed upon

Jennie McGraw came to be played. They were

originally played in the evening but that practice

was discontinued and the custom of playing the

"Evening Song" at the end of the program grew

to be tradition with the years.

Despite whatever indignation one may have on

being awakened by the eight o'clock chimes, when

one has a ten o'clock, one cannot help but feel that

the chimes are an important part of Cornell life.

The graduate misses their rich, sweet tones and

remembers them with pleasure longer than many

another aspect of his college life, and often comes

back to hear them once more. They rouse us in

the morning and urge us up the hill ; at noon the

"Jennie McGraw Rag" peals out celebrating a

day's work half done ; and in the evening the rich

glow of the setting sun fades slowly with the

plaintive notes of the "Evening Song." And as

for their message James Russell Lowell's solemn

verse on the great tenor bell seems fitting :

"I call, as fly the irrevocable hours,

Futile as air or strong as fate to make

Your lives of sand or granite : awful powers

Even as "men choose, they either give or take."

11



Cornell -Dartmouth Relations

In the ordinary course of life, a man is liable to

meet many persons whom he regards as acquaint

ances, in one way or another. Very seldom, how

ever, does he meet one whom he can count on at

any time and in any place and under any circum

stances. That is, one whom he can call a friend.

When he does find such a man, he is indeed rich,

and has made a priceless discovery. This friend

ship leads him to a greater understanding of him

self and of others, and it is to be valued as one of

the most beautiful things in life.

Institutions are not different from human beings

in this respect. They also enjoy the privileges ob

tained from an appreciation of the beautiful things

in life. Specifically speaking, there has developed

between the colleges of Dartmouth and Cornell a

certain spirit of friendship, of good-fellowship, of

sportsmanship which is one of the prettiest things
that has ever been seen in the relations of any two

colleges in this country. It is, indeed, a rivalry,
but not a rivalry born in an era of hard-feeling,
nor a rivalry spiced with enmity, nor a rivalry
which has come about too abruptly so as to have

lost a solid foundation. In truth, it is a rivalry
which has developed slowly, unconsciously, with
out predetermined plans ; a rivalry which has been

cemented into a friendship by the good sportsman
ship and good fellowship which recent athletic re

lations between the two colleges has brought about.
In short, it is a rivalry intense in friendship and

void of jealousy or ill-feeling.
It is interesting to attempt to trace this uncon

scious relationship which has established itself.
Before the war, Cornell and Dartmouth were prac

tically strangers in both an academic and an ath
letic way. During the war, of course, all athletics
were practically disbanded as far as intercollegiate
contests were concerned. After the war, it was
felt that the distance between the two colleges was
too great to ever be bridged by permanent rela
tions. Dartmouth College, up in the small town
of Hanover, New Hampshire, seemed practically
isolated from any other college save a few neigh
boring New England institutions. An Inn and a
Mam Street of one block (which boasts a movie
a drug store, and a few other college establish
ments), both of which border on the campus is
about the nearest proof that Hanover can offer to
be called a town. On the other side,we have Cor

nell University, nestling within the hills of Ithaca,
about 300 miles and 24 hours travelling time away

from Hanover. No wonder it appeared almost

impossible to span that distance for a closer rela

tionship. But it seemed to be Allah's will, and so

it happened. Cornell and Dartmouth played their

football game which each year grew more and

more important, not only to the students of both

colleges, but also to the general public because of

the football strength of these two institutions.

These football games are the rocks on which this

relationship is built. The attitude of the players
to each other during the game, and the respect

with which victor and defeated rival spoke of each

other, struck a deep-sounding note of friendship.

Being in the same league, both colleges met in bas

ketball, although it was not until 1920 that Zahn

showed the Hanoverians what a real basketball

team looked like. Then the two colleges usually
met in the track intercollegiates. And that was

the way things began. Perhaps the rest of it

might have been a result of autosuggestion, so let

us put it in Coue style and say "Year by year, day

by day, they grew closer in every way."
Just trace the athletic relationship of the two

institutions for the coming sports. In basketball,
Cornell and Dartmouth meet in two games, one at

Hanover and one in Ithaca ; in hockey, the Green

puck-chasers come up to Ithaca to slap sticks to

gether ; in track, Dartmouth and Cornell clash in a

triangular meet at Harvard, then the Green cinder

men come up to Ithaca for a dual meet, and finally
they end the season by bucking each other in the

Intercollegiates; in cross-country, the Red and

Green oppose each other at the Syracuse Invita

tion Meet, in the Quadrangular tilt at New York,
and finally in the Intercollegiates; in baseball,

Dartmouth comes up to Ithaca to play Cornell's

Spring Day game, while the red team travels to

Hanover to play the Commencement Day game

there ; and in football next fall, the Big Red "Ter

rors" will dedicate the new stadium at Dartmouth

when it hits the Big Green line for the fifth time.

As Dartmouth has no crew, that is the only large
sport in which the two colleges do not meet.

That schedule of meets is indeed something!
Most interesting of all, however, is the football

game to be played in Hanover next fall. The out

side public will be interested as both teams rank

12



at the top of the football world. But the town is

too isolated to expect a crowd. So that the ma

jority of the spectators will be the students and

alumni of both colleges. If Dartmouth desires,

this will be the greatest opportunity for them to

securely unite their ties with the undergraduate

body and alumni of Cornell. A few thousand Cor

nellians will always accompany their team to Han

over, and in that place, it will merely be the stu

dent of one college rubbing elbows for a day or so

with the student of another college. In other

words, one institution will migrate to the other

place for a day and the acid test will be given to

the good-fellowship and fine sportsmanship which

is at present evident.

The average Cornell student will naturally in

quire as to just how the undergraduate body at

Dartmouth, and their alumni, and their athletic

association, feel toward this growing friendship
with Cornell. At the present writing, we can give

three proofs of their good will. In the first place,
the attitude of the undergraduate body of Dart

mouth at athletic contests, and the sportsmanship

exhibited by them, proves their friendship. Also,

from numerous individual investigations and in

quiries, it is proved that the individual Dartmouth

man respects and admires Cornell more than any

other college except his own, and he would rather

beat Cornell in an athletic contest than any other

college. In the second place, the opinion of their

athletic association and all Dartmouth men is ex

pressed in the opinion of their Graduate Manager,

Horace "Jigger" Pender. Concerning this sub

ject, he says "It is certainly true that Dartmouth

welcomes the growing feeling of cordiality and

the increasing intimacy in intercollegiate rela

tionship, and that we welcome it as a healthy and

much valued rivalry. The real basis for this may

be the belief that both institutions are endeavor

ing to cement their contacts along broad lines of

true sportsmanship and with entire mutual trust."

What constitutes the most indicative feeling

that the men from Hanover have toward a closer

relation with Cornell is the substance of our third

proof. This is expressed in a letter written to

P. D. Clark, Cornell '23, by "Bill" Cunningham,

center on the Dartmouth elevens of 1919 and 1920,

and now sport writer for the Boston Post. The

letter is quoted almost in full because of the inter

est that it must have for every Cornellian. It is

as follows :

"Cornell's team this year seems to me to be an

invincible machine, superb in technique and repre

sented by as fine a bunch of fellows as I ever saw on

a football field.

"I don't say this because I am prejudiced in any

way in favor of Cornell. By all the laws in the cate

gory, I should be leaning the other way if anything.
For I am a Dartmouth man, and you know what you

guys have done to Dartmouth for two years now!

"(Sometime I'd like to tell somebody connected with

Cornell a bit of my personal experience with football

men at Cornell. I was a member of the Dartmouth

teams of 1919 and 1920 that played Cornell at the

Polo Grounds. We were fortunate enough to win

those games and both of them hurt Cornell, for, if I

remember rightly, you were undefeated until the

dates we played.

"Well, after the first game in 1919, one of your

men, Carey, I think was his name, and I think he

was a fullback, came over to our locker room and

said, 'I just want to shake hands with some of you

fellows and tell you that it is an honor to be beaten

by a bunch of men as white as you are.'

"The next year, in 1920, when we met, Cornell was

again undefeated. Our captain and best back, Rob

ertson, had a cracked shoulder, hurt the week before

and actually hanging by a shred. One little wallop

would have been enough to put it out for keeps.

"But Robertson was a dangerous drop kicker as

well as our best punter. With him out of the game

we had no one to kick.

"At a certain stage of the game we had to kick or

face disaster. Robertson was sent in from the side

lines. There wasn't any deception about where he

was hurt. His right arm was stiff at his side and

there was a great mound of padding on top of his

shoulder.

"As I say, one little bump, easy enough to get

honestly in any game, would have been enough to

put him out for the year. On the next play after his

entry, there was a mixup, somebody missed a signal,

and there was a general pile-up in our backfield. In

it Robertson fell down and three or four of us were

about to fall on him.

"In order to keep us, his own men, from piling

on to that banged shoulder, a strapping Cornell

linesman, I think it was 'Wally' Knause, although

I'm not sure, bridged over Robertson with his body

and held us, his own players, off the battered wing.

"And that was typical of Cornell's play so long

as Robertson was in there. Your gang played hard

football, but they were extremely careful to stay off

the Dartmouth captain's shoulder, when most play

ers would have considered it a God-given opportu

nity to cripple our team badly. And it is to be re

membered that we were beating you at that time,

and Robertson's kicking was the one thing that was

helping us stay out in front.

"Those two occasions have always stuck in my

memory and have helped me to feel that Cornell is

one of the cleanest and whitest institutions on the

(Continued on page 34)
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WHO'S WHO

EJhoto by White

JAMES H. LUTHER, '23

of Delta Upsilon and Quill and Dagger

To be Captain of the Basketball Team is a distinction,
to be in addition a fellow like Jimmy is an accomplish
ment. Clyde Riley told us something about hm. Para
doxical as it may seem to a degenerate snake, James
Luther is not only a man of principle but a cynosure of
the other sex. Clyde says he is a leader of men and yet
is quiet, that he is strong of character, and yet likeable.
He is rated as center on an All-Eastern championship
team of last year, and as a thane of undergraduates his

rating is also topmost.

CLYDE RILEY, '23

of Phi Kappa Sigma and Quill and Dagger

The last time we saw Clyde Riley we immediately

classed him among the immortals. He was stepping ma

jestically forth from Rym Berry's own personal Berry

Crate, and his demeanor was as serene and self-assured

as ever. Catching sight of us, he deliberately drew the

familiar pipe from his mouth, smiled pleasantly as al

ways, and drawled his hearty greeting smilingly, with a

nod of the head.

Aside from his compelling personality the chief reason

in back of his familiarity with Monarch Berry is, of

course, the Managership of the Basketball team.

Photo by White
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WHO IS ALSO WHO

WADE DULEY, '23

of Sigma Phi Epsilon and Quill and Dagger

One of Wade's fraternity brothers remarked that if

Wade suddenly fell heir to a million dollars he'd buy
some extra stiffs to cut up. He was never an advocate of

the idle rich as his career on the hill testifies. Here is

one of your rare examples of a man who modestly seeks

the limelight—Wade is an actor of rare ability. The

Masque acknowledged its admiration by electing him

president this year. And that he might not spend any

time in mere idle pursuit of study, he managed the

freshman football team all fall.

I'hotu by White
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THE COMBINED MUSICAL CLUBS Photo by White

Top Row—Lu, Tarbell. Stuntz, Martin, Ball, Fowler, Troy, Dodson. Monroe, Collins, Eliott, Brown, Newstead, Blackmore.

Second Row—Burt. Lansdowne, Palmer. Pollard, Goodale. Shedd, . Neuhoff, Button, Rogers, Leroy, Turman, Livermore, Knapp, Buckman.

Third Row—Dann, Anderson, Taylor, . Ludlum. Dann, Gray, Baker, Eidam, Whitney, Lyons, Leroy. Ogden, Mann, Khoury.

Fourth Row—Gurney, Coon, Waterhouse. Bliss, Southworth, Barned, Hublert. Rickert, Todd. Larsen, Sampson, Thomas, Brenner. Stemmetz. Spock,

Dorance. , . .

Fifth Row—Wilder, Gibb, Hill, Laov, Hunter, Ensor, Morgan, Breckenridge Weiselberg. Sampson, Thomas, Moller, Sharpe. Booth, Macdonald.

Sixth Row—George, Schedler, Bissell, Brumbaugh, Hinkel, Flynn, Edstrom, Bowers, Chamberlain, Wethey, Nielsen, Halley, Shults. Curtis. Banks.

Bottom Row—Braislin, Stillwell, Petheck, Windnagle, Reese, Hill, Deuel, Landers, A. B. Treman, Dudley, A. H. Treman. Hardin, Farnham. Schultheis,

Welti.
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A-R-I-O-N

The sweetest singer of the Lesbian isle.

Forth from the ship in which he journeys home,

By impious seamen, who his art revile,

Is cast into the raging ocean's foam !

No more upon the waters shall he roam

From land to land with soul-enthralling lyre,

To weep the hero laid within the tomb,

Or rouse the indolent with new desire !

With trembling hands to his loved lyre he clings,

And strives amid the heaving surges' moan

A last lament to draw from out its strings,

When lo, subdued by the mellifluous tone,

The billows sink, and from the vanquished deep

Allured, Poseidon's dolphins raptured rise,

And 'round about the bard ecstatic leap

Sequacious of his dulcet melodies !

And as more sweetly swells the silvery strain,

Arion swiftly borne along the main

By the enravished dolphins, passes o'er

The tranquil sea to calm Taenarus' shore.

0 soul, awrack upon a troubled sea,

O'erwhelmed by billows big with black despair,

Where blow the winds of chill adversity,
And heart'ning hope gives way to heavy care :

Atune thy spirit to some noble strain ;

Sing, weary soul, and singing stronger grow.
And 'neath the power of thy sublime refrain.
The winds shall cease, the billows sink, and lo,
Soon shalt thou come in calm tranquility
Unto the haven where thou wouldst be.

—Leon Augustus Hausman '14.

*Arion, the Greek poet of the island of Lesbos, flourished about 700 P r ,

According to legend, Arion was returning home from Sic-ilv h i i '"I
" VC"°wnei] as « P1"-™- upon the cithara.

when he was thrown into the sea by the sailors but wi-

"

i

'^ lKH1" airlainieti victor in ;* musical contest,

had gathered about the ship to listen to his lyre

"' U'WUl'Ll sind h,,nu' ,n thl" sllores of Taenarus by dolphins which
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Fear

A Little Play by Tristan Smith

—Nature herself it is who the timid rabbit frights!

George: May I be of assistance? (George

speaks grandiloquently.) Here, I have a pocket

light. . . For what are you searching?

Georgette: (Glances up naively. Stands up.)

A heel. It's in this plaguey grass somewhere.

(Swats a mosquito on her arm above the elbow,

naively.)

George : The mosquitos are a trifle thick,

aren't they? I'll take you inside, you'll permit

me, and come out after it myself. They don't

bother me. (Makes to conduct her to the door of

a large studio thirty yards off in the woods, where

there is dancing and much congenial noise.)

Georgette : You needn't bother. I'll find my

heel first. (Scratches two mosquito bites.) Do

keep that light off me. It attracts the pests.

George: (Busying himself in the long grass in

lackadaisical exploration for the missing heel.)

Quite possible. I say, you're not lame, are you?

Sprained ankle ?

Georgette: (Shrugs her shoulders, and looks

off in the direction of the road, though it is too

dark to see much of anything.) Do make haste.—

No, I'm quite well,thank you.

George: (Locates missing matter, slips it into

his pocket unobserved, aud feigns a continued-

search.) I'm so glad. . . You must go inside.

There are snakes in this grass.

Georgette: Oh, there are not! (Begins to

search for heel herself, but hesitates.) There

aren't, are there?

George : (With a peculiar draivl.) Well, there's

no dew on the grass, so there probably aren't any.
. . . Jove, but you look funny, squatting there

on one heel and tickling the herbage—like a dodo

browsing for its young.

Georgette: (Ignores him except for a gutteral

"My word!")

George: (After a minute's lull in the conveisa-

tiou, during which tliere is much futile pawing of
the sod.) I'm a boor. You'll pardon me, won't

you?

Georgette : (Notices for the first time the lights

of an automobile coming down the road which

passes their spot at a distance of Uventy yards;
and springs up.) Oh! (She makes a step and

stumbles.) Mother!

George: (Catches her in his arms, ivhere he

holds her nonchalantly, and against no offer of re

sistance, until the car has passed down the road;
when he pushes her deliberately to her feet, and
demands "Well?")

Georgette : (Who felt the bulge of the missing
heel in his coat pocket.) I think you are the one

who owes an explanation!

George: Really, my dear—

Georgette : Sir !

George: Pshaw, don't let's be silly any more.

Come, there's the car. (Walks over to a big tour

ing car parked in the brush with lights out and

side curtains up.)

Georgette: Well, I'm sure I never saw any one

act sillier than you have !

George: (Loftily.) My dear! . . . Ha!

Here comes some one from the studio ; some two,

rather.

Georgette: (Makes for the car in a lame rush,
and hops into the tonneau. Attempts to close the

door after her, but is prevented.) Go away, go

away, will you ! Close the door and go away !

George: (Stands stolidly with his hand on the

latch of the tonreau door. Glances in the direc

tion of the man ahd woman who are approaching.
Whistles aspirately.)

Georgette (With recovered poise.) Do—try—

to—be—a—gentleman.

George : Why, God forbid I desert a lady in

distress ! (Steps in after her and closes the door.

Albert and Maurine come up and halt beside the

car. Albert's arm is around Maurine's waist.)

Albert : Here is a n-i-c-e, peaceful spot—beau

tiful night, beautiful woods, beautiful stars. . .

Maurine : One feels a bit exhausted after

dancing, and dancing, doesn't one?

Albert : Doesn't one, though ! A bit tired, and

—and reposeful. (Leans a hand on the latch to

the tonneau door.)

(Continued on page 32)
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ACTION

It isn't his hockey stick which upholds this man but

some sort of peripheral force about which the physics

department could worry you.

The center of it all—social am

sons Club, completed this win

McPherson '21 Arch., former ^

Sprightly Mr. Puck is on his wa



ON ICE
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Get the glint of devilish determination in this man' s eyes

otherwise. The new Johnny Par-

r on the prize winning design of

dow art editor.

Someone knocked the Era cameraman for a loop, and

en route, he snapped the fascinating goal keeper.



The Elizabethan Sheik

"Wine, Woman, and Song still seem to be man's

chief diversion, even in your hurrying materialis

tic twentieth century," mused Sir Walter between

puffs on one of my choice cigars. "A truly de

lightful way of amusement after months of toil
—

for, I take it, that is what your Junior Week

amounts to."

I hastened to explain that while wine was not

very objectionable as a topic of conversation, its

material use was limited to those of an adventur

ous disposition and even they were careful not to

let the world-at-large know too much about it.

"I can scarcely imagine a group of individuals

engaged in the worship of Bacchus wherein the

juice of the grape takes no part," mused the Eliza

bethan courtier. "Yet your 'jazz' music is far

above any in history as a stimulant for the ex

pression of the emotions. And now, when you may

sit at home and hear by radio Paul Whiteman's

Collegians*, I presume it may be as stimulating to

the imagination as several glasses of wine."

"And then the modern woman,—in my day, with

the exception of a few interesting ladies at court,

one found little enjoyment in their company late

in the evening if he was sober—unless he imagined
himself in love, and even that can get tiresome.

But with so many women of splendid education

and intelligence, coupled with the increased ex

perience they may undergo in a greater state of

freedom, you must find their companionship quite
fascinating."

"Very often too fascinating," I replied, "because
it is difficult to choose one among so many attrac

tive possibilities, and, having chosen, the field is

liable to be crowded with others fascinated as

much as oneself."

"Come, come, nothing of real value to you comes

easily," said Raleigh with some show of petulance.
"You are in a capricious age. With woman assert

ing herself, her character is no longer the stamp
of her husband—she will not be dominated by
him, and if they do not agree, they end in the di

vorce courts. It is more essential than ever that

Love take the bandage from his eyes and find a

similarity of purpose and interests for two such

:|:Adv.

self-assertive beings as man and woman are toaay,

before taking a step fraught with so many dan

gers in the clash of personalities as is marriage.

But indeed, why set about to choose one woman

when there are so many that are fascinating
? En-

joy them all while you can, for two things are cer

tain—Death, and that a clever, physically attrac

tive woman can get the man she desires—unless

he's a blind, paralyzed, deaf mute," saying which

he reached for another cigar and settled down in

the chair meditatively.

Soon the object of his meditation became evi

dent when, indicating a picture of our last Junior

Week party, he resumed, "You are very fortunate

in your present freedom
—free to invite whosoever

you will ; with the result that you have a group of

attractive, congenial people."

"I remember a week at Kenihvorth Castle where

most of the court w^ere guests of the Earl of Lei

cester. There was a young French countess pres

ent whose husband had just left for a short trip

to the Continent—nearly all the attractive ladies

of the court were married. Consequently I de

voted my attentions to the countess, wTho evidently

was bored with her elderly husband. All went

well until the Queen discovered us in one of her

nightly walks—then I was quite graciously urged

to accompany Gilbert on his next voyage to Amer

ica. That is but an instance of how romance has

been forced to yield to other circumstances in the

past—and how it was limited, too, in matters of

choice. The first girl you asked for your house-

party wasn't able to come, was she? Xo, and yet

you'll have quite an enjoyable time with the one

who finally did accept your invitation, and you

won't be 'drowning your sorrows' either."

Sir Walter arose and buttoned on his coon-skin

coat. "Even a ghost is benefited by your modern

comforts," he said. "I wish I could be here to en

joy the next week-end with you but I have what

should prove to be an interesting engagement in

Atlanta at that time. However, make the most of

your opportunities, my friend, and above all don't

take any woman too seriously," and with these

words of parting, he gave me a knowing wink,

helped himself to another cigar, and oozed back
into the bottle.
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Ulysses in Ithaka

From Sibley Dome comes the rhythmic step
of the twelve daughters of Ulysses as they clog
the homecoming of their father. For weeks Zeus

has vaunted his patership in a sonorous voice,

Mercury has bellowed the announcement of the

contest between Hercules and his twelve chal

lengers, and Argus has carefully guarded the mys
terious slave. For many days, from a queer city,
most strangely called Ithaka, Ulysses has urged

his sturdy student crew back to his home and fam

ily, back to the real Ithaka the name of which this

city so falsely bears ; the dog has cavorted about

the stage mingling with gods and goddesses and

acting in a manner almost human ; a mysterious

professor has been observed lurking about the

platform and engaging in strange antics with the

dog; and Penelope has been gaining familiarity

with the Marquis de Queensbury rules and the

laws of the squared ring. Slowly the independent

gods and goddesses, immortals who claim the priv

ilege of free-will and action, have been brought

to a submission as remarkable as it is surprising.

Even more painstakingly have the mere mortals,

such as Ulysses, Penelope, the mysterious slave,

and Argus, the centurion-hound, been inspired

into a cheery disposition of confidence so that they

hold up their heads and drop their hands when in

sight of the Olympian Council. Innocent gods,

cheerful mortals, inspiring daughters, and all-

surpassing chorus, they are all in training for the

momentous occasion when the Masque curtain

rises on the second evening of Junior Week.

This year the Masque moves onto the campus to

brave the audience of care-free students and joy

ous guests on the hill. For the first time will that

galaxy of youth and beauty exhibit in Bailey Hall,

that staid auditorium hitherto known for its con

vocations, symphony orchestras, and smokeless

smokers. This happy change makes possible an

entirely different kind of scenery. As the musical

spectacle will be unlike anything preceding it in

Masque history, just so is the scenery unlike any

thing that has gone before. The shape and nature

of the stage in Bailey Hall enables the scenery to

fit itself admirably to this classic drama, and also

offers a great opportunity for a beauty of scenery

never approached before. The modern ideas of

stage lighting, by the use of which many fine ef

fects may be produced, have been freely used. In

fact the scenery and staging are said to form one

of the highlights of the performance. A. E. Milli-

ken is responsible for the artistry of the scenery

and the stage effects ; he also coaches the husky

beauties in the chorus.

The music is destined to share high honors with

the scenery this year, if the reports are true. There

will be fourteen original numbers, by J. W. Mayo,

C. Eber, P. 0. Blackmore, and L. M. Breese, be

sides the music used in the stunts. A special ef

fort has been made to make this the most musical

comedy yet. Although mixed with the irresistable

humor of the piece, the melody swTeeps through the

whole performance. Several voices have been dis

covered which are said to make the very gods sit

up and take notice. If that is so—but we shall

wait and see, or rather hear.

The manuscript for this transcendent produc

tion was written, quite appropriately, by the Man

uscript Club. Last Spring, when grass was green

and the air balmy, when Junior Week lay beyond

a far-off Christmas, the club began to test its hand

at this difficult business. The general idea of the

piece was first proposed and agreed upon ; then

each member was assigned a scene to work out.

Later, other members arranged the continuity. The

problem was a difficult one and we shall see how

well they have succeeded.

In looking over the cast one may be led to moral

ize on the shocking rapidity with which the "old

familiar faces" pass. Some aren't back and others

are too far back—to appear thus before the pub

lic. New blood and "finds," that seems to be the

formula for every Masque personnel. This year

there are very few veterans in the cast and an in

troduction to the rest is in order. G. Addonizio

slinks across the stage as the mysterious profes

sor. Now this professor, unlike perhaps any pro

fessor that we have known, lives but to amuse.

Scenery, music, and comedy are all important to

a musical comedy and Addonizio, with E. T. Cur

tis, as the cook, balancing the comedy, may be

counted on to give us the latter in good measure.

As for the ladies, there is D. F. Davis, who makes

his debut this Junior Week. Although he will

have to make a mean lady to come up to the stand

ard set in other years by such as Don Coleman, Al

Force, or Hal Deuel, yet if the rumors be correct

(Continued on page 33)
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When an American presents to Americans an American art

ist, he does it either with an apology for his provincialism, or

as an obvious and unblushing display of colossalness of nerve.

With sang froid of the very frigidest, we wish to turn your

eyes upon a young woman who has taken the cognoscenti of
native connosseurs, the Woodstock Clique, not so much by
siege as by eclat. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the
work of Miss Ydde Naillil is its versatility, particularly its

diametricity of approach ; the burlesque you cannot ordinarily
distinguish from the sincere, and even the work which the Era
has been so fortunate as to obtain, along with the brief notes
in which Miss Naillil graciously expounds the spirit of her art,
give one the impression that his intellect is being toyed with.

SOUL OF THE TROMBONE

"This is a picture. A picture is what you ex]>ress yourself in lines
ivith. I cannot express myself in, words; lines is tit-t/ realm lines and
masses are the reins and the horse. My intellect is lite whip

'

"Wait, I shall expand.
"The spirit of the age is Jazz. Can Jazz be rendered immortal at the

pen of the artist tvho is a dolt, au academician, a dried-out marrow bon-
from, the Quattrocento stew? Probably nol. On the other hand ME
I give to the Modern in the Modern Spirit. Here „<>„ are: Modem
Jazz Music interpreted iu Modern Ja-- Art

l„Lhg*i t Ulb.ula!">»« °t th(' »»>*"■ 'iistrumcut, Trombone. You see
with the Trombonists own eyes. You are his soul. His soul make,other souls to oscillate in Terpsichoric rhythm. Do you uo fe elit'That is my art and tt is in the specks near the top"

'

JAZZ

in BLACK

and WHITE

SITTING IT OUT

"You have ever sat out a dance? Of course, but tha*

iu itself is not worthy of artistic consideration. Th-'

unusual moment, thc point of life, full with intense,

tfbratoiy anticipation—aud all congealed over with th-?

impudent ho> ror of Jazz. Study the hands.

"There is meaning angularity in the feet.
"lu everything there is meaning, so says art, and I

wish yon to study the forms of the masses, their juxta

positions, their enclosures, their insinuations.

"The eyes might see hundreds of dancing couples.
I have shown, you all the brain could consider.

"Fnzzy-ieuzzy."
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PSYCHE OF THE SNAKING SNAKE

"What sees the dancing snake? Much

underbrush and iu the center his prey.

This is signified by hair and by eye.

Snakes live iu a tropical climate. Can

you not sec the heat waves rising fro:\,
haieath the undobrush?

"This art penetrates to the essence of
things—that is why only one other couple
dances visibly. Remember you are gaz

ing through the very eyes of the man,

and then marvel at my dexterity in man

agement of mass."

JAZZ PIANISM

"To the artist the hands mean more than the face. Merely gaze steadily, strongly, aud

steadily, at this impression and you will be attacked by a relentless whimsy to turn on the

phonograph. This is a cogent illustration of the Transmutation of Jazz. Physical to spirit
ual to physical."

SEEING THROUGH A CHAPERON

"What sees the chaperon? Not only
do you here see through the eyes, the

soul, of the spectator, but you look at

that soul, as anon mud-st'i»H on your

wind-shield. The soul of her is not

pretty, and Hke a'l other souls, an see,

only that within it* own citegory. This

is why a pretty chaperon sees only pretty
things. Marvel at my art!"

THE DRUNK PASSING OUT

"/ have never been intoxicated by liquo)-, but my

soul, the soul of the artist, tells me what it is like,

How do I know this? Ah, but you have not got me

there, neither, old sedlitz. When I drew this im

pression 1 thought I knew my intoxication, and

tehen I finished, I knew I knew. By then I had beat

gazing at it for full thirty minutes, and—here is mi)

proof—at the end- of that thirty minutes I was so

drunk that I could not remember to swallow. Iu

fact I was so overwhelmed- that my at dor was some-

what dampened.
"If you be still uncou viuced let me ask you to gaze

steadily upon this spiritual interpretation of drunk

enness for some length of time, and note whether or

not certain evidences of iuebriecy do not set iu,

"Ah, Potent Art!"



The King is Dead,
By May

Tommy Langdon is responsible for this story.

We were sitting in a coffee house on Forty-second

Street west of Broadway one afternoon in the

early spring. I had just finished a rehearsal of

my latest play, and had had a row with Faith

Carr, who played the leading part in it. It was

an historical play, based on the life of Benedict

Arnold, and she played the part of Dolly Madison.

She killed the play at each rehearsal, making

more of Dolly Madison than I wrote in the part.

It took all of Bill Goldman's diplomacy to keep the

thing going. Goldman produced the play, and he

cast Faith Carr for the part much to my disap

pointment. Tommy had an argument with the

stage hands and a few of the minor actors who had

started a crap game back of the stage. He prompt

ly stopped the game, but not without some words

with the stage hands who were members of the

union and could not be fired for such minor de

tails as shooting craps. He was the strictest house

manager on Broadway and Bill Goldman thought

a good deal of him. I was disgusted with the play

in general and Faith Carr in particular, and told

Langdon about it.

"It might interest you to know," said Langdon,

"that the wordrobe mistress and the scrub woman

think that you are in love with Faith Carr and

that you pick a fight with her not because of her

acting ability, but because you are jealous about

her. They were talking it over while I was up

stairs and I could not help hearing them."

"Cats!" was all I could say, thinking of Ned

Barrett, the column conductor of the Daily Record

who wrote a sonnet to the Eternal Feline in re

sponse to some caustic verses addressed to him by
Leona White, the bobbed hair poetess of Green

wich Village.

"They said something about her riding around

with Mr. Goldman in his big yellow car," con

tinued Langdon, "which makes you jealous; and
there was some talk about your having a mulatto

housekeeper in your studio apartment. And that

they did not know what Faith Carr could see in

you to begin with. The scrub-woman says, 'I'd
never go out with the likes of him'."

I told Langdon that I was not interested in the

woman, though I'll admit she was fair to look at,
with her auburn hair, steel blue eyes, and that ir-

Long Live the King
3r Portner

resistible little twist of her upper lip; but she had

the intellectual capacity of a twelve-year-old school

girl, and I was worried about the actress ruining

my play. This was the first historical play I ever

wrote, and hoped to win the Pulitzer Prize for the

best play of the year with it. My previous plays,

the slice of life type, though good enough artisti

cally, were considered too immoral to be awarded

the prize, according to the opinion of one of the

members of the puritanical committee who judged

the plays of the American stage. As for the stu

dio apartment, I intended to give it up soon after

the opening of my play and live in the Catskill

Mountains where I had recently bought a house.

I invited Langdon to come up to tea on the last clay

of my stay in the apartment. It was quite an af

fair, too. Marguerite Williamson, the dramatic

critic of the Evening Telegraph, poured tea, and

among those present were Willard King, the editor

of a humorous weekly, Charles Bateman, the novel

ist, Ned Barrett, the columnist, Leona White, the

poetess, and a host of professional people, both

men and women.

That was a week later, but just at this particu

lar moment I w^as seriously considering the writ

ing of a play without any women in it at all, only
I couldn't think of a situation that had enough

dramatic interest in it without a woman.

Langdon drank his coffee slowly, then suddenly
said to me : "I know of something that happened
when I was a kid in my home town. I'll tell it to

you and see what you can do with it."

"When I lived at home I used to hang around

the playground in the neighborhood a good deal.

It had a baseball diamond on one side of the field,

a basketball court on the other, and rope swings
with sliding chutes for the kids. It was a nice

thing to have in our neighborhood, living as we

did in a tenement district right in back of the fish

market two blocks from the river front. I'll tell

you how the playground came to be. There was

;' big fire that burned down a bunch of wooden

frame houses, so the city decided to buy the prop

erty from Patrick McGowan, the political leader

of our district who had a saloon down by the

river, and who owned a lot of property in our

neighborhood. He was select councilman and

leader of our ward and so the playground was con-
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structed by the city and named after him. There

was some talk of naming it after a negro poet by

the name of Dunbar. Did you ever hear of him?

That was to please the increasing negro vote in

our ward. Well, anyway, after a lot of talk that

didn't amount to anything the playground was

named after Pat McGowan. If you ever come to

my home town you want to go see McGowan

Square."

"But don't go there on Sundays. On the day of

rest the playground is closed, and all you'll sec

there is a crap game, and you can see that any

place. I think the playground was closed so that

we could go to church, but as far as I remember

nobody ever went to church around our corner.

Oh, yes, sometimes Ada Murphy did. Once she

asked me to go with her, but like a fool I didn't

go. I told you about that before, didn't I ? Weil,

I didn't go to church but played in the crap game

and got into trouble. Ada married a saloon keep
er's son and I never hear from her any more.

"The younger crowd did not go to church. There

was always a crap game and you didn't have to go

to any other place. The game usually started

around ten o'clock in the morning and broke up

about dinner time, unless somebody had a streak

of good luck and broke the game earlier than that ;

which was not at all to the liking of Joe Peanuts,

who used to cut the games."

"What is a cutter?" I asked Langdon.

"A cutter is a fellow who cuts the crap games.

He buys the dice and then starts a game. He does

not play himself, but charges you a tax of one-

third of whatever you bet. You make three passes

and you give him a cut. How does he get that

way? Oh, he simply bullies the crowd. He is

usually a hard boiled egg, sometimes a prize fighter

that fights in the preliminary bouts, or as they

call it, coffee and cake fighter; but generally he's

an ordinary rough and tumble street fighter with

out any science. There's no need of science. Ev

erything goes in these street fights. Did you ever

see one? No? Well, you don't want to see any,

they'd make you sick to look at 'em."

Well, Joe Peanuts was the official cutter around

the playground when I lived there. He succeeded

Battling Brown, who was cutter for quite a long

time until he got maimed. Battling Brown got in

trouble with Jennie, the oldest daughter of Gussie,

the fishwife, and he had to marry her. It started

on a moonlight excursion, that Battling Brown

gave under the auspices of the company that

owned an old, broken down ferry boat, and a few

months later Gussie the fishwife got after Battling
Brown and he had to marry Jennie. It seems that

he had a little money, and Jennie, who worked in

a cigar factory, had a little saved up, too, so he

bought a horse and wagon and became a huckster.

He never came around the corner any more after

he married. His wife most likely wouldn't let

him. Anyway, Joe Peanuts became the official

cutter with no one to dispute his authority ....

Waiter, bring another cup of coffee and some

toast."

"Peanuts led an easy life and got fat. He never

did any work and never worried about anything.
He made enough money by cutting the crap games

to pay his room rent, and once in a while by bet

ting on a winner he'd make enough to buy a suit

of clothes, a silk shirt, or a pair of shoes. He was

always well dressed, and old lady Young, who kept
a cheap restaurant down at the river front trusted
him with meals. He always paid her, I suppose,

because he always had ways of raising money. In

the summer time it was a moonlight excursion,
and in the winter time it was a dance at some

cheap hall, so he usually made a couple of dollars,
and since he did not bother with women, as far as

I know, he got along in pretty good shape."
"But all good things have to stop sometime, and

Joe Peanuts found that out one day. Some of the

players began to grumble at his tyrannical rule.

He paid no attention to them as he could always

frighten them by merely looking at them. That is,
all but one fellow, and that was young Beryl Kla-

powski, who worked in a boiler factory, and who

was now eighteen years old. Peanuts finally let

him get away with one cut on every four passes

and still Beryl was not satisfied. He grumbled

whenever he had to give Peanuts a cut, but he

said nothing or did nothing. Peanuts became un

easy whenever Beryl Klapowski picked up the

dice and he told Tony Pizetti one day that he felt

it in his bones that Beryl would some day bring

trouble. He did."

The coffee turned cold and Tommy Langdon or

dered another cup. I became interested in the

story and asked him to continue,

"It happened on the second Sunday after

Easter," Langdon resumed. "The Swanson boys

were in town, having played an engagement at the

(Continued on page 27)
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The Cathedral. By Hugh Walpole. 45(J pages. New

York: George H. Doran Co.

The Cathedral is not of the last vintage. (It was pub

lished some time in October, if I remember correctly.)

Previously, I have tried to keep strictly up-to-date, but

in doing so I have missed a few books that from any point

of view deserve consideration. Shortly after vacation, I

ran across The Cathedral and found it a novel of so much

power and with such excellent delineation of character

that my good intentions of never being passe had to be

set aside.

Hugh Walpole has developed a reputation for being

"dry,"—and some of his books that I have read have been

so; but this latest one made no such impression on me.

In spite of its length, there was never a boring moment.

I had no inclination what-so-ever to skip paragraphs as

I frequently did with,—say, Zane Grey. Walpole still in

dulges in his descriptions and details, but the power of

the book carries you through without the slightest hesita

tion.

The story is of an archdeacon, who rules the church

life of an English cathedral town. His pride and over

bearing attitude bring him to an inevitable downfall. His

wife, whom he treats like a piece of furniture, runs away

with another man ; his son marries a public house keep

er's daughter; his sovereignty is completely broken by a

new and unscrupulous Canon ; the strain becomes too

great and he is threatened with apoplexy. Finally, at a

Chapter meeting, when the plan closest to his heart is

voted down unanimously, he has a stroke and dies in his

Cathedral.

Your grandchildren will very likely have to read it in

college along with The Mill on the Floss.

Druida. By John T. Frederick. 286 pages. New York:

Alfred A. Knopf.

There is a new school of writers forming,—a school that

is distinctly American in its style and treatment of the

story. Its roots are embedded in Zola, Flaubert, and

Chekhov; but it is nevertheless in its way as much Ameri

can as Tom Sawyer. Professor Emil Reich aroused a

fierce argument when he stated that no great works of

art have been produced in this country. Prior to the

year 1917, he may have been correct, but most of thc

best critics believe that since that time American writers

have taken great strides forward. At present, Willa

Cather and Sherwood Anderson are the only authors who

may claim undisputed right to a membership in this school.
But John T. Frederick (a member of the department of

English at the University of Pittsburgh) has made in this
his first book a strong bid for membership. Comparison
to Willa CatherEs My Antonio- is inevitable, for his book
bears too strikingly the ear marks of a diligent study of

hers. Frederick, however, has not developed so far as

Miss Cather had when she wrote My Antouiu and so he

cannot hope to equal it. Give him time, though, and he is

going to produce something of which much will be heard.

As it is, he has written a remarkable first novel; weak in

spots, but still better than most of the stuff you are read

ing.

Wanderer of the Wasteland. By Zane Grey. 419 pages.

New York: Harper and Brothers.

Zane Grey has turned Faust and sold his soul for a

Marguerite of gold. The only reason I take the space to

mention it is because I want to warn you not to read it.

Melodrama? Ye gods! The stages of the BijouEs of the

country were never stormed aci-oss by such rank melo

drama even in the days when The Old Homestead flour

ished. It is too bad, for Mr. Grey used to be able to

"spin a yarn" of the prairies and deserts fit to pass away

any hour.

Balloons. By Elizabeth Bibesco. 168 pages. George H.

Doran Company.

Balloons,—it is a perfect title. Little essays, as bright

and colorful and airy as the fascinating bunch struggling

above the balloon man's head. Deep blues and greens,

yellow and brilliant red,—all the colors and moods are

there.

If you have read Princess (blue blood, you see, and she

is related to Margot Asquith, too) Bibesco's / Have Only

Myself to Blame, you will know something of what these

sketches are like. If you have not, I cannot tell you.

Perhaps it is the freshness of her manner or the brilliant

conversations of her characters that makes the book pleas

ing. Almost surely, it is the touch of charlatanism that

she should not, but does, use. This should never (and

probably wouldn't) worry anybody; it is only when one

has to stop and try to decide why he liked the book that

he is troubled. And you in all probability will not have to

do that; so read and enjoy,—and let the burst balloons

fall where they may.

Fashions for Men and The Swan. Two plays. By

Franz Molnar. Translated by Benjamin Glazer. 309

pages. New York: Boni and Liveright.

The only introduction for Franz Molnar that is at all

necessary is to remind you that he is the author of Liliom.

But in these two plays, although he is still the cynic and

satirist, the phantasy is practically negligible; so that if

you liked or disliked Liliom because of this fantasy, do

not feel that you are going to have the same reaction this

time. There are no heavenly court scenes or sordid amuse

ment parks; and for this reason, they do not demand the

(Continued on page 33)
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Our Junior Week Guests:—

When you are all resting quietly at home and

begin to wonder however you spent that busy

week-end at Cornell just straighten it all out by

one glance at this

JUNIOR WEEK SCHEDULE

Wednesday, Feb. 7—Musical Clubs Concert at

the Lyceum
—S:30 P. M.

Thursday, Feb. 8—Wrestling—Syracuse vs. Cor

nell at the Drill Hall—2:30 P. M.

Ma-quo production
—"Ulvsses in Ithaka" at

Bailey Hall—8:30 P. M.

Friday, Fab. 9— Ice carnival and Hockey game
—

Co'umb'a vs. Cornell at Beebe Lake—3:00

P. M.

Junior Promenade at the Drill Hall—9:00 P. M.

Saturday, Feb. 10—Basketball—Pennsylvania vs.

Cornell at the Drill Hall—2:30 P. M.

Independent Tea Dance at the Old Armory—

4:00 P. M.

THE KING IS DEAD, LONG LIVE THE KING

(Continued from page 25)

Mansfield Theatre which was so successful that

the management held them over for another week.

They were from my home town, came from the

same corner, too, but I never had no use for them.

Bill Swanson used to go around wdth Ada Murphy

r.nd cut me out a good many times, and Eddie is

just an ordinary bum that had a little streak of

luck and has got a swell head. If it wasn't for Bill

he'd starve to death, but to hear him talk he's a

great guy. Well, anyway, they were in town, and

Eddie came around the corner each clay. On this

clay Eddie lost a couple of dollars playing with the

boys and he asked Joe Peanuts to let him cut the

game. The bully was shocked. 'You sure have

your nerve with you,' he said. 'Where do you get

that stuff, anyway? I'm cutter here and nobody

else cuts while I'm around.'
"

'All right. I didn't mean any harm,' Swanson

replied, 'but I dropped a couple of dollars and you

micrht give a fellow a chance to win something

back'."

"To the great surprise of all the players and

hangers-on, Joe dropped a quarter on the ground
and said: 'All right, I'll see you shoot for a

quarter'."

"Eddie picked up the dice and rolled them. He

rolled a seven. He looked at Peanuts. 'Shoot the

half,' came the royal command. Eddie Swanson

rolled the dice again. Came another seven. 'Shoot

the dollar,' said Peanuts."

"Within the short space of fifteen minutes Eddie

Swanson won ten dollars. Then he felt confident

of his luck, and splitting the money with his

backer, started to play for himself. He rolled on

eight. After coaxing the dice for about three min

utes, during which time he called them the most

ctoo
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HART SCHAH-NER & MARX

VOU may depend on the same

authoritative correctness and

high standard of excellence in hats,

haberdashery and clothing which

you buy of our Representatives to

the Colleges as you would expect

to find in any one of our four

New York Stores.

"Satisfaction or Money Back"

Broadway, below Chambers

Broadway, cor. 29th
246-248 West 125th

3d Ave., cor. 122d
New York

3

This Year as in the Past

We are Pleased to be of Service to

THE JUNIOR WEEK GUEST
It is safe to presume that more

Pianos will assist in entertaining her than any other

high grade instrument

DURING HER LEISURE MOMENTS

she may enjoy a visit to our little store where she

can hear this month's latest hits— either in sheet

music, player-roll or phonograph record.

M. DOYLE MARKS CO.

"Everything in Music"

105 N. Aurora St. Ithaca, N. Y.
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The Wave

Edited by Vincent Starrett

MAGAZINE of The Arts lacking the

arts of the Magazines. A periodical

anthology of those "realities which

have nothing to say to time and

change."

■^CONTRIBUTORS include Arthur

J*Jj^ Machen, Haniel Long, George Moore,

■*3wcl Llewellyn Jones, Rudyard Kipling,

Edgar Saltus, Oscar Wilde, Haldane

Macfall, Ben Hecht, Maxwell Bodenheim,

Carl Van Vechten, William Saphire and

others.

HE WAVE is published by Steen

Hinrichsen at 2316 Lincoln Avenue,

Chicago. Single copies 25 cents,

$1.50 the year.

The Wisteria Garden

Opposite Strand

"Particular Food For Particular People"

Peacock Alley should be themecca

for your Junior Week guests. The

service is excellent and the atmos

phere ismetropolitan. Add to your

guests' and self's enjoyment, before
or after the concert, the Masque, in
fact any time.

* * *

H. V. MILES '08,

Manager.
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endearing names within his knowledge, he finally
rolled a five on one dice and a two on the other.

He retired to the sidelines with four dollars in his

pocket, thanks to the generous backing of Joe Pea

nuts."

"The next man to pick up the dice was Beryl
Klapowski. He shot a dollar, and Peanuts bet him

on the side that he would not make his point. Back

on the sidelines Eddie Swanson was talking things
over with Tony Pizetti."

"

'Believe me, Tony, I know when to quit'."
"

'How clo you know?' asked Tony."
"

'Well,' replied Eddie, 'you just feel in your

bones, I guess, anyway. The dice are going wrong
now. You just watch 'em, and Peanuts knows it,
too. I'll bet you a cigar that he is gonna bet

wrong. . . The dice are going wrong, you might
as well bet that way. Believe me, I know what

I'm talking about. I've rolled dice in back stage
of many a theatre all over the country. This

piker's game here makes me laugh. You shoot all

clay and you win two dollars. And they don't even
know how to bet . . . the pikers, they're dead

easy. No wonder Joe Peanuts is getting fat. He

rules here like a king'."
"Then pulling out one cigarette from his pocket

he lit it without offering one to Tony. 'Yes,' he
concluded his speech, 'They're dead easy'."
"

'Why did you quit playing then, if they're
easy?' asked Tony. 'Dice are going wrong,' Eddie
replied."

"Wrong they were. Beryl lost his dollar. The
dice went around until they came to Beryl again.
He got his turn quicker than he expected, for there
were few players that wanted to roll them. When
dice go wrong it's best not to shoot. The man who
shoots must bet right and nobody wants to be a

sucker, so there are few players who will pick up
the dice unless a man has a hunch that luck will
turn. Whether this was the reason for Beryl's
picking up the dice or not, at any rate he picked
them up, bet a dollar on his point and lost. Instead
of letting the dice lie on the ground, he picked
them up again and to the great surprise and indig
nation of Joe Peanuts, held them in his hand."

"

'Who sees me shoot?' he asked."
"Not a single player cared to invest in a losing

proposition. Beryl repeated the question, but there
was no reply. 'Well, then. I'm going to cut!' said

Beryl. 'What do you mean you're goin' to cut?
Who's runnin' this game, anyway?' Joe Peanuts
looked at Beryl in a most menacing manner, but

Beryl stood his ground."

"Eddie Swanson and Tony Pizetti looked on with
interest. 'Say, Tony.' Eddie said to him, 'this is
like a play in the theatre. When an old king has
ruled too long and too hard he loses his kingdom

(Continued on page SO)
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Official Photographer
Cornell 1 923

* * *

Have you made your appointment for

House Party Photographs?

Dial 2524

306 E. State St.

Ithaca

I 548 Broadway
New York

R. A. Heggie & Bro.

Co.

Jewelers

1 36 East State St. ITHACA, N. Y.

THE KING IS DEAD, LONG LIVE THE KING

and sometimes his head.' 'Yes,' said Tony, 'it

looks pretty bad for the old king'."

"Joe Peanuts looked at Beryl again, but it seems

that Beryl outstared him. It got his goat."
"

'Give me the dice,' he fairly yelled at Beryl."
"

'Try and get them,' said Beryl."

"Peanuts stretched his hands out, but Beryl got

out of his way. Joe aimed a punch at Beryl. The

latter was too quick for Joe and, sidestepping,
landed with his right hand on the pit of Joe's stom

ach. Peanuts doubled up with pain, and Beryl

straightened him out with a right hand uppercut

to the jaw. Down went Joe Peanuts like a ton of

lead."

"An uneasy silence prevailed for a minute or so

and then Joe Peanuts picked himself up, found his

cap and walked away in the direction of the river

front, probably to old lady Young's place."

"Eddie Swanson and Tony Pizetti watched him

for a minute, and then Tony said, 'The king is

dead !' Just then Beryl assumed full command

and started the game again, with the remark, 'Go

on with the game, boys. I'm cutting now, but only
one on every three passes'."

"The game resumed, while Eddie Swanson re

marked to Tony Pizetti, 'Long live the king!'
"

Tommy Langdon stopped, tasted the coffee

which was cold once more, and asked me, "Well,

what do you think of it? Can you write a play
about this life?"

I recalled that Bill Goldman was building a new

theatre to open next October which, according to

the rumors of Longacre Square, he intended to

name the Faith Carr Theatre, and to open it with

a play starring the young lady. I told Langdon
that I could write a play of that life if I made Ada

Murphy the heroine (Ada was red haired) ; but

Langdon asked me not to do so. She was his first

sweetheart. . . .

I think she meant a lot to him for he never mar

ried, and so I never wrote the play.

FrankBrothers
Fjfitli Aveirauo Boot Shop
near 48th Street, Nrw York

fjgi^JW
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Exhibit at 220 East State Street

Every other week
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Safeguard
Your Travel Funds

Anxiety concerning your money

is a poor traveling companion

Experienced travelers everywhere carry—

K. N. & K.

Letters of Credit

and Travel Checks

because of their safety and availability
Obtainable from First National Bank.

Ithaca, N. Y., or from banks throughout the

United States or from the undersigned.

Knauth.Nachod &Kuhne

Equitable Building New York

For Gloss,
Use Colgate's 'Brillantine

Dear,oh,Dear,
Qeorge is
late again for
Chapel]
"IPill Qeorge
brush his tiair?

No, Qeorge
u?ill not haue

to bother.

Qeorge keeps
it Flat and

Smooth trith

COLGATE'S

My Dear Girl!

V-»an you ever forget those wonderful days,

\Jr the nights we've spent at dances

Ixight here on the Campus?

[Never before have I

linjoyed myself more, and I'd

Like to tell you right now that I

Love you for it."

My Dear Boy!
Lvery minute's been delightful, and I'll

Remember always, but do sign this slip

And I'll love YOU for it . . .

SO DONT FORGET

&
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Mai garet G. Tunison Mary L. Hen lessey

The Vanity Fair Shoppe
Corner Seneca & Aurora Streets

Hairdressing--Marcel! ing

Manicuring

Hai r Goods and Lingerie and

Toilet Articles Nove lties

"Walker's Place"
A fine line of Japanese novelties, suitable

for Junior Week Favors

* * a

University Stationery Store
422 Eddy Street

1

Portraits of Quality

Why not bring your Junior Week Guest in

and let us make you just one photograph.
We also make a specialty of flashlight

groups. Keep this in mind and let us

make that Junior Week group photo with

out any inconvenience to you at all.

flfog***^ STUDIO

Op. Tompkins Co. Nat. Bank Dial 2169

In our Kodak department we carry a full

line of Kodaks and supplies

Developing and printing by professionals

Kodaks for rent or exchange

FEAR

(Continued from page 17)

Maurine: Y-e-s, and that's just what we can

do—just for the next dance. {Turns latch of ton
neau door.)
A Male Voice from Within: (Sotto voce.)

Better run along, Al; I'm looking after a dead
drunk in here.

Maurine : If it isn't Handsome Georgie ! Won't

you tell me who your friend is, Georgie dear?
Albert: We'll leave him in peace, Maurine.

Let's wander along. (They depart, and ten min
utes pass silently. The door of the car is thrust

open.)

George : They've gone, I tell you, they've gone.

. . . I say, you haven't lost your voice, have

you ? Strangled ? ? Passed off in a fainting fit ? ? ?

. . . Speak !

Georgette: {In a burst.) Handsome Georgie!!
Georgie Dear!! {and gutteralhj)—The hussy!
George: Jove! (Bangs door to again. A half

hour elapses. The music in the studio ceases.

Couples commence to leave.)
A Voice from the Direction of the Studio:

Georgette !

Second Voice from the Direction of the Studio :

Georgette, oh, Georgette!
Melee of Voices: Georgette! Georgette!

Where are you, Georgette ? Georgette, where are

you?

With headlights out, the car moves off down
the lane to the road, and is gone.

Albert: (Hard by in the woods.) They act

devilish dumb for a newly married couple.
Maurine: (Hard by Albert.) Chut, boy;

Mating—Marriage—Mystery ! We may be just
as physical on our moon o' honey.

Curtain.

ERRATA

The following correction is made in the Table
of Contents:—A photograph of the Masque is

omitted, with an according shift in order of the
other features.

"Junior Week Favors"

Let us show some new

novelties and figure for you

Brown & Delavan
HALLMARK JEWELERS

I 56 East State Street



ULYSSES IN ITHAKA

(Continued from page 21)

we have a new female impersonator who will not

soon be forgotten. Ulysses, the doughty wanderer,

is played by E. J. Besig, who breezed into Ithaca

this year and sort of fitted right into the scenery.

He can be safely relied upon to earn- on the classic

tradition. H. R. Daniels is another newcomer who

plays no less a part than the great god Zeus. This

might seem quite a task for one new to the Masque

but Daniels is particularly good in his role.

So much for the scenery, plot, music, and cast.

Junior Week will show them to us. On an even

ing in the not very distant future music will fill

Bailey Hall, the great red curtains will swing

back, actors, hitherto trembling in their boots,

will leap into action. And on that night we wish

you luck—Cornell Masque.

BOOKS

(Continued from page 26)

stage for their presentation as did Liliom. If you like to

read plays at all, I am sure these will appeal to you,

especially The Swan. Fashions for Men, however, is on

Broadway now and the production of The Swan is sched

uled for sometime this spring, so that if you would rather

see them (and can get to New York), you will have your

chance.

The plot of Fashions for Men reminds one strangely of

Winchell Smith and his ilk. The too unselfish shopkeeper,

Juhasz, lets his wife abscond with his too officious clerk

(and fifty-one thousand kronen). His too nice stenog

rapher is dazzled by a too wicked-intentioned Count, but

is saved for God (and Juhasz) at the last minute. Mol-

nar's treatment of it makes quite a different matter of

the play, so that you need not be worried about being

bored.

The Sivan, according to the wrapper, caused a greater

sensation in the Continental capitals than did Liliom.

And when you have read it, the reason will be obvious.

It is a biting satire on the marriage question among roy

alty, so that in these days of deposed rulers, the public

can find much amusement in laughing at their kings and

queens. There is much more body to it than the other

play, more philosophy and obvious satire, so that, like me,

you may find it more to your taste than any of Molnar's

plays that have been translated so far.

SMMHgaBQSSa

Junior Week Specialties
Predominate at Our

Store

The store where values

are certain-where prices
do not fluctuate, and

above all where guar

antee means something

Ithaca Boot Shop, Inc.
F. J. Ashdown

212 E. State St. Ithaca, N.Y.
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DINNER JACKET
A DISTINGUISHED COLLEGE STYLE

SUITABIE FOR PRACTICAL USAGE.

A CONSERVATIVE COMBINATION

OF EASE AND ELEGANCE

SIXTY DOLLARS
AND MORE

JACKET AAD TROVSER

CUSTOM FIXISH WITHOU1

THE A.XNOYANCE OF A TRY-ON

READY-T0-PUT-O.V

5VSest 46th. Street

NEW YORK

Only 100 Cents in a Dollar
j;et more than 100 cents

:• of such opportunities is

Spring Suit

You can sometimes yet more than 100 cents worth for each of the

dollars you spend. One of such opportunities is to have us make your

new

Custom tailored to your measure. We have over 1200 samples to

select from—all new spring samples just arrived. Come in and look

them over.

I. V. Dell

Merchant Tailor 213 Dryden Rd.

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing Neatly Done Contracts Written

J. W. HOOK, Inc.

FRUIT

PRODUCE

BUTTER

EGGS

Telephones No. 2781-2782

113-115 South Tioga Street ITHACA, N. Y

CORNELL-DARTMOUTH RELATION

(Continued from page 13)

Dartmouth schedule. And that feeling is also gen

eral at Dartmouth, for we didn't fail to pass those

stories along."

That letter is one that every Cornell man can

look at and have cause of being proud of his foot

ball team, his institution, and himself.

On the Cornell side of the scale, the opinion is

well evidenced. All contests with Dartmouth have

been marked by the finest of sportsmanship and

respect for our opponents. It actually seems that

a Cornell team fights harder and better against a

Dartmouth team than against any other aggrega

tion. That is a clear evidence that the rivalry is

a strong one, yet a friendly one. Take, for exam

ples, the football games of 1921 (especially) and

1922 ; or the baseball game of 1922 ; or the hockey
match on January 13th last when an inexperi

enced, unbalanced Cornell sextet, in its first game

of the season, forced a fast skating, veteran Green

aggregation into an extra period of play; or take

any basketball game and you'll find the same thing

holds true.

As far as "Rim" Berry, Cornell's graduate man

ager, is concerned, his expression is that "the

growing relations between Cornell and Dartmouth

are to be commended, improved, and strengthened

in every possible way." He relates that in many

cities, the feeling is such, that the alumni of both

institutions give a joint Cornell-Dartmouth dinner

before the football games and the results are

brought in play by play.

It will be a shame if anything should occur to

mar this relationship between the two colleges.

It is not often that a rivalry between two large

institutions, unusually strong in all branches of

athletics, can exist on such a friendly foundation.

Therefore, when such a one does appear, all ef

forts should be made to preserve and strengthen
it. There has never even been a cause for com

plaint of unsportsmanship or discourtesy in a Cor

nell-Dartmouth contest. In an age when competi
tion is keen, and hence rivalries are many, it is

very easy for such complaints to be found, even

though the cause may be absent. But the strong,

yet friendly, rivalry of these two institutions is

paving the way for a larger road of mutual devel

opment, which at the present time must not be

left alone to develop haphazardly, but should be

guided by some predetermined plan.
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Oriental Restaurant

WHERE THE FREEDOM OF THE

SPIRIT IS MINGLED WITH THE

INCENSE OF BUDDHA

OPEN FROM 12 TO 12

Reserve Your Booths

LUNCH 55c. DINNER 75c.

DIFFERENT ALLURING

ORIENTAL

Junior Week

will soon be here, but it is not

too late to place your or
der for a Dress Suit

or Tuxedo Suit

Spring cloths are now coming in and

they are the finest we have ever shown

Kohm & Brunne

TAILORS

222 East State Street Opp. Ithaca Hotel

JUNIOR WEEK

MUSIC

Music and the Junior Week party are inseparable. The new Victor Dance records are here

and they will add much to the enjoyment of those little informal house gatherings.

If your Piano
or Victrola is in need of repair just give us a call and we will have our expert

right on the job.

In all things Musical we can offer you prompt, efficient and intelligent service.

Hickey's Lyceum Music Store
105-109-111 S. Cayuga St.
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When You

Slip and Fall

out from under your glasses,
and the glasses come down

later with a crash, bring us

the broken parts (of course we

mean the glasses) and we will

replace the lenses.

* * *

Wilson Optical Co.
208 E. State St. Ithaca

*

"We gHnd our otvn lenses"

Jack Horner

Ice Cream, Sherbets and Ices
All flavors in Brick and Bulk

Jack Horner

Pasteurized Milk from tubercu
lin tested herds

This milk shows a bacteria count of
less than ten thousand

Phone 2262

Sanitary Ice Cream and

Milk Co., Inc.

Copyright 1921 Hart Schaffner Sc Marx

A Little Comparison
is good for the soul

And the sole purpose of us asking you to

compare is to prove to you that we deserve

your business this month as we have never

deserved it before.

From the standpoint of wealth and
warmth—woolens and weaves—and from
what you want to pay—there is not one

other store in Ithaca that is delivering more

music and less vamping than this verv store
this month !

Buttrick & Frawley, Inc.
The Home ofHart Schaffner

& Marx Clothes
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They Weighed Air—

and Charles II Laughed
AMUEL PEPYS says in

his diary that Charles II,
for all his interest in the

Royal Society, laughed
uproariously at its members

"for spending their time only in

weighing of air and doing nothing
else since they sat."
This helps to explain why

Charles has come down to us as

the "merry monarch."
The Royal Society was engaged

in important research. It was try
ing to substitute facts for the

meaningless phrase "nature ab

hors a vacuum," which had long
served to explain why water

rushes into a syringe
—the com

monest form of pump
—when the

piston is pulled out.

Denis Papin had as much to do

as anyone with these laughable
activities of thc Royal Society.

Papin turned up in London one

day with a cylinder in which a

piston could slide. He boiled water

in the cylinder. The steam gener

ated pushed the piston out. When

the flame was removed, the steam

condensed. A vacuum was formed

and the weight of the outer air

forced the unresisting piston in.

Out of these researches eventu

ally came the steam engine.
London talked of the scandalous

life that King Charles led, and paid
scant attention to such physicists
as Papin, whose work did so much

to change the whole character of

industry.
The study of air and air pumps

has been continued in spite of

Charles's laughter. In the General
Electric Company's Research

Laboratories, for instance, pumps
have been developedwhich will ex
haust all but the last ten-billionth

of an atmosphere in a vessel.

This achievement marks the

beginning of a new kind of chemis

try
—

a chemistry that concerns

itself with the effect of forces on

matter in the absence of air, a

chemistry that has already en

riched the world with invaluable

improvements in illumination, ra
dio communication, and roentgen

ology.
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Your Story
in Picture

Leaves

Nothing
Untold"

—WRITE YOUR OWN TITLE

ITHACA. ENGRAVING CO:
HRSTNATIONAL BANK BLDG. ITHACA,N.Y:

Tho Atkinson Press, Ithaca. N. Y.
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Start Buying and Reading
There are many books you should buy while a student. These

are the books about Cornell University. Some by Cornell men

you would not find in the average store. Books being bought by
others connected with the University should interest you.

Cornell Co-op. Society
Morrill Hall Ithaca, N. Y.

MECKE & COMPANY

IMPORTERS and EXPORTERS

SPANISH AMERICAN COUNTRIES

7-9 HANOVER STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Orthopedic Quick
Shoe Repairing Hospital

John Adamus
The Orthopedic Shoe Expert

Phone 2572

107 S.Aurora St. Ithaca, N. Y.

FOREST HOME INN

At the End of the Beautiful Forest

Home Walk

* * #

Luncheons Teas Dinners

Catering for Parties a Specialty

Attractive Menus Refined Surroundings

Daily 1 2 : 00-7 : 00 Su uda ys 1 : 00-7 : SO

A la Carte—Table d' hote

Dial 2282

L. & K. FREEMAN

Better Hats mean economy

You are invited to come and see

our distinctive assortment of

SPRING HATS

315 East State Street Ithaca, N. Y.

THE HILL DRUG STORE
C. W. DANIELS, Pharmacist

328 College Avenue

* «

DRUGS

TOILET ARTICLES

TOOTH BRUSHES

TOWELS

STATIONERY

ALARM CLOCKS

When you feel that longing for real

home-cooked food

Visit the

Cornellian Cafeteria

at

209 DRYDEN ROAD

* * *

When Your Desires

Will Be Realized

Tasty Food

Prompt Service

Capable Attendants

* * *

Dial 2006
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There's a fascination about

this photographic pastime

that is hard to resist. And

it's all easy.

"Making Silhouettes the

Kodak Way" is a simple

story of added pleasure for

the camerist. Come in and

get your copy.

THE KODAK

SILHOUETTE

Head's Kodak Shop

109 N. Aurora St.

The Green Lantern Tea Room
140 E. State St.

Is Under New Management

To enjoy courteous service, homey atmosphere, and

deliriously cooked dinners—eat with us.

Luncheon at 50c or Dinner at 75c

served daily from 11:30 to 2—6 to 8

A-la-carte at all times Open evenings

SPRING

YOU COLLEGIANS

Should know the "Vertu" of the

NEW CONTINUOUS CLARIFICATION PROCESS OF

DRY-CLEANING

u
Can now have your garments cleaned by this much talked

of method.

SELDOM

A place the size of "Ithaca" has so expensive a cleaning

plant.

Your Spring cleaning should be sent us early so as to

avoid the rush.

W. F. FLETCHER CO., Inc.

103 Dryden Road 205 No. Aurora St.

It Cleans Clean

Because

The last bit of dirt is removed

Spring
StyL

featuring

ShOW

Adler - Rochester
New and accepted models in Suits

and Top-coats at modest prices

Alexander
1 24 East State Street

PETER SCUSA

MODERN

SHOE

REPAIRING

Work Called for and Delivered

405 College Ave. Dial 2272

TO CALL A

Black and White Cab

DIAL 2411

* * *

Meter Cabs

Seven-passenger Enclosed
Cars
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0 fates that shape the lives of men,

Vouchsafe that I

May sometime tread "The Hill" again

Before I die!

A. U . Smith
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Cornell and the Canary
By Hendrick William Van Loon, '04

=1HE CORNELL ERA mildly suggests that

1 we might write something along the lines

Jgfgjg of our learned little treatise which ap

peared in the Smart Set, not so long ago.

TO which we answer "what in Heaven's name

would be the use?"

JHAT contribution to the subject of higher learn

ing in these United States was not entirely meant

as a compliment.

WE referred to Cornell as a College with a great

academic future behind it. We mentioned the

early hopes and aspirations of one Ezra Cornell

and Andrew D. White, his great apostle in the

wilderness of the five-finger lake district.

"ALAS," we lamented, "these high ideals came

to nothing. Cornell increased in acreage and the

spirit of intellectual adventure died a pitiful

death. The shrine of learning planted firmly

amidst the trees of old man Beebe's farm was

turned into an efficiency shop."

WHEREUPON the Cornell press shouted a glee

ful Hallelujah and announced that a former Cor

nell professor had praised his Alma Mater as the

centre of efficiency.

THAT, we are sorry to say, was just about the

last thing we were trying to do.

THE happy-go-lucky Cornell of twenty years ago

was more to our liking than the up-to-date credit-

shop which sells twenty-two thousand dollars'

worth of education every second month.

OF course we know that much has been changed
or rather that much may be changed before many

another moon shall have descended behind the bar

ren rocks of Turkey Hill. (Perhaps the moon

does not descend on that side of the valley but

just now we can not think of the name of any

other mountain in Tompkins County.)

ALL the same, great harm has been done and

'twas well that some one should play the unpopu

lar role of Jeremiah.

HENCE our recent observations.

HENCE our reiteration of aforementioned ob

servations.

SOME forty years ago (or was it less? One loses

the sense of time when one grows old) Mr. and

Mrs. Leland Stanford visited Harvard College
which is in Cambridge which is in New England.

THEY inspected all the buildings and asked many

questions. For they hoped to build a university
of their own and Harvard was to be their inspira
tion.

WHEN they had seen the last cellar of Hollis and

had visited the highest attic of Massachusetts,
Mrs. Stanford asked President Eliot how much

money all these buildings and these laboratories

might represent.

THE good president after a moment's rapid cal

culation suggested that it might come to some

twenty million dollars.

"AH," said Mrs. Stanford, turning to her hus

band, "then we can afford to build just such a

place as this."

THIS bit of figuring will no doubt appeal to many

of our fellow graduates as concrete proof that

some women have a sense of mathematics.

BUT to us it is an evidence of that spirit which

has killed so many of our universities.

GEORGE LINCOLN BURR, sitting on a rail-

fence, is a university.

TWENTY-FIVE acres of stone buildings are just

twenty-five acres of stone buildings.

WE hate to speak in parables but the wise ones

will have ears to hear.

TO say that all this intellectual indifference and

this scholastic sterility is a sign of the times will

do little good.

PEOPLE may call Columbia a personally con

ducted correspondence school and we shall not

object.

OTHERS may amiably refer to Princeton as a

charming country club and we shall not deny the

accusation.

THEY may express their opinion of the Univer

sity of Pennsylvania in such terms as seem most

elegant and convincing and we shall continue to

smoke the pipe of peace as unconcernedly as be

fore.

BUT when we hear it said of Cornell that we have

followed the example of the Prophets of Hustle,

that we have gone in for Quantity and have neg

lected to be careful about Quality, we feel the ac

cusation as a reflection upon our personal integ

rity. (Continued on page 25)



Steve's Shot-Put

A Tale ol

By Morris

_ Steve Nipcek was born in a rickety,

^38 leaky woodshed back of a stamping-

1^7 mill. His first feeble cries were

^^T drowned by the ceaseless, rhythmic

blinn . . . blong of the great stamps. In after

years he could still hear that unceasing Ming . . .

blong whenever he went by a stamping-mill. . . .

His first recollections were of a towsled, slattern

ly woman pouring gin and ginger ale clown his

throat. In after years he wondered
if that woman

could have been his mother. All this has nothing

to do with the story, but there is some rule about

beginning novels this way.

At fifteen Steve was a shipping clerk in a mail

order tombstone factory. His day's work, wrap

ping up tombstones, had developed in him a pow

erful physique. He was already a man, yet with

something boyish and appealing, something

troubled, submerged, craving, in his open face.

People would often notice that open face. "Aw,

shut your face," they would say.

One day Gaufrette Van Dyck, the daughter of

the President, was strolling through the factory

with Bull Ardsley, captain of the Pennsylvania

track team. She was arrested by the look on

Steve's open face. "You shouldn't be here, with

that face !" she cried, impulsively. "Where shall

I go then, Miss?" said Steve, humbly. "You ought

to go to the University!" A great resolve came

into Steve's spirit. "What University, Miss?"

"Cornell," said Bull Ardsley.

The following autumn found Steve at Ithaca.

Although he had never been to school, his long

study of the inscriptions on tombstones had given

him an English prose style which seemed to his

teachers perfection. By dint of fierce persistence

and unceasing toil he succeeded in leading his

class before Spring came. In his mind, ever spur

ring him on, was the lovely picture of Gaufrette

Van Dyck.

Springtime. The clay of the great track-meet

with Pennsylvania. Alumni Field was gay with

kaleidoscopic color; packed thousands in breath

less suspense, and all the regular stuff. The score

stood 54 to 54. Only the shot-put remained to he

decided. The crowd was on tenterhooks, for the

glory or the shame of Cornell depended entirely

College Life

Bishop, T3

on the distance that three young heroes could

throw 16 pounds of iron. Some, to be sure, felt

as though they were on tenterhooks, but it was

only the cold concrete seats.

Bull Ardsley, the Pennsylvania captain, cast off

his silk dressing-gown, revealing his powerful and

sinewy frame. He strode confidently to the

marked circle of turf ; then he paused and glanced

at the audience. From behind Steve, who was

sitting shy and aloof among the spectators,

sounded a girlish voice : "Oh, Bull, go in and win !

For Penn—and me!"

It was Gaufrette ! She was cheering him ! She

wanted Bull to win. Even Steve could under

stand that.

Bull smiled, balanced, gathered himself,

straightened out with vicious force; the shot

sailed through the air ... 45 feet 1 inch—a splen

did heave !

Next came Gewitter, Cornell's star. But Ge-

witter, in his agitation, let the shot fall on his

foot, and was carried out, as Cornell blanched

with horror and Pennsylvania screamed in glee.

McWhirter, the old Cornell coach, leaned against

the Stadium wall, panting.

But Steve had been thinking. Those shots

could not be very heavy ; not so heavy as tomb

stones. And many a long clay had he spent tossing

tombstones into a mail-car. He leaned over the

parapet. "Mr. McWhirter!" he said. "Let me

hurl one of those cannon-balls for you!"

"Who are you?" said McWhirter, a gleam of

hope coming into his eye.

"Nipcek, 1925. I tell you I could beat that fel

low Ardsley!" There was something in the boy's

quiet air of confidence that impressed the aged

coach. "Well, there's no harm trying," he said,

half-convinced.

Steve lightly vaulted the parapet and strode to

the marked circle ; he cast off his overcoat ; mur

murs of admiration arose from the crowd at the

sight of the muscles rippling beneath his bal-

briggan undershirt. He picked up the shot, and,

tensing himself like a panther about to spring,
sent the shot hurtling through the air. 4b' feet G

inches ! A roar went up from the Cornell side.

(Continued on pasi'e 23)
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HOCKEY

Top. Hockey team (reading from left to right) : Nesbet t, Wright, Stainton, McDonald, Burnett, Yates

Davidson.

Bottom. The puck obligingly paused a^noment to have its picture snapp*

of the fastest of the year.

Broekway,

d in the Columbia vs. Cornell game
—one

9



College Education and the Actor

By Edgar Stehli, '07

Editor's Note: Mr. Stehli has been playing for the past

two years with the "Theatre Guild" in New York and is

now with John Barrymore- in Arthur Hopkins' production

of "Hamlet."

^^^^^
For any man or woman

discussion of the value of col

lege education to the actor is merely a special ap

plication of this fundamental fact.

It may seem to the casual observer that the in

terpretive artist is less in need of education than

is the creative, that general culture is of less im

portance to the actor, for instance, than to the

playwright, for the former merely transmits into

another form material which is supplied to him by

the latter. This difference, however, is more ap

parent than real, for it is extremely difficult to

draw a sharp line of demarcation between creative

and interpretive art. It is, after all, the actor who

brings to actual life and form the character which

has lain dormant in the printed page. A simple

proof of the actor's creative ability is demon

strated by the fact that the same part given to

several different actors to play will be played dif

ferently by each, for each will infuse into it some

thing individual,—something of his own person

ality.

Fifteen years of work in the theatre have

brought me into contact with comparatively few

college men and women, and the reason for this

will be found in the nature of the work itself.

Higher education, as we conceive it today, is con

cerned primarily with the training and develop
ment of the intellect. Now in any line of work

that can be properly classed as a business merely,
the intellect is the dominating factor; emotion is

of comparatively no importance. The moment we

enter the realm of art, however, the emotional at

once take precedence over the intellectual facul

ties, and reach the zenith of their importance in

the interpretive arts. To the singer, the musician,
the dancer, and the actor, emotion is more funda

mentally necessary than trained intellect.

The emotional element in the interpretive art

may be likened to the raw material used in some

industry, while the intellectual or mental element

represents the machinery or process that turns

that material into some higher and more useful

form. It is obvious that something can be done

with the raw material alone, even in its crude

state. Lacking a brick kiln, raw clay can be fash

ioned into an adobe house, though a building of

bricks baked from that same clay would be far

preferable. But on the other hand, the most per

fect machinery for making bricks would be alto

gether useless in providing building material with

out clay. This is exactly as true of acting. The raw

material, in the shape of emotional development,

is the prime essential. Thus it is that the man

whose principal value lies in his mental equipment

rarely turns to the stage for a career. He has not

the necessary fundamentals, and his special quali

fications can be better used elsewhere, but this can

not in the least be taken to imply that a thorough

education is not of great value to the actor.

It is true that at the beginning the educated

actor will find himself at a disadvantage. His edu

cation will not at the outset be of much use to

him. It may even be detrimental, for, to a cer

tain extent, intellectual education of any sort tends

to put a restraint upon the emotions, and this may

in extreme cases be so pronounced as to be fatal,

even granted that originally the emotional endow

ment was satisfactory. An excellent illustration

of this fact is given by Darwin, who found that

after a period of several years devoted exclusively
to scientific pursuits his earlier love for, and abil

ity to enjoy, music was completely atrophied. The

danger for the actor is that too much education of

a purely intellectual kind may seriously dull his

emotional perceptions. The college-bred man en

tering upon his profession as an actor may feel

this quite strongly at first and labor under a real

disadvantage in comparison with his less-trained

but more spontaneous fellow-artists. If he man

ages to weather the earlier years, however, the

value of a college education, provided of course

that he has the necessary emotional equipment,
will begin to be apparent, and as time goes on he

will find himself in a progressively improved posi-
( Continued on page 24)
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True and False Internationalism

By Professor A. E. Zimmern

•
• •
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1 +■ Four years and more ago I

VV was working in the British For-

gmj^U&jWfl eign Office assisting under Lord

W
nHm

Robert Cecil in framing the

^f^nbwM British draft of the League of

SL^. ^Lw Nations Covenant. Some of my

most vivid recollections of those

months are concerned with the

visitors I received, and the mail

I opened, from professing "internationalists," "idealists,"

"friends of humanity," and "life-long advocates of the

League of Nations!" They were a motley crowd. There

were, firstly, the people who saw in it possibilities of fine

pickings for themselves; there were architects (or were

they real estate speculators?) who were prepared to pre

sent designs of the palace of the League, if they could

only have some indication of its proposed whereabouts;

there were scenario writers and moving picture agents

who were prepared to popularize the League in the film

world, of course for a consideration ; there was, I remem

ber, a titled Continental manufacturer of munitions, who

was sorely divided between his real desire to have no

more war and his equally real desire that his trade should

not become entirely obsolete ; there were the constitution-

makers who came armed with plans and projects which

would have been most beautifully practical if human na

ture and national susceptibilities had been quite different

from what they are—except that in that happy event they

would not have been needed at all; and finally, worst trial

of all, there were the writers and occasional callers who

were so "internationally-minded" that they proposed to

apply for citizenship in the new World-Republic, abandon

ing the countries of their birth and allegiance and thus

depriving them, not only of their invaluable services, but

also of their contributions in taxation. In vain I used to

argue with them, as Woodrow Wilson later argued with

the American people, that the league was not intended to

be a "super-government" and that no World-Republic was

on the stocks. Citizens of the world they felt themselves

to be, and citizens of the world they intended to become.

Into the obligations involved in that new status they did

not stop to inquire: all that they knew—and that they
knew very clearly—was that they wanted to get away

from their own country, its entanglements, its calls upon

their service, and, worst of all, its recurrent and embar

rassing requests for taxes.

The state of mind thus revealed is what I call false in

ternationalism ; and it is one of the most irritating plagues
that beset the serious student of international affairs.

Historically it goes back to Diogenes, the unsociable Athen
ian philosopher who imagined that he could make up for
his dislike of his neighbors by the reiterated expression
of his unalterable regard for his human brothers at a dis
tance. Diogenes, however, did not have the impertinence
to call himself an "internationalist." He called himself a

"cosmopolitan"—that is, a citizen of the cosmos, or world,
the cosmos in his case being not the larger world of men

and nations but the smaller world, the microcosm, of his

own unsociable individuality. Between cosmopolitanism

and true internationalism there is a deep and unbridgeable

gulf. The two attitudes are mutually incompatible. The

cosmopolitan, however supernational he may think him

self to be, is narrow, selfish, and self-sufficient in his out

look. To be securely seated on the fence, whether between

nations or gardens, is not a comfox'table nor even a com

manding position : there is more to be seen from the upper

windows of a house built securely on a single property.

The cosmopolitan, whether at play at Monte Carlo, patheti

cally striving to banish envoi or at work in a "movement"

appealing to kindred lonely spirits in a robustly uncom

prehending world, is not an inspiring figure. Almost in

evitably he develops the defects of isolation, the character

istics of a "minority mind"—crankiness, cliquishness, irri

tability, lack of humor and sunshine, and, too often, among

the working members of the sect, an arrogant, if impotent,

spirit of militarism. There are few branches of litera

ture (if they can be dignified by such a name) so replete

with military metaphors and phraseology as the produc

tions of these false internationalists. In the name of hu

manity, they seek to cleave nations in two, and in the

name of peace, they spread envy, hatred, malice, and all

uncharitableness.

Let me make clear that in saying this, I am not criti

cizing the school of thought which is opposed to patriot
ism and certain of its obligations on religious grounds.

Profoundly as I disagree with the political philosophy of

Quakerism, I have an equally profound respect for its

conscientious adherents. One of my closest friends was a

Quaker who went through much for the sake of his be

lief during the war, only to die of influenza at its close.

But, being a man of scrupulous integrity, he refused to

associate himself with propaganda for fitting out political
malcontents with ready made outfits of religious and con

scientious conviction. The true Quaker is not a full citi

zen of his state: but neither is he a full citizen of the

World-Republic: he is not a citizen of this world at all.

His allegiance, as he conceives it, is elsewhere. In ren

dering what he considers to be due to God, he has left too
little over for Caesar. There has been a minority holding
this view among almost every generation of Christians

and they have often had to endure much suffering for

their creed. In the present generation they are still a

minority; but they have a great many sham adherents.

Some years ago I had a letter from one of them. She was

a lady who conceived herself commissioned by her con

science to tour the country preaching the gospel of paci
fism. She wrote to say that she was projecting a visit to

the town in which I was living. Would I put her up for

the night and give her supper and breakfast? After

specifying her requirements in some detail, she ended by
asking me, in case I should not be home to receive her ( it

was during a vacation period), to find her some other

host. Then, in a fatal after-thought, she added: "Please

do not send mo to Mrs. P. (the leading pacifist in the

town), since she and 1 have quarrelled and are not on

(Continued on page 20)
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Capron receiving a pass from Captain Luther which resulted in another two points against Penn during the Junior Week

Game photo b>' Troy

The team began to get going when Wedell dropped this short field goal in and tied the score in the first few
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the Penn game
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This Mud Rush of Ours, and Some

of its Curious Customs

By R. W. Sailor '07

!^

It is the grey dawn of a Washing

ton's Birthday; the sound of a thou

sand hoofs beating rhythmically and

eagerly nearer and nearer; a herd of

stampeded cattle—no, as they come

nearer, they appear to be more famil

iar—and then as the grey in the east grows brighter, a

mad, galloping mob of half a thousand freshmen break

ing for the Old Armory; another mob, more orderly, more

experienced, somewhat smaller, and better organized,

stealthily extends itself, advancing slowly, each picking

his man, planning the impact where the surface is the

slickest; a crash of line against line, the old flying wedge

of the decade before multiplied by forty; the front lines

go up forty feet in the air—or they think they do— ; a

hand to hand, cheek to jowl, rough-and-tumble; the tri

umphant finish of those that crash through into the sanc

tuary of the Armory; business of tying up captives and

piling them into delivery wagons; then peace and quiet

again; this is the last half hour of the four days preced

ing the Freshman Banquet; this is the Neanderthal an

cestor of the present day Mud Rush.

There wasn't anything pretty about any of it. No one

ever got a flashlight of it so it fortunately was not per

petuated in pictorial form. Yet, after all, it was good,

virile sport. It was never criticized for playing to the

grandstands. No one ever pulled off his shirt and smeared

mud on himself to simulate a fighter. It was rather early
for a grandstand to be occupied; one needed all the shirts

he could afford to keep warm; and there was no need to

pretend one had had a battle, for the enemy took care of

all details of one's appearance.

Yet, the change from this battle to the mud rush was

simple, logical, and necessary. A brief sketch may be of

interest.

Freshman Banquets had become altogether too hazard

ous back in the days of the Spanish-American War. They
were held downtown and without apparent control. A

hotel servant was killed in a gas attack intended for the

frosh. Skulls were cracked with lead pipe carried for

purposes of self defence and offense. Bones were broken.

A single freshman held off a world of sophomores with a

barrage of ripened eggs directed from the roof of the

Lyceum. Another party was broken up by the addition

of a bag of skunks. Freshman banquets were, so to

speak, in bad odor downtown.

So the expurgated subsequent affairs were transferred
to the hill where the townies wouldn't have cause for

complaint, and the comparatively innocent, exalted fly
ing wedge, described above, took the place of the more

dangerous rush for the Lyceum door.

All might have been well enough, and the present gen
eration would never have had to perpetrate the Mud
Rush, if the so-called unorganized rush had been all there
was to the celebration. The rush, however, was nothing

but the climax to several days of mimic warfare preced

ing Washington's Birthday and the Freshman Banquet.

The freshman president and the principal speaker were

usually heavy fisted, hardhitting athletes and terrible ora

tors. They usually left Tompkins County on the anniver

sary of the day George was expected to be born and

stayed out of town and county till the night of the twenty-

first. Other freshmen followed as soon as their academic

entanglements would permit. Packs of hungry sopho

mores followed, hot footed, in eager pursuit. For at least

two days the scholar's dream came true—a university
with not an underclassman in it—and the big half of the

student body was off getting several days of fresh air and

vigorous exercise.

On the night of the twenty-first came, disguised as

bundles of old clothes, tramps, sophomores, pork carcasses,

professors, anything plausible, the returning pack of

freshmen. They had been incognito in Syracuse, Auburn,

Rogues Harbor, the entire Finger Lakes region. Assem

bly and a chance to tell about it was prearranged at the

Ag barns. That is—for those that broke through the

cordon of patrolling bands of sophomores. These had been

out several days and nights seeking captives and carting
them off to some warehouse downtown where they were

prepared for the parade of captives in celebration of

George's birthday party.

Once again, however, the exercises went too strong for

the adult onlookers. The smoldering indignation arising
from wholesale desertions from the classroom was fanned

into a consuming fire by several events that brought quan
tities of publicity, but not one line of fame. An over-

enthusiastic group of captors on one occasion painted the

freshman numerals on the freshman faces in silver nitrate.

The theory was that the numerals would darken up in

time for the banquet that evening, persist for a day or

two, and the little joke would soon be forgotten.
The timing, however, was imperfect, and the freshmen

turned to every sort of method for the removal of the
stain—abraisives, fingernails, chemicals chosen at ran

dom—with unhappy results. Indignant parents demanded

explanations and reprisals. Chemical warfare was then
in its infancy, and the application of a half baked theory,
unsupported by adequate research, chalked one more score

against the Freshman Banquet.
Then, in the roughhouse the following year, someone's

child had a pistol pointed at him by a progressive frosh.
more adept in self defense than in flight. The President's
attention was vigorously called to the fact that matricu
lation in no way abrogated one's rights as a citizen. The

pistol and all that preceded was the subject of the presi
dential welcome and subsequent. Faculty action.
The class of 1009 was therefore forbidden, under ade

quate penalty, to hold any sort of freshman banquet, and
freshman banquets thereupon ceased to bo a winter sport.
and never reappeared in the old form.
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The counterpart, in 1906, of the Student Council was the If its history has been followed the reader can readily
Vigilance Committee, a self perpetuating group of healthy, see that there wasn't the slightest intention of holding the

active, and reasonably prominent upperclassmen, running rush at a season when mud was obtainable, much less

about ten to the ton, whose self prescribed duties included unavoidable. Washington's Birthday is usually celebrated

the application of underclass rules for the everlasting amid ice and snow. The picture in the mind of the de-

good of the underclassmen and the community. signer of the rush was that of the Immortal George cross-

This Vigilance Committee, vainly seeking the restora- ing the icy Delaware, bumping from floe to floe with no

tion of the good old days in toto, finally hit on the or- more mud in sight than could be borne in his eye The

ganized rush, with rules exactly as they now stand. The picture carried with it another of the entire freshman

Faculty accepted the substitution tentatively with the class on the north end of the battle field, the sophs on the

threat of a permanent ban if the exercises exceeded in south, each hurling its barrage of icy snowballs against

vigor, duration, or extent, the literal wording of the pro- the chosen group of enemy attacking their own chosen

posal. group of contestants. The designer saw a field with a

Thus in the middle of March, 1907, the class of 1910 broad band of ice on its middle, sprinkled for days before

restored the Freshman Banquet to the calendar and held by a diligent Vigilance Committee; the two groups crash-

the first Mud Rush. This event has been severely criti- ing together where snowballs were thickest, and ice was

cized but, with all its faults, it became tradition in the the slickest, a battle where skill, finesse, and intelligence
usual half hour after its first trial, and has come to us alone could win.

through sixteen years without a single change of impor- The mind of the educators, cautious and wary, did not,

tance, in spite of the fact that it is one of the poorest ex- however, receive the proposals for the resurrection of the

cuses for its own existence, and that the only real reason Freshman Banquet with the alacrity that its proponents

for a rush at all is that there has always been one. had hoped. The treaty of peace was not ratified in time

In justification of the thing, however, if there can be for a Washington's Birthday party, nor for several weeks

any excuse for its persistence, it must be said that the thereafter. The first Freshman Banquet, as modified, was

Mud Rush suffers from the accidental events of the year held in the Springtime, and once held in the mud, it was

of its founding and from the aberrations of some of its obviously a mud rush and nothing could alter this time

devotees. (Continued on page 29)
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Students Twenty Years Ago and Now

By Romeyn Berry,
'04

#With
respect to the basic

emotions, their aims, and ambi

tions—college students haven't

changed much in the last thou

sand years and aren't likely to

JJSL change much in the next thou-

^Bg^ sand. Youth is eternal and im

mutable.

But there are many points of striking difference

between the undergraduates of twenty years ago

and those of this day and generation. This writ

ing will attempt merely to record some random

observations on these changes, leaving it to some

other deep thinker to determine which are essen

tial and which are ephemeral, and to work out

conclusions from the data submitted.

Study. Undergraduates now study harder and

more than they used to. Outwardly, at least, they

are more serious in the way they approach their

college work. On the other hand their reading is

confined almost exclusively to The Saturday Even

ing Post and The Red Book. If Keats and Shelley
were part of the course, John Doe '24, would pass

the examination on them fifteen points higher
than Richard Roe '02, did. On the other hand,
Richard would cut his classes in lyric poetry to

get soused on Keats and Shelley under the trees

while John would never have heard of those birds

if he hadn't been told he was to be examined on

them.

Immorals. (Note: Why do we always say

morals when it's really immorals we are talking

about?)

Immorality has enjoyed (or suffered) a remark

able social boom in the last twenty years. One

can imagine going back to what was a mining
camp to find the saloons, dance halls, and gam

bling joints supplanted by an Art Quarter and a

Bohemian set. Less luridly wicked—and less ro

bust!

The Spirit of Irresponsibility and Adventure.
A yell up the stairs at eight o'clock on a damp
spring evening—"Hey ! who wants to go up Six
Mile Creek and spear suckers?"

Twenty years ago that call to arms would have

brought a dozen swashbucklers boiling down the

stairs and into rubber boots without a word of

question. Were there any suckers in Six Mile?

Did anyone in the gang know anything about

spearing suckers? Was there a spear? None of

that made any difference. There had been made

a highly sporting proposition and
that was enough.

They knew the party might not get within a mile

of any stream but they were dead sure it would

get some place.

Nowadays, I think, if you were to yell long

enough someone on the third floor might emerge

from his mechanics or cost accounting long enough

to inquire where the hell Six Mile Creek was, but

you wouldn't be able to make
a sale.

Every Cornell man has wondered what is be

yond the sky line of West Hill where the sun goes

down. In days gone by some went and found out.

I doubt if many do now.

Singing. The masses no longer regard part

singing as for the masses. It's a serious business

for trained experts. Amateurs and common dubs

are expected to chirp in unison if at all. Singing

in unison is a deadly thing (beyond the third

grade) and in consequence there isn't much gen

eral singing.

Twenty years ago nobody but a coward sang

the air. Tenor or bass—it didn't make any real

difference. One jumped in and took the end where

he could be most useful at the moment.

Drinking and Drunkenness. There isn't ten per

cent of the drinking and drunkenness that there

used to be. But what is now done along those

lines looms up disproportionately. In days gone

by a drinking bout was apt to be conducted be

hind closed doors—which is one of the things
closed doors are for. Nowadays if a student ac

cumulates a little package, the first thought that

occurs to his alleged mind is to take it out and

show it to folks—preferably at some dance or

large gathering. Consequently the little package

gets a lot better publicity than the really impor
tant drinking bout did. Conversely, there exist

no more the purple evenings made up of good fel

lowship, songs, animated conversation and beer.

Finance. Students spend more money now

merely because everybody does and the same

things cost more. On the other hand, there is

(Continued on page 29)
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FRANKLIN SECOR WOOD

Phi Delta Phi

Quill and Dagger

Seal and Serpent

Editor of Freshman Handbook 3

C. U. C. A. Cabinet 2, 3, 4

Cornell Annuals Board 2, 3, 4

Junior Associate Editor 3

Editor-in-Chief 4

Photo by White

ALFRED RANDALL THOMAS

Sigma Phi

Quill and Dagger
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Business Manager Cornell Annuals 4

Photo by White
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The Cat, the Canary, and Mr. VanLoon

THE
ERA, anticipating the generation of some

heat by Mr. Van Loon's article, hopes that

it will be tempered ; or as Woodrow Wilson,

in a speech of his (we can't remember just when) ,

said in some such words as these : "There ought,

if there is any heat at all, to be that warmth of

the heart which makes every man thrust aside his

own personal feeling and take thought of the wel

fare and benefit of others." Of course, he spoke

on an entirely different subject than the one we

are engaged with, but the truth of it is only too

evident even here. We realize that it is hard to

admit some failing. When it howls so loud as

this one, however, why play the ostrich? Our

Alma Mater, among her many exceptional quali
ties and great advantages, has some which at

least are not so good.

After careful study of the article, we take it

that Mr. Van Loon's main objection is not only

against efficiency in education, but also against
the lack of inspiring figures among the faculty.
As to the first, frankly we do not attach quite the

significance to efficiency as does Mr. Van Loon.

Only so far as it kills personal relations between

professor and student do we fear it. Efficiency
must be proportionate to the size of an institu

tion; and even Ezra Cornell must have foreseen

that his school would grow when he said that he

was founding an institution where anyone could

get instruction in any study.
Then we attribute Mr. Van Loon's criticism of

the faculty to much the same influence that makes

our elders blurb about the good old days when the

family all bathed out in the wood shed in the same

tin tub and then rushed in to dress behind the

kitchen stove. The days of youth will always be

the Golden Age. We do not mean to deprecate

the influence of Andrew D. White upon Cornell,

but when he was president the institution was

just about one-fifth the size it is now. One man

then, if he were great enough, might very possibly

inspire the whole university. But how much more

pervasive must his influence be to inspire five

times as many students ! It is fairly obvious that

there are no men here now who have filled this

position. We say "have," because we feel that

within the next few years President Farrand may

occupy it. That is, if the duties of collecting

money that modern society has delegated to uni

versity presidents does not take too much of his

time.

Also, we feel that there are several men on the

faculty who have a great effect upon the students

under them. In this day of specialization, they

may not be versed in so many fields as Andrew D.

White, but they are certainly more advanced in

their own fields. Professor Titchener is probably
the most obvious example of these men ; and there

are others.

Now to go back to the loop we left open in

speaking of efficiency : the much mooted question
of personal relations between professor and stu

dent. This is the point where we hope any heat

(Continued on page 25)
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Chicago from the Waterfront
•>•)

In the Christmas issue, the Eka announced a contest for criticisms

of the above drawing by Count Savag deG. Najiskas. An even greater

response followed this proclamation than we had hoped for. It hap

pened, however, that all these essays were drivel, inspired not by any

true sense of the artistic, but merely the mercenary intention of

"copping off" a prize. That is, all but one. The EltA feels justified,

therefore, in awarding all three prizes to the author of this one criti-

Dear Sirs:

At the risk of being considered foolish by taking your

prize contest seriously I offer the following criticism of

your lithographed crayon drawing entitled "Chicago From

the Waterfront."

"It is the bunk."

Neither Chicago nor its waterfront in their worst days

ever looked as bad as this. Of course, we recognize that

Chicago is crude and untutored and that the drawing is

the same; so subject and treatment are in harmony. But

the city of Carl Sandburg has some perspective, which

the drawing has not. It is like most of the other at

tempts of persons who essay to make pictures before they

have even learned to draw, and who think that mere

"fuzziness" will take the place of structural detail ; and

that the artist can, like the squid, exude an inky sub

stance which will render him obscure. The squid is the

more honest; he seeks concealment.

cism : Professor Bristow Adams. We wish to compliment him on his

penetrating insight, his ability in picking out the salient points of a

work of art such as this, and especially on his originality of critical

thought. The Eka firmly believes that there will be a second renais

sance among the fine arts when there are more men like him.

Incidentally, we sincerely hope that none of our patient readers will

feel that we have been "kidding the public."

I at least agree with the critic whom you have quoted,—

presumably for the guidance of your competitors,—who

says that the artist has expressed "smoke and stench."

Any smudge with a lithographic pencil can express smoke.

And the whole picture, to ref-vamp an old mixed metaphor,

is "a stench in the public gaze."

Possibly one of the worst faults of the picture is that

it has gone out of style. Four or five years ago, when

many bad artists sought to cover their crudities under the

general titles of futurism, cubism, and the like, a lot of

this sort of thing "got across." The few good things of

these movements added by sincere artists have been ab

sorbed. The others have been discarded and "Chicago

From the Waterfront" should have gone into the discard

long ago.

Sincerely,

Bristow Adams.
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By Professor Clark S. Northup, '93

The Days of a Man. By David Starr Jordan.

Yonkers: World Book Company. 1922. 2 vols.,

pp. 710, 906. $15 and $40.

In two well printed and superbly illustrated vol

umes, the most illustrious alumnus of Cornell has

told the story of his long life. As Dr. Jordan

looked at his audience at the Honor Societies din

ner at Risley that evening last June, fifty years

after he left Cornell with an M.S. sheepskin under

his arm, it was easy to see that time had not dealt

harshly with him. To few men has it been given

to enjoy half a century of such varied or useful

activity. As a worker in the science of fishes, a

teacher, a president of two universities, a public

lecturer, a traveler, a poet, and an advocate of

world peace, he has left his impress on the world's

life at many points.

Any narrative of such a life, even if lacking in

the graces of style, would be of great importance
and not devoid of interest. But Dr. Jordan not

only has much that is important to say, but also

says it with great skill. He enlivens the narrative

with many a lively anecdote and with an occa

sional witticism. But the proportion is always

good.

The Jordans were and are staunch Cornellians.

Not only was Dr. Jordan a member of the first

four-year class, but his sister Mary (now Mrs.

Edwards '78) was the third woman to enter, his

daughter Edith took her M.A. here under Profes

sor Morse Stephens, and his second wife was Miss

Jessie Knight, of the class of '90. The section

dealing with the author's life at Cornell, filling
some fifty pages, will be read by Cornellians with
the greatest interest. It was natural that Presi
dent Jordan should take with him to Stanford in
1891 a number of Cornell men—Branner, Earl

Barnes, Elliott, Charles Marx, Anderson, Samuel
J. Brun, Griffin, Laird, Comstock, Woodruff, New
comer, Bolton C. Brown, Dudley.
Dr. Jordan's interests in various mutters have

taken him to the four corners of the globe. We
have narratives of travel in Europe, Mexico, Can

ada, Japan, Samoa, Hawaii, Australia, Egypt,

Alaska, and nearly every part of the United States.

He was an early climber of the Matterhorn ; the

prospect of hardship or difficulty seems to have

spurred him on instead of holding him back. These

journeys have been motivated by various im

pulses : scientific investigation, the interests of

world peace, educational, business, or study. The

result has been to give him an extraordinary va

riety of experiences, which make this autobiogra

phy in some respects one of the most entertaining
ever written. Illuminating, too, are his accounts

andl interpretations of the great events of the

world's recent history. Comment on men is in

variably discriminating yet kindly and generous—

or suppressed. The reader of these volumes writes

down the distinguished author as one who loves

his fellow men.

The World in Falseface. By George Jean

Nathan. New York: Knopf. 1923. 326 pages.

The same old stuff: self-assurance, unblushing
conceit, sublime (or at least sublimated) indiffer

ence to the anguish of a mad world, the saying of

clever things and the evident knowledge that he
can go on saying them for a long time, a lot of

real wit, much common sense, some uncommon

nonsense ; this is what we have learned to expect
from Nathan, and this is what we have here.

Query : How long will Nathan continue to be a

competent critic for the average theater-goer?
He knows so nearly everything about plays that
for him much has become tiresome which the av

erage playgoer does not find so at all. Matthew

Arnold was afraid he knew too much about

Homer's language to be a good critic of Homeric

translations. We wonder if Nathan doesn't know
too much about the theater. Why not stop for a

while writing criticism about plays, and try to

write a play? Let him give others an opportunity
to get back at him. Then both Nathan and we

might have the new sensation for which he is

really seeking.
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Finders : More Poems in American. By John

V. A. Weaver. New York : Knopf. 83 pages.

There is real poetry and a lot of it in Weaver's

book. But where does he get the crazy notion

that it is more poetical for being written in "Amer

ican"? Nothing is gained, so far as we can see,

by using a lot of vulgarisms like "I seen," "gotta,"

"ast," "you done it." Of course plumbers and

ditchers talk that way; but who cares? These

poems are not helped but hindered by the language

—which is not necessarily American at all. The

best poem in the book, "Scratches," has no trace

of "American," thank God. If John Weaver is

wise, he will henceforth write English, which is

after all the real American.

Town and Gown. By Lynn and Lois Seyster

Montross. New York : Doran. 283 pages.

Thirteen episodes having to do with the life in a

Middle Western State university town. The char

acters are, we hope, entirely unusual and untypi

cal. There is Peter Warshaw, the radical, Andy

Protheroe, the fusser, Betty Udell, the climber,

Andrews, who failed to make a fraternity, Pewter

Hughes, the roue and also the All-American foot

ball player—a sorry lot, few of them powerful in

the upper story, none especially amusing. It is

on the whole a sad picture of the Western univer

sity "Main Street" that the authors paint. Some

of the stories are not especially well motivated.

Why, for example, does Peter Warshaw leave his

fraternity? And the sketch of "Yellow" stops

just when the reader has got a fine start. Noth

ing happens. Is Pewter yellow because nothing

happens? There is some profanity, which we do

not mind, since most d.f.'s have to swear; but

there is at least one vulgar cabaret joke to which

we strongly object. Yet there is some good writ

ing in the book.

A Book About Myself. By Theodore Dreiser.

New York: Boni & Liveright. 502 pages.

The book is not so bad as the title sounds. It

is a real human document that Dreiser has given

us. He has seen enough of the seamy side of life,

has had contacts enough with the underworld, to

make this narrative of his early journalistic years

most interesting. The publishers advertise it- as

"honest autobiography." Probably there never -was

such a thing; but at least the book has the ear

marks of an attempt at honest self-portraiture,
and the author seems to be reasonably frank.

There are some moving portraits: the author's

father, Alice, Wood, Mooney. The narrative helps

the reader to understand the reason for Dreiser's

point of view with reference to religion and so

ciety. It is a book well worth reading.

STEVE'S SHOT-PUT

(Continued from page 8)

Steve looked for Gaufrette ; she was applauding,

her cheeks rosy with excitement!

Bull Ardsley, with a curling sneer, again took

up the shot. His foot scratched the earth for a

good footing; he paused; gently raised and low

ered the shot in his right hand ; paused again ;

then sharply, with a convulsion of the body, he

sent the weight speeding forth in a great para

bola ; 52 feet and a new world's record !

In the midst of a hurricane of frenzy only Steve

remained unmoved. Again he picked up the shot ;

again, balancing carefully, he launched it forth.

But alas, his old shoes had slipped slightly on the

soft turf; his mighty effort was fruitless—only

49 feet 4 inches !

Bull Ardsley, with an imperial gesture, de

clined to try again. He donned his dressing-gown

(Continued on page 24)

Architects' sketch of Lyon Hall, Prepared by Day a

Klauder
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COLLEGE EDUCATION AND THE ACTOR

(Continued from page 10)

tion. It cannot be too positively stated that mere

education, be it ever so fine, can never make an

actor or indeed an artist of any sort, but it must

be equally evident that the man who has only the

emotional equipment will reach his limits sooner

than the man who has that plus an intellectual

training. To revert to our simile, the former can

build only an adobe house, picturesque and satis

fying as far as it goes, but lacking the enduring

and monumental qualities which can be supplied

by the latter. The better rounded man can turn

his clay into brick and reach the clouds.

It would be easy to mention specific lines of edu

cation which might be of use. Obviously, the actor

who knew something of Greek history and litera

ture would be better prepared to play in some of

the ancient tragedies, than the one who was un

certain whether Euripides was a trade name for

a brand of indestructible overhauls, or a skin dis

ease. The one will be able to supply from his own

knowledge the subtle details of atmosphere which

give a performance the quality of reality. The

other will say what he has to say, and do what he

has to do, but he cannot lose himself in surround

ings of which he knows nothing, and his perform

ance is like a flat silhouette, without illusion. Lan

guages are useful in themselves for occasional di

rect application, or more frequently in enabling

the actor to read in the original plays which are

done in translation. Many times an uncertain

passage can be readily cleared up by the actor

with some knowledge of foreign languages. Plays

often deal with specialized characters. If one is

called upon to play the part of a biologist who in

dulges in a certain amount of scientific language,

it is evident that a better performance can be

given by the actor to whom scientific language

conveys some meaning. Psychology especially

should be invaluable to the actor, for his whole

work consists in analyzing and reproducing men

tal and emotional states. His work can truly be

called applied psychology. In certain modern

dramas, as for instance Shaw's later works, the

intellectual quality of the play itself dominates so

largely that the actor who attempts to interpret
them without a fairly complete education is simply

playing in the dark.

Such direct practical applications of education

to histrionism, however, are the part rather than

the whole. Acting is the most inclusive of all the

arts ; it gathers all the others to itself in order to

represent life in its entirety,—life in sound, form,

color, motion, thought, feeling. It must, there

fore, be obvious that to the man or woman whose

business it is to illustrate life in all its manifesta

tions, the more he knows about that life,—what

it has been, what it is, and what it may be,—what

it feels, thinks, and suffers,—the more perfectly

will he be able to reproduce the illusion of these

various phases.

Personally, my experience as a college-bred man

in the theatre has led me to the conclusion that

every cultural attainment is of the greatest value,

both direct and indirect, to the actor. I do not

believe that any actor can reach the very top of

his profession without a pretty thorough educa

tional equipment. If he is without it, he must ac

quire it, and the man who steps upon the stage

with the benefit of a university training behind

him occupies a strategic position, provided he has

guarded against the development of the mental to

the exclusion of the emotional side of his nature.

The two must proceed together. It is on this side

that university training, as at present consti

tuted, is the weakest, officially at least, though this

lack is partially compensated for by activities out

side the regular curriculum.

Slowly, but surely, the stage is voicing a de

mand for higher educational standards among its

followers, for it is evident that the actor whose

business is to recreate and embody any part of the

wide horizon of human life needs just that broad

and liberal culture which it is the aim of our uni

versities and colleges to supply.

STEVE'S SHOT-PUT

(Continued from page 23)

deliberately. The cruel contempt of his smile

burnt Steve's very soul.

He was to have one last try; it was now or

never! He glanced once more at the place where

She was sitting. Wonder of wonders! Her lips
were moving in supplication. "Go in and win,

Steve," she cried; "For Cornell—and me!"

Steve felt the strength of giants surging in his

veins. "I will beat Bull Ardsley!" he breathed. "I

will, I will !" He seized the shot ; his muscles

cracked and heaved ; the world seemed to rock

with the vasfness of his effort; the shot flashed

into air; up, up . . . down . . . down . . .

But no, he didn't do it that time either.
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Hudson

By Ralph Gordon, Grad.

The high sun spilled his light upon

The white-shelved clouds. Their soft gray bosoms

Slept beneath their plumage of light.

The horizon blue was yellowed to green

By the all-golden mellowness. In curls

Of the olive waters the foam leapt golden.

But far to the North the steadfast river

Lay in a rippled sereneness of blue,

A rich, magnificent field of taciturn

Light, beneath the airy, loving

Lightness of the round of sky.

Upon the grass, gay and white-sparkled

By the first thin snow, upon the snow

Silken with lilac shade, upon

The icy stream of the willow twigs

Stiff with the wind, upon the stupid

Squares of city brick, stubborn and red,

The sun made honeyed glory ; and flashed

From the shield-like wing of a Northern gull.

This poem is reprinted with the author's per

mission from The Poets of the Future, A College

Anthology of Verse for 1921-1922, edited by

Henry T. Schnittkind, Ph.D. It is the only one in

the volume chosen from the work of Cornell stu

dents.

CORNELL AND THE CANARY

(Continued from page 7)

WHY did not we as a graduate of the old school

do our duty and wave the red flag of danger?

WELL, we did wave the red flag.

BUT one-half of the populace thought that there

was going to be an auction sale and they were dis

appointed when we offered them no bargains and

they called us names which are not pretty.

AND the other half shouted "Bolshevism. Lynch
the fellow," and they returned to the even tenor

of their concordances of everything that had ever

been written or thought by men and women who

had actually been alive.

AS we had nothing to sell and had no desire for

martyrdom we rolled up our little banner and re

turned to our basement in Baltimore.

NOW the flag is used at night to cover up the

canary.

IT is a strange world.

THE CAT, THE CANARY AND MR. VAN LOON

(Continued from page 20)

generated by Mr. Van Loon's article will focus,

for it is the only point at which it will do any

good. We can not hope to diminish the size of

Cornell, nor be able to pay many more men able

enough and loud voiced enough to talk to the

whole university from a rail fence. This lack of

contact outside of the class room can and ought

to be remedied. As far as we know, there are

only three "at homes" conducted by members of

the faculty besides a Sunday night orchestra

which is naturally limited to those musically in

clined and one given by the wife of a faculty mem

ber. Even if the students all decided that they

would like to attend these soirees it would be

impossible for them all to get in. If there were

only more, it might at least be more feasible. The

Era hereby offers to act as social secretary to any

professor who wishes to start a series of gather

ings and will furnish any desired number of

"guests" for the first session. Of course, provided

we may have all we want of the refreshments.

R. S. H.
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At Confectioner, Fraternity Store, and Grocer
"The All Cornell Selection"

MALTOAT BISCUIT

5c Lunch Packages 1 5c House Use

FOR SPREADS

A. C. Wrights Mayonnaise, Marmalade

Salad Dressing

NORTH SHORE Delicious Salted Nuta and

Potato Chips

COOPERATION SALES AGENCY

Distributors Phone 3721
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HART SCHAFFNER Sc MARX

?zaf-

VOU may depend on the same

authoritative correctness and

high standard of excellence in hats,

haberdashery and clothing which

you buy of our Representatives to

the Colleges as you would expect

to find in any one of our four

New York Stores.

"Satisfaction or Money Back"

Broadway, below Chambers

Broadway, cor. 29th
246-248 West 125th

3d Ave., cor. 122d
New York

Exhibit at 220 East State Street

Every other week

TRUE AND FALSE INTERNATIONALISM

(Continued from page 12)

speaking terms." Here indeed was Diogenes, a female

Diogenes, to the life!

Very different is the spirit of the true internationalist.

He is not a cosmopolitan, but a nationalist with an inter,

a "between," a power to see beyond and across the fron

tier of his own country into the lands and minds of his

neighbors. And he is an internationalist not in spite but

because of his nationalism. Sympathy and understanding

do not drop down upon us from the moon. They are nur

tured by our common living. One might paraphrase a

verse of scripture and say: if you have not loved your

next-door neighbor whom you have seen, how can you love

your overseas neighbor whom you have not seen? Or, to

put it in still more concrete language: if you have not

loved the European immigrant in your own country, how

can you love the Europeans of Europe? Internationalism

must grow up from the same roots as national patriotism,

attachment to country, and a desire to communicate what

is best and most enduring in it to the world.

It has often been contended by thoughtless writers on

both sides of the Atlantic, especially before the war, that

art, literature, and culture generally are international in

their nature, transcending the petty boundaries and shib

boleths of politicians and governments. Nothing could

be more untrue. Art and literature are from their very

nature national, not international, whereas politics is the

natural starting point for international cooperation and

organization. I knew of a German married couple who,

settling in England after their wedding, were presented

with a complete edition of Schlegel's translation of

Shakespeare; and not long ago I saw a performance of

Twelfth Night in Paris in a French version made by a

young Greek man of letters. But neither Schlegel nor the

Greek could give the real Shakespeare; for the Swan of

Avon is English and cannot be internationalized. Nor,

to come closer home, can Walt Whitman, or Mark Twain,

or Carl Sandburg, or even a pure New Englander like Rob

ert Frost be Anglicized. They are just American. Gov

ernment, on the other hand, lends itself without difficulty

to internationalism, as in the inter-ally boards and com

mittees that grew up during the war and in the Geneva

Secretariat.

An incident that happened a few years ago illustrates

this point very well. A distinguished English statesman,

very un-Celtic in his perceptions, paid a visit to a college

in the. heart of Wales to address the students. I had the

privilege of dining with him before the meeting, and from

a word he dropped, I gathered that he had not given much

attention to the coming discourse. He found himself fac

ing an audience of Welsh students, men and women, full

of patriotic ardour and the peculiar Welsh emotional fer

vour which has been the inspiration of so many preachers

and the undoing, alas, of many demagogues. What did he

tell these young Sinn Feiners, eager to do for Wales what

Synge and Yeats and A. E. and Lady Gregory had done

for their sister nation across the Irish channel? He told

them that he was familiar with Welsh national ideals,

since a deceased leader of the Welsh group at Westminster

had been a friend of his; but that he valued the opportu

nity of meeting Welshmen on a wider and more interna

tional basis. And then he proceeded to emit a series of

improvised platitudes, or rather paradoxes, about the cold

internationalism of culture as contrasted with the fevered

nationalism of politics. No one in the audience was dis

continued on page 29)
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George Doll's

Men's Furnishings

Athletic Goods

Shoes

"

Always Something Doing

at Doll's"

41 1 "College Town"

BOOKS PUBLICATIONS

Norton Printing Co.
(THE N. P. C. PRESS)

317 East State Street

Ithaca

CATALOGS LAW BRIEFS

Eat It With Music

Sodas, Sundaes, Sandwiches, Candy
and other confectionery with

your favorite piece at

POP'S
415 College Ave.

Public Sales

* * 4

We have purchased 122,000 pair U. S.

Army Munson last shoes, sizes b\'-> to 12,

which was the entire surplus stock of one

of the largest U. S. Government shoe

contractors.

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred per

cent solid leather, color dark tan, bellows

tongue, dirt and waterproof. The actual

value of this shoe is $6.00. Owing to this

tremendous buy we can offer same to the

public at $2.95.

Send correct size. Pay postman on de

livery or send money order. If shoes are

not as represented we will cheerfully re

fund your money promptly upon request.

National Bay State

Shoe Company
296 Broadway, New York. N. Y.
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TRUE AND FALSE INTERNATIONALISM

(Continued from page 2(5)

respectful enough to challenge him, but he had soon low

ered it to the temperature of his academic principles; and

the mutual understanding of England and Wales was a

little less advanced at the end of the evening than at the

beginning.

Europe and America have much to gain from fruitful

contact; but it must be a contact of equals, and a contact

of real personalities. Let Cornell breed good Americans

and we may trust the needs of twentieth century life to

turn their national qualities to international ends.

THIS MUD RUSH OF OURS

(Continued from page 15)

honored tradition after midnight of the first party with

which it had been connected.

Another abuse sprang up, similarly becoming a time

honored tradition over night. In one of the earlier years

a combat, did actually ensue in which one of the contestants

had some of his clothing stripped off. He was utterly em

barrassed, because there was obviously no precedent for

it. Generations of Cornellians had battled on Washing
ton's Birthday without a single shirt ever thinking of

giving Avay under the strain. Shirts simply don't do it,

and the other more durable clothing is not constructed so

it can even be removed intentionally, in the short time al

lotted to a rush.

By the following year, however, it had become a custom,

and now annually there is more clothing removed, torn

off, and possibly surreptitiously left home, than was ever

torn off in twenty years of battles for the possession of

the Lyceum and its successor, the Armory.
It is conceivable, however, that there are more sons of

clothing merchants and prospective haberdashers in col

lege now than there used to be among the simple minded

giants of a score of years ago.

If this simple historical sketch must have a moral

tagged on to it, here it is. Return the Freshman Banquet
to February, and the abuses will take care of themselves.

If privacy is desired, start it at the crack of dawn.

STUDENTS TWENTY YEARS AGO AND NOW

(Continued from page 18)

vastly less demoralization and unhappiness due

to carelessness in money matters. There is less

running up large bills with no reasonable expecta
tion of ever being able to pay them. The sheriff

doesn't go around attaching the personal effects

of undergraduates as much as he did. Fewer stu

dents, at the end of the term, board the train at

Ludlowville, Varna, and Caroline to avoid saying

goodbye to the creditors who wait for them at the

Ithaca stations of the Lackawanna and the Le

high.

These are the figures. How do they add up?
On which side of the balance ? Which is the bet

ter time to live or to have lived on the heights?
Those questions, my dear sir or madam, are left

to you for solution. You'll be satisfied with your

own answer and with that of nobody else.
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Stevens Custom

Shirt Co.

Mak(sr of

Fashioned-to-Fit

Custom Shirts

Bates Block Aurora and Seneca Sts.

CORNELL BARBER SHOP

Neatest Haircutting in the city

We solicit and appreciate your patronage

Razors, Strops and Toilet Articles

For Sale

_<§> 4* *

AL and TOM

The Christiance - Dudley
Pharmacy, Inc.

214-216 East State Street

Palm Olive Shampoo 50c Bandolines

and

Mulsified Cocoanut Oil 45c Brilliantines

Lacocastile 20c
Colgate
Melba

Packer's Liquid Sham

poo 50c

Roger & Gallett

Slick

Hair Groom

Wild Root Shampoo 50c Stacomb
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Aberdeen Pipes
Made in London by one of the oldest

and most reliable manufacturers in

all England especially for us.

$3.00 each

Our pipes are made of carefully se

lected briar roots, are hand turned

and fitted with vulcanite bits.

University Smoke Shop

Ithaca Hotel

Petrillose Bros.

Dry Cleaning and Pressing
Shortest Possible Time

Suits Made to Order $35 Up
Work Called for and Deliverd

Dial 7744

Houses and Individual Pressing Contracts

Maxudian Taxi

Dial 2000

DANCES :

1 Couple $3.00 Round Trip
3 Couples $5.00 "

4 Couples $4.00

Day and Night Service

We Specialize in Long Trips

Our Contributors

HENDRICK
WILLIAM VAN LOON is proba

bly best known through his merry little ar

ticle in Smart Set about such things as the

I. T. C. and the Windsor Hotel, although he also

had some few snatches on more serious topics. It

will undoubtedly come as a surprise to our read

ers to know that he also has written some small

pamphlets and papers on historical subjects, one

of which is soon to be done into the cinema by the

same man that produces Rupert Hughes' exciting
stories. Mr. Van Loon's friends predict that if

he keeps on struggling he may amount to some

thing some day.

Morris Bishop, while in college, was on the Era

board. Since leaving, however, he has found time

to enlarge his field and so now is a frequent con

tributor to the Saturday Evening Post, the Cor

nell Era, and several other well known maga

zines.

Edgar Stehli, although he is not so tall and

hasn't John Barrymore's profile, plays an impor
tant part in this new production of Hamlet; in

fact, on his shoulders rests the important function

of precipitating the tragedy.
Professor Zimmern is another one of those ig

norant Oxford men who can do nothing but talk

of cricket and Rugby.
Robert Warren Sailor (known to a few intimate

friends as "Tubby") is frequently seen as Roast-

master at various banquets. In this capacity, he
feels perfectly free to make wise cracks about

Romeyn Berry and his pants. The two are in

separable. Therefore when Rym is called upon to

tell his "Oyster" story, he always preludes it with
a few wise cracks at Tubby.
Professor Clark S. Northup. having edited an

edition of Carlyle's Sartor Resartus, feels perfect
ly at home "sorter resorting" some of the new

books.

Professor Bristow Adams, B.A., Ph.D., etc.. is

wasting his time hanging around Glista Ernestine

when he should be in the front row of critics. Per

sonally, we feel that his one criticism appearing
in this issue places him on a par with Macaulay.
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J±\ CORDIAL invitation is ex

tended to you to see the

finest selection of Spring and

Summer Woolens we have

shown in many years.

Select your topcoat, sport or

business suit now and avoid

waiting.

Kohm & Brunne

TAILORS

222 East State Street Opp- Ithaca Hotel

THE

PUBLIC MARKET
r

The Place to Buy Your Meats"

We count satisfied customers

our greatest asset

Let us serve you

* * *

WILLIAM KNIGHT

115 North Aurora Street

POP CORN
Before the Show

FRESH HOT BUTTERED

—and after

CIGARS CIGARETTES

WELCH'S
NEXT TO THE CRESCENT

CANDIES

STRAND THEATRE
March 1, 2, 3—Thurs., Fri., Sat.

"HIS WIFE'S HUSBAND"

and

FIVE ACTS OF VAUDEVILLE

March 4, 5, 6, 7—Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.

Norma Talmadge in "THE ETERNAL FLAME"

and

Buster Keaton in "PALEFACE"

Coming—Harold Lloyd in his latest five-reel fea

ture, "Dr. Jack."

CRESCENT THEATRE

Tuesday-Wednesday—February 27-28

Elaine Hammerstein in "EVIDENCE"

Added: Bull Montana in "MUD AND SAND'

* * *

Thursday-Friday-Saturday
—March 1-2-3

Bebe Daniels in "SINGED WINGS"

Daily at 3, 7:30 and 9
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ADMIRA TION

EVERY WOMAN ADMIRES FLOWERS

Just a few flowers or a blooming

plant indoors or outside give a

note of cheer and brightness to

the darkest day.

We wire flowers to all points.

THE BOOL FLORAL COJnc.

Army & Navy Store
"The Best Place to Shop"

* * «

Work, Sport and Water-proof Clothing
Leather Reversible Coats

Ladies' Leather Coats

Sheeplined Coats

Riding Breeches
Ladies' Breeches

Cloth Arctics

Army Shirts
Underwear

Sweaters

Scarfs

Shoes

Every Thing for Out-door Life

Army & Navy Store
110 South Aurora Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

A Printing Job

requiring parallel folds, or a combination

of parallel and right angle folds holds no

terrors for us.

We have the only Model B Cleveland

folder in Ithaca. It takes a sheet from

6x6 to 25x38 inches.

Grace Printing Company
117 South Tioga Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

(Next to Hook's)

Phone 2563

IDEAL LUNCH
1 03 North Tioga Street

A neat, clean down-to-date eating place

Quick service, good food and prices right

We make all our pies, cakes and puddings

TRY THE IDEAL

Satisfaction in Fit and Quality
You will like the feel the fit and the wear ofthe clothes
we will tailor to your individual measurement. Let

us make your clothes to measure. We guarantee to

render satisfaction in every detail. Hundreds of new

est patterns all pure wool to select from.

I. V. Dell

Merchant Tailor 213 Dryden Rd.

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing done on short notice

Ladies" work a specialty. Contracts written
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MODEL 7Ar FLIGHT /-o

"The way of an Eagle in the air"

ENTURY after century
men broke their necks

trying to fly. They had

not troubled to discover

what Solomon called "the way of

an eagle in the air."

In 1 891 came Samuel Pierpont
Langley, secretary of the Smith

sonian Institution. He wanted

facts. His first step was to whirl

flat surfaces in the air, to measure

the air pressures required to sus

tain these surfaces in motion and

to study the swirls and currents of

the air itself. Finally, in 1896, he

built a small steam-driven model

which flew three-quarters of a

mile.

With a Congressional appro

priation of $50,000 Langley built

a largeman-carryingmachine. Be

cause it was improperly launched,
it dropped into the Potomac River.

Years later, Glenn Curtiss flew it

at Hammondsport, New York.

Congress regarded Langley's

attempt not as a scientific experi
ment but as a sad fiasco and

refused to encourage him further.

He died a disappointed man.

Langley 's scientific study which

ultimately gave us the airplane
seemed unimportant in 1896.
Whole newspaper pageswere given

up to the sixteen-to-one ratio of

silver to gold.

"Sixteen-to-one" is dead polit
ically. Thousands of airplanes
cleave the air— airplane? built

with the knowledge that Langley

acquired.

In this work the Laboratories of

the General Electric Company

played their part. They aided in

developing the "supercharger,"
whereby an engine may be sup

plied with the air that it needs for

combustion at altitudes of four

miles and more. Getting the facts

first, the Langley method, made

the achievement possible.

What is expedient or important
today may be forgotten tomorrow.

The spirit of scientific research

and its achievements endure.

€-

General |||Electric
general Office COmpanV SchtnecUdytMY.

95S36D



NEST OF THE WHITE-FACED HORNET (VESPA MACULATA)
The hornets are the original papermakers. They mix the weathered ravelings on old fences and unpainted barns with a
sticky saliva and produce wonderful paper nests. They beat us by many years in producing paper from"3 pi p Some
varieties make such an excellent grade of paper that it can be written upon with pen and ink. This eno-rav£oP a splend d
specimen of the photoengraver's art is shown through the courtesy of the Ithaca Engraving Company Ithaca*'New York
by which firm the plates were made direct from the specimen.

»t«tn.\. nuaia, ixew ioik.

rYour Story
in Picture

Leaves

Nothing Untold'

This plate was printed in colors in the Jan

uary Number of the Inland Printer, Amer
ica's largest magazine for Printers. A de
cided compliment to our workmanship.

ITHACA ENGRAVING COMPANY

The Atkinson Press, Ithaca, N. Y.
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Come in and see

THE NEW SEASON'S NEWEST

m

Hart Schaffner & Marx

Suits and Topcoats

$20 to $50

SPRING HATS
—that are brimful of style and quality ; a

pleasing variety of browns, tans and greys.

Our

SILK HOSE

are the best values afoot

SHOES

—of ease, elegance and economy

Stetson

Bostonian

Boyden

SHIRTS

In all the fashionable colors, in the newest de

signs—with or without collars.

Buttrick& Frawley ,

The Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx

inc.
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Year after Year

The Lenox
is a cordial host-—the Boston headquarters for college teams

Year after Year

The Brunswick

and college men.

is the high place of Boston's fashionable night life, famous for Egypt]an Room Dinner Dances.

In Boston
on either side of Copley Square, close to the Back Bay stations, near the theatres, neighbors

with fine shops— two hotels that share the traditions of every campus.

THE LENOX

Boylston St., at Exeter

L. C. PRIOR, Managing Director

THE BRUNSWICK

Boylston St., at Copley Sq.

STUNTBOOKS EVERSHARPS
We have added a new Truly the most success
item called the "Vivo- ful propelling pencil.
graph". A bit more The Co-op. sold the first
expensive but an unus one sold in Ithaca and
ual book. Plenty of

possibly the first hui
room ior expansion. dred. The sale of Ever-
The Co-op. stuntbooks sharps is increasing in

please many.

1
spite of competition.

Cornell Co-
Morrill Hall

op. Society

o

Ithaca, N. Y.
-

—

*
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Every day in every way
—

(trade mark)

IZE and quality combined, here is sure the best bar on the

market today. Just dripping full of nut meats—fresh clean,

snappy walnuts—and the filler of chocolate pudding is firm

and still it's fluffy, if you can imagine such a delightful combina

tion of the qualities of superiority.

Then over and around and about this inner nugget of delicious wholesomeness

there is a crispya coting of pure, fresh chocolates.

"GET HAPPY" At All Candy Stores



An unique and picturesque view of the Johnny Parsons' Club, Cornell's new winter
home. Triphammer Falls is caught in the throes of a March winter.
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Babbitt

Being an Additional Chapter of Babbitt in the Manner of Sinclair Lewis

By J. W. P. '24

BABBITT
carefully

tamped out the glowing

stub of his after dinner

cigar on the edge of the dis

colored brass ash receiver.

He twisted a knob on the side

of the tray and the ill smell

ing stub dropped through a

trap to a lower receptacle

where its last dying smudge

was effectively smothered. He

sighed. Then his face lit up.

It was Thursday evening.

Babbitt rather looked for

ward to Thursday evenings.

Evenings as a rule were mo

notonous things. They were

simply to be endured as a use

less but quite inevitable lapse

between dinner and bed time. But Thursday

evenings were different ; on Thursday evenings he

pared his toe nails. Babbitt gave a pleased grunt

in anticipation of the forthcoming ceremony.

With a shuffling step, necessitated by the effort tc

keep on his runover brown-and-red leather slip

pers, he flopped over to the high mahogany-ve

neered dresser. With a s-q-u-e-e—k he pulled ou1

its top drawer. The mingled odor of an upsel

bottle of Moss Rose Bandoline, of a long and fat

fifty-center-souvenir of a Boosters Banquet, of

freshly laundered handkerchiefs, and of quite un-

laundered socks, gently wafted out.

With an irritated "Damn," he righted the up

set bottle of hair tonic and pressed its paraffine

cork in more firmly. Then reaching under a stack

of Guaranteed Rinkle-less Foulard ties he found

the object of his search: a gleaming pair of Shef

field steel scissors. "Damn neat little toolibus,"

he murmured approvingly as he slashed its nicely

fitted blades back and forth with a bright click.

He pushed the brass-knobbed, heavily laden

drawer back in place with a rasping sq-u-u-u-u-nk,
then flopped with impatient steps over to his bed

and seated himself on its edge. Sitting on the

edge of the bed was firmly disapproved of by Mrs.

George F. Babbitt, but behind locked doors Bab-

I bitt was often wont to in-

| dulge in this forbidden lux

ury. He smoothed the

wrinkles out of the bed

spread—a heavy white bed

spread with myriad Fleur-

de-lis embroidered in pink

French-knots—and gently

laid the glittering shears on

the smoothed area, taking

care not to let the sharp

points fray the spread.

Then he carefully crossed

his right leg over the left

fitting the ankle into the lit

tle hollow above his left knee

to make the position more

stable. With a sharp little

kick he sent his brown-and-

red leather slipper hurling across the room. It

bounced on the worn brown rug and ended its

trip by sliding under the high dresser. George

Babbitt wiggled his unshod toes back and forth

gleefully, making strange clicks. Then, focusing

the Adjustable-Never-Scratch-Felt-Grip Bed

Lamp so as to prevent his hand from casting any

shadows, he picked up the scissors and scrutinized

his pink and pudgy foot. "Ought to wear wider

shoes," he reflected, for the seven hundred and

eighty-third time that year. "Must get a pair of

Frank's-Form-Fit-Foot-Fixing kicks."

As usual, he started in on the littlest toe. To

clo this always involved a mental struggle for

Babbitt. The great toe, with its large, thick nail,

was a severe temptation, but he resolutely saved

it for the last. Inserting one blade underneath

the nail he pressed back the soft underflesh with

his other hand, so as to free as much of the nail

as possible. With its jaws widely distended he

gently slid the lower blade of the scissors as far

under as he could and deliberately closed the

blades. The crescent shaped particle clung tena

ciously to its nail by a slight thread. "Heck!"

ejaculated Babbitt. With a sharp snip he com

pletely severed it and it fluttered to the floor.

(Continued on page 25)
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Commencement Day Procession, June, 1920. The buildings from left to right are Sage Memorial Chapel, McCormick

Dorms, Severance Administration Building, and Swasey Science Hall.

Cornell - in - China

University of Nanking, Our Chosen Field for Future Activity

ITH high hopes for the future, Presi

dent Farrand, the Board of Trustees

of the University, and the Directors

of the C. U. C. A., recently approved
the plan of the Cornell-in-China

Club to establish an educational en

terprise at the University of Nan

king, Nanking, China. This univer

sity began in 1910 with the union of

the higher educational work in Nanking of the

Foreign Christian Mission, the Northern Presby
terian Mission, and the Northern Methodist Mis

sion.

The selection of Nanking for this extension

work by Cornell was made after detailed consid

eration of the advantages offered by several other

places. The city was the ancient Chinese capital
before the Manchu conquest in 1640, and is en

closed by a great wall twenty-one miles in circum

ference, built between five and seven hundred

years ago. It was from this wall that bricks were

taken for the construction of the buildings of

Nanking University; these bricks are twenty by
eight by four inches and have nearly the resist

ance of cast iron, for when struck by a hammer

they give a very similar ring.
The city's present population is about four hun

dred thousand, less than half the number it held
in the clays of its greatest prosperity. In fact,
inside the walls there are several quite large
stretches of farm land and jungle where one can

easily get a bag of pheasants before breakfast.
Agriculturally, the field of especial interest to the
Cornell project, Nanking is on the southern edge
of the great grain fields of Ho-Nan and Chiang
Su, and is one of the centers of cotton and silk
growing. It is but one hundred and fifty miles
from the sea on the great Yang-tzu Chiang River
less than fifty miles from the Grand Canal and ir

direct rail communication with Peking and Shang

hai, the latter being one of China's leading sea

ports. Moreover, there is water communication

with Wu-Chang and Han-Kou, the latter the larg

est city in China (1917), in Hu-Pei province about

four hundred miles up the Yang-tzu.

When the university was just starting in 1910

there was a great famine to the north. As it was

necessary to find a place of refuge and some occu

pation for the sufferers, a warm-hearted Irish-

This is Hanchuan, the God of Literature. Until re

cently, it was worshipped by Chinese scholars before tak

ing their exams.
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man of Nanking managed to secure a grant from

the government of 5,000 acres of land on Purple

Mountain, the highest point in Nanking, and em

ployed the refugees in planting trees on this en

tire property, as a preventative of deforestation,

one of the primary causes of China's disastrous

floods. A result of this work was the starting of

a National Arbor Day, and also the College of Ag

riculture and Forestry of Nanking University of

which Dr. John F. Reisner, a graduate of Cornell,

is dean.

This college has been very active in bettering

agricultural conditions in the country. Mr. C. L.

Chen, also a Cornell graduate, is head of the de

partment of sericulture of which the Silk Dealer

has said, "The best research work (in the grow

ing of silk) being carried on in China is done by

Mr. Chen." Mr. Griffin, head of the department

of Cotton Culture, has collected 3,000 varieties of

cotton ; the work is supported by the Chinese

Cotton Dealers' Association, and recently Mr.

Griffin has developed a native cotton with larger

and better fibre than even the Egyptian cotton—

this will soon be worth millions of dollars yearly

to these Chinese people. By seed selection the

food products of China may easily be doubled,

*Therc is more cotton woven in China than in any other country.

and in this field the activity of the college is shown

by its selling more than $20,000 worth of seeds to

Chinese farmers in the past year.
Athletics are playing an increasingly important

part in the educational systems in China. For

merly a youth of the upper classes felt that he v/as

degrading himself to engage in any sort of physi
cal competition ; that was done only by the coolies,

the educated being concerned with but the train

ing of the mind. But in 1910, the year before the

revolution, this feeling took a sudden change. The

first national track meet in China took place at

Nanking in that year.

A rather tragic, yet to an American rather

humorous, incident occurred at that meet which

shows the attitude of the time. A prep school

high-jumper had entered the collegiate event, but

in making what should have proved to be the win

ing jump, knocked off the bar with the tip of his

queue. In China no gentleman would knot his

queue on the top of his head, much less would he

incur the extreme displeasure of the imperial gov

ernment by cutting it off. But so angry was this

youth at his failure that he slashed off the treas

ured possession and vowed to break the national

record the following day while taking part in the

(Continued on page 26)

HERE WE HAVE A PICTURE OF WHO'S WHO IN WOO HOO

This is Tai Ping Lu, or Great Peace Road, in Hankow, which divides the British concession from the na

tive city. Floods like this frequently occur in the summer, and as there is not a sewer in the native

city, the death rate usually takes a rapid rise due to cholera, typho.d, malar.a, etc.

'
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Indoor Track

HE indoor track schedule which Cor-

Tnell
has this year is certainly one of

the best ever. The triangular meet

with Harvard and Dartmouth has al

ready been taken care of, as well as

the Intercollegiates in New York.

This leaves dual meets with Dart

mouth and Michigan before the out

door season sets in.

As usual, Jack Moakley has the general public

and track experts guessing. He certainly seems

to be up to his old tricks. With Captain Lovejoy

in the dashes and Kirby in the mile, there was

nothing else to get excited about in the way of

track success. So that when the Indoor Intercol

legiates rolled around, the sport critics began

their articles by predicting the possible winners

and ending with a statement to safeguard them

selves against Jack's tricks by saying "Cornell, as

usual, will be in the fight from start to finish."

Whereupon, just to prove that safety statements

are worth while, the Red and White mentor took

down twenty-three men, which twenty-three men

all placed so that we took points in every single

event there was on the list. And as our old friend

Clemenceau would say, "That certainly is some

thing."

The triangular meet at Boston, in which we fin

ished second to Dartmouth, means nothing as re

gards track predictions. The entire team had

just about one week of actual training for the

event, and very few of the men were in any sort

«ma»..'t--

Captain Leroy Brown of Dartmouth clearing the bar with
ease.

A picturesque pose of Libby of Dartmouth, one of the

best pole-vaulters in the colleges.

of shape. Its main asset was to give one a line on

the general strength of the team. Weakness in

the broad jump, 35 pound weight, hurdles and

300-yard run were clearly evidenced and was

what cost us the meet, as a good showing was

made in all the other events.

Gradually rounding into shape, the team took

second honors at the Indoor Intercollegiates.

Only by amassing four first places and nine points
in the last event, the pole vault, did Penn finally
come out. on top. Cornell, however, showed such

balanced strength as to make the old track-wizards

chuckle with glee. There is nothing more excit

ing than to watch a dark horse finish in the front,

and Cornell certainly did live up to her standards
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by placing at least one man in every event.

This evidence of general strength puts an en

tirely different light on track prospects. With

the men slowly but surely rounding into shape,

the dual meet with Dartmouth ought to result in

a decided success for Cornell. The Green team

took first honors in the triangular meet at Boston

and placed third in the Indoor Collegiates. Led

by Captain Brown, who holds the world's record

for the high jump, we must concede them five

points in any meet to begin with. Which usually

helps in the total score of any meet. Libby, in the

pole vault, is the other star of the team and he is

capable of doing 12 feet 6 inches most any time.

Dartmouth is strong in the weights and field

events, but weak in the dashes and the shorter

distance runs.

Any meet with Dartmouth, however, is sure to

be of great interest to all Cornellians. Because it

is a hard fought, well contested battle with the

best of spirit. Like all the other Green teams

the track team has the same old Dartmouth fight

which makes them a dangerous rival in most any

thing.

The lack of individual stars has made Moakley

develop a team that must capture a majority of

the third and fourth places in order to figure in

the final score. For this reason, the squad is

large and the competition severe. The best re

sults are usually produced under these conditions

in any sport. Where every man can be made to

feel that he has a chance, the best sort of team

spirit and fight is produced.
One often wonders just what attraction there

is in track which makes a man stick it out for so

many years. In the grandstand, one gets a thrill

from the poetry of motion which is expressed by
the runner. But little consideration is given the

intensive grind that the track athlete must under

go. He has months of hard work, doing the same

thing most every day and gradually reaching his

perfection. If there is no spirit in a track team,
if there is a lack of that competitive spirit which

accounts for so much, it means that success is

seeking other fields. Competition rules in sports
as well as in industry, but it is not enough here.

There must be a certain competitive spirit to go

along with it. And when you have that competi

tive spirit, you have the essence of a track team

no matter how raw the material or how lacking

the stars.

There seems to be no reason why the team

should not finish its indoor season with two vic

tories. It is a slow process to get a team of prac

tically raw material into shape and working to

gether, but that is a problem which Jack Moakley

has been solving for many a year. And the long

list of victories is the best evidence of his success.

So that if the Red and White runners do not take

both Dartmouth and Michigan into camp, it will

indeed be a great disappointment to all followers

of the sport.

Left: Coach Moakley starts them off. Right: Captain Lovejoy, who ranks foremost among all college sprinters Top

center: the beginning of a long run on the board track. Bottom center: the end of a dash during the Saturday ria s,
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ffAn Engagement Bigamist"

ON
WTEEK DAYS, Henry Ross is our

janitor, which in Ithaca, in spite of

his name, means that he is colored.

/ / By all the precedents of negro folk-

r

"

# lore and customs, he should be George

/fl/ Washington Ross, or Epaminondas,

? *

n£ or some other name limited only by

»• f the most pretentious word in his par

ent's vocabulary,—but he isn't. Possibly the con

traction of his name occurred down at Penn when

he had to sign the myriad matriculation blanks

and found it took too much time. For Henry had

been somebody before he was lost in the swarms

of his kind here in Ithaca. Many times has he

told me how he used to be a "heat power engineer"

down in the stoke hole of a great big liner until

"on the advice of my physician, I deemed it wise

to withdraw." It was for this "position" that his

education at Penn had fitted him.

When Henry isn't stoking the heater down

stairs, he drinks. In fact, I have a strange sus

picion that gin had as much weight as his physi

cian in his giving up of his former role. This

much, however, must be said for him,—he can

drink. His stomach must be made of porcelain ;

if it were only cast iron, these corrosives he gur

gles would eat right through. Honestly, I believe

that a pint of wood alcohol would only give him a

slight jag.

But to my tale! The other morning as I was

coming up the drive, I saw Henry's wooly head

sticking out of a window on the far end of the

house from where my room is located. Neverthe

less, when I went up to leave my books a half

minute later, there he was in my room stirring up

the dust.

"Jess a minute, boy. I'se almost through."

Henry is nobody's fool; he knows the advan

tages in at least appearing to be working hard.

But this morning he didn't have the merry gleam
in his eye that he usually has when he thinks he

is getting away with something. Besides he

didn't start in on his usual harangue as he does

when he gets anybody alone. I was worried.

Henry had become an institution at the house and
I hated to think of his languishing away.
"What's the matter, Henry? Get too ginned up

last night?"

"No, suh. No, suh," with a melancholy catch in

his voice. "I'se engaged."
I laughed. "My congratulations, Henry. Are

you sure she'll support you?"

"I guesses they could if they would."

"Good Lord, Henry,—"

But then, just because I got Henry's story back

ward is no reason for my telling it that way,—nor

even in his words. I must admit my vocabulary

has its limits ; Henry's hasn't. If he can't think

of the word he wants on the spur of the moment,

he makes one up ; and since it would be impossible

to give the full beauty of Henry's monologues in

print, I won't even try to imitate him.

Henry was getting on in years. He saw the

little pickaninnies of his friends and developed a

yearning for some of his own. I'd alwrays thought
of Henry as a confirmed celebate, but the worst

of them seem to fall sooner or later. Finally, he

decided that if he could find the right "colored

lady," he would espouse her.

One day he was riding down town, when a ma

tronly lady, a new member of the Ithaca clan,

climbed into the car. Climbed, I think, is the

right word. These portly dames have to struggle
to get up those two steps. Henry sprang to her

assistance and later, when the conductor couldn't

change her five dollar bill, paid her fare. She

thanked him profusely and Henry stood there

blinking and grinning rapturously. As she was

leaving, she smiled : "Hopes to see vou soon. Mr.

Ross."

She did. One doesn't ignore such invitations

from a widow like Phoebe, who obviously had not

been left destitute.

Henry spent most of his free hours wooing his

princess. Then one night he decided to propose.

At the last minute, he felt he needed encourage
ment—so he took a drink. And since he simply
had to have company, he took another—and then

just three more for good measure. His courage

oozed out all over him. so he started off. In half a

minute, he was back for a few more.

By the time he got down to State Street, he was
under the impression that the buildings were ani
mate things. The Ithaca, with its portico, looked
like a huge dog sitting on its haunches. Henry
swore that the dog leaned over and licked the
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back of his neck. Treman and King's swung over

and almost blocked the street so that Henry had

to get down and wriggle along the sidewalk. The

only thing fixed in his mind was his intention of

proposing to Phoebe.

Something was pressing him down, down,—

down. He tried to struggle, but his arms were

paralyzed. The effort, however, woke him up.

He was lying in his own bed, the sun streaming

across the foot. He swung himself around, sit

ting on the edge with his head in his hands, and

tried to remember what had happened. From the

Treman and King episode on, his mind registered

absolutely nothing. Was he or was he not the be

trothed of Phoebe? Probably not. But then, you
never can tell. The only thing to do, of course,
was to call on Phoebe. She would know, at least.
That night, therefore, he appeared, perfectly

sober, at Phoebe's door. Once was enough. He

was taking no chances on going through another

clay without knowing whether he was engaged or

not.

"Why, Mister Ross! Come right in. I'se sut-

tinly glad to see you all."

Evidently he wasn't engaged, then. But it was

never too late to mend. Half an hour saw his fate

sealed. Phoebe was a little too buxom to be held

on his lap and it didn't seem dignified to sit on

hers, although he could have without discommod

ing her in the least. They were, however, sitting
rather close together with no wish to be disturbed

when the bell rang. It was Mathilda, a lady of

some parts (mostly physical), who lived next

door.

"Phoebe, I hates to bother you this way, but I'se

come to get my nancy, Mister Ross. I hopes the

good for nothin' hasn't troubled you none comin'

along this way all liquored up and missin' the

house." (Continued on page 26)

At the left we have Walt O'Connell, the builder of so many championship wrestling teams. In the center is the victo

rious wrestling team after defeating Penn State. At the right is Capt. Evans of Penn State, over whom Burr of Cor

nell gained a decision.

11
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T MAY BE that there are not

^* f many students who notice that

*--^
c their whole outlook on life is re-

\f * maining the same as when they

^ ^.
< entered the University, or is

>^J \ even being put on a lower plane.

f»T° t^
The process is going on whether

they realize it or not. What is

it that makes Ludwig Lewishon say, "To the av

erage intelligent American, education, for which

he is willing to deny himself and pay taxes, means

—skill, information—at most, accomplishment.

Skill and knowledge with which to conquer the

world. It does not mean to him an inner change—

the putting on of a new man, a new criterion of

truths, new tastes and other values. . . Our stu

dents, then come to the university not to find

truth, but to be engineers or farmers, doctors or

teachers. . . I suppose these state universities do

turn out very fair engineers, farmers, and veteri

narians. But when their job leaves these men

free, they are but little different from people who

have not gone to college. They go to foolish plays,
read silly magazines, and fight for every poison
ous fallacy in politics, religion, and conduct. . . .

Philosophy and morals are taken care of by the

5th St. Baptist Church. College is to fit you to

do things—build bridges, cure diseases, teach

French. It is not supposed to help you to be."

Some of these thoughts may be a bit radical, but

there is a great amount of truth in them. It is

true that someone has to build our bridges, and

raise food for us. But how many students who

take engineering in college ever follow that trade

after they graduate? A good many of them go

into business of some kind; some of them may

enter public life; and a large number who do go

directly into engineering work eventually end in

an executive position. The question is whether

these men are really fitted to hold a high position

in any community. What do they know of ethical

values or of human nature? On these men rests

the fate of the nation and they have not been

trained for their task. They are swayed by petty

prejudices and inherited false values. Nor are

they to be blamed for their nescience—they have

never been taught differently.

We advocate more of the humanities in the en

gineering colleges, realizing fully the difficulties

involved in working them into a short four-year

schedule, but believing that the advantages derived

therefrom far out-weigh the loss of a few minor

courses. The benefit to the nation would be enor

mous. Nor can we dissemble the amelioration to

the individual himself. Dean Kimball maintains

that all the literature of the world is open to an

engineer but that only half of it is open to an Arts

student. We seriously doubt whether William

James' Pragmatism would be any more intelli

gible to an engineer than Hirshfeld and Barnard's

Heat Power Engineering would be to an Arts

student. We are acquainted, in fact, with a good
number of men in engineering who can neither

speak nor write the English language with even

reasonable accuracy. The man who cannot read

Balzac, Thackery, Dickens, Shakespeare, Ibsen,

Spencer, Nietzsche, Emerson, Tolstoy and a host

of others with understanding and poignant plea
sure has lost beyond all hope some of the greatest

(Continued on page 22)

i
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JOSEPH ANTHONY ROONEY '24

of Alpha Sigma Phi

in spite of an honorable Irish name, comes from

Brooklyn, which all goes to prove how inconsistent

one can be. That may be the reason, however, why

"Joe" is captain of lacrosse and yet unmaimed.
And

they do tell that two years on Dobie's "Student"

team has aided "Joe" in capturing fair honors at

many of the famous Hill-Fights.

WALTER DAVID WRIGHT '23

of Alpha Sigma Phi

represents our idea of "distinctly Cornellian" when

he gallops down the soccer field. Walt didn't let

speed interfere with his being an AU-American soc

cer star. And when his opponents become too famil

iar and try to rub heads with him on the wrestling

mat, Walt never lets them forget that he has never

been defeated in this sport. And as he is captain of

the wrestling champions, Walt is not afraid to tell

you that he comes from Webster (somewhere in

N. V.).

Photo by Robinson



Snapshots of the Navy wre.tl.ng team suffering its first defeat in five years by score of 13-11. Upper left shows
'•

Hanson after having worked up from the legs to his opponent's body, gradually crushing his man to the mat.
Ut p.cture shows Capta.,, A rnold of Navy forcing Reed to the mat with a gruelling head scissors. Middle right

shows McW.lhams of Cornell exerting his powerful body hold which won for him.
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Our fighting basketball team displays the new type "C" given for basketball. Notice the keen hair-part for the occa

sion. Reading from left to right, top row: Lincoln (Ass. Manager), Meyers, Rynalsky, Ortner (Coach), Stone, Ray-

mond, Riley (Manager); bottom row: Crabtree, Capron, Luther (Captain), Wedell, Maier, Byron.

Snow-boxing introduced at Cornell for the first time. We have

°*-'«^^ wifh
pound champion, and at the right is Millar, 145-pound champion The center

P»«u^.™° before he migrated
Coach Fallon, who held the International and New England Amateur Flyweight Championships

oe

here from Boston.
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The Enchanted April. By "Elizabeth." 313

pages. Garden City: Doubleday, Page and Co.

The Enchanted April is the feminine counter

part of Ibanez' Enemies of Women. This time

four women—two of them disgruntled wives, one

a crabbed Victorian widow, another a disillusioned

society girl—take a castle in Italy for the month

of April. The sheer beauty of the place spreads
its spell over them until the two wives send for

their husbands, the widow feels as if she were go

ing to "bud," and the girl finds a new basis on

which to build her life. The whole tale, full of

keen irony, delicate satire, and good nature, makes

distinctly pleasant reading. Besides it is written

on a premise that would bear some scrutiny:

Beauty makes you love, and love makes you beau

tiful.

Which brings me to the need for some differen

tiation of fiction. Obviously, it is not all of equal
merit. Nevertheless, there are some books for

which one would hate to prophesy any future but

which amuse and help to pass the time. The En

chanted April is one of the best of these; Anna

Katherine Green, Sax Rohmer, and at times Zane

Grey (when he is at his best) represent the worst

of them. It takes a humorless, pedantic, or sopho
moric person to be able to state that they get no
thrill or pleasure from reading once in a while a

book like Fu Manchu, or, going back still further

Nick Carter. Of course there are- books below

even this class just as there are ones above, but
just at present I am not concerned with them. All
of which is called forth by the idea evinced by
some few persons with whom I have, held con

verse and who, when I say a book is pleasant stuff.
seem to think I am under the impression that a
new Shakespeare has been discovered.

Picture Frames. By Thyra Samter Winslow
324 pages. New York : Alfred A. Knopf.
Here is realism as it should be. In at least ten

of these eleven short stories there is not a chimeri
cal or deranged character like those of Wasser-
man's or Ben Hecht's ; and, moreover, Mrs. Wins

low has that rare power of finding the ridiculous

in all of our poses. Once in a while she oversteps

herself in her use of irony, but the many places

where she does use it effectively more than coun

teract her slips.

A comparison to Edna Ferber is inevitable

Their characters—the stenographer, clerk, grand

mother, and small town girl—are drawn from the

same field of the bourgeoise ; even their treatment

of the story—the detached viewpoint with its pos

sibilities for sly satire—are similar. Mrs. Wins

low, however, has the edge : at least six of the

stories in Picture Frames are gems, whereas only

two were very striking in Miss Ferber's Gigola.
I hope everybody that thinks realism must be

smutty and depressing reads this book and is

cured.

The Best Short Stories of 1922 (American)
Edited by Edward J. O'Brien. 389 pages. Bos

ton: Small, Maynard, and Company.
Mr. O'Brien has collected a group of short

stories that on the whole compare rather favor

ably with those found in the Red Book. That is

about all I can say for them. It is rather surpris
ing that a man who can write as* penetrating and

enlightened an introduction as has Mr. O'Brien

could not make a better selection from the myriad
ones at his disposal. Possibly, this is because he

has a leaning towards the incoherent.- stuff found

in Broom and The DM, for I remember some pub
lished during the past year that impressed me as

being much better than Mr. O'Brien's.

Many Marriages. By Sherwood Anderson. New

York: B. W. Huebsch. $2.
I used to have two gods in whom I placed all my

faith for the future of American novelists : Sher
wood Anderson and Willa Cather. Now I have
but one ; at least until Mr. Anderson redeems him
self. True, I have never been absolutely sure of
him: his Winesburg, Ohio and Triumph of the

Egg showed much promise, but still did not achieve
the absolute. If he was willing to be merely a

modern, I think I could appreciate him for he does
18
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have some very interesting thoughts, but when he

gets into the
ultras . . . phui !

Mr. Anderson has been tendered what I think

is rather a doubtful honor. The Soviet press has

selected him from the contemporary American

writers and are translating his works into Rus

sian. Now the Russians are wonderful depictors

of tragedy and gloom, but as some epigramist in

Smart Set observed : "When life's greatest trage

dies become its little ironies, we have learned to

live." Mighty few of the Russians, certainly not

Mr. Anderson, have learned this distinction ; and

until they do, I can't convince myself that their

novels show any great advance in the literature

of the world. Lest some impatient reader give

me up in disgust. I better explain myself a little.

I do not hark back to the Victorians nor am I an

apostle of Pollyanna, but I do believe that a great

tragedy must leave the reader with some hope for

the future and not expect to sail away on an end

less river of tears.

Perhaps by this time you have discovered that

I wasn't greatly impressed by Many Marriages.

The story deals with a dull manufacturer of wash

ing machines in a small Wisconsin town, who be

lieves that there should be physical as well as men

tal and spiritual communication between a man

and his wife. Unable to get these he turns to his

wr</a<>ne?*yJAan0

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

VOU may depend on the same

authoritative correctness and

high standard of excellence in hats,

haberdashery and clothing which

you buy of our Representatives to

the Colleges as you would expect

to find in any one of our four

New York Stores.

'Satisfaction or Money Back*'

Broadway, below Chambers

Broadway, cor. 29th
246-248 West 125th

3d Ave., cor. 122d
New York

Easter Togs Designed to

Delight Junior Misses

Indeed young daughters aren't

the only ones who have been

dreaming of new Easter clothes.

We've had them in mind for

many weeks past and since this is

one time that the best laid plans

of men didn't go astray, Junior

Misses' apparel displays are par

ticularly attractive.

It will be a pleasure to show you.

The Style Shop
A. J. PRITCHARD
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STRAND THEATRE
MARCH 22, 23, 24

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

The Fighting Guide

and

Five Acts of Vaudeville

MARCH 25, 26, 27, 28

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY

Douglass McLean in Bell Boy 13

COMING OLIVER TWIST

CRESCENT THEATRE

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

MARCH 28, 29, 30, 31

* * «

WALLACE REID
in his last "movie"

"Thirty Days"
* * *

Matinee at 3 Nights at 7:30 and 9

15c and 25c 25c and 35c

Required Tax Added

Petrillose Bros.

Dry Cleaning and Pressing

Shortest Possible Time

Suits Made to Order $35 Up

Work Called for and Delivered

Dial 7744

Houses and Individual Pressing Contracts
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stenographer and plans to run away. Then he

buys a picture of the Virgin and two candles,
places them on his bureau late at night, and walks

up and down before them naked until his wife and

<|aughter enter out of curiosity. Whereupon he

tells the story of his life and departs with the

stenographer for distant points. Theatricalism

realism without a vestage of the author's sense of

humor? Yes. But I hope it is not the stuff that

is going to be thought representative of the best

in literature.

The Globe Trotter. By H. I. Phillips. 210

pages. Doubleday, Page & Company.
The latest columnar collection to appear, and

the worst, being sundry observations of the con

ductor of the New York Globe. At first we said

"Phillips? The Globe? I do not place him, but

surely I shall read up a bit on his daily column to

get a line on his work." A reading of his book

discouraged me from that, and I can now say

without fear or prejudice that Mr. Phillips's col

umn cannot be worse—nor, by a corollary, can it

be much better—than these writings. Almost

without exception his treatment lacks sparkle, his

touch is neither light nor subtle. One looks in

vain for the soul satisfying smirk of F. P. A., the

keenness of B. L. T., the poetic vagaries of Don

Marquis, the quiet polish of Morley, or the mingled
irony and absurdity of Benchley. None of the

qualities of successful humor, even good ephe
meral humor, is in his work. As a substitute one

finds robust jibes of the most forced and labored

sort. . . Better a day of the Widow than a cycle of

Globe- Trotters.

I recommend to Mr. Phillips that he hasten to

secure syndicate contracts with the Western News

paper Union for regurgitation of his efforts in the

country press. H. B. C.

The Goose-Step:A Study of American Educa

tion. By Upton Sinclair. Pasadena : Upton Sin

clair. 1923. 478 pages. $2.
The trustees of our colleges are business men.

The altruism which follows on affluence has not

softened their predatory habits of mind. Their

political and economic dogmas are not relaxed in

the directors' meeting of their pet college any

more than in that of their favorite bank. And so

only those teachers survive who have no thoughts,
or else do not express them because they have been

so indiscreet as to have children. ■ The students in

turn receive only the most stereotyped and static

information and outworn social theories. When

they are turned out they have not been taught to

wander freely in a search for truth. Rather, like

(Continued on pag-e 22)
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Public Sales
We have purchased 122,000 pair U. S.

Army Munson last shoes, sizes 5' -j to 12,

which was the entire surplus stock of one

of the largest U. S. Government shoe

contractors.

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred per

cent solid leather, color dark tan, bellows

tongue, dirt and waterproof. The actual

value of this shoe is $6.00. Owing to this

tremendous buy we can offer same to the

public at $2.95.

Send correct size. Pay postman on de

livery or send money order. If shoes are

not as represented we will cheerfully re

fund your money promptly upon request.

National Bay State

Shoe Company
296 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

At Confectioner, Fraternity Store

and Grocer

"The All-Cornell Selection"

MALTOAT BISCUIT

5c Lunch Packages 15c Home Use Size

FOR SPREADS

A. E. WRIGHT'S MAYONNAISE,

Marmalade and Salad Dressings

North Shore

Delicious Sailed Nuts and Potato Chips

DOES YOUR STEWARD USE ROXANE

CAKE AND PANCAKE FLOUR ?

Co-operative Sales Agency
Distributors

PHONE 3721

Special Trains for

Spring Recess
Wednesday, April 4th

Lv. Ithaca i:,30 P. M.
Ar. New York (Penna. Sta.) 8:50 P.M.

Parlor Cars, Coaches, Dining Car.

Lv. Ithaca 1 :,30 P. M.

Ar. Philadelphia (Reading Term'l) 8:10 P.M.

Ar. Baltimore (B. & O. R. R.) 10:20 P. M.

Ar. Washington (B. & O. R. R.) 11:25 P. M.

Through Parlor Cars to Philadelphia, Baltimore and

Washington. Dining Car to Philadelphia.

Regular trains in addition. On above date THE

LEHIGH LIMITED will carry through Sleepers
to Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington.

RETURNING FROM NEW YORK

Sleepers Ready for Occupancy in PENNSYL

VANIA STATION

11:00 P. M. TUESDAY, APRIL 10

Leaving Wednesday, April 11

Lv. New York (Penna. Sta.) 1:15 A.M.

Lv. New York (Hudson Term'l) 1:00 A. M.

Ar. Ithaca 8:30 A. M.

Wednesday, April 11

Lv. New York (Penna. Sta.) 11:20 P.M.

Lv. New York (Hudson Term'l) 11:10 P. M.

Ar. Ithaca 7:00 A. M.

Sleepers Open for Occupancy 11:00 P. M.

FROM PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE

AND WASHINGTON

Through Sleepers to Ithaca, April 10th and 11th

on The Lehigh Limited.

Lv. Philadelphia (Reading Term'l) 8:40 P.M.

Lv. Washington (B. & O. R. R.) 5:00 P. M.

Lv Baltimore (B. & O. R. R. Camden

Sta.) :
5:55 P.M.

Ar. Ithaca (A) 4:37 A.M.

A Sleepers May Be Occupied at Ithaca until 8:00 A. M.

For time of trains for BUFFALO. CHICAGO, SYRA

CUSE, CENTRAL NEW YORK and NEW ENGLAND,

see circular or placard. Full information, reservations

and tickets for the ROUND TRIP may be had now at the

Lehigh Valley City Ticket Office/ 300 E. State Street,

Ithaca, 'phone 2306-2307. Station Ticket Office 'phone

2697.

'

F. H. WINGERT ALFRED KITTLER

Traveling Passenger Agent Division Passenger Agent

Railroad

. The Route of the Black
Diamond .
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FrankBrothers
Fifth Avemu© Boot Shop
near 48th Street. New York

Exhibit at 220 East State Street

Every other week

IDEAL LUNCH
1 03 North Tioga Street

A neat, clean down-to-date eating place

Quick service, good food and prices right

We make all our pies, cakes and puddings

TRY THE IDEAL

Easter Tyme
Bonnet Tyme

You still have Tyme
To see our latest offerings in Spring <5KCillincr\)

ffe (ttljarm? j&tjnpp?
209 E. Buffalo Street

"We Treat Your Linen Wh ite"

STVDENT

LAVNDRY

AGENCY

413 College Ave.
A. L. Rumsey '23

Dial 2023

C. J. Peckham '24
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(Continued from page 20)

their teachers, they go through wrenching ration

alizations of the status quo, a mental goose-step
which fits them to be useful soldiers to the moneyed
kaiserism which has supervised their training.
This is Sinclair's chief thesis. The interlocking

of large moneyed interests with our college boards
he proves elaborately. Philanthropists, it is un

derstood, prefer "safe" institutions : and what col

lege has not been raising money recently? He has

prima facie cases of academic unfreedom againsl
about 80 schools from Columbia to St. Stephens
Half a dozen are white washed. Cornell is cred

ited with a very nearly immaculate record despite
Mr. Baker, and Penn's escutcheon is well hidden

under blots despite Mr. Wharton. To be sure

Cornell rejected Veblen's name, presumably be

cause of the prose style of his economic treatises

rather than his doubts on socialism or marriage
But perhaps the author feels that the students

have by now expatiated the sins of the trustees.

Sinclair's mistake in this book is not that of the

egocentrist but of the propagandist. He exhibit?

every shred of evidence in the glare of a blinding
white light. But a prospective teacher, even if

well equipped with smoked spectacles, might vel

become a little frightened.
A critique of thought in the college that will be

really unpopular is yet to be written. As it is

The Goose-Step can hardly be said to come up

either to Veblen's etched portrait of The Highei
Learning or to the unconscious irony of The Red

Menace, which appeared in the Delineator ovei

the name of Mr. Coolidge (the vice-president of

the United States). C. S. Raushenbush.

EDITORIAL

(Continued from page 14)

treasures of the world. Again, look at the men

who are at the very top of the engineering pro

fession—a vast majority of them are highly edu

cated in the humanities. They have educed the

passing need of a more intimate acquaintance
with the literae hinnattiorcs and have assiduously

pursued them to their own advancement, joy and

beatification. It seems that something else be

sides a knowledge of mere scientific facts is es

sential to success, and these men have found it,

We make an earnest plea to the faculties of the

engineering colleges to require their students to

take even a few courses in English, Histoiy, and

Philosophy (which, after all, is the mother of all

the sciences). By so doing, they will turn out a

better product—a university graduate who will

be able better to cope with the problems of life

and will be a greater honor to his Alma Mater.
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Shur-On Glasses

and

Kryptok Lenses

are sold in Ithaca

by the

Wilson Optical Co.

208 E. State St. Ithaca

Everything in the

Optical Line

"We grind our own lenses"

On Easter Morning
Happiness in the feminine heart seeks expres

sion in new raiment and other personal adorn

ment.

Eastertime, chosen thus to unfold personality,
finds in the Easter Corsage the fine clothes of

flowerdom.

Its purity eliminates thought of lavish display
and lends free reign to expression.

THEBOOLFLORAL CO.Jnc.

CorneUSpringRecess Service
via Lackawanna Railroad

To New York, Wednesday, April 4th

Cornell Phoebe Snow New York

Special Special Express

STATIONS P. M. P. M. P. M.

Leave Ithaca 12.35 1.35 10.00

Arrive Hoboken 7.10 8.00 6.42

Arrive New York 7.25 8.15 6.57

P. M. P. M. A. M.

TRAIN STOPS—EQUIPMENT

CORNELL SPECIAL, having parlor cars, dining car and

coaches, stops at Binghamton, Scranton, Strouds

burg and Denville.

PHOEBE SNOW SPECIAL, having parlor cars, dining
car and coaches, stops at Binghamton, Scranton,
Stroudsburg and Dover.

NEW YORK EXPRESS, having through sleeping cars to

New York, and coaches, will make all principal stops

FROM New York

Lackawanna Broadway Cornell

Limited Special Limited

STATIONS A. M. A. M. A. M.

Leave New York 10.00 *1.00 12.00

Leave Hoboken 10.20 1 1.15 fl2.15

Arrive Ithaca 5.20 7.45 6.55

P.M. A.M. A.M.

DATES OF TRAIN SERVICE—RETURNING

LACKAWANNA LIMITED, daily service. (Parlor cars

dining car, coaches.)

BROADWAY SPECIAL will run on the morning of

Wednesday, April 11th. (Sleeping cars only.)

CORNELL LIMITED will run on the morning of Thurs

day, April 12th. (Sleeping cars only.)

NOTES

Hudson Tube trains operate from 33rd Street and Broad

way, and Cortlandt St., New York, direct to Lacka

wanna Terminal at Hoboken.

*No ferry service from Christopher Street, New York.

fSleeping cars open at Hoboken for occupancy by 9.30

p. m.

Purchase your Pullman and rail tickets now at the LACK

AWANNA City or Depot Ticket Offices.

City Ticket Office 200 East State Street—Phone 2195.

Depot Ticket Office—Phone 2096.

Lackawanna
Railroad
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THE HILL DRUG STORE

C. W. DANIELS, Pharmacist

328 College Avenue

« * *

DRUGS

TOILET ARTICLES

TOOTH BRUSHES

TOWELS

STATIONERY

ALARM CLOCKS

BOOKS PUBLICATIONS

Norton Printing Co.
(THE N. P. C. PRESS)

317 East State Street

Ithaca

CATALOGS LAW BRIEFS

THE

PUBLIC MARKET
rr

The Place to Buy Your Meats

Easter Sunday will find us

prepared. If you are plan

ning for a big dinner or a

small one we will take care

of you right. Leave your

orders early for the best in

meats and poultry

WILLIAM KNIGHT

115-117 NORTH AURORA STREET

A ROBINSON PHOTOGRAPH

gives you the unusual com

bination of the highest grade of

skilled workmanship at the

price of ordinary work

The Robinson Studio
212-214 E. State St.

SHOES MADE TO ORDER
Also Shoe Repairing, Hand and Machine Work, neatly

and promptly done. All work guaranteed.

* * *

Get your Shoes Shined the best and quickest here.

H. A. QUATTRINNI BRO.

213% Dryden Road

BOOL'S

for

Wall Paper

10,000 Rolls of down-to-date

Paper to choose from

130-132 East State Street
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BABBITT

(Continued from page 5)

With increased interest he attacked the second

toe nail. This he decapitated with one quick

stroke and gave vent to a joyous "Whee-e-e-e" as

it sailed away. Babbitt had a hundred novel ways

of cutting his nails. He tried them all ; not for

getting to finally place a notch in the middle oi

each nail to keep it from ingrowing. It was fas

cinating, enthralling. Soon the floor about him

was littered with the horny, yellowish, moonlike

fragments. The job was over. Still seated on the

bed he scraped the particles with an outstretched

foot to the edge of the worn, brown rug where

they disappeared in the heavy fringe. He sighed.

The evening's entertainment was quite over.

Nothing to do now but go to bed, and tomorrow

back to the old, monotonous routine. He arose to

retrieve his lost red-and-brown leather slipper

and to put out the lights. His foot descended on

a sharp bit of discarded nail concealed in the

heavy fringe of the worn, brown carpet. "Damn,"

said Babbitt.

THE END

MECKE & COMPANY

IMPORTERS and EXPORTERS

SPANISH AMERICAN COUNTRIES

7-9 HANOVER STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Ithaca Trust

Company

Efficient Service

Courteous Attention

Every Banking Facility
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The Flying Finger
204 North Aurora Street

KNITTING SHOP

A complete stock of yarns in all the new colors

Persian Yarn Crepe Knitting Silk

Iceland and Imp. Yarns

Art Needlework and Novelties

PETER SCUSA

MODERN

SHOE

REPAIRING

Work Called for and Delivered

405 College Ave. Dial 2272

L. & K. FREEMAN

PRESENTS

Exclusive Designs
TO MEET

Individual Tastes

Hats for Street Hats for Afternoon
Hats for All Occasions

315 East State Street Ithaca N. Y.

The Green Lantern Tea Roorn

140 E. State St.

Is Under New Management

To enjoy courteous service, homey atmosphere, and
cl&hciously cooked dinners—eat with us.

Luncheon at 50c or Dinner at 75c
served daily from 11:30 to 2—6 to 8

A-la-carte at all times Open evenings

CORNELL-IN-CHINA

(Continued from page 7)

interscholastic event; and though only a high-
school boy, but without the interfering queue he

did it!

Other sports are enjoying an equal popularity
with track, and except in baseball in which the

Japanese excel, the Chinese in group games are

superior to any of the other oriental nations. Not

long ago an association was formed for a series
of Oriental Olympic Games ; this is but one mani

festation of the eagerness of these peoples to take

part in world events athletically as well as politi
cally and economically.

Thus, while Cornell is extending an economic
and educational hand to China, she is hoping to

further a freedom of spirit and interchange of

good will. The University of Nanking is laid out

on a directly north and south line, at one end

Purple Mountain and at the other a lake, which,
according to the Chinese belief, is most propi
tious—may it prove to be so.

"AN ENGAGEMENT BIGAMIST"

(Continued from pag-e 11)

"Your nancy! Lady, what all does you mean?"

Phoebe's generous proportions amply blocked the

doorway.

"Why, Phoebe, ain't you heard? I'se engaged
to become Mister Ross' wife."

"Git away with y'u, woman. He just ast me

to marry him."

"The dirty, black faced, mealy-mouthed pro

poser I'll sue him. Yes, suh,—that's what I'll
do. You all just wait and see. I'll sue him. I
sure will. I'll sue him for—for—breaches of

promise !"

"My God!" This from Henrv, on whom the

light was dawning. "My God!" No sooner say
ing which than he evinced a distinct disbelief in
outside aid by proceeding, via the window, to put
as much distance as possible between him and his
intended brides. Of course, tha, had all the in

tentions, but that made it worse if anything.
Henry is not very tall and his legs are none too

long, but how they did pass each other coming up
that old Hill! "Good land (pant. pant). I sut-

tinly (pant) am the most engagingest (pant.
pant) man what ever was."
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The Wisteria Garden

Opposite Strand

"Particular Food For Particular People"

* * #

Twelve years' experience catering to Cornell

students tends for us to say we know what you

want and how you desire it to be served.

In that twelve years we have learned by actual

contact how it is cooked and served at such famous

world-wise places as Shepheard's in Cairo, Egypt ;

Raffles in Singapore, Indo-China; Carleton in

Shanghai ; and Tait's in San Francisco.

Planked Steaks that are famous. Delicious

Salads, Rarebits, Sandwiches and Oysters.

Open after theaters.

* * *

H. V. MILES '08,

Manager

THE KODAK

SILHOUETTE

There's a fascination about

this photographic pastime
that is hard to resist. And

it's all easy.

"Making Silhouettes the

Kodak Way" is a simple

story of added pleasure for

the camerist. Come in and

get your copy.

Head's Kodak Shop
109 N. Aurora St.

Maxudian Taxi Service
Closed and Open Hudson

* « *

SERVICE AT ALL HOURS

Long trips made on short notice

We go anywhere at any time

The best service in town

CALL 2000

Office in The Senate 1922 Model Hudson Sedan

When you feel that longing for real

home-cooked food

Visit the

Cornellian Cafeteria

at

209 DRYDEN ROAD

■85 •«? ■©

Where Your Desires

Will Be Realized

Tasty Food

Prompt Service

Capable Attendants

* * *

Dial 2006

A Printing Job

requiring parallel folds, or a combination

of parallel and right angle folds holds no

terrors for us.

We have the only Model B Cleveland

folder in Ithaca. It takes a sheet from

6x6 to 25x38 inches.

Grace Printing Company
117 South Tioga Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

(Next to Hook's)

Phone 2563
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Satisfaction in Fit and Quality
You will like the feel the fit and the wear ofthe clothes

we will tailor to your individual
measurement. Let

us make your clothes
to measure. We guarantee to

render satisfaction in every detail. Hundreds of new

est patterns all pure
wool to select from.

I. V. Dell

Merchant Tailor 213 Dryden Rd.

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing done on short notice

Ladies' work a specialty. Contracts written

TO CALL A

Black and White Cab
DIAL 2411

Meter Cabs

Seven-passenger Enclosed Cars

We try to give a little better service than

the customer expects

Wc print Thc Era

The Atkinson Press

Printing
122 South Tioga Street

Telephone 2623

Both large and small orders are accorded
the same personal attention

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The Cornell Era wishes to express its appre

ciation to Homer G. Davisson for the fascinating
cover design of this issue. Mr. Davisson is a

prominent artist from Fort Wayne, Indiana, and

is an honorary member of the Fort Wayne Art

School and Museum. His contribution is un

doubtedly one of the finest and most attractive

that has ever appeared on any college publication.

The Era feels that in presenting the art and liter

ature of prominent Americans, it is supplying a

desire which is manifest in all of our Universities.

We enthusiastically welcome Mr. Davisson as a

contributor and sincerely hope that he may again

favor us with his art.

We have the pleasure of thanking Mr. Hugh

Moran, of C. U. C. A. fame, for the pleasing pic

tures which accompany the Cornell-in-China arti

cle, as well as for the interesting information in

the article itself. Mr. Moran has spent several

years in China, and although he shows no evidence

of a pig-tail, his dexterity with the chop-sticks has

gained him many an Oriental friend. However,
his chief claim to fame is as a non-gambling in

structor to the university community in the insidi

ous game of Mah-Jong.
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HAVE YOU NOTICED

re
o •)•)

The House of Service':

By that expression we mean that you, as

one of our friends and customers, may

find just what you are looking for

—in

PIANOS, PLAYER-PIANOS, GRANDS,

TALKING MACHINES,PIANO LAMPS,

DRUMS, TRAPS, MUSICAL ACCES

SORIES OR SHEET MUSIC. IN FACT

EVERYTHING IN MUSIC

at the

M. DOYLE MARKS CO.

105 North Aurora Street

Home of jJ^ Tia nos

"PARKER DUOFOLD'

The 25 Year Pen

Super-smooth. Just try it.

BROWN& DELAVAN
JEWELERS

156 East State Street

The Christiance - Dudley
Pharmacy, Inc.

214-216 East State Street

HUYLER'S

CANDIES

Your Shoes and Shoe Repairing

Give a thought to your feet and

then be able to forget them

Orthopedic Quick
Shoe Repairing Hospital
107 S.Aurora St. Dial 25 72

SPRING

YOU COLLEGIANS

Should know the "Vertu" of the

NEW CONTINUOUS CLARIFICATION PROCESS OF

DRY-CLEANING

u
Can now have your garments cleaned by this -much talked

of method.
SELDOM

has a place the size of Ithaca so expensive a cleaning

plant.

Your Spring cleaning should be sent us early so as to

avoid the rush.

W. F. FLETCHER CO., Inc.

103 Dryden Road 205 No. Aurora St.

It Cleans Clean

Because

The last bit of dirt is removed
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SteW^Vertjick*

ALL
the advantages of the ieo

tional bookcase are now found

in the new, low, graceful designs.
Here is the Universal—for use in

the modern bedroom.

J. E. VAN NATTA

Exclusive Agency
222 E. State Street ITHACA, N. Y.

suAfcmui
Oriental Restaurant

WHERE THE FREEDOM OF THE

SPIRIT IS MINGLED WITH THE

INCENSE OF BUDDHA

ijapv

OPEN FROM 12 TO 12

Reserve Your Booths

LUNCH 55c. DINNER 75c.

Different Alluring

Oriental

The subtle meaning of this fanciful drawing must

not be lost upon the reader. By psychic association

of the words "park-bench," "prof," and "signs," the

answer to a prevalent university problem may be

secured.

inn

Official Photographer
Class 1923

* * *

Photographs with merit

Artistic lighting and posing

Special Student Rates

Groups a specialty
Dial 2524

306 E. State St.

Ithaca
I 548 Broadway
New York
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Victrolas and Victor Records
We are sure that you will find it a real pleasure to visit our Victrola department. Here you will

find an unusually large stock of Records including over 6000 selections.

If you prefer the newest jazz creations you will find them while they are new, played by the

Whiteman, Benson, Virginians and GreatWhite Way Orchestras.

If the Records of the well known artists appeal to you, you will enjoy a pleasant hour in one of

our seven sound proof demonstrating rooms.

This is an invitation to call and let us show you what real service means. Whether you come to

buy or just to listen you are always welcome.

Hickeys Lyceum Music Store
"Next to the Lyceum Theatre"

THE

• 1014 CHAPEL STREET • NEW HAVEN •

■IIEAST47!i25TREET-NE:W YORK-
'

Makersoff>martbutConservative Clotlies forCollege Men

CIGARS

POP CORN

liefore the Show

FRESH HOT BUTTERED

—and after

CIGARETTES

WELCH'S
NEXT TO THE CRESCENT

CANDIES
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DOMINANCE
O

O Dominance in any field mankind

instinctively pays high tribute.

The eagle, ruler of the air—the lion, master
of the jungle, are living expressions of
Dominance. Nations emblazon them on their
banners as emblems typifying the soaring spirit
of their Dominance.

Dominance is the acme of success in any line
of endeavor. Make your advertisement
dominate through forceful illustrations printed
from perfectly engraved plates.

ITHACA

ENGRAVING

Company
'

ITHACA ENGRAVING CO;
HKSTJfATICWAL BAtfK BLBG. ITHACA ,XX:
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The "PRACTICAL" Alchemist and

"THEORETICAL" Robert Boyle
>HE alchemists wrote

vaguely of "fluids" and

"principles." Copper
was potentially silver.

Rid it of its red color and the

"principle" of silver would assert

itself, so that silver would remain.
With a certain amount of philos
opher's stone (itself a mysterious
"principle") a basemetal could be
converted into a quantity of gold
a million times as great.

This all sounded so "practical"
that Kings listened credulously,
but the only tangible result was

that they were enrichedwith much

bogus gold.
Scientific theorists like Robert

Boyle ( 1 627-1 691) proved more

"practical
"

by testingmatter, dis

covering its composition and then

drawing scientific conclusions that

could thereafter be usefully and

honestly applied. Alchemists con-

jecturedanddiedjhe experimented
and lived.

Using the air pump Boyle un

dertook a "theoretical" but sci

entific experimental study of the

atmosphere and discovered that

it had a "spring" in it, or in other
words that it could expand. He

also established the connection

between the boiling point ofwater
and atmospheric pressure, a very
"theoretical" discovery in his day
but one which every steam engi
neer now applies.

He was the first to use the term

"analysis" in the modern chem

ical sense, the first to define an

element as a body which cannot

be subdivided and from which

compounds can be reconstituted.

Boyle's work has not ended.

Today in the Research Labora

tories of the General Electric

Company it is being continued.

Much light has there been shed

on the chemical reactions that

occur in a vessel in which a nearly

perfectvacuum has been produced.
One practical result of this work

is the vacuum tube which plays an

essential part in radio work and

roentgenology.

'enera.

General^Elecflric
e Company schmectad^N.Y.

95-625D



Exclusive Agents for

Alfred Benjamin English Suits

Knox

Hats & Caps

Exclusively

and Top Coats

Neckwear

of finest

Imported Silks

Brown & Brown, inc.

The New Store
Successors to

L. C. BEMENT

Here you will find at all

Interwoven

Hosiery

times, things different.

Things made and bought

specially for the college
man.

English
&

Scotch Hose

Arrow

Shirts

&

Collars

The

New

Store

Brown & Brown, inc.

Exclusive

agents for

Krementz

Jewelry for

Evening
&

Day Wear

Wilson Bros.

'

Underwear

Tho Atkinson Press, Ithaca, N, Y.
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Important Notice
With special attention to the needs
of Cornellians and Ithacans we

have made available for your
use the following de

sirable products :--

For sale at your Confectioner, Grocer,
and Fraternity Store

North Shore Food Products (Chicago)
Yellow Checker Brand Potato Chips
Delicious Salted and Unsalted Nuts

FOR SPREADS

A. E. WRIGHTS (Chicago)

SUPREME

MAYONNAISE

MARMALADE

OLIVE AND THOUSAND

ISLAND DRESSINGS

DILL RELISH

rrThe All-Cornell Selection"

MALTOAT BISCUIT

WHITE CROSS MALTED MILK

BREWSTER-GORDON VETERAN BRANDS COFFEE.

TEA. AND CANNED GOODS

NONE-SUCH BAKING POWDER

ROXANE CAKE AND PANCAKE FLOUR

Co-operative Sales Agency
Distributors

204 E State Street Rooms 301-302

PHONE 3721

H. E. ABT, Manager A. J. KEEFFE

Special Discount to
Retail Grocery Stores, Fra

ternity Stores, and Stewards Phoning in Orders
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SPRING PLEASURES

TENNIS PICTURE TAKING

Tennis has the advantage An old friend dropped in

over many outdoor pleas-
the other day to investi

J A

ures in that two may en-

i*i

gate cameras. Picture tak

ing is healthful pleasure.
You can well afford tojoy a game which gives

real competition. Com
take it up. We take pleas

petition with a friend is a
ure in helping you in such

pleasure. Use "Lee" ten matters. Drop in any time

nis rackets. They are well at your convenience. The

balanced and wear well. camera should be a kodak.

Cornell Co-■op. Society
Morrill Hall Ithaca, N. Y.

MECKE & COMPANY

IMPORTERS and EXPORTERS

SPANISH AMERICAN COUNTRIES

7-9 HANOVER STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Year after Year

The Lenox
is a cordial host— the Boston headquarters for college teams and college men.

Year after Year

The Brunswick
is the high place of Boston's fashionable night life, famous for Egyptian Room Dinner Dances.

In Boston
on either side of Copley Square, close to the Back Bay stations, near the theatres, neighbors

with fine shops
— two hotels that share the traditions of every campus.

THE LENOX THE BRUNSWICK

Boylston St., at Exeter Boylston St., at Copley Sq.

L. C. PRIOR, Managing Director
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"Davy" Hoy, known more familiarly as the man who stamps them when they come in

and when they go out, is enjoying the Washington and Lee game with the native popula

tion. "Davy" believes in democracy and a good cigar.

4



Baseball

Being a Few Added Thoughts on the Spirit of Baseball and Some Tactics that the Team

May Adopt (in time)

* v T GIVES a thrill to every fan who

\W
^"^

\ appreciates the spirit of baseball

#1 S to hear the crack of the hat

> ft V 7 against the ball. There is just

^\(£"S S as much, if not more, beauty, in

< r**f y the action displayed on the dia-

f ^y ^ mond, than in any football game

or crew race. Baseball is the

greatest professional game and is still the king of

American sports.

No one has ever really tried to analyze the spirit

of baseball, the impelling force that draws so many

admirers into its net. Perhaps that is because it

varies so much with the individual. One player

says. "Oh, it is all in outguessing your opponent

which provides the thrill ;" another player says,

"It is in trying to analyze the next play or two be

forehand and then mechanically following out your

analysis, right or wrong, that really counts ;" or

another player says, "It's merely in putting the

glove on the hand and catching the little pill, or

else grabbing the bat and swatting the apple that

gives me the thrill;" and still another player says,

"It's all in the competition to win that provides the

kick for me," and so on we might go and find our

selves unable to formulate any general conclusion.

Because the spirit of baseball is something more

than can be written down on a piece of paper
—it

is an all-pervading force which appeals differently

to the different personalities.

College baseball, although it draws fairly large
sized crowds, is not fully appreciated. Admitted

ly, it is looser in defensive work than a profes
sional game, but it makes up that loss in the spirit

with which it is played. There is a certain dash

and vim in a college game that is not found else

where. It is really this external, spectacular side

of the game that appeals to the majority of

the crowd that watches a college baseball game.

Very few of them really appreciate the inside

story of the game. Very few of them know how

to watch a baseball game from the inside. That

is because, not having played the game, they are

unable to put themselves in the place of the player
and understand why he made a certain play the

way he did.

Cornell always turns out a good baseball team,

although for the last few years we must admit

that they have been sort of in-and-outers. That

is to say, for about two or three games straight

they will be going wonderfully, and can beat any

college combination in the country; and then all

of a sudden for the next few games they will play

badly and in hard "luck" and lose to the weakest

teams of the colleges. However, as a coach once

said, "That is baseball, and is the reason why it is

interesting."

This year Cornell is represented by an extremely
fast team. With a strong and fast infield and out

field, and a reliable catching staff, the weakness

lies in the pitching department. And that is the

most important part of a college team. Colgate
has produced teams that have had but two or three

extra good pitchers, about three heavy hitters,

and absolutely nothing else ; and yet have ranked

among the best teams in the states. In past years,

Dartmouth has been favored with unusually good

pitchers, a strong infield, and practically nothing

else ; and yet have managed to beat the best teams

in the colleges. So that the problem that faces

Carney this year is acute. And the present solu

tion of getting a winning baseball team this year

seems to lie in the one word "head-work." With

a weak pitching staff; with the first four men in

the batting order doing all the heavy hitting ; but

with a fast team all around, a reliable infield and

outfield, what will Cornell's game be this year?

The answer seems to be that the bunt, the sacri

fice, and the squeeze play will be used more often.

To keep just one run ahead all the time will have

to be the policy. And when one run is needed, the

sacrifice game is the game to play although it may

not be as spectacular as the hit and run game.

The secret in baseball is to make the best of what

we have, and it is the reason why a mediocre team

will invariably beat a team of stars ; it is the rea

son why the Boston Red Sox used to win their

games by a one run margin all the time, although

they were indeed the "hitless wonders.
"

Captain Woodin, Gould, Smythe, Bickley, Cap-

ron, Hulnick, Telfer, and a few others are all very

fast men on the bases. We hope to see them slid

ing into the bases when the sacrifice play is used,

and hitting the dust at home plate when the

squeeze play is called for. Because if we see this

year's team doing this, it will mean that we are

making the best of what we have,
and not leaving

our men on bases praying for a weak hitter to

close his eyes and clout the ball for a few extra

bases. Our past experience certainly ought to be

our best teacher.

5
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Against Odds
By Mayer Portner

u, !--■
* E WERE sitting in our usual places

Yi * t at the coffee house on Forty-second

\nf street, west of Broadway. It was

the middle of April and the conver

sation naturally turned to baseball.

Each one of us had different ideas as

to what team would win the pen

nant, and the World's Championship

the coming season. That is, all but

Bateman, who remained silent, lost in thought. We

carried on our conversation and, having finished

discussing professional baseball, turned to the sub

ject of college baseball.

"Do they play baseball in college?" asked

Tommy Langden, with a note of irony in his voice.

Bateman suddenly looked up.

"What do you mean by that?" he turned at

Langden, with a savage look in his eye. Bateman

held a monopoly on irony and pessimism in our

circle. Langden's query was a challenge to his

laurels.

"I mean just this," replied Langden, "I wonder

if they play the game as hard as professionals do,

or is it simply a pink tea affair flavored by the

crazy antics of the cheerleader?"

"No sir; I can tell you of some very spirited

games I saw in college and some of the best play
ers in the big leagues are men who learned the

game while in college. I don't have to give you a

list of names but every time I think of them I feel

that my room mate back at the State University
ought to be among them."

"Is he in the big leagues?" asked Langden.

"No,—he is an instructor of agricultural chem

istry in the old school but he used to be star catcher

and the captain of the varsity nine. Freddie Baker

is his name and wait till you hear about him be

fore you decide what college games are like."
We settled back to hear the story.
"Fred came from the back woods and took the

agricultural course. I met him in my first year

up there and we roomed together for the next

three years. He was quiet, sensible, and had a

good disposition. He was an ideal room mate and

served to neutralize my associations of the whole

day so that my evenings were spent blissfully. He

used to sit at the desk studying from a textbook on

agriculture while I sat in the easy chair reading
Thomas Hardy or Anatol France, and neither one

bothered the other very much. He made the fresh
man baseball team and went South on the Spring-
vacation and it was a great experience for him ;

but after a few clays, he stopped talking about it

so it was all right again.

"But the story proper belongs to the time of his

senior year. The first three years he got on fine,

studying hard, playing ball, and say, going to the

movies. In the fourth year a sister of his came to

college. Their mother was a school teacher who

married a farmer and so the children had to go to

college no matter how hard their father worked to

get along. When the sister entered Fred had to

go to work to earn his expenses. He waited table,

did odd jobs and managed to get by for the first

semester. Then came the second semester and

with it, by sheer luck, a vacancy for an assistant

instructor in agricultural chemistry. The head of

the department offered the job to Freddie, who

hesitated before accepting it. While he needed the

money very badly he liked to play baseball and he

had to choose between the twro. I finally managed

to convince him that money means more than var

sity honors and he accepted the position as an as-

sitant in the chemical laboratories of the college.

"A few weeks later Mike Walsh, the coach, called

for the candidates for the varsity baseball team

and every available player responded except Fred

die. He was busy with his own classes in the morn

ing and had his afternoons taken up with the lab

work. So old Mike Walsh, former big leaguer,

came up to our room one night, and talked to Fred

die, but on hearing the reason why murmured

something about college being a place where only
the rich could play while the poor must work, and

went home.

"Time passed and Mike Walsh was drilling his

men for the trip down South to play the first few

games of the season with the Southern colleges

during Spring vacation and as yet had not found

a good catcher for the varsity to take Freddie's

place. On the Saturday preceding vacation we

came to watch the players work out and I remem

ber hearing Mike Walsh plead with him to take

the Southern trip but Fred refused. It was out

of the question.

When we walked home Fred admitted that the

temptation was great but as long as his sister was

in college he had to earn his living as his folks

could not support the both of them.
"

'There is one thing I am sorry for,' he said to

me, 'that is the fact that Peterson will go to the

dogs. He needs a man behind the plate to steady
him when he goes wild, and to handle him with
kid gloves when he is in trouble, otherwise he goes
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up in the air and then you might as well kiss the

old game good bye.'
"

Ts he any more troublesome than any other

left handed pitcher?' I asked Fred.

"

'I'll tell the world he is,' he replied. Tf there

is any pitcher in the game that is more finicky

than Warrington Peterson, I'd like to meet him.

He is in the Alpha Omega house and his folks have

all kinds of money. Let it remain a secret between

you and me : when it comes to wine, women, and

s011g
—he doesn't care much for music. I'll tell

you one on him that'll make you laugh.'
"

'In our frosh year I was catching him from

the start and I liked to work with him. When in

condition he is one of the finest pitchers I know of.

We used to work very smoothly and I'd signal for

a curve, followed by a fast ball, followed by a

curve, and had no trouble in retiring the side.

Well, one day we played the frosh team of Mc-

Nicholl College over in Philadelphia, and in the

fourth inning Peterson gave a base on balls to the

first batter up. Nothing strange about that so I

didn't say anything, but when instead of pitching

to me Peterson kept throwing to first base after

looking at the runner for some time, and first

thing you know he passed another man ; I walked

over to the pitcher's box and wanted to know what

was the matter.'
"

'Look at that red-haired girl in the grand

stand along the first base line,' he said. 'Did you

ever see a prettier pair of ankles than hers. And

she wears silk stockings, too.'
"

T turned around and saw a rather good look

ing girl sitting in the first row of the grand stand

benches, and she was all he said of her, but it was

our business to win the ball game and I started to

bawl him out.'
"

'Holy cats ! Is that what you're doing instead

of playing ball? Well, I guess I better tell the

coach to warm up another pitcher.'
"

'Oh, have a heart, Freddie,' he said to me.

'Have you no aesthetic appreciation ?'
"

'Not when it makes us lose the game !'
"

'Oh, all right, I'll be good.'
"

'And he was. We won the game so I never

said anything about it. That's the kind of a bird

he is, and now there is nobody to handle him. Be

lieve me, I wish I did not have to work my way

through. I'd be out on the baseball field tomorrow,

go South with the team, and play for the rest of

the season'."

Bateman lit a cigarette, and then resumed tell

ing his story.

"Spring vacation came and the team went South

without Freddie, who went home and helped his

father with the plowing. I ran down to New York

City to spend vacation with some relatives of
mine. I went to several shows and a couple of

dances, including the one held in the Parker Hotel

by the Intercollegiate Glee Club of New York.
Late in the evening while getting some refrer1-

ments I overheard the following conversation :
"

T see by the papers where the State University
baseball team is not so good this year. Baker, the

captain and star catcher, isn't playing any more

and their pitcher can't deliver the goods.'
"

'Yes, it's too bad. I guess they'll be easy pick
ing for the Manhattan team. They used to put up
a good game against Manhattan but it will be a

walk-a-way this time. I don't think I'll go to see

the game this year. I don't like one-sided games.'
"

'One-sided is right. You know that the local

gamblers are giving odds on Manhattan to win. I

understand that Leo Phillips over in his pool room

is giving ten to seven against the State University.'
"I walked away and danced no more that night.

On my way home I tried to think of a good way to

beat Leo Phillips' game. Vacation passed and I

returned to find Freddie Baker looking better than

ever. They were favored with decent weather

while he was home and his father and he plowed

most of the land and Freddie forgot his trouble

while working. Meanwhile the team returned

from the Southern trip with only one victory out

of five games played. I told Fred what I over

heard at the dance in New York. It worried him

considerably and we put our heads together trying

to figure out some plan whereby we could beat

Manhattan and bust up the gamblers' game. I

was for lending him money but he refused it. He

didn't want to pay for a dead horse after he got

out of school, he said. Finally I hit upon an idea

which looked like a million dollars. If Fred could

play on Saturday afternoons when the important

games were played it would not interfere with his

duties as instructor in the chemistry laboratory,

and he could play against the Manhattan Univer

sity.

"When Mike Walsh heard from Freddie's lips

that he would play in the Saturday games he

danced for joy and invited Fred and me over to

his house for dinner the following Sunday. And

surely the old grey-haired big leaguer was a happy

man that day.

"Two weeks later the Manhattan team invaded

the sleepy hamlet on the lake where State Univer

sity is situated and put up at the hotel. They were

followed by a bunch of sleek looking birds with

waxed mustaches and rocks on their fingers who

neither toiled nor spun, but managed to live on

the fat of the land. Among them was Leo Phil-

(Continued on page 27)
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Tobiah Tittlebaum, Ph.D.

Being a Series of Concrete Conversations on Abstract Thoughts

The First Conversation

Tobiah Tittlebaum has a paraboli

cal nose, red-rimmed myopic eyes

(which necessitate his wearing an

onerous pair of tortoise shell specta

cles, snubbed by a black ribbon),

burnsides, and a paternal disposition.

He is a professor of logic.

At the first recitation of each term,

he always gives this ancient explana-

ation of the purpose of his subject: "I gave a

quiz one day to which the entire class objected

strenuously. It was, as I realized, extremely diffi

cult, and I decided therefore to lessen tbe severity

somewhat and told them, Tf you say one true

thing on the papers you hand in, I will pass you.'

In correcting the papers later, I came across one

on which was written this single sentence : 'Oh,

but you will flunk me.'
"

Whereupon the Profes

sor chortles like a baby playing in its bath with

an Ivory Soap duck and proceeds to explain his

little joke. "Now, if I flunked him, he would have

said something that was true and so I couldn't do

that; but on the other hand, if I passed him, he

would have said something that wasn't true and I

would have had to flunk him. Dear me, dear me !

What a predicament !"

One day, after a twelve o'clock, a College Man

approached his dais to ask a question. He asked

it.

"My dear young man, find*—it—for—your
—

self. I say this not because I am unable to answer

it, for when a man has reached the point where

his classes use his text book" (put out by his pub
lishers at the insignificant price of six dollars)
"such a suggestion would be positively insulting;
but I say it because you should rely on yourself.

"Oh, if only the younger generation would learn

the satisfaction of study ! Nothing infuses into

the spirit more genuine pleasure than the final

realization that success has attended a quest for

some recalcitrant bit of knowledge. The more ex

tended and diligent the search, the more stupen
dous is the triumph. If I could only convince just

you, my boy, I would feel that I had done the

world a splendid service.

"Study! Its rewards are ample. The gods lay
gifts at your feet. A broad mind results from

study; and power over yourself and your fellow

men result from possessing a broad mind. Learn

to know yourself; and your abilities will be in

creased a hundred fold. And how shall you do

this? By reading. By studying the works—the

life blood—of the great thinkers, and from them

learn to think.

"Bear this in mind, my son, when you leave

here, and that is all I ask. The force and logic,

the pleasures and joys of study will then convince

you themselves."

Whereupon the College Man hurried to lunch,

fully determined to spend the afternoon in that

delightfully intellectual sport—Red Dog.

The Second Conversation.

Long ago, during his undergraduate days, To

biah Tittlebaum had read a book on the apprecia

tion of music. Before that time he had been wont

to say that although he didn't know much about

music, he knew what he liked. Now, however, he

was under the impression that he really appreci

ated music.

He always bought a season ticket to the Univer

sity concerts, specifying that it should be a little

to the left in the Dress Circle, so that when there

was a pianist on the program, he could see the

keyboard. A shrewd observer might have noticed

that he seldom committed himself by discussing

the program until he had talked to several serious

music students during the intermission—but later,

of course, it was easy enough to appropriate and

develop their hints.

After a concert by a well known orchestra. Pro

fessor Tittlebaum was strolling home with a

Friend and was discoursing upon the relative

merits of the different compositions played, and

upon the audience. The Unfinished Symphony and

the Marche Slav had been played to pander to the

rabble. And there had been other popular num

bers on the program which likewise had been "well

received."

"There ought to be a law against such stuff,"

continued Tobiah. "It lowers the intellectual tone

of the audience. It's just like these trashy novels

that are flooding the market. Not worth the paper

they're printed on! They're cheap! Why! did

you notice the applause after that splendid fugue
of Beethoven's?"

"Scarcely," said the Friend. "There wasn't

much."

"Exactly. And yet Beethoven has no peer. The

form, the perfectness of the thing—it was sub

lime. And yet it went right over their heads. Oh,
if only someone could teach those numbskulls what
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is good in music! It ruins half my pleasure just

thinking how stupid and inane most of them are."

"Yes, but have you ever thought that maybe the

interest a musician finds in a thing like that is

purely a technical one—the logical building up of

themes and motifs? There's no melody. You

must admit that."

"Melody? Sentimental pish tush! Anybody

can write melodies. Form's the only thing that's

real in music—or in anything else for that mat

ter."

"Come with me a minute. It's a little out of our
way but I want to show you something." Tobiah
followed in silence.

"There!" said the Friend, "before you stands
the noble structure called the Mech Lab. Every
corner forms a perfect ninety degree angle. Every
brick is placed directly on top of other bricks. The

walls are straight. The windows come at fairly
regular intervals. But—I wonder—would you

call that sublime?"

R. S. H.

aSSM J
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The heavy varsity crew before going out on their morning row during the wintry Easter vacation. The boat contains

six veterans from last year's varsity and gives promise to be one of the most powerful crews in the country. They are,

left to right: Kells, Egeberg, Strong, Luhrs, Hearn, Baker, Fates,
Fillius (stroke), Nicholson (cox).

9
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A Whiteheaded Boy

I
-^^|A HERE is something about the ama-

& ^^^| teur actor that makes him the

*

I |0| whiteheaded boy of the theatrical
1

f
world. Let him act very badly,—

'

his audience is forgiving, ready to

I overlook many sins ; on the other

| hand, let him do something well,

he is acclaimed with loud and

proud applause, smiled upon, and praised out of

measure.

If he is not much spoiled, it is through no fault

of the amiable admirers beyond the footlights.

His conscience is off-stage during the perform

ance. There is a still, stern voice there which they

never hear.

Call it rank favoritism if you like. Say the little

Campus Theatre is the petted darling of an over

kind audience. But add, that it seems to be grow

ing quite successfully under that protection, be

coming yearly less and less little,—in every re

spect save cubic feet. Its enlarging ambitions call

for more work; and that calls for more workers,

more ideas, more performances ; and these in turn

rouse new ambitions. The groups of one-act plays

become more and more frequent, and experiments

with new effects and materials are continually be

ing made.

This spring has been marked by a new, large

undertaking,—the presentation in a single term of

two three-act plays, with four performances each.

They are both modern European plays : The White-

headed Boy, of Lennox Robinson, and Bjornson's

Love and Geography.

When one joins these names to those of the

other long plays which have been presented by the

Club in previous years, perhaps one reason for the

gracious cordiality of its audience suggests itself.

Ibsen : Pillars of Society, and An Enemy of the

People; Bjornson: Leonarda; Henry Arthur

Jones: Rogue's Comedy; Pinero : Dandy Dick;

Giacosca: Like Falling Leaves; Capus: The Ad

venturer; Gogol: The Inspector General,—taken

together it is a list which no patron of the drama

would lightly put aside. They are not plays that

one has frequent opportunity of seeing. Neither

are they insignificant plays.

The drama is a nice and sensitive instrument

for recording the subtle trends of modern life and

thought. Through it, one is put in touch with the

world in a peculiar way, which is not given to

other forms of art. A serious or partly serious

play, acted with sincerity, makes real to actor and

spectator alike a bit of experience which may be

very far removed in time, space, and mood from

our common lot.

This is the secret of the spell of the theatre.

And the amateur, the whiteheaded boy on the

Goldwin Smith stage, may make a great many

mistakes ; but because he is young, with the fresh

ness and sincerity of youth, his incantations are

good, his puppets come alive, and his audience

finds its kindness rewarded.

i'A. ■%■>■■ ■ eOve

A scene from "The Whiteheaded Boy" as it was given by the Cornell Dramatic Club. The success that was enjoyed by
this play was rivaled only by the fame that the same play gained while showing in New York.

10
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Baseball snapshots taken during the Washington and Lee game, which
was played on the Southern trip.
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The Fuertes Observatory
By Prof. S. L.

HAT importance astronomy is to the

W
human race is hardly realized until

one stops to consider what would be

the condition of our world today if

V? ^ CP the skies had been forever cloudy.

«*^ . The laws of motion and the law of

>VVrf% gravitation would be unknown. We

%^*V"J should not yet have determined the

length of the year with accuracy and

this would make it necessary for politicians to

frequently make arbitrary adjustments of the cal-

■

to the year of the seasons, with consequent

:on. We should not know the length of the

uay with extreme accuracy, even suppose we had

discovered the lawTs of motion and were able to

construct accurate time pieces. We could not fear

lessly navigate the open sea and it is doubtful if

we could do more than creep along the coasts, for

even the property of the magnetic needle in ap

proximately giving the meridian would be un

known. We should only have the approximate

size of the earth, even suppose that we had learned

to navigate the seas. We could not accurately lo

cate such monuments as mark international boun

daries so that in case of their destruction they
could be replaced. In fact, each people would still

be confined to the island or continent on which

happy or unhappy accident should have placed it,

and any highly organized civilization of world

wide, or even continent-wide, extent would be

highly improbable, if not impossible.

Besides, who does not realize the uplifting in

fluence of the stars, which take man out of his

petty world and make him realize even vaguely
that he and his world are part of a larger creation?

What an incalculable loss to the human soul if the

eye could never look out upon the infinite.

We are then led to see clearly that a department
of Astronomy in any educational institution has

two functions to perform, first, to teach those se

verely practical uses of astronomy which make it

possible to navigate the trackless ocean, to make

accurate surveys and to explore the unknown re

gions of the earth, as well as to give time to man

kind and to make possible an accurate chronology.
Second, to reveal to the human mind the larger
universe about us, a revelation which has always
had the effect of helping to disclose to man tho in

nate capacity of the human soul itself. Since nei

ther of these functions could be continually served

without the advance of science itself, we must add
a third and not less important function which a

12
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department of astronomy in a great university

must fulfill, namely, to train a few rare souls who

have the capacity, as well as the desire, to devote

their energies to gradually extending the bounds

of human knowledge in this field of science, and

of giving the necessary training in astronomy

which is needed by those working in allied fields.

As a necessary part of this function may be con

sidered that of giving adequate training in as

tronomy to teachers of the subject and of closely

allied sciences.

Thanks to the clear vision and the unselfish de

votion of Dean Fuertes and Professor Crandall,

during the first quarter century of her existence,

Cornell University was early well equipped to en

able her department of astronomy to give most

adequately, courses in Geodesy, Geodetic Survey

ing and Geodetic Astronomy—courses which for

thoroughness and completeness were in their clay

unique among American Universities. Owing to

changes in the curriculum, these courses are no

longer required of all Civil Engineering students

but to the limited number who elect them, the at

tempt is now made to at least maintain the stand

ard set by those worthy men. The equipment for

this work consists of three Astronomical Transits,

a Zenith Telescope, a very fine altazimuth, Chrono

graphs, Chronometers, a Mean Time Clock, a Men-

denhall Pendulum Apparatus for gravity deter

mination, various standards of length, as well as

much minor equipment.
A new epoch in the work of astronomy at Cornell

University was, however, inaugurated when, early
in 1919, Professor Church made arrangements to

get, for the Fuertes Observatory, two discs of

glass for a 12-inch objective which had been or

dered from the Mantois factory near Paris by the

Yerkes Observatory. These were to be used for

an objective for eclipse work, the immediate use

being for the solar eclipse of June 8. 1918. Owing
to delays caused by the war, these were no longer
of use to the Yerkes Observatory and so were re

leased to Cornell University.
In March, 1919, the order was given to the John

A. Brashear Co. to make these discs into a visual

objective for a 12-inch equatorial for Cornell Uni

versity. About May 20, 1920, the completed ob

jective was received by the treasurer of Cornell

University and stored for safe keeping in the

vault at the treasurer's office, to be kept until such
time as the necessary funds were available for the

(Continued on page 22)
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A picture of the telescope in the Fuertes Observatory takenin the latter part of March, 1923. The telescope is supplied

with photographic lens which makes it possible to take photographs without the use of color screens.

A picture of the moon near the

time of last quarter on the early

morning of April 7, 1923.
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Lacrosse

By R. L. Schmidt '23

i-N*

HOSE who for the first time saw a la-

Tcrosse
match, the continued seemingly

aimless swinging of sticks and the fre

quent thud as racquet met body, im

pressed them as being a sport to be en

joyed only by the spectators. They

wondered why the players found even

a limited amount of pleasure from such

a contest, for to the onlookers it was nothing but

an attempt on the part of the players
to batter and

bruise each other's bodies.

At an even cruder beginning among the Indians

as far back as 1700, the French Colonists looked

on, awed by the very primitive nature of the con

test, in which hundreds of Indians chased a ball

and'battled to and fro between two goals, generally

several miles apart. But generation after genera

tion of Colonists added skill and technique, dis

pensed with the brutal nature of the sport, until

today it has become a supreme test
of courage, en

durance, and skill. Year after year, its popularity

creeps into more colleges and universities as well

as high and prep schools. Lacrosse, at the present

rate of enthusiasm with which it is being ap

proved, bids to become a very popular form of

athletic contest in the United States.

As played today, the game is contested on a field

slightly larger than that of football, the goals be

ing placed about 110 yards apart in the longitudi

nal center of the field, and in an area 18 by 12 ft.,

which is known as the "Crease." Players of the

attacking side are not permitted to go at any time

within this area, and goals scored when attacking

players are within it do not count. The width of

the field is 70 yards. A distance of 20 yards more

is allowed behind each goal to permit play from

behind the net.

Twelve men comprise a team, consisting of five

men each on the attack and defense, and one man

at center and another at goal. The draw is held

in the center of the field, and thus play is begun.

The team which has acquired, together with

greater endurance and fleet-footedness, a more

skillful use of the stick and has formulated the

more baffling system of attack, is ultimately the

victor. Each of these four qualifications for an

excellent team is important.

Concerning endurance, every player, and espe

cially those playing in the center of the field, often

total a run of from four to eight miles during a

contest. This requires each man to be in abso

lutely the best of condition throughout the season.

He is called upon to sprint at a good rate of speed

from time to time. Should any one man become

"winded," his team is at a decided disadvantage,

for lacrosse, just as basketball and hockey, re

quire coordination between players continually

throughout a game.

Ability to catch, throw, dodge, and run with the

ball makes it necessary to so completely master

the use of the racquet, that every movement made

by the player is second nature to him. Unless

each man can accurately control his throwing,

catching, and carrying of the ball, no amount of

endurance and system of play employed can bring

victory.

After each member of the team has thoroughly

mastered the proper use of his stick, plays are

formulated and practiced which contrive to place

the ball within shooting or scoring distance of the

opponent's goal. The apparent principle to be em

ployed in efficient team play is so to pass the ball

to each other as to draw nearer to the goal and

then to score by a well-placed, swiftly thrown shot.

The ideal situation for a team is to secure what

is known as an "extra" man. This is accomplished

by one player securing the ball and breaking away

from the man covering him. He runs up the field

as fast and as far as he possibly can. Here, an

opponent who is covering one of his team-mates,

comes out to retard his advance, but by so doing

leaves the man whom he was covering free. The

man advancing with the ball, runs until he is

blocked and then passes the ball swiftly and ac

curately to his now open team-mate, who in turn

advances until another team-mate is made open

by the same process. This is continued until an

opportunity for a shot at goal is afforded. This

entire action takes place in a comparatively short

period of time and must be so carried out in order

to make use of the extra man before the defense

men can cover up every attacking man and so

smother the try for goal. Accurate passing, quick

thinking, and speed are the three essentials toward

making an attempt at goal a success.

Often, as in the case of the Cornell varsity, full
use is made of the 20 yards behind the goal. The

attack passes the ball back and forth behind and

to the sides of the goal, thereby keeping the alley,
or the space immediately in front of the goal, com

paratively open. Suddenly a Cornell man darts

down the alley from the center of the field, a few

steps in front of the man who is covering him. A

(Continued on page 19)
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Pictures of the three varsity crews on April 10, when they journeyed up to Crowbar against a stiff wind
and in extremely

rough water. On this account, the pictures do not show the true form of the crews, but they do dlustrate the well-known

fact that "hard work" is the middle name of the Cornell navy.

15
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"Men may cry peace, peace, but there is no peace. The war has already begun." In fact, it began

some time ago, and has been carried on mercilessly with little regard for the consequences. But don't

be alarmed, astonished reader. You may be a victim of the campaign, although you are not aware of

it. It concerns you vitally, but the peace of your cushioned swivel chair and smoke permeated study will

not be disturbed. You are being robbed of one of the most precious things in the world, but you either

consciously or unconsciously remain nescient of the fact. We allude not very obviously to the war of the

credit system on true education. (Apologies to G. J. N.) Someone has sagaciously said that the credit

system has a strangle hold on American education. Unfortunately correct. Whatever sincere ambitions

to acquire an education a boy just matriculating in an American university may have are promptly stifled

ere he has time to even begin his quest for knowledge. It does not take him long to find out that he is not

there to become educated, but that his first and immediate objective is to get a high mark. This condi

tion, of course, is caused partially by the large amount of work assigned. It often happens that a student

cannot find the time to study each course as assiduously as he would like to. The result is unwise empha

sis on prelims and examinations. If he is not overwhelmed with work, he finds that all he is required to

do is pass the prelims. Here again the unwise emphasis to his own loss. If some members of the faculty

would pay less attention to marks, and devote that time to making their course more interesting and in

telligible, their avowed purpose as teachers would be much more adequately accomplished.
As an outgrowth of the credit system, there is the custom of insisting on prerequisite courses. Mr.

Ezra Cornell, with whose name you are all undoubtedly familiar, once said, "I would found an institution

where any person can find instruction in any study." Wonderful words ! They are shouted from the

housetops, and placarded all over the campus. But, as usual, there is a catch in them—it is the word

"find." Gold has been found in sea water ; iron has been found on the sun ; and a great many courses can

be found in Cornell, but just try to take some of them.

A man may decide to live in central Africa, having in mind the beauty of the tropical forest and the

undiscovered treasures, but, after living there a while, he finds that the climate does not just suit him.

He can exist there, but it isn't any too comfortable. He can't acclimate himself, so he moves to a more

agreeable country. How many students have had the same experience in the engineering college? Un

fortunately, they were not allowed to make the desired change.
It may be that some day there will be a great awakening, and this wonderfully efficient educational

system of ours will come to realize the exigency of wise and somewhat revolutionary changes.

The Coffee House does not need any free advertising just now, but we thought it would be a good
hunch to enlighten those unfortunate souls who do not patronize it. They are missing infinite pleasures,
but they are entirely oblivious of the fact. The Coffee House, alias the Java Club, has become one of the

centers of intellectual discussions. All morning, the place is crowded with students and faculty members

who have either risen too late for breakfast at the house, or who go there merely for the pleasure of dis

cussing the problems of the world over a cup of coffee,—and we suspect the former class of deliberately
oversleeping. One small group have formed the habit of eating the noon meal there in preference to eat

ing at their respective houses. The Coffee House is the only place now provided where students and pro
fessors meet on an equal footing and exchange ideas unhampered by the formality and pedagogics of the
class room. Which makes for a more complete mutual understanding. The sight of a group of under
graduates seated around a table with a professor reminds us of the stories we used to hear about Aris
totle and Plato. The odor of tobacco and coffee, and the general atmosphere of congeniality tends to
break down this intangible wall that has unfortunately grown up between scholar and teacher The Coffee
House is a wonderful institution. We recommend it highly to those who enjoy good fellowship and inte'-
lectual discussion.
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William Augustus Schreyer
of

Phi Kappa Psi

Once upon a time there was a little boy in Milton, Pa.,

who used to pray every night that he would become a,"

manager. So when he grew up and went to college, he

managed the Junior Smoker, he managed his Freshman

Advisory Committee, until he managed most everything.

And everyone forgot his middle name and called him

"Bill."

Ernest Clinton Woodin, Jr., '23
of

Phi Sigma Kappa
One reason why "Woodie" belongs in the hall of fame is

that he is captain of baseball; another reason is that blue

eyes and red cheeks are a hard combination to beat in an

athlete; and a third reason is that he is undoubtedly one

of the best baseball players in college ranks.
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Faint Perfume. By Zona Gale. 217 pages. New

York : D. Appleton and Co.

Miss Gale's Miss Lnlu BeU flooded her coffers so

altogether successfully, that it would be too much

to hope that she wouldn't try to write another just

like it. Faint Perfume has its dull, case-hardened

family and its noble, sensitive maiden lady who is

unhappy in her love for the strong yet gentle man.

The main difference between the books, aside from

a few changes in the plot, occurs because Miss

Gale's style has suffered an acute blight of Green

wich Villagism. When a woman has to use forms

like the following to express herself, I always feel

like begging Mencken to award her one of his cus

tard pies : "Leda was shaken by an abrupt sense

that they were one creature, as if each had exten

sions of being which had fused in something finer

than light and color, had become one conscious

ness."

I have a habit of conjuring up an image of the

physical and mental state of the author whose book

I am reading. Zona Gale appeared as an unmar

ried woman somewhere in her forties, chronically

nervous, unable to reconcile herself to the little

things in life, disdainful of anything smacking of

the bourgeoise, and utterly unaware of how horri

ble this world would be if everyone were as super

sensitive as she seems to wish they were. Who's

Who confirms me in part : she is forty-nine and un

married. I wonder if she isn't the other things,
too. . . . This, of course, is not criticism, but

possibly it explains why she has gone so far afield

to picture so harshly her middle-class family in

Faint Perfume. Needless to say, she has overshot

the mark she set for herself in Miss LhIh Bett.

And yet the book is by no means without merit.

Her character drawing is sketchy, but still her peo
ple are remarkably real; certain scenes are ex

tremely well done—especially that scene in the day
coach going back to the little country town from

Chicago, where Leda Perrin and Pearl's loves

had been thwarted and they had only found its

faint perfume. Such things are magnificent; but
there are so many other parts that are irritating,
that I didn't like it. Perhaps you will.

The Road to Calvary. By Alexey Tolstoy. 451

pages. New York : Boni and Liveright.
I am surprised— in fact, I am astounded. Here

I always thought Russians lived in cellars (unless

they were related to the Tzar), never took a bath,

were always miserable, and lived on bread and

vodka—and now I find that that's not true at all.

These Russian writers have always been hailed

as masters of character portrayal, but, neverthe

less, I have always felt that they were narrow:

they always picture the hopeless, morbid, tragic

side of life. At first, I thought that possibly the

Russians were really like that. Then the Russian

Ballet made me skeptical ; the Chauve Souris made

me even more so ; and this book settles it
—for me,

at least. Tolstoy has kept all his powrers of char

acter drawing andi besides his horizon has been

widened, so that now he can paint a much more

logical picture of the life over there. . . . The

French and English seem to be teaching the Rus

sians as many things as the Russians are teaching
Americans.

The story traces the downfall of the Royalists
and the development of Bolshevism as a back

ground to a love story. It throws a new light on

their truce with Germany which heretofore struck

me as being somewhat cowardly. As history and

as pure fiction, it's a book you have no right to

miss.

Teodoro the Sage. By Luigi Lucatelli. Trans

lated by Morris Bishop. 238 pages. New York:

Boni and Liveright.

By the time this review appears, everyone will

probably have at least an excellent conversational

knowledge of Teodoro : "Awfully clever irony.

Well, yes, they do pall on you if you read too many

at a time. Morris Bishop? Oh, you know him—

up in the Romance Language Department. Etc.,

etc." Consequently there wouldn't be any point in

re-reviewing the book, if it weren't that local tal

ent as good as this could never attract more atten

tion than it deserves. Besides, Morris Bishop is a

former editor-in-chief of the Era.

As a rule, I dislike translations. Most of them

are done hy unsuccessful authors who hack the

work horribly, or else by men who could be gen

iuses in their own right and who transmute the

original into something of themselves losing all
the personality of the first author. Morris Bishop.
however, has retained all the pungency and vigor
that Lucatelli could possibly have given his book.
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In fact, I enjoyed these scraps of irony im

mensely, especially after the first fifty pages about

Teodoro.

It's the kind of book you should have on the lit

tle table by the bed in the alumni suite or in the

guest room at home.

Characters. By George Belcher. Introduction

by Frank Swinnerton. 86 pages. $4.00. New

York: George H. Doran Company.

Belcher has been causing more or less of a fu

ror in England with his sketches and caricatures.

Punch and many others are bidding vigorously for

them. Some have already appeared in American

periodicals
—notably, the Century. And now this

book, a goodly collection of his drawings, has come

out and is well worth the rather "steep" price

asked for it.

The pictures bear a strong resemblance to the

work of Cruikshank, the famous illustrator of Oli

ver Twist, but as a rule show even better taste

than do the latter's. The types are perfect; in

fact, a story is going the rounds that Belcher re

fused to have several sketches printed because they

were not drawn from life.

If you are looking for a good investment, buy a

copy of Characters. You will get your six per cent

in pleasure and the value of the book will probably

increase constantly. A good collection of Cruik-

shank's pictures are worth a young fortune now.

Mostly Sally. By P. G. Wodehouse. 317 pages.

New York: George H. Doran.

I was a little disappointed in Mostly Sally, for I

had been expecting something like the Bertie and

Jeeves classics that have been appearing in the

Cosmopolitan. Nevertheless, it's an amusing little

romance and that is all the publishers claim for it.

Wodehouse writes for the pure fun of it (aside

from keeping his money bags full) and not with

any idea that he is adding something to the best

that is "said or thought in the world."

... I have just been trying to sketch out the

plot, but there are so many complications that I

can't do it justice in a paragraph. Needless to

say, there is a perfectly delightful heroine and

Ginger, a perfectly respectable English hero ; and

the happy ending. What more do you want in a

story of this type?

Say It with Bricks. By Nina Wilcox Putnam ;

Say It with Oil. By Ring Lardner. 58 pages.

New York : George H. Doran Company.
The cleverest thing about this book is the way

it is printed. Mrs. Putnam's essay starts from

one side of the book and runs about half way

through; and Ring Lardner's starts from what

would be the back and runs forward. It's rather

(Continued on page 20)

LACROSSE

(Continued from page 14)

yard in front of the man allows ample time and

room to catch a swiftly passed ball, thrown from

the side of the field or from behind the goal, and
thus affording him a shot for a score.

The Cornell attack, for example, can be seen

running around the goal, using short backhand

and quick overhand passes, always watching for

each other to break away slightly from the op

ponent covering them, and so to come close enough
to the crease to permit a good shot.

The defense naturally covers as closely as possi
ble each attacking player, and therefore the con

test hinges upon the ability of the respective at

tacks in outwitting their defending opponents.
To those who have seen but a few games or none

at all, it would be worth their while to attend the

next intercollegiate contest they can, perceive the

attack attempting to advance the ball up the field

and appreciate the ability of the players to use

their brains and skill, and to maintain their en

durance and speed, so as to outwit and outplay
their opponents during sixty minutes of hard play

ing. Lacrosse is a great game, requiring every at

tribute of athletic skill and the highest athletic

sense and brain.

r<ia<>/i&ruKan0

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

VOU may depend on the same

authoritative correctness and

high standard of excellence in hats,

haberdashery and clothing which

you buy of our Representatives to

the Colleges as you would expect

to find in any one of our four

New York Stores.

"Satisfaction or Money Back"

Broadway, below Chambers

Broadway, cor. 29th

246-248 West 125th

3d Ave., cor. 122d

Netv York
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There is a certain touch of exclus

iveuess to our shoes that sets

them far and above

all others

Ask to see our Men's and Women's

sport shoes, they are hummers.

* * *

Ithaca Boot Shop, Inc.
F. J. Ashdown

2 1 2 East State Street Ithaca, N. Y.

FOREST HOME INN

At the End of the Beautiful Forest

Home Walk

* * «

LUNCHES

TEA DANCES

STEAK AND CHICKEN DINNERS

More prompt attention if reservations

are Made in Advance

A la carte service fit all times

Dial 2282

BOOK REVIEWS

symbolical of the difference in their views of the

question. Dorothy Parker and F. P. A. had a

book published on a similar topic and printed in

the same form, so that this really doesn't come as

a novelty.

The essays themselves are nicely done, but the

question of marital difficulties is so old that there

isn't quite the freshness that there should be. Such

lines as Larclner's "Wives are people who think

that two ash trays is enough for a twelve room

house" should be included in the next Famous

Quotations that anybody gets out ; but on the

whole the book's not worth hocking your shoes for.

Essays at Large. By Solomon Eagle (J. C.

Squire). 211 pages. New York: George H. Doran

Company.

J. C. Squire, although he is only in his thirties,

is one of the best known of the contemporary Eng
lish critics. He is a lover of books, an inveterate

reader, and, judging from these essays, has read

everything from the book catalogues of the six

teenth century to Tarzan. I don't know which

would be more interesting.

If you like first editions, you will want to give
this book to all your friends. If you don't, which

is much more probable, you will be able to acquire
an excellent bluffing knowledge of old books. But

they are not all on Shakespeare's folios and the

like. Squire's life is made up largely of books and

so almost all the essays are about them. However,
the ones I enjoyed the most have books only as

their background. Reading in Bed, On Being <i

Jonah, and A Common Place Book are equal to

anything of Elia's.

If you like to read. Essays at Large will give
you a better appreciation of books and better com

panionship than any other modern book that I

have read.

R. S. H.

Let us put your

Baseball and Track Shoes
in shape for the coming season

The C. U. A. A.

patronizes us. Why not you ?

VastencTs Shoe Shop
Conveniently located across from the Strand
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Which all goes to prove

that both Newton and Dar

win were right.

Public Sales
We have purchased 122,000 pair U. S.

Army Munson last shoes, sizes 51 /•> to 12,
which was the entire surplus stock of one

of the largest U. S. Government shoe

contractors.

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred per

cent solid leather, color dark tan, bellows

tongue, dirt and waterproof. The actual

value of this shoe is $6.00. Owing to this

tremendous buy we can offer same to the

public at $2.95.

Send correct size. Pay postman on de

livery or send money order. If shoes are

not as represented we will cheerfully re

fund your money promptly upon request.

National Bay State

Shoe Company
296 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Carriage and

Automobile Pamtin;

First Class Work at

Very Low Prices

C. A. Rooney
105 E. Clinton St. Ithaca, JN. Y.

The Wisteria Garden

Opposite Strand

"Particular Food For Particular People"

Twelve years' experience catering to Cornell

students tends for us to say we know what you

want and how you desire it to be served.

In that twelve years we have learned by actual

contact how it is cooked and served at such famous

world-wise places as Shepheard's in Cairo, Egypt ;

Raffles in Singapore, Indo-China; Carleton in

Shanghai; and Tait's in San Francisco.

Planked Steaks that are famous. Delicious

Salads, Rarebits, Sandwiches and Oysters.

Open after theaters.

H. V. MILES '08,

Manager
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Army and Navy Store

FOR SUMMER WEAR

U. S. WHITE SAILOR SUITS
A Neat, Comfortable, Inexpensive Garment

CAMP EQUIPMENT
of Every Description

BREECHES—KNICKERS

in Various Materials Including Linen

The Best for Less Money-

Army and Navy Store
110 South Aurora Street Ithaca N. Y.

Mother's Day, May 13th

The Second Sunday in May

Wear a flower and send some to Mother the

greatest Mother in the world—your Mother.

For Mothers living, flowers bright
For Mother's memory, flowers white

Whose Birthday comes in May?

We deliver anywhere by telegraph. Distance
does not matter.

Order early.

THEBOOLFLORAL CO.,1nc.

THE FUERTES OBSERVATORY

(Continued from page 12)

purchase of the 12-inch equatorial mounting.

During 1920 and 1921 Professor Church initiated

and carried forward a movement to get contribu

tions from C. E. alumni to complete a fund for the

purchase of the mounting for the lens which he

himself had so generously provided. During the

early months of 1921 the Cornell Society of Civil

Engineers and the Cornell Civil Engineer, aided

by the unselfish efforts of a few individuals, did

what they could to help augment this fund. The

Cornell Society of Civil Engineers itself gave a

substantial contribution and by the fall of 1921,

when the writer arrived to take charge of the work

in Astronomy and Geodesy, a goodly sum had been

raised. During the fall of that year, it was pro

posed to call the telescope the Irving Porter Church

Memorial Telescope and to make a further appeal
to alumni to complete the fund as a fine means of

honoring one who has done so much for Cornell

University and whose interest in Astronomy for

its value in broadening, enlarging, and uplifting
man's vision, is known to all who have the pleasure
of his intimate acquaintance.
In December, 1921, owing to a happy coinci

dence, the firm of Warner and Swasy of Cleveland,

Ohio, through the kindly interest of a member of

the firm, Mr. E. P. Burrell (M.E. '98), was able

to make the University a most generous offer for

the construction of the equatorial mounting for

the 12-inch lens. This offer was so generous that,
in spite of the fact that the full amount needed was

not yet raised, the Trustees gave the order for the

mounting early in January, 1922.

The mounting was finished and ready for ship
ment from the Warner and Swasey factory at

Cleveland in July, 1922, but owing to repairs and

improvements to be made on the building and

dome, it was not shipped until late in September
and its erection in the dome was completed on Oc

tober 16, 1922.

College Avenue Market
321 College Avenue

We are prepared to serve you with a choice line of fresh and

salt meats and poultry, and ask for a share

of your patronage

Experienced Meat Cutters

E. A. Spencer & Son
Dial 2651
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During the spring of 1922, Dean E. E. Haskell,

Emeritus, who had already done much lo bring the

need of completing the fund for the purchase of

the mounting to the attention of alumni, came to

the rescue and through his kindly offices in further

L ringing the need before the alumni, the fund was

completed during the late summer of 1922.

The lens is up to the usual standard of excel

lence attained by Brashear lenses and the mount

ing has the latest improvements and the same in

comparable excellence attained by all of the as

tronomical instruments turned out by the Warner

and Swasey Company.

The accompanying photograph of the telescope

was taken by Mr. Troy on a cold day in the latter

part of March, 1923. The telescope is supplied

with a photographic lens which makes it possible

to take photographs without the use of color

screens. The accompanying photograph is one

taken of the moon near the time of last quarter on

the early morning of April 7, 1923.

A good equatorial telescope is the center piece

for any observatory and the installation of the

Irving Porter Church Memorial Telescope makes

it possible for the Fuertes Observatory to be the

means by which the second and third functions of

a department of Astronomy may be more ade

quately fulfilled at Cornell University than has

been in the past. While it is not thought wise to

attempt to build up a great research observatory
at Cornell University yet we should aspire to de

velop as finely equipped a student observatory as

exists anywhere. Thanks to the untiring efforts

and unselfish devotion of Dean Fuertes we already
have this in the field of Geodetic Astronomy, the

new telescope is the nucleus for the complete

equipment in the general field of Astronomical in

terest, which the helpful cooperation of Director

Barnes, Dean Kimball, Professor Church, and

others is making possible. Cornellians everywhere
can do much by their helpful interest and coopera

tion to speed the day when our fondest dreams for

the Fuertes Observatory, as one of the leading
student observatories of America may be more

fully realized.

Huxley said that "education is the instruction

of the intellect in the laws of nature, under which
I include not merely things and their forces, but
men and their ways ; and the fashioning of the af

fections and the will into an earnest and loving
desire to move in harmony with those laws."

It is because I feel so deeply that the most im

portant function of a great university is to devote

a large part of its energy to giving the kind of an

education which is implied in the definition given
by Huxley and because I feel that an adequately

(Continued on page 25)
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BOOL'S

for

Quality Furniture

Wall Paper Rugs and Draperies

Fraternities Refurnished at

Special Prices

130-132 East State Street
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"You Can't Fool Your Wife"

at the

CRESCENT

5 — Days
— 5

May 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

2?r^ammounlQ^ictur&

TO CALL A

Black and White Cab

DIAL 2411

Meter Cabs

Seven-passenger Enclosed Cars

IF IT'S PRINTING

give us an oppor

tunity to esti

mate

Grace Printing Company
117 South Tioga Street, Ithaca, N. Y,

(Next to Hook's)

Phone 2563

THE

PUBLIC MARKET
r

The Place to Buy Your Meats"

Fraternity Stewards

If you take pride in serving the best of

meats in your dining room get in touch

with us—Come in and <zo through our

plant and let us help you with your

orders

WILLIAM KNIGHT

115-117 NORTH AURORA STREET
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(Continued from page 23)

equipped student observatory can be one of the

most effective aids in performing this function

that I feel we should be especially grateful to Pro

fessor Church who set in motion the influences

which are working to this end.

The surest way to begin on this program of in

structing the intellect in the laws of nature is to

commence with the study of phenomena which in

volve only a few simple elements for the complete

understanding of the laws which govern them.

The more obvious of the motions of the sun, moon,

and planets are the resultant of only a few simple

motions and for this reason the scientific method

was discovered in attempting to explain the real

movements which are the cause of the apparent

motions of these bodies. Because the planets move

in a vacuum and under the influence of relatively

few forces, it was possible, from observations of

their motions, to discover the laws of motion. If

the sky had always been overcast, it is doubtful

if we should have yet have discovered these all-

important laws. It seems obvious that in begin

ning the study of science we should base our in

struction upon subjects which are fundamental

and which at the same time have a strong appeal.

Physics is a subject which is admitted by all to be

a basic science and what is more basic in physics

than the laws of motion ? Should it not be clear,

then, that the path by which mankind discovered

these laws is also the path by which each individ

ual will gain acquaintance with them as well as a

real understanding of them? Add to this the ap

peal which astronomy has for practically all and

we at once see the ideal approach to a comprehen
sion of perhaps the most difficult and yet the most

fundamental of the laws of nature for the develop

ing mind to fully grasp.

The course in General Astronomy is the one

through which the department must reach the

great majority of students who take astronomy at

all and through which the attempt is made to ful

fill the objects outlined, perhaps as important

functions as a department of science can fulfill.

In the presentation of this course, the emphasis is

put upon the methods of obtaining our data and

how the laws of nature are derived therefrom,

rather than upon the facts themselves.

In developing the subject, the history of its un-

foldment is continually stressed because nothing
is more capable of giving an appreciation of how

man's intellect, aided by the intuitions which come

to the souls of the great and the good of all ages,

has gradually risen from the darkness of ignor
ance and superstition in which we find primitive

sran«tf^Esa

STRAND THEATRE
APRIL 26, 27, 28

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

"Conquering the Woman"
and

Five Acts of Vaudeville

APRIL 29, 30, MAY 1, 2

Cecil DeMille's "Adam's Rib"
With All Star Cast

COMING—"Rob Em Good" and "Dangerous Age"

Satisfaction in Fit and Quality
You will like the feel, lhe fit, and the wear ofthe clothes
we will tailor to your individual measurement. Let

us make your clothes to measure. We guarantee to

render satisfaction in every detail. Hundreds of new

est patterns all pure wool to select from.

I. V. Dell

Merchant Tailor 213 Dryden Rd.

Cleaning, Pressing, and Repairing done on short notice

Ladies' work a specialty. Contracts written

SPRING DAY
WILL SOON BE HERE

Order Your Suit Now

so That You Wont

be Disappointed

KOHM & BRUNNE

Merchant Tailors

111 State Street Ithaca, N. Y
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Chic Styles in Millinery Featuring
the Flattering Poke

Large hats elaborately trimmed are decreed as

smart for Spring, but the vogue of the poke is

triumphantly emphasized anew

THE BONNET SHOP, Inc.

206 North Aurora Street

Mrs. Ada Burling, Pres. Mrs. Anna Buck, Sec.

Mrs. F. A. Livermore, Treas.

IDEAL LUNCH
1 03 North Tioga Street

A neat, clean down-to-date eating place

Quick service, good food and prices right

We make all our pies, cakes and puddings

TRY THE IDEAL

Your Shoes and Shoe Repairing

Give a thought to your feet and

then be able to forget them

Orthopedic Quick
Shoe Repairing Hospital
107 S.Aurora St. Dial 2572

THE FUERTES OBSERVATORY

man ; than is a study of the history of astronomy ;

a history which reveals to us that only the mind

and soul of man is divine, for physically he is im

potent amidst even the primal energies of his in

finitesimal world.

Again in our course the fact is stressed that the

ability to unravel the laws of nature from the

tangled skein of phenomena which presents itself

to our gaze, is made possible as a result of precise

measurements and exact observations collected

with almost infinite patience and skill and made

here upon our minute world. These measurements

and observations are first classified and then in

terpreted by the use of man's intellect to test the

validity of intuitions which come to his soul from

we know not whither. The intuitions which prove

to be valid, we call laws of nature.

Nothing is more capable of giving man an ap

preciation of the glory and wonder of the universe

in which he lives, whether measured by the vast-

ness of the space considered, the incomparable

greatness of the energy exhibited, the beauty, har

mony and grandeur of the movements considered

or the infinite possibilities revealed, than is the

science of astronomy. Such contemplations bring

home to man an appreciation of the physical in

significance of himself and his world in the uni

verse of space, energy and time. Nothing is more

capable than astronomy of revealing to man that

we live in a universe of law and order, and that

though man and his world are physically insignifi

cant, yet in his mind and soul man is a part of a

magnificent creation, since he is capable, in a

measure, of comprehending the plan and meaning

of the universe, capable, in a measure, of under

standing the Infinite.

2n



AGAINST ODDS

(Continued from page 7)

lips, who runs a pool room down here on Forty-

second street. He was pointed out to me the other

day. These people mingled with the students and

other people in the lobby offering all sorts of odds

against the varsity
team. There was nothing for

us to do but to wait till the game would start.

"When the game started the gamblers nearly

died of heart failure : Peterson and Baker com

posed the battery for the State University. Fred

die told the pitcher about the gambling odds and

Peterson worked his head off to win. Freddie also

did some fine work. He cut down a couple of run

ners by some remarkable throwing to second base

and hit safely on his two chances at the bat. Then

came the fatal fourth inning. With two out and

the bases full, one of the Manhattan players hit a

high foul in back of the home plate and Freddie

ran after it full speed. Someone yelled 'Can't get

it,' but he never paid any attention to the warning

and kept on running, with his head high in the air,

looking after the ball. He ran right into the con

crete grandstand and was knocked unconscious.

He was carried off the field and the game was lost."

Bateman finished and for a while none of us

said anything. Langden looked as if he were go

ing to apologize but Bateman spoke first.

"This is to show you how hard the game is

played in college and how much it means to the

players to win the game. Poor Freddie did his

best but Fate stacked the cards. Well, let's go to

the movies. I want to laugh."

Thought for Today
—

Very often

When I am seated

In a barber shop

Or ice cream parlor

Between two great mirrors

And I gaze

At the image of my face

In one of them

I reflect that if only

My head were

Transparent

I could see

Infinity !

—H. B. Cushman.

sra«Mt7A^E___a

Have You Tried Some of the Specialties of

The Green Lantern Tea Room?
Delicious Homemade Pies and Cakes

Club Sandwiches that are unequalled
A Fried Chicken or Porterhouse Steak

Dinner served from 6 to 8 every night

except Sunday for $1.00

50c Lunch Noon and Night Music Ever}) Evening

Christiance - Dudley Pharmacy
214-216 East State Street

OLD HAMPSHIRE

VELLUM

A COMPLETE LINE

of

PARKE - DAVIS

( with or without

Cornell Seal)

POUND PAPER
and

and ENVELOPES SQUIBB PRODUCTS

Palace Laundry
on the Hill

Good Services at

Moderate Prices

325 Eddy Street
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"IF"

It is something good for the table

we have it.

FANCY FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

FANCY BUTTER AND EGGS

J. W. HOOK, Inc.

SHOES MADE TO ORDER

Also Shoe Repairing, Hand and Machine Work, neatly

and promptly done. All work guaranteed.

* * *

Get your Shoes Shined the best and quickest here.

H. A. QUATTRINNI BRO.

213 y2 Dryden Road

Just Received

Lovely designs in Florentine

Leather

Writing Cases, Book Holders, Bridge

Sets, Engagement Pads,

Diaries

Let Us Show Them to You

R. A. Heggie & Bro. Co.

I 36 East State St.

Wc try to give a little better service than

the customer expects

Wc print Thc Era

The Atkinson Press

Printing

122 South Tioga Street

Telephone 2623

Both large and small orders are accorded

the same personal attention
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ITHACA

In the Heart of the Beautiful

Finger Lakes Region of

Central New York

Over 300,000 Tourists Visited the Finger
Lakes Region and Ithaca Last Summer

Are you taking advantage of the opportunity afforded by your staying

in Ithaca to have your friends and relatives see the picturesque beauty of

the city and surrounding country ? You might invite them here for Spring

Day or for any week end. Ithaca will be at its best during May and June.

Ithaca Board of Commerce
Ask for a copy of the Ithaca Leaflet, published by the Board of Commerce, which contains a

map, views and interesting information concerning the city

29
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L. & K. FREEMAN

Every Hat New!

Every Hat Chic!

Every Hat Stylish!

Every Hat Different!

AT

315 East State Street Ithaca, N. Y.

Moths

Winter clothing should be put away with something to

protect it from Moths. We have Naphthaline flakes, Moth

Balls and Cedar Lavender compound.

For Overcoats, Suits, Fur Sets, we recommend the

Wayne cedarea paper wardrobe bag or the Mothex bag.

Priced from 50c to $2.50.

THE HILL DRUG STORE
C. W. DANIELS, Pharmacist

328 College Avenue Ithaca, N. Y.

Official Photographer
Class 1923

* * «

Photographs with merit

Artistic lighting and posing

Special Student Rates

Groups a specialty
Dial 2524

306 E. State St.

Ithaca

I 548 Broadway
New York
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The Lights of the City
I stand at dusk upon the hill,
And watch the embers of the sun

Burn out, and scatter one by one

In purple ash through out the west,
And settle slowly on the breast

Of lake, and town, and valley, till

The misty veil has hid from view

The mountain slopes and waters blue.

And then the city lights come out

Like stars, appearing up and down

Along the flat streets of the town,
And soon the western hill is seen

Outlined with lights, and in between

A thousand beacons boldly flout

Their borrowed light, to testify
Of man's dominion, to the sky.

And when the murky atmosphere
Is backward like a curtain rolled,
The beauties of the night unfold,
And larger than the brightest star,
Whose splendor they pretend to mar,

These imitation orbs appear,

As if determined to present
A larger, brighter firmament.

My fancy often traces there

Familiar groupings and designs,
Produced in uniform outlines,

Defying thus the laws of space,
Yet lacking that celestial grace
Which man's creation may not share,—

For elements which serve in bands

Yield fully but at God's commands.

If we could turn the sky about,

Reversing heaven's canopy,
Would all the stars shine equally—

Orion, and the Pleiades,—

With steady brilliance like to these

Which nightly call the student out

To gaze with pride upon the place
Which mirrors heaven's inverted face?

We may not feel their subtle power,
Or mark the impress on the soul

Until we lose their calm control,
But sacredly we cherish still

Among the memories of the ''hill,"
The recollection of that hour

When sorely tempted to despair
We found new inspiration there.

—E. Hainsworth '22.
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The Grand Old Man

Careful Finishing that Protect!
Your Negatives

Up-to-date methods and painstaking care bv
experts who devote their entire attention to
his branch of photography, bring results
that justify your entrusting your films to us.
1 his is our specialty, not a side line.

Head's Kodak Shop
109 N. Aurora St.

BOOKS
PUBLICATIONS

Norton Printing Co.
(THE N. P. C. PRESS)

317 East State Street

Ithaca

CATALOGS LAW BRIEFS

THE

• 1014 CHAPEL STREET • NEW HAVEN •

■II EAST 471H5TREET- NEW YORK-
'

Makersof*5martbutComenathe Clotlies/or College Men

POP CORN

Before the Show

FRESH HOT BUTTERED

—and after

CIGARS CIGARETTES

WELCH'S
NEXT TO THE CRESCENT

CANDIES
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CLARITY

EVEN
as a mountain, rising thousands of feet

against the sky, is perfectly reflected only
when the lake at its base is calm, so great
ideas require Clarity of expression in text

and illustration in order to convey the desired idea

to the reader.

First the idea, clear cut as a diamond in the origina
tor's mind,—next the text and illustration, setting
forth that idea with limpid clearness,—then the en

graving, faithfully reproducing the illustration,—

these are the requisites of perfect Clarity in adver

tising.

ITHACA

ENGRAVING

Company§r

ITHACA ENGRAVTtfG CO!
HRSTNATIONAL BANK BLDG. ITHACA,N.Y:
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<V VOLTA EXPLAINING HIS

M\ • I

ff IY-OMe^'Iy /E ^
BATTEKY TO ATAPOLEOM ~>

H^^ Electrical

Engineering began
T IS not enough to ex

periment and to observe
in scientific research.

There must also be in

terpretation. Take the cases of

Galvani and Volta.

Onedayini786Galvani touched
with his metal instruments the

nerves of a frog's amputated hind

legs. The legs twitched in a

very life-like way. Even when the

frog's legs were hung from an iron

railing by copper hooks, the phe
nomenon persisted. Galvani

knew that he was dealing with

electricity but concluded that the

frog's legs had in some way gen-
crated the current.

Then came Volta, a contempo
rary, who said in effect: "Your in

terpretation is wrong. Two differ

ent metals in contact with a moist

nerve set up currents ofelectricity.
I will prove it without the aid of

frog's legs."
Volta piled disks of different

metals one on top of another and

separated the disks with moist

pieces of cloth. Thus he gene
rated a steady current. This was

the
"

Voltaic pile"
—the first bat

tery, the first generator of

electricity.

Both Galvani and Volta were

careful experimenters, but Volta's
correct interpretation of effects

gave us electrical engineering.

Napoleon was the outstanding
figure in the days of Galvani and
Volta. He too possessed an active
interest in science but only as an

aid toNapoleon.He little imagined
on examiningVolta's crude battery
that its effect on later civilization

would be fully as profound as that
of his own dynamic personality.

The effects of the work of Gal

vani and Volta may be traced

through a hundred years of elec

trical development even to the

latest discoveries made in the Re

search Laboratories of the Gen

eral Electric Company.

GeneralAElecft ric
en era I o ice Company Schenectady-, NY.

4-

95-635 D

3



Were They Both Safe?
Sure they were, they used T. K. & Co's Bats , Shoes, Uniforms,

and Gloves—With our equipment it spells Speed and

Speed Chalks up runs

T. K. & Co. Athletic Department offers the very best equipment
in every branch of Sport at the very best prices, with a

guarantee on every article

Base Ball Tennis Track Lacrosse

Golf Camping Canoeing Bathing

Treman, King & Company
Athletic Outfitters to over 400 Universities, Schools and Gymnasiums
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THE BEST TEST

of tiickey-Freeman Clothes is the way

critical men recommend them to their friends

The Wells-Shannon Co,
CLOTHIERS
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The Cornell Era

222 East State Street, Iihaca, N. Y
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Hrrt Patten

E have the most

complete line of

Cornell Jewelry
in the city

GIVE- gifts that last-

Diamonds

INE watch re

pairing ana en

graving.

Let us be your Jeweler

Sert fatten
-

- utye dlnwter
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G. W. Richardson & Son

Specialists

in the furnishing of Fraternity Houses

Cornell Williams Hobart Hamilton Colgate
During the past three years Furnishing in whole or in part over 100

at Cornell fraternity houses. Our representative
Kappa Alpha Alpha Delta Phi will call to make suggestions and esti-

Psi Upsilon Delta Kappa Epsilon mates. Just notify us—no obligation
Delta Phi Alpha Sigma Phi involved.

Long experience and large volume of business means complete and long-lasting satisfac

tion at a minimum of expense.

MECKE & COMPANY

IMPORTERS and EXPORTERS

SPANISH AMERICAN COUNTRIES

7-9 HANOVER STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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SPRING PLEASURES

. TENNIS

Tennis has the advantageover

many outdoor pleasures in

that two may enjoy a game

which gives real competition.

Competition with a friend is

a pleasure. Use "Lee" ten

nis rackets. They are well

balanced and wear well.

PICTURE TAKING

An old friend dropped in the

other day to investigate cam

eras. Picture taking is health

ful pleasure. You can well

afford to take it up. We take

pleasure in helping you in such

matters. Drop in any time

at your convenience. The

camera should be a kodak.

Cornell Co-op. Society
Morrill Hall Ithaca, N. Y.

Come in and see the New Season's Newest in

Hart Schaffner & Marx

Suits and Topcoats $20 to $50
SPRING HATS

-that are brimful of style and quality; a pleasing variety of browns, tans and greys.

Our Silk Hose are the best values afoot

Stetson

Shoes—of ease, elegance and economy

Bostonian Boyden

SHIRTS

In all the fashionable colors, in the newest designs—with or without collars.

Buttrick & Frawley, Inc.
The Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx
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Spring Day at Cornell Ten Years Ago !

Such are the incidents, the memory of which you cherish more and more as the rears n, - ■ « i
are the incidents which The Era shows you and tells vou ah„ t r f

P "C

Cornel,, and keep them there by subscribing to tL" Era not
' *>'* ^ J'0Ur mind °"

The Cornell Era, 222 State St., Ithaca: Send The Era EEEE for theresVo
$2.50 for all of next year to

f the year and for

Name.
Address



The Mighty Might

R5| ylUST the other day, I was riding up the Hill

||| |J on my bicycle, trying as best I could not to

H^fa outstrip the automobile race up to the ath

letic neld. The cars were really having a harder

time of it than the committee had foreseen. When

two hundred and fifty-two cut throats, with two

hundred and fifty-one cut-outs open (the other I

am sorry to say had no muffler at all) start tear

ing around the corners on their way up the Hill

in two hundred and fifty-two cut-downs, something

is bound to happen.

And since it was bound to happen, it did. At

one curve overlooking a drop of some fifty feet,

one driver lost control of his car and went sailing

over into eternity. That left only two hundred

and fifty-one beetles to race up the Hill.

Then another car talked back to a silent police

man and got ten days at Watkins Glen. That left

only two hundred and fifty beetles to race up the

Hill.

Still another tried to cut the route short hy

jumping across the gorge. But when he got half

way across, his momentum gave out and he sank

slowly to the bottom. Naturally, by the time he

had pulled it up on the road again with a piece of

grocery string, the others had too big a head start

for him to compete longer. That left only two

hundred and forty-nine.
Then a Red1 Indian leaped from nowhere and

relentlessly tomahawked another poor, poor vic

tim. Oh, so very much poorer after the encounter.

That left only two hundred and forty-eight beetles

to race up the Hill.

As I pumped along amidst all this wrecking of

cars and disaster, I noticed a slight, ascetic look

ing man, sitting on the curbing and staring with

glazed eyes at the passing stream of cars. The

sight of this poor man touched my heart and I

certainly would have stopped to make inquiries
about his troubles, if the excitement of the race

had not spurred me on.

Then I caught sight of two cars which had got
ten their wheels tangled; and the cars following
had to bump them out of their way before they
could get by. When radiators were counted after

wards, it was found that only one hundred and

ninety-nine beetles were left to race up the Hill.

But the saddest happening of all occurred when

one of the fat Irish members of the Ithaca Force

tried to arrest one of the drivers. The unsuspect
ing student displayed his membership card in the

P'ord Owners Protective Association and the cop

laughed himself to death. This would not have

been so bad, if the pilot of the car in trying to get
over the corpse, which was sprawled out in front,
had not broken off both front wheels. This left

only one hundred and ninety-eight beetles to race

up the Hill.

I could continue this account indefinitely, but

this should be enough to convey to you, most be

loved reader, the sad havoc and misery rife on this

beautiful May afternoon. One after the other the

cars were disabled until only one was left to cross

the finish. And) that had lost its gas tank, so that

the mechanic had to sit on the back blowing hot

air through the feed pipe. It was too depressing.
As I was coasting back down the Hill, I again

saw the strange old man, still sitting where I had

seen him last and weeping bitterly. I was over

powered and stopped to see if I could not render

some small comfort to this dejected fellow. "Pri

thee, fair sir, why weep ye?"

"I cannot impart my shame to a stranger, sir,"

said he proudly.
'T beg of you, consider me as a friend, my good

man ; for a friend indeed, is anyone when you are

in need," begged I, quoting recklessly from the

scriptures.

He looked with new hope into my eyes and said,

"My friend—for you shall be my friend—bide

awhile and lend me your ear. Many years ago, I

was a promising young mechanic. I had my tin

smith's degree from the University and still con

tinued to follow the doings there by reading that

inestimably valuable magazine, the Cornell Era.

Then one unhappy day, a copy of the Widow fell

into my hands and while I was still suffering the

excruciating pains of struggling through its pages,

I invented these horrible, rattling, make-shifts

that have been continually driving past me this

afternoon. Never since that day, long ago, have I

been able to harden myself enough to ignore the

shame that arises in my bosom whenever I view

an example of my work."

;>
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The First Spring Day and Others

By R. W. Sailor '07, Editor of the Cornell Alumni News

>=■*
I

N common with many important, interest

ing, or productive innovations, the roots

of the inspiration for Spring Day reached

down into very unlovely necessity and poverty.

The situation facing the athletic management at

Cornell in the winter of 1901 was anything but

rosy.

The "gate" on the football season of the fall of

1900 had been very unsatisfactory. The athletic

management was therefore compelled to find some

way to finance baseball, track, and rowing, for the

meager profits on football had gone to pay the

debts of the 1900 season for these same sports.

The budget demanded at least four thousand dol

lars for rowing, one thousand for track, and one

thousand for baseball, and the till was empty.

A radical change had arisen in the alumni atti

tude toward giving during this period. The alum

ni had seen their previous contributions poured

into the pot for current expenses and could ob

serve no results. They determined henceforth to

give their funds for permanent improvements and

extraordinary expenses such as foreign tours, and

to demand that the students bear the expense of

maintaining the teams. The registration was

then well over two thousand and it was thought

that the students could, should, and would main

tain the teams. You may take it from the fact

that the teams have been maintained continuously

since then that they did.

Several important advances were the result of

this awkward situation. It was the inspiration of

Spring Day, the Graduate Managership, the Ath

letic Association, and the Athletic Association

membership, or season ticket.

It does not particularly concern us here how the

community met the immediate need. It might

suffice to say that a mass meeting in January sub

scribed nearly four thousand dollars ; each publi

cation and social club, and many other organiza

tions subscribed from ten to fifty dollars, to a total

of over eleven hundred ; and by the middle of

March the committee announced that it would dis

continue soliciting the students and advance on

the Faculty and townspeople. These groups natu

rally came to the rescue adequately—as did every

sort of performing organization, Masque, Glee

Club, Mandolin Club, Orchestra, all giving benefit

performances for the Athletic Fund.

It is generally written that Spring Day was in

stituted in 1903. As a matter of fact, it was mere

ly christened "Spring Day" then. The first event

of the kind, clearly the invention itself, was held

in 1901. It was not given a name then but it was

obviously the first Spring Day—identical in spirit
and performance with the succeeding annual af

fairs, and its resemblance was not even remote

enough to properly permit its being called a pro

totype.

The first Spring Day, although not actually
called by that name or any other, was held on Fri

day, March 29, 1901. The Athletic Fund Enter

tainment, a joint performance of the Glee, Mando

lin, and Banjo Clubs, and the Masque, was the

main feature of the day. The circus parade of the

forenoon was intended merely as an advertising

feature. As subsequent Spring Days revealed,

this "advertising feature" gave sufficient promise

so that it eventually became the main show with

the more formal entertainment viewed as the side

shows.

This first circus was advertised as "The Mag

nificent 20,000 Pound Noonday Parade—Gorgeous

Paraphernalia and Fittings—50 People—50 Peo

ple—Three Great Bands in One !" On its list of

attractions were "Two wild and bloodthirsty

hounds, one large and one small, with their train

ers" ; "one splendid specimen of zebra, the only

one of its kind in existence, not exhibited on rainy

days" ; "the largest and smallest horses in Itha

ca" ; "scores of monkeys and various other inter

esting features." Spectators were warned not to

annoy any of the animals.

Those who understand the spirit of Spring Day

will easily visualize the parade, and will under

stand that the management adhered as closely as

possible to the advertised list of features. There

were persons in the parade who were prepared to

receive gifts of currency for the benefit of the ath

letic fund. That it was a huge success from the

students' point of view is attested by the fact that

nearly everyone cut classes at twelve o'clock, and

everyone even remotely connected with the circus

took the whole day.

In subsequent years this suspension of Univer

sity class work received official sanction, at first

as a one hour recess, later as a holiday. The name

(Continued on page 24)
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Baseball
Our Team and Its Brighter Prospects

'4
i

I ^^«kA HE baseball cycle has been half

Y ^^j | completed, and whatever hopes

» 1^1 for a winning team Cornell may

have entertained have been sadly

crushed. We may say, however,

with a faint trace of "sour

grapes
"

that we cannot always
win. On some occasions the team

has played excellent ball, but at other times it has

gone completely to pieces. This, of course, is

baseball.

It is self-evident that the pitching staff is weak.

For this, no one is to blame. Good pitchers may

be made with long training and care, but excellent

pitchers, like poets, are born, not made. Coach

Carney has had a real problem, and is working out

the solution for it. After Henderson, who very

recently began to pitch, has had a little more ex

perience, he will in all probability be a good

pitcher. No matter how fast the infielders and

outfielders are, and no matter how adept the

catcher, unless the pitcher can keep a certain num

ber of men from hitting the ball, the rest of the

team cannot prevent these men from scoring.

Thus when Cornell held the lead in the game with

Princeton, had she had a good pitcher she could

have kept the lead throughout the game. The

weakness in this department also permitted Laf

ayette to make two triples and a double in succes

sion. It has been said that the reason our pitchers

break down is that they begin to concentrate too

much on throwing the ball over the plate. If,

when the opposing team has begun to hit them,

they would throw wide balls, taking a chance on

a walk, there would be fewer damaging hits. The

batter, furthermore, will often "bite" on wild balls.

But it takes a seasoned pitcher to pitch to the man

instead of the plate, especially when there are men

on bases and he fears a walk.

Throughout Cornell athletics there is a system.

It is something indefinite and strange, yet it as-

(Continued on page 32)

Columbia Game—Rollo at bat
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How One Man Won a $10,000 Job
By Morris Bishop T3

T

©of

HE DIRECTORS were meeting in a

room which was evidently the Presi

dent's Sanctum, if one might judge by

the letters PRESIDENT on the glass

door. The word "Sanctum" did not

appear, since all Presidents' offices are

J\j>t called Sanctums.

^*w^ Every lover of magazine advertising
would recognize the Directors ; one, full-faced,

white-moustaehed, with knit brows, wore black-

rimmed eye-glasses with a ribbon ; one, dark,

clean-shaven, hawk-featured, wore the white vest

so much favored by Directors ; the third, a younger

man, was noticeable chiefly for his projecting chin,

massive, swelling chest, and the perfection of his

clothes, which, though in fact modest in hue and

cut, managed somehow to give an impression of

loudness and aggressiveness. All three wore the

sour expression which indicates either chronic in

digestion or, in Advertising Art, thought.

The younger man, who looked as though his

name was Hamilton or Thornley or Andrews or

something similar, rose to his feet and rested the

fingers of both hands on the table, as one always

should in Directors' meetings.

"Gentlemen," he began, "whom are we going to

put in charge of the co-ordination of the Western

district with the interrelations of the Perpetual

Inventory System?

IT'S A $10,000-A-YEAR JOB

and we want a big man who can make big plans;

not a drudge but a doer; above all, a man who has

had TRAINING. Now I want to propose Hugh

Hewison. You will say that he is only a glue-

dipper in the plant ; but I tell you he is a COMER !

He has been taking a correspondence course in

Industrial Management ; the school has been send

ing me most encouraging reports of his work ; he

got an A+ on the final examination and has re

ceived a magnificent diploma. Gentlemen, I nom

inate Hugh Hewison !"

His ringing words were greeted only by silence.

The white-moustached gentleman, who looked as

though his name was Bradbury, knit his brows and

toyed uneasily with his pencil. At last he spoke.

"I'm afraid Hewison won't do. He's a capable

fellow, but we can't promote him. He can never

be a success in life because he has—well—I don't

know quite how to put it—
"

"Go ahead, Bradbury, spit it out," said the third
Director, who looked as though his name was

Cohen.

"Well, it's—it's—something his best friend

wouldn't tell him.

HALITOSIS

(Medical term for bad breath)

The Directors nodded their heads comprehend-
ingly, regretfully. Then Cohen spoke, in his brisk,
incisive manner.

"How about Phil Filson? Often noticed him.

Always in the wash-room, always brushing his

teeth. 'Hello, Filson, what you doing, brushing
your teeth?' I'd say. Speaks right up—'You bet!

no Pyorrhea for me !

PYORRHEA

ROBS MANY OF SUCCESS

but it won't get me. I won't have my efficiency
lowered by the wrong dentifrice.' He let me look

in his mouth. Wonderful! Beautiful pink, firm,
and healthy gums. Y'ought to see them. Phil Fil-

son's the man for the job. You'll find him in the

wash-room now, brushing his teeth."

But Bradbury was still knitting his brows.

"Come, Bradbury, unravel your brows !" said the

first speaker. "What's the matter with Filson?"

"Well—
"

Bradbury spoke with evident diffi

culty. "Filson's all right, and I am much im

pressed by the condition of his gums. But I have

another candidate. I must admit with pain that

he has never taken any courses of any sort. He

sedulously avoids vitamines in his food. His

health is being sapped by a lack of yeast in the

blood. He looks old and broken because of im

proper shaving. Failing memory, falling hair,

and weak arches are holding him back in the race

for Success. He is bound and shackled by the lack

of a dominating personality. His social career

has been wrecked by his inability to play the uku

lele. And yet—
"

Bradbury raised his great head

proudly. There was not a sound save for the sub

dued knitting of his brows. "And yet, gentlemen,

he is my son!"

Mr. Bradbury's son was immediately and
unani

mously elected Correlator of Intersectional Sys-

tematizations.



The Influence

By Flemming Hawes

With all due apologies

URGOMEISTER HORTON is re

sponsible for this story. We were

sitting in my swell drawing room,

belonging to my swell town man

sion. I had about decided to give

up that mansion as the swellness

of it all was getting on my nerves.

Burgomeister Horton was a play

wright. He had written two melo

dramas and a problem play. He often proudly

claimed that he had sold one-third of his plays'

which, he said, was a fine record. He often ad

mitted that his passionate nature made his plays

possible

However, while sitting in my swell drawing

room the talk drifted to old times when we bud-

died together around by the gas works. Conse

quently Horton led the conversation around to

crap shooting and retold of the time when he suc

cessfully pyramided eight times without losing.

It was only with great persuasion that I could get

him off of the subject.

Suddenly he said : "What is the influence of a

good woman on a bad man?"

"I don't know," I said.

"Well, then," he said, "let me tell you a story.

Two years ago, Smith Brothers, then a very fam

ous burglar, was up to a house party I was having
in my home in the Catskill Mountains. I had

given up my studio apartment immediately after

the scandal and so there was no other place to in

vite him. I didn't mind, though, as I really liked

Smithy. He really was relieving to have around.

One afternoon we found ourselves together in one

corner of my house. We talked together for

awhile and finally my understanding nature got
him in a confidential mood. Finally he looked

straight into my eyes and said :

"

T am going to tell you a story that I have never
told a soul before. Remember, this is strictly con

fidential'.
'

"

T shall keep the matter a secret to my dying
day,' I answered.
"

'Very well,' he said, T will tell you my story.
It has to do with the influence of a really good
woman on a bad man. I was that bad man'.

"I snorted my disbelief.
"

'Oh, it's true enough,' answered Brothers.

'Only too true. One fine evening I had entered a

house with the express purpose of getting a little

service. Silence abounded. It was so silent that
I thought that I had set off a still alarm. My

nerves were a little on edge that night anyhow as

I was almost stark naked, having lost all of my

clothes in a strip poker game some few days be

fore. Soon, however, I regained some of my old

time courage for in the middle of the living room

I saw a large and rather neat safe. I made my

way as silently as a cat to where it stood. My fin

gers played nervously across its dial for a mo

ment. I tried the handle. It would not open !

Again and again I tried to open that safe. Still I

couldn't open it. Then I lay back and rested. It

was at that moment that I realized that I was not

alone in the room. The realization made me blush,
for you must remember my attire. Slowly, cau

tiously, I turned about. And there, in back of me,

I saw the most celestial, the most beautiful woman

that I had ever seen in all of my life. A faint

aura seemed to glow about her. I asked her if I

could have a date with her for the following Thurs

day. She didn't seem to understand. . . Her eyes,

looking deeply into mine, seemed so calm and

peaceful. They gave me a thrill right through my

insides. Finally she said to me :'
" '

"You are a burglar. I can tell by the way

you act. Why are you a burglar? Don't you know

that to be a burglar is to be dishonest? Don't you
know that it is wicked to steal? Think of your

mother—your dear old mother. She expects bet
ter things of you."

'

"

'That young girl's words went right to my

heart and something seemed to break within me,'
said Brothers. T felt ashamed. I looked at the

girl and told her that I was a reformed man. I

told her that even if she told me the combination

of that safe I wouldn't open it.
"

'She looked at me so calmly and told me that

she believed me and to prove that she was sincere

in her belief she was going to tell me the combina
tion of that safe. And she did, too.'

"Smith Brothers paused here. Then, suddenly
becoming tense, he said : 'You know, that incident
affected my whole life!'

"

'You mean that it reformed you?' I asked in

astonishment.
"

'Indirectly, yes,' said Brothers. 'After the

girl had retired, I got enough money out of that
safe to retire on. I have not committed a crime
since.'

"That was Brothers' story," said Horton, "about
the influence of a beautiful woman."
I smiled appreciatively for I admire a story with

triple quotation marks.

10
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Owe may not doubt that, somehow Good

Shall come of Water and of Mud—

Rupert Brooke.

11
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About Campus Cars
Being a Synthesis

Dear Era :

The question of whether or not the University

should prohibit the ownership of cars by students

seems to be one whose solution hinges on that in

stitution's moral right. As to their authority it

is unquestionably within their power to set down

that non-ownership of a car be a requirement for

enrollment. On the other hand it might seem

that such a requirement as this is an overstepping

of their moral right.

They have already set down certain prerequi

sites for entrance and once in have established a

standard which if not met means the imposition

of a penalty. The meeting of these standard re

quirements signifies that the student is qualified

to receive a degree. Providing the requirements

are met, a rule prohibiting the ownership of cars

might be regarded by some as much an infringe

ment on their personal liberties as a rule limiting

the number of suits of clothes a man may possess.

Ownership of a car cannot be considered a viola

tion of any code of convention, and what seems to

be needed more than a correction of student recre

ation is traffic regulation and suitable parking

space. James H. Luther.

of Student Opinion
To the Era :

Car ownership should be limited to upperclass

men. There are two fundamental reasons. First,

because the parking situation is such that some

body will have to forego the privilege ; but sec

ondly, and more important, is that 99 44/100% of

the underclassmen are in the densest fog as far as

the amount of time needed for study, and whereas

we don't know a thing about it, we imagine that

a car would rather interrupt this activity. Of

course, there is some justice in arguing that if an

underclassman cannot use his judgment he de

serves to bust out, but we should never forget that

at college "he has no mother's hand to guide him."

Robert J. Sloan.

Dear Era :

I heartily endorse the sentiments expressed just

above.

"Hal" Duell.

Editor Cornell Era :

Undoubtedly something must be done soon in

regard to the problem of student-owned automo

biles in the University. One glance at the line of

cars of every make and vintage parked daily in

(Continued on page 26)

Stone, Treman, and Watt abreast crossing the high hurdlt
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The Spirit of Crew

Iv
N the fall, while the Big Red

^* # Team is being cheered on to vic-

^-—* / tory and championship honors,

%/ 4 while the cross-country runners

^ ^.
v are reaping the laurels that an-

/■v^/ \ nually come to them, while the

Zl- v soccer team is kicking its way to
*

victory, there is one sport that

just begins to prepare and lay the foundations for

its future success. Far from the ringing cheers

that accompany these other sports, the Cornell

crews bend lustily to their oars, and in late Sep

tember, begin work for a task that doesn't end un

til June of the next year.

One wonders at times just what attraction there

is in crew that draws out so many contestants and

keeps them out for a number of years. Surely
there is no physical impact of bodies to give him

any thrill of satisfaction as the football player

feels. There is no opportunity for individual

glory as one experiences in baseball and track. To

the outsider, there seems to be nothing but a series

of mechanical movements ; nothing but the pulling

of an oar through the water (which seems so

easy) and the taking it out (which seems easier) .

But there are two attractions that crew offers as

a sport. One is the sense of rhythm which one en

joys on every pull ; the other is the spirit of com

petition which assumes an extreme form. As to

which is the more important element, one cannot

answer off-hand. It depends entirely on the indi

vidual crew man and his characteristics. Dr.

Spaeth, the Princeton coach, bases his Philosophy

of Crew on the first element. We would be more

prone to base the Philosophy of Cornell Crew on

the second factor. However, both of them are al

ways present and act together.
In crew, all the muscles are in complete co-ordi

nation at all times. There is a poetry of motion

which is unexcelled in any other sport or even by
the most beautiful of aesthetic dances. The rhyth
mic swing of the bodies in motion gives one a pic
ture of the highest development of aesthetic

beauty. There is no more perfect or fascinating
spectacle than to watch the eight blades catch the

water, pull through, and feather, all as one. The

oarsman is completely "roused in every nerve and

sense" to his work. And to him comes that

"Wild delight of knowing
'Tis our power that does the rowing."

But if there is any one thing that stands out

prominently in crew, it is the spirit of competi
tion. First the competition to win a seat in the

shell ; then comes the task of making your boat

faster than the others in order to gain the right
to represent the University; and finally the test

with the pick of the other colleges. It is this spirit

of competition that produces a winning crew. It

is this spirit of competition that forces each man

to do his best, and keeps him working for eight

months just to row in one race. It is this spirit

of competition that in the end gives one the satis

faction of knowing that he has well earned his

place, or, if he doesn't win out, that gives him the

determination to come out again next year and

succeed. No man who doesn't enjoy the sport can

(Continued on page 22)
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The crews resting on their oars at the lighthouse
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The Rhyme of the Rainwashed Ford

Oh, I sing ye the rhyme of the rainwashed Ford

And I trust ye will learn this much—

That the cars ye may drive are as human as ye

And they ought to be treated as such.

I was born in Detroit, where the asphalt streets

Are as smooth as your running board,

And I lived in the ease of the show-room life,

A shining and beautiful Ford.

'Twas a cold, bitter night and the wild wind wailed;

Like a wolf with its icy fangs

It snarled at the windows and rattled the doors

Of the building that's known as Lang's.

But within there was warmth and the flickering lights

That were hung from the whitewashed walls

Shadowed strangely the cars of the idle rich,

As they stood in their separate stalls.

They were talking aloud, as they always did,

When the hour was lazy and late,

And they bragged of the excellent oils they drank

And the grade of the gas they ate.

Painted and polished and glittering things,

These cars of the idle rich,

That had never known of the filth and the dirt

Or the slimy muck of the ditch.

In one corner, a Packard of nickeled steel

Was humming an even tune,

While a low-hung Stutz in a gutteral voice

Was telling a joke to a Moon.

Then a crash! And the door burst open

To the chill of the wind that roared,

And into the palace of luxury's cars

Rolled the broken wreck of a Ford.

The pale light of its lamps was dimming fast,

Its wheels were splintered and lame,

And it carried the scars of a reckless life

On its naked and shivering frame.

The whispering cars were silent now,

The Packard ceasing its hum,

As they stared at the Thing that was standing there

And wondered from whence it had come.

Then it spoke these words I record for you
—

(And you ask how I happen to know?

It was told to me by my friend, the Stutz,
No more than a week ago) .

"Oh, you wouldn't suppose, you disdainful ones,

So polished and handsome and new,

That I ever was born to the city's streets

And the same sort of life as you.

No, you wouldn't believe that I formerly knew

The fond touch of a loving hand.

Will ye list to the tale of a misspent life
That was wrecked by the love of a man?

And then I was loved by a care-free youth,

Who came in and took me away

To a cozy garage he had built for me—

For the love he had bought that day.

Well, he gave me the best that a motor could ask,

In those happiest days of my life—

Ah ! the memories rise from the past that is dim

Till they cut like the slash of a knife.

For I knew all the joy of the open road

And the rush of the wind in my face,

And the faith of a confident hand at the wheel

As we travelled the venturous pace.

But the love of a man is a fickle thing

For his cars or the horses he rides,

As I learned on the night that he drove me around

With a beautiful girl at his side.

He gave me a gallon of Mobiloil

That was golden and silky and fine,

And he filled up my tank with a high grade gas.

God! it went to my head like wine.

Oh, my motor was purring that hour as sweet

As ever did Packard or Rolls,

And I took to the road like a living thing.

(Do you doubt now that autos have souls?)

Then we came to a curve—and he turned me wrong!

We skidded—smeared into a tree !

And I knew he'd been whispering love to the girl
And not paying attention to me.

Oh, the shame of it burns like a white-hot brand

As it sears in my mind today ;

For he left me there like a broken toy

And They came and took me away.

Yes, they patched me up and they pawned me off,

But I never could be the same,

So I've drifted down through the rutted road

To the life of grime and of shame.

Well, the drifting led to the fatal end

And I've sunken as low as I can—

Oh, I'm battered and broken and old and sick—

I'm the Ford of a college man!"

The Packard hummed in a lower key,
The Cadillac murmured uneasily,
The winter wind wailed in the drear outside,

As if seeking the soul of the Ford that had died.

—T. S. G.
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WHO'S WHO

Laurence Bellfield Pryor
Manager of Crew

Sigma Nu

Quill and Dagger

Aleph Samach

Heb-sa

Major Sports Athletic Council 3, 4

British-American Club

Southerners Club

Masque 1, 2, 3, 4

Sophomore Smoker Committee

Junior Promenade Committee

Senior Ball Committee

Freshman Advisory Committee

C. U. C. A. Council 1, 2, 3, 4

Vice-President Interfraternity Council 4

Savage Club

Assistant Manager Crew 3

Charles Franklin Kells

Commodore of the Navy
Phi Delta Sigma
Tau Beta Pi

Aleph Samach

Quill and Dagger
Atmos

Freshman Advisory Committee

C. U. C. A. Cabinet

Freshman Crew Squad

Varsity Crew 2, 3, 4
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A Communication from Murph
Relating Some Sundry Experiences in Detroit of One Murphy

ELL, Finnegan, Oi've nothin' to do

'til the coon comes, so Oi think Oi'll

spill the beans. Followin' me invita

tion to leave the factory, Oi entered

the home uv Mishter Ford, 'an I have

the dishtinct honor uv collectin' his

garrbige from the kitchen and de-

positin' it in the droive-way fer the

colored garrbige gatherer.
"

'Tis a

great loife ! Pretty saft an' aisy !", Oi can hear ye

sayin', but whist till ye hear the whoul shtory.
When Oi left ye in New York last Janyuarie Oi

came to Detroit an' who should I meet but me old

pal O'Shea—you know him, the goiy that put the

glue in the teacher's appel poi back in Kilarney.

Well, he wuz worrkin' in Henry Ford's toy shop
at the toime, an' he suggisted that Oi thry to git
a job as his assistint. Now, mind yez, Oi'm not

used to worrkin' undher me equwals, but Oi wuz

harrd up fer the where-with-all— (that's a good

wurd, Finn, Oi hurd Mrs. Ford sayin' it to her

son and she seemed to have a worried ixpresshun
on her face. Can ye beet it ?)—so Oi interviewed

Henry and wuz satisfied that he wuz makin' toys
in the roight way an' Oi hitched up. Well, me bye,
from that toime on, mind yez, Oi became number

69843 of the gas tank departmint. Oi losht me

charikter and me oidenity entoirely. "Quoite an

honor to hav such a high number" Oi can hear ye

sayin'.

Now, Moike (that's O'Shea's furst name, see)
wuz moighty noice to me an' it wuzn't long before
Oi wuz jammin' the old tin tanks inta place in

foine shape. Wun day, tho, Oi wuz gettin' so far
ahed on me job, that Oi had to wate fer the shassys
to be shot down the schloide. Well, along comes

old Henry himself, admirin' me ability and me

aptitude, an' he thought he'd watch me. An' so

he did. Oi wuz pritty cliver, tho', an' ivry toime

he turned away, Oi held me breath, and whin he

wuz "beholdin' unto me" as the Good Book says,
Oi wuz pantin' and puffin' loike wun uv his fin

ished toys. Thin he turns to me an' says :

"Phwat's yer number?"

Can ye imagine that, Finnegan, askin' a man

from Kilarney phwat his number is—just as if he
were a convict in Sing-Sing. Well, Oi wuz so

startled that Oi dropped me tank. Rememberin'
me father's lasht wurds "Whin opportunity is

16

hangin' over yer head, don't wait till it hits ye.

Reach out an' grab it." Oi wiped me dirrty mit on

me pants, exstinded me hand and says :—

"Oi'm about 60467, thanks, and am obloiged fer

yer koind inthrist. Oi may be mishtaken tho'

about me number an' O'll verify me remark in the

shake uv a lamb's tail."

So sayin', Oi ups and pulls up me left pant an'

takes a shquint at me oidentification tag, which Oi

had toid around me left ankle. Ye see, Oi figured

that Oi didn't want it on me arrms because they

were easier sliced off than me legs—an' Oi figured

that it wuz better on me left leg than me roight

leg because me roight leg wuz always gettin' near

the machinry. Well, as Oi wuz sayin', Oi gave

him me corrict number—69843—an' thin Oi

waited fer him to tell me to move me along two

cells fer exceptional behavior durin' worrkin'

hours. An' shure enuf, he pulled out his hand

kerchief, an' wiped his withered nose, an' says
—

"Report to me office at 11 :33 tomorra mornin'."

So the next mornin' Oi dressed me up in me new

derby and a tin cent cigar and pee-rades to the

office. Oi thought Oi'd need a callin' card fer the

office boy, but Oi wuzn't shure whether to have

me name or me number an' so Oi let it go. Well,

moind yez, Finnegan, when Oi went in, there wuz

no office boy at all at all, but a cute little shweetey
that Oi'm shure Oi saw chewin' gum at Wool-

worth's. Well, she asked me fer me number—just
loike the tilly-phone gini.

"Number, please !"

Well, Oi thought it wud do no harrm to get on

the insoide of his shweetey, so Oi lifts me leg real

modest-loike and rips the oidentificashun tag off.

Oi rendered it to her dainty paw wid pomp and

cirrimony an' says most p'lite loike :—

"If the loine's busy, ma'am, tell him not to

hurry, fer Oi have me cigar and will be glad to

wait. Me only other engagement today is to have

tea an' buns with J. Pierpont Rockafella at foive

o'clock."

Well, Oi could see that pleased her, fer she takes
the card in her two fingers, as dainty and noice

as ye please an' proceeds to walk into Henry's of
fice. But as she wuz goin'—she wuz so dainty in

carryin' it—she dropped it in the thrash bashket.

Quick as a flash—fer Oi felt that opportunity wuz

about to hit me on the head agin—Oi leaps over
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the railin' and, doffin' me new derby, picks up the

card and hands it to her. Well, she wuz so sur

prised at me gallantrie that she backed away an'

almost fell into Henry's private writin' room,

leavin' me there blushin' all over an' feelin' proud

uv me foine bringin' up.

Oi waited an' waited an' when the twelve o'clock

whistle blew, Oi thought it moight be necessary to

remoind him uv me existence. But the blond

cutey had gone out a minute before the whistle an'

no wun wuz there. Oi thought Oi'd take a chance,

so Oi goes to the door uv the office, an' flattenin'

me nose agin' the whitish glass winders an' Oi

tries to peek in. Not a soign uv loife, and not even

a sound. So Oi opens the door and shoots one eye

insoide. 'Twas a great soight Oi saw, Finnegan !

There wuz a big hefty bruiser tryin' quiet-loike to

pry open Henry's safe.

Oi got on me hands an' me knees an' crawled

silent-loike up behind him. He wuz just pullin'
the door open an' stickin' his head insoide when

Oi grabbed him. By the back uv the neck an' the

seat uv the pants Oi threw him to the floor an' sat

on his back an' bumped his head agin the dirrty

bear rug, and yellin' at the top uv me lungs fer the

p'lice. But there wuz not a sound, but the rattlin'

uv his false teeth and the bumpin' uv his head.

Oi shtopped bangin' an' looked in the bruiser's

face. Who should it be, Finnegan? Well, ye

(Continued on page 22)

Photo by Troy.

Wilhelmina Barton presenting the Barton

Cup, awarded for highest efficiency, to Cadet

Colonel L. M. Orton

Under fire on Turkey Hill
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The Day's Journey. By W. B. Maxwell. 329

pages. Garden City: Doubleday, Page & Com

pany. (Published May 18.)

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Sir Gilbert Parker

hail Mr. Maxwell as "the greatest of British nov

elists," but since I have always had an inclination

to despise an author who uses an Irish maid, a

lunatic, or an irascible old man as his main char

acter because they are so easy to make interest

ing, and since Mr. Maxwell has not only used one

but two irascible old men, I feel constrained to dis

agree with those well known gentlemen. The

book is interesting enough and rather well writ

ten ; but that hardly places him in even Hugh Wal-

pole's class. Somehow, though, I do not feel any

poignant sorrow at having disagreed with Sir Ar

thur and Sir Gilbert, for it seems to me that one

is in rather bad odor now through some naive

spiritualistic beliefs of his, and the other rather

smeared his artistic reputation when he committed

Carnac's Folly last fall.

I fear I am giving the impression that the boo1,.:

is thoroughly worthless, which is not true at all.

What I object to is the unwarranted statement

that Maxwell is the "greatest of British novelists."

The greatest? Not by a long shot! but neverthe

less a very capable author, whose books are worth

while reading, but hardly worth-while keeping.

R. S. H.

My Thirty Years in Baseball. By John Mc

Graw. Boni and Liveright : New York. Price

$2.00.

A collection of the articles that were syndicated

throughout the country last year. The veteran

manager of the New York Giants steers around a

dangerous subject well. A biography alone would

be dry and uninteresting. But he mixes in a his

tory of baseball as far back as 1890, along with

discussions of many of the famous plays and play
ers he has run across in his long and varied big-

league experience. Best of all are the pages of

anecdotes about some ol' the "freak" members of

his profession, such as the pitcher who refused to

sign a contract unless his bunk-mate gave up his

discomfiting habit of eating crackers in bed ; and

the one who insisted upon joining the fire depart

ment in each town the team visited.

All this is related in a plain straight forward

style, not in the least stilted or overworked. The

book would never win a pennant as a literary

work and is not meant for one. It should delight

any one who has ever enjoyed a game of baseball.

B. F. H.

Dublin Days. By L. A. G. Strong. Boni and

Liveright. 64 pages.

Verses of a very different sort again, poetry

linked with a strain of broad Celtic humor. They

clo not pretend to be profound, they do not often

succeed in being delicate, but they present in the

vernacular fresh and interesting sketches of Dub

lin folk and odd bits of reflection. Some of them,

as the several epitaphs, strike at the comic with

the directness of a caricature by George Belcher ;

others have that pleasant naivete that is echoed

even in the cadences, the border line of nonsense.

In but a few one finds the satisfying touch of

poetic emotion. To read them is to smile at the

simple homely characters with genial good-humor,

to look upon ignorance or superstition with under

standing, and to trace with sympathy a vein of

wistfulness and magic. H. B. C.

Tolstoi's Dramatic Works. Translated by

Nathan Haskell Dole. Thomas Crowell Company :

New York. Price $2.50.

Great will be the reward to the gentle reader

who has not given up in disgust at the end of the

first play. The Power of Darkness, published in

1886, is the least enjoyable of the six dramas,

which along with twenty-one short sketches make

up this volume of Count Leo Tolstoi's works. Most

of these plays when they first appeared were badly
mutilated by the political censors.

The extent to which Tolstoi allows his own so

cialistic ideals and religious beliefs to influence

his writings is shown in the three heavier dramas.

By far the most powerful of these is Light Shines

i-i i. ])ai-kness, in which he inculcates in the leading
character his own views, and tries to right the

wrongs of the oppressed and down-trodden lower
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r~THESE are the days when the

* sun warms up to you and

whispers, "Oh comeon out and

play." You'll go of course;

you'll wear Sports Togs of
course because they're alire with

zestfid color and a swagger non

chalance.

Sport Sweaters, $3.00 to $15.00

Sport Skirts, $5.00 to $19.50

Sport Dresses of Silk,

$25.00 to $49.50

Tub Dresses of Linen, Swiss,

Eponge, of many new sport pat
terns.

Only the newest fashions.

Always Something New.

THE STYLE SHOP

A. J. PRITCHARD

classes. The other two are developed with the

same underlying principle.

Entirely different, and on the whole much more

thoroughly developed, are the lighter plays. In

the First Distiller, in a farcical style, he gives his

version of the invention of gin to torment human

ity. The Fruits of Enlightenment is the best of

the comedies with an extremely well organized

Plot. B. F. H.

You and Me. By Paul Geraldy ; translated from

the French by Joseph T. Shipley. Boni and Live-

right. 64 pages.

To translate poems is a dangerous task; to do

this as Mr. Shipley has done is a neat accomplish
ment. He has re-created the verses, and apparently
he has kept the flavor and the subtle aroma of each
one. They are intimate little love poems ; delicate,

playful, refreshing in their naturalness. Most of
them are snatches of conversation, letters, post
scripts; open-hearted confessions of a mood of

jealousy or annoyance; gay little quarrels and tir
ades; quiet, cosy talks together. A few of them
are bits of meditation. Each is full of tenderness,
but with it sanity, and an unexpected humor;
bringing to the reader a smile of appreciation, and
perhaps of reminiscence. The playfulness and the
humor are essentially French, so that these airy
translations will be especially welcomed by Eng
lish readers. H. B C

The Vegetable. By F. Scott Fitzgerald. Charles

Scribner's Sons : New York. Price $1.50.
The play reminds one of the inane scribblings

of a high school boy. All of Fitzgerald's good
qualities that appear in most of his other works

are missing. The action is forced and the attempt
at satire strained throughout. With good imagi
nation there is one place in each of the three acts

where the reader is tempted to laugh. One whole

act is taken up in a drunken dream, and the rest

of the rollicking humor is dependent upon the

senile actions of an old man. If this is a good ex

ample, we would recommend that Mr. Fitzgerald
forsake his dramatic aspirations and try his hand

at another novel. B. F. H.

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

VOU may depend on the same

authoritative correctness and

high standard of excellence in hats,

haberdashery and clothing which

you buy of our Representatives to

the Colleges as you would expect

to find in any one of our four

New York Stores.

"Satisfaction or Money Back"

Broadway, below Chambers

Broadway, cor. 29th

246-248 West 125th

3d Ave., cor. 122d

New York
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AUTOMOBILES FOR RENT

Red and White Taxi Service

There Is This Difference

When You Ride With Us

A distinguished looking car bearing the stamp of

private ownership is at your disposal at all

times—day or night.

The uniformed chauffeur who drives the car, you

will find well informed, honest and courteous.

We can vouch for him.

Many Ithacans have used no other service since

1914. Our customers rarely change.

Had you fifty friends requiring the same quality
car at thc same time, we can serve them all

without going outside our establishment.

A trial will unquestionably convince you that

whereas our charges are well BELOW the av

erage, our service is ABOVE comparison.

Special Service for Spring Day

RedandWhite Taxi Service
PHONE 2000

Conquistador. By Katherine Fullerton Gerould.

Charles Scribner's Sons : New York. Price $1.50.

Katherine Gerould has written a work which is

sure to attract much attention. It is in the form

of a vivid character sketch of the life of a young

man on an ancient Mexican hacienda ; dealing with

the human passions and conflict of two racial

traits within one man. For gorgeously colored

descriptions Mrs. Gerould has surpassed her other

works ; and the comparative simplicity of the plot
is in marked contrast to most stories of that type.
The book is short, has few "skipping spots," and

one's interest is actively maintained from the first

(Continued on page 31)
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Seniors ! ! !

The past four years mark the beginning and the

end of an important period in your lives,
—

a per

iod of friendship and pleasant associations. Do

you want to preserve the memories of these four

years or allow them to sink into oblivion?

The Cornell Alumni News

is peculiarly fitted to supply your need if you

want to keep in touch with your class and Cornell.

It is the one bond that keeps Cornell Alumni to

gether. It is edited by some of the best minds

the University has produced, is issued forty times

a year, is interesting and widely quoted.

A Special Offer

is being made to graduating Seniors. By sub

scribing now you will receive the Alumni News

absolutely free of charge until next October.
No

money down is required. Take advantage or

this offer today by calling:

L. E. Reed '23
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The Wisteria Garden
"Particular Food for Particular People"

You will need a box lunch for

the observation train. You'll

be hungry; we speak from

experience. Phone us a day
or so ahead and order one.

Complete your guests' enjoy
ment by a delicious meal. It

will help out on the day.

May we serve you?

* # *

H. V. MILES, Manager

When "Love" Counts Nothing
at the Tennis Court Make up at

POP'S

Delicious and Refreshing Drinks,
Made of the Choicest Materials,

Light, Cold Lunches.

"LOOK FOR THE SIGN"

Mslc7£IEZZI

THE SPIRIT OF CREW

(Continued from page 13)

stand the strain of this competition. In this spirit

of competition we find the spirit of crew.

And what greater excitement does one desire

than to have another boat racing neck to neck

with yours ? To sweep along the lake and find that

you cannot gain? To pull harder and to spurt,

and still find your opponent next to you? And

then, all of a sudden, to realize that you are pull

ing away from him, gaining with every stroke?

What a thrill comes over you ! It is, indeed, a

fitting climax for an eight months' work.

The crew man is essentially a product of his

sport. He bears all the characteristics necessary

for crew—perseverance, endurance, and "guts."

A COMMUNICATION FROM MURPH

(Continued from page 17)

know 'twas hardly fair to be exshpectin' me to

know a man b' the hang uv his pants. When

O'Shea saw who was sittin' up top uv him, an'

whin Oi saw who was the rascal under-bottom uv

me, there wuz niver two more surproised faces in

the worrlcl. Oi wuz jist about to let him up whin

we hears a terrible yellin' an' screamin' an'

sweetey rushes in. 'Twas an embarrassin' minit

fer me, Finnegan, but Oi rose to the occashun.

Oi cudn't hilp from tellin' the truth, fer that

same feelin' me father spoke uv seemed hangin'
over me blessed head wunce more. Whin Henry
came in an hour later, Oi wuz shtill parked on poor

Moike. On hearin' the shtory Henry rings a

buzzer an' a pair of big hushky cops were after

comin' in an' takin' Moike out who wuz be this

toime lookin' at me awful evil-loike and appearin'
loike a dog wat had been caught an' wuz about to

be beat.

Well, Finn, to make a long shtory short, Henry
seemed to think he orta reward me fer me efforts

in savin' his liquer, so he ups an' ashks me if Oi

wud loike to worrk fer him an' his woife. Oi says

that Oi moight consider the proposishun, an' that

Oi thought it moight suit. An' blisht if he didn't

shtart to ashk me a thousand an' wun irrilivant

quistions about me ancisters an' me family. "Did

me father doie in infancy or in Oireland? How

many childer had me mither, an' how many wud

she have had undher other carcumstances?" "Do

ye dhrink?", he says, suddentloike. "Thank ye

verry koindly, Oi'll have a little Scotch." An' thin

he laughs an' writed down me name (ye see Oi

wuz progressin' from that stage uv only havin' a

number), an' Oi wuz after becomin' his cook's

kitchen helper.
An' so ye see, Finnegan, Oi've been havin' a

rather inthrestin' toime uv it. Whoy, wun noight
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Henry wanted to have a little parrty an' so he

ashks me if Oi had ivver waited table before.

"Shure," Oi says, "Oi used to buttle fer Mishter

Andrews. Oi ushed to be his coachman tii—
"

"Nivver moind about all that," he says, flippy-

loike, "Do yez think ye can carry around the cock

tails safely? Which soide uv the madam do yez

sarve them?" "The insoide, uv coarse," Oi says.

Well, bye. Oi had a shwell toime uv it 'til it came

to sarvin' the coffee. Oi wuz carryin' it into the

livin' room when Oi thripped over the rug an'

shpilled the domned shtuff all over. Well, Oi could

see that riled him, Finn, fer the next marnin' he

tells me real shnotty that the only thing Oi wuz

fit fer wuz to carry garrbige. As Oi have tolld

yez, Oi nivver miss an opportunity, so Oi am now

luggin' his garrbige frum the kitchen door to the

back gate. Oi'm injyin' meself tho', fer Oi've a

key to the celler an' can take a good shwig onct in

a whoile. There's a girrl here from County Cork

that works in the madam's

Me Gord, Finnegan, there's the can collecter

now. an' Oi haven't aven begun to gather in the

shlop. So long, me boy, an' please be prayin' fer

me soul, because O'm shure to catch it good.

FURNITURE RUGS STOVES

PECK'S
CORTLAND, NEW YORK

DRAPERIES CURTAINS

Fillius on a Bender

Do You Carry
K. N. & K. Travel Checks

when you travel and thus safeguard

your funds against loss and theft?

K. N. & K. Travel Checks are safer to

carry than currency because if not

countersigned when lost or stolen, they

may be replaced. They are accepted

by 'banks, hotels, shops and railroad

and steamship agents and are self-

identifying because your countersigna

ture made on the check at the time you

rash it identifies you wherever you may

be.

On sale at First National Bank of

Ithaca N. Y.; also at banks through

out the United States or at our office.

Knauth.Nachod &Kuhne

Equitable Building New York
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Of late years the nearest approach to these early

mysteries was "Colonel G. H. Hardly '69," the

"famous alumnus," who was arriving in this

country from South Africa just in time to visit

the carnival. It is rumored that certain prominent

University officials were completely sold on this

hoax and prepared to meet the Colonel at the

train. This affair was in March, 1919, just after

the restoration of the University to a peace foot

ing and did not happen actually to be a Spring

Day, although it had more of the characteristics

and flavor of the earlier Circuses than many real

Spring Days. This may be accounted for by the

facts that the urge to raise funds was more im

perative, and the reaction from the serious busi

ness of war made fun unusually attractive.

Perhaps the most vividly remembered show of

any of the entire series, extending over twenty-

one years, was a side show sponsored by the Cos

mopolitan Club in 1905. It was a bull fight con

ducted by the Latin members of the Club. Real

bulls appeared in the parade, together with accu

rately garbed "matadors, picadors, and sticka-

dors." The "bull" that actually fought within the

canvas arena was nothing more deadly than a per

ambulator with a hide and horns fastened over it.

The fame of this justly celebrated bull fight was

due not to anything essential, but to the accidental

publicity it obtained. It was a well planned, well

executed fake, better than the average show on

Spring Day, and noteworthy principally in that

it was really almost worth the price of admission.

Its crime against the fair name of Alma Mater

was that the account of the affair was published
in the metropolis with all quotation marks deleted

by an over industrious "re-write" man. The

usual stew resulted, the correspondent was penal
ized with some academic chastisement or other,

and extra clerks were hired to answer the Presi

dent's increased postal and telegraphic corre

spondence. There are still some nervous persons

in Ithaca who cannot hear of bull fights without

a twinge or two.

(Continued on page 30)

POP CORN

Before the Show

FRESH HOT BUTTERED

—and after

CIGARS CIGARETTES

WELCH'S
NEXT TO THE CRESCENT

CANDIES
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THE FIRST SPRING DAY AND OTHERS

(Continued from page 7)

Spring Day has never yet become firmly enough

established to receive official recognition as such.

In the jargon of the calendar makers it is still

known as Navy Day, much as the Dormitories are

known as Residential Halls, and the Dorgs as res

taurants.

On Monday, April 14, 1902, a second annual

performance of similar sort was put on for the

benefit of athletics. Features consisted of a series

of tug-of-wars for the inter-college supremacy,

and the sale of articles of some intrinsic worth at

"a slight increase in price." The articles included

watchmen's rattles, balloons, and toys of various

sorts, as well as shredded wheat, pie, and a few

other portable edibles. The performance in the

evening was somewhat informal and played to a

capacity house of fourteen hundred at the Lyceum.

The day netted about a thousand dollars for ath

letics.

On Friday, May 15, 1903, the first affair to be

named Spring Day was put on. It was consider

ably more pretentious than its predecessors, with

circus tents, and a suspension by President Schur

man of academic work at noon to enable the stu

dents to give undivided attention to the circus. It

differs from its predecessors in being combined

with 'Varsity Athletic events. Not only was this

the first appearance of the name "Spring Day,"

but also the inauguration of the custom, followed

for many years, of concentrating the advertising

upon a single feature to which had been given a

mysterious name. The discovery of the exact na

ture of these mysterious attractions has cost thou

sands and thousands of students a quarter apiece,

or more if they didn't happen to have exact change.

This first Spring Day mystery turned out to be a

piglet on a pillow. It was the "much-mooted, mys

terious, marvellous, (etc.) mouche-mouche."

Many ingenious successors to this first mystery

have been devised, including: "Mzupsi," "Hell-

pus," "Phillip McCann," and a long line of others.
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Everything That's Good

Is combined in the

New Continuous Clarification

Process Dry-Cleaning

It's the Process you will DEMAND

after you receive your first

garment from

W. I. Fletcher Co., Inc.

103 Dryden Road 205 N. Aurora St.

ABOUT CAMPUS CARS

(Continued from page 12)

the rear of Sibley, Lincoln, and Stimpson clearly

shows what an issue this question has become.

As the situation appears to me, some sort of

regulation must come in the near future either by

Faculty legislation, or by student agreement. Ob

viously, from the point of view of all concerned

the latter measure is the most welcome. Various

other universities have been confronted with this

same problem, and have solved it by undergradu

ate action.

It seems to me that the most logical solution is

for the students to decree that automobiles shall

be an upperclass, or even a senior, privilege. By

the time an undergraduate has become a junior or

a senior he is usually able to adjust himself to hn

work; the possession of an automobile will not so

turn his head that he will neglect his studies on

account of it. As it is now, the possession of a

machine by many an underclassman is merely a

forerunner to a "bust" notice.

0. P. Williams.

Dear Era :

Cornell's latest field for undergraduate discus

sion, the question of student-owned cars on the

A MUSICAL DEPARTMENT STORE
Yes, sir, just that. A place where you will always find what you want when

you want it.

Buescher Saxophones. Ludwig Drums.

Vega and Gibson Banjos. Holton Trumpets and Trombones.

VICTOR RECORDS

New Releases on May 11th and 23rd. We can also guarantee prompt and sat

isfactory repairs on all instruments.

HICKEY'S LYCEUM MUSIC STORE

'TRY HICKEY'S FIRST"
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campus, readily divides itself into two totally dis

tinct phases. The first, and that of most pressing

interest, concerns the abolition of such vehicular

traffic because the voices of students and profes

sors, upraised in recitation and lecture, are un

able to hold their own in competition with the

snortings of automobiles, Fords, and motorcycles.

So far as the writer personally is concerned, in

spite of the fact that, for the most part,
his classes

are conducted in a building situate near the most

frequently used campus thoroughfares, he has

never experienced any inconvenience from the

sounds of traffic. If, however, such inconvenience

is sustained by any great number, and the fact

could readily be ascertained by means of a ques

tionnaire, it is certainly only fair that traffic

should be restricted to those hours when few or no

classes are in session.

To advance, in opposition, that such action

would be an instance of unwarranted paternalism

on the part of the faculty is rank nonsense. In a

university where rules are made concerning drink

ing and other more or less personal activities, and

in an age when social legislation of all kinds binds

the individual that the good of the community may

be served, to speak of freedom becomes heresy.

If it becomes clearly apparent that motor traffic

on the campus does actively interfere with scholas

tic work, no compunction need be felt by the ad

ministration in declaring that the former, rather

than the latter, must be the first to suffer.

Jerome W. Thompson.

Dear Era :

Some people think that the best way to make

"Pat" drive his cut-down, yellow "bus" at not

more than fifteen miles per hour and to prevent

him from parking it under Diederich's window is

to take the old thing away from him. Others may

think that the motor vehicle laws should be en

forced and that adequate and convenient parking

spaces should be provided : viz., to wit—on the

lots south of Sage College, and south of Morse

Hall.

The second solution, which I think is much

the saner, would allow "Pat" to continue driving

up the hill every day ; and in the immortal words

of "Larry" Pryor—"may I add, that is some

thing."

Your 'umble servant,

"Chil" Leonard.

To the Era:

It is, of course, essential that the two issues be

kept distinct: the problem of campus traffic con

trol, and the matter of student ownership of cars.

Some traffic restrictions are sorely needed, and a

sane plan can be evolved that need not ban all

2hH«40«S23l

A. E. CHIPMAN

Interior Decorator

Antique Furniture

108 East State Street

* * *

"Everything ^Decorative for the Home"

THOMAS J. LARKIN
406 Eddy Street

Dial 24 13

Wholesale and

Retail Grocer

* * *

// // Is Something Good to Eat We Have It

THE

PUBLIC MARKET

'The Place to Buy Your Meats"

DON'T WAIT 'TILL SPRING DAY

TO ORDER YOUR MEATS

Do your ordering and planning early—We

will do the rest. We can serve you to

anything in the meat line

Try our "Blue Ribbon" Steamers for

Lunch or that Picnic !

WILLIAM KNIGHT

115-117 NORTH AURORA STREET
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STRAND THEATRE
MAY 20, 21, 22, 23

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY

"Minnie"

and

Harold Lloyd in "I Do"

MAY 24, 25, 26

Lights of New York

and

Five Acts of Vaudeville

CRESCENT
5 —

Days
— 5

Starting Tuesday, May 22nd

BETTY COMPSON in

"The Rustle of Silk"

2?
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IF IT'S PRINTING

give us an oppor

tunity to esti

mate

Grace Printing Company
117 South Tioga Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

(Next to Hook's)

Phone 2563

motor traffic from the campus. But any attempt
to prohibit or restrict the student ownership of

cars would be most deplorable. So far as I know,
a similar problem has never arisen at Cornell, and

so there is no precedent to guide us. But any such

prohibition applied to students or any class of

students would smack of university paternalism
in its worst sense, the meddling interference of

the college authorities with the habits, tastes, and
luxuries of the students.

Howard B. Cushman.

Dear Era :

Seriously, the present rumored to-do about

campus traffic must be very similar to the grave

doubts and objections which were raised when the

Ithaca Traction Corporation petitioned permission
to put a line of car tracks over the campus. When

that was granted, the University practically bound

itself to allow traffic through the campus pre

cincts. The Trustees certainly have a perfect

right to regulate traffic through their own prop

erty—the campus. But if they intend to legislate

student cars out of campus-precincts, they must

also, in perfect fairness, bar faculty cars, and

noisesome University trucks and tractors. They

must bar delivery cars, and itinerant tourists, and

taxis, and whatnot. Is this possible? I think not.

Willis Wing.

Dear Era :

I suppose a Ford is a very handy thing to have

around Ithaca, but the majority of the students

seem to get along just as well without them. Very

often the possession of a car has brought the

owner to grief by bringing Elmira within a long

night's reach. And when a junk yard Ford is

used to carry a capacity load to a football game in

New York, it is actually dangerous. However,

since it is the underclassmen who are the chief

violators of common sense in this respect, I be

lieve that to prohibit the underclassmen from own

ing cars would help.

F. K. Lovejoy.

To the Editor of the Era :

The campus traffic policeman's position is be

coming more difficult every day. The parking

places are full to overflowing. The streets are not-

safe for pedestrians or motor cars. There is an

appalling casualty list among the "Go To The

Right" signs. Vague rumors circulate that stu

dents will be forbidden to have cars at all. Some

thing must be done to protect the upperclass and

(speaking personally) the graduate students who

drive cars. The remedy seems to make the pos

session of a car in Ithaca an upperclass privilege.
to be rigidly enforced by the upper classes and

2S
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(of course!) the graduate students,
aided perhaps

by the F. 0. P. A. The advantages of this are too

apparent to mention—and the campus "speed

cop," the Ithaca police force, and in fact all but

the underclassmen seem heartily in favor of it.

What more need be said?

Allan H. Treman.

p g.—Why not motorcycles, too?

In publishing this series of letters, the Era

wishes to bring out the consensus of opinion as

held by a representative group of students. This

trend will probably be shown more clearly by the

summary given below :

Car ownership limited to upperclassmen 5

More stringent traffic and parking regu

lation 3

Cars banned from the campus during cer

tain hours 1

Xo regulations 1

It would seem, then, that the underclassmen should

be refused the privilege of running cars in Ithaca

and that possibly some further traffic and parking

regulations should be made to govern the cars of

the faculty and upperclassmen.

BROWN & BROWN, Inc.
142 EAST STATE STREET

Exclusive Clothing that

is not High Priced

Accredited Agents for

"KNOX" Flexible Straws

THEY CONFORM TO THE SHAPE OF YOUR HEAD

"We Treat. Your Linen White"

A

STUDENT

ORGANIZATION

AS YOUR SERVICE

Founded 1897 Incorporated 1908

Work Correctly Done Deliveries Prompt

STVDENT LAVNDRY AGENCY

Eddie Gouinlock putting it over

R. C. OSBORN & CO.

119-121 East State Street

SPECIAL AGENTS

A. G. Spalding & Bros.

Base Ball and Tennis Goods

We certainly have the best,

and you do want the best

So come to us

Open Evenings
Phone 2621

•»a
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Christiance - Dudley Pharmacy
214-216 East State Street

OLD HAMPSHIRE

VELLUM

( with or without

Cornell Seal)

POUND PAPER

and ENVELOPES

A COMPLETE LINE

of

PARKE -DAVIS

and

SQUIBB PRODUCTS

Satisfaction in Fit and Quality
You will like thefeel, the fit, and the wear ofthe clothes
we will tailor to your individual measurement. Let

us make your clothes to measure. We guarantee to

render satisfaction in every detail. Hundreds of new

est patterns all pure wool to select from.

I. V. Dell

Merchant Tailor 213 Dryden Rd.

Cleaning, Pressing, and Repairing done on short notice

Ladies' work a specialty. Contracts written

MAX KLUEBERT

141 South Aurora Street

* « «

Awnings, Tents, Canopies, Cabinet Work,

Furniture, Repairing and Refinishing

* * *

Telephone 7631

THE FIRST SPRING DAY AND OTHERS

(Continued from page 24)

One notable figure even stood out in the early

days against these "outrages." It may have been

partly from the fact that he was a Zoologist and

was infuriated by a succession of zoological out

rages by unscientific nature-fakirs. Whatever

may have been the underlying causes, Doctor

Wilder's annual Spring Day tirade on the black

board in his window in McGraw Hall was looked

forward to with as much anticipation as any of

the shows. There was food for thought, and

much homely philosophy, in his polyglot quota
tions and near-quotations. Below are some ex

tracts, taken from a photograph of one of the

boards. (The rarer languages that the Doctor

often employed,—Greek, Japanese, and what-not,
—are necessarily omitted.) The warnings are as

sound now as they were then, and might perhaps
have been taken seriously by the ringleaders. For

tunately for Folly and Spring Day they never

were.

0, Athletique, que de folies on corn-met en ton

710771 !

In an individual, folly may be merely a fault;
in a university it is a crime.

From fake shows to fake scholarship facilis
descensus.

Spring Day, however, has, on the whole, been

well received and patronized by the University
officers. Cooperation has been excellent in the

main, and as long as the shows have been kept,
within the bounds, there has been little complaint
or resistance.

Song
(To guitar or mandolin accompaniment)

The stars are shining, senorita,

Will you stay within?

The moon is rising, Margherita,
Come and greet her in.

Oh, let me win you, senorita.

Steal your heart away ;

And let me kiss you, Margherita,
Kiss you ere 'tis day.

For night has opened, senorita,

Like the rose it blooms.

So ope your heart, too, Margherita,
Ere the day Love dooms.

—E. C.

:in



BOOK REVIEWS

(Continued from page 20)

to the last of the two hundred pages. If you are

hungry for a short but substantial, satisfying and

rather appetizing literary meal, Conquistador

would be an admirable addition to your literary

menu. G- R. D.

So There. By Franklin P. Adams. 124 pages.

Garden City: Doubleday, Page and Co. $1.50.

I once had a Professor of English who detested

the use of the word "clever" as applied to the

genus homo. "A dog," said he, "is clever, or—

what shall I say
—a trained seal," Well,

F. P. A. is clever. This recent collection convinces

me. And that is not so strong an indictment as it

sounds, for methinks F. P. A. aspires to little be

yond cleverness, and cleverness he achieves to a

degree that pleases a vast following. His the

smirk that gratifies, the touch you love to scan . . .

In this volume, he treats us to a number of his

Horatian Odes, and as usual the translation is

faithful and the vernacular refreshing. How much

more pleasant it would have been if we could have

had our Allen and Bacon written in New Yorkese !

Unfortunately there are only two ballades (out of

seventy-six pieces!), for so few people attempt

them nowadays, and F. P. A. does them nicely.

There is a raft of other vagaries, nondescript and

whimsical; bouquets and brickbats to sundry mi

ladies, bits of reflection in the inevitable mood of

the columnist, and some able parodies Most

of his lines have feminine beginnings, and nearly

all have feminine endings. For F. P. A., much

like Don Marquis, loves to play with verse ; to de

capitate his end words and have something left

over to start the next verse with ; to break up the

lines, like this, so to speak, and yet arrive at the

final period without a stumble. And it for this

that his readers most love him. Who flies in the

face of the Muse with a choppy cadence, is play

ing with hot stuff; and successful flights, and in

such risky vehicles as ballades and triolets, cannot

but bring a ringing murmur of appleause from all

who cherish fidelity in versification. F. P. A. is

faithful. As in our own yellow cabs, the meter

always registers whatever the speed and howso

ever frequent the stops.

So There is good verse, it is good entertainment,
it is good F. P. A. And there are still lots of peo

ple who would walk a mile to read The Conning

Toiver. H. B. C.

The Captain's Doll. By D. H. Lawrence 323

pages. New York : Thomas Seltzer. $2.00.
The latest volume from the more or less re-

(Continued on page 34)
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CORNELL BARBER SHOP
Neatest Haircutting in the city

We solicit and appreciate your patronage

Razors, Strops and Toilet Articles

For Sale

* * A

AL and TOM

SHOES MADE TO ORDER
Also Shoe Repairing, Hand and Machine Work, neatly

and promptly done. All work guaranteed.

* * «

Get your Shoes Shined the best and quickest here.

H. A. QUATTRINNI BRO.

213% Dryden Road

MAY

brings blossoms and the sweet

girl graduate
—select her gift

here—Platinum, gold, silver,

bronze, or leather—artistic

and unusual designs

R. A. Heggie & Bro. Co.

Ithaca, N. Y.
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TO CALL A

Black and White Cab
DIAL 2411

* 4 ■*

Meter Cabs

Seven-passenger Enclosed Cars

L. & K. FREEMAN

PRESENTING

Distinctive,

Different, and

Youthful Hats

315 East State Street Ithaca, N. Y.

Official Photographer

Class 1923

* * *

Photographs with merit

Artistic lighting and posing

Special Student Rates

Groups a specialty

Dial 2524

!tate St. | 548 Broadway
ca New York
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BASEBALL

(Continued from page 8)

suredly exists. Although the details are different

in each sport, in every branch of athletics the sys

tem has the same basis and results. The Cornell

system takes green men and turns them into fin

ished athletes. That is why Cornell has never

worried over stars in preparatory schools. Her

coaches make her athletes. That is why an un

known student often developes into an Intercol

legiate Track Champion, an Ail-American, or a

marvellous stroke. It takes time and experience
to build such a machine, so we can hardly expect
one in baseball immediately. It is time, however,
that signs of one appeared. A Washington news

paper, in commenting on our team during its

southern trip, spoke of the wonderful Cornell sys

tem, and said that Coach Carney was inaugurat

ing it in baseball. We may expect in future years,
then, consistently good teams, and an occasional

excellent one. To expect a rapid success in base

ball as in football would be expecting too much,
for there are few coaches of Mr. Dobie's caliber

and none of superior quality.
In baseball the players need self-confidence. If

they are under too strict individual supervision
they are bound to be nervous and make mistakes.

A reprimand causes only more nervousness, more

nervousness causes more mistakes, and more mis

takes causes more sharp reprimands. Thus we

have a vicious cycle keeping the players in a con

stant state of unrest and worry. The night before
a game none of them are fully sure whether or not

they are to play. Unless a man can be wholly at

his ease he cannot play good ball. This difficulty
will probably die out as the system becomes more

ingrained into the baseball squad.
The Cornell team is speedy and fairly well or

ganized. The men are unusually adept at base

running, showing good form and plenty of speed.
They exhibit good team work and play well to

gether. As is the case with most ball players, the
Cornell squad finds it difficult to hit a left handed
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Vive la Frantz Photo by Troy.

pitcher. The only remedy for this will be to let

them practice constantly against a "south-paw."

The Cornell team has shown preference to no

special type of game. It plays neither a defensive

nor an offensive game. The team is, with the ex

ception of the pitching staff, very well balanced.

While not a first class team, it is certainly not a

poor one. There is, furthermore, a concord be

tween coach and players that will inevitably de

velop into something worth while. As soon as the

Cornell System has absorbed baseball and as soon

as the material for a pitching staff is developed

Cornell will again take her place among the col

leges as the producer of superior ball teams. Un

til then our most hearty support is with the squad.

The Morning Call

The morning call

Is the fresh cool breath of air

Ekeing around new yellow elm buds,

Whispering in the high, soft tops
Of ancient pines,

And creeping through the tangle of new-sprouted

grasses.

It is the glint of light on the mirrored glass
Of a lake in the valley,

Cool, refulgent, unstirred.

It is the glow of sunlight on a fresh green lawn,

Cut by cool shadows of elm branches,

Interlacing and interweaving designs of veins.

The morning call

Is the strong pure stir of life

That calls a man to look

And catch the beauty living in the day,
That he may treasure it forever. ,—F. L.

LET US PACK YOUR LUNCH FOR

Spring Day
EACH ONE DAINTY AND SATISFYING

Unexcelled Thinner Menus Music Ever]) Evening

Green Lantern Tea Room

1 40 East State Street

Dial 6754

KODAKS

There's fun at the time in

making Kodak pictures

and they store up fun for

the future. Get your Ko

dak here—our stock is

complete.

Head's

Kodak Shop

109 N. Aurora Street

ORIENTAL

RESTAURANT

Caters to People of Distinction

Food that Satisfies All Palates

OPEN FROM 12 NOON

TO MIDNIGHT

Different Alluring

Oriental

3:5
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IDEAL LUNCH
1 03 North Tioga Street

A neat, clean down-to-date eating place

Quick service, good food and prices right

We make all our pies, cakes and puddings

TRY THE IDEAL

BOOKS PUBLICATIONS

Norton Printing Co.
(THE N. P. C. PRESS)

317 East State Street

Ithaca

CATALOGS LAW BRIEFS

Wc try to give a little better service than

the customer expects

Wc print The Era

The Atkinson Press

Printing

122 South Tioga Street

Telephone 2623

Both large and small orders are accorded

the same personal attention

BOOK REVIEWS

nowned typewriter of Mr. Lawrence consists of

three short stories, from one of which the publi

cation takes its name. Though Mr. Mencken may

object to the philosophy of Lawrence, I think he

would scarcely object to him (save as a matter of

one of his odd principles) as a writer of modern

short stories. He seems one of the most admirable

of the moderns—having more than the average

sense for the beautiful. And his prose has a great

deal of quaint charm and melodiousness in it.

Short, and interesting in the stories they tell, The

Captain's Doll, The Fox, and The Ladybird will

well repay the time that is taken to read them.

A. M. C.

For the Little Tots

The Wogglejob is a spiffy beast

That lives on the Prairie Plains,

Where the North Wind blows from the dreary

East

And the ground grows moist when it rains.

And there he lives on a Shady Shelf

Where he's lived for ages long,

With no other soul but his very own self

And he sings this Wogglejob Song :

"For many years, as it now appears,

Some questions have troubled my brain ;

They are, I find, a perplexing kind,

And no one at all can explain.

I've asked the breeze and the wise oak trees,

But they sighed that they couldn't tell how ;

And I asked the Great Hill but he kept quite still,

While a cloud settled over his brow.

Just how large is the point of a pin ?

Why is a short-cake Short?

Why don't the Tree Tops ever Spin?
Is a Fortress a Mrs. Fort?

One other makes my list complete.

And this is a trifle hard ;

If you measured wood, how many board feet

Would there be in a lumber yard?

These things and more I've asked before,

For I'm a curious chap ;

There's no telling when I'll ask again—

Now I guess I'll take a nap."

He does that way most every day
In his home on the Shady Shelf,

Then stops when he's through like he ought to do—

Why don't you try that yourself?
—H. B. C.

:u
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It is something good for the table

we have it.

FANCY FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

FANCY BUTTER AND EGGS

J. W. HOOK, Inc.

A /

JOHN HOYLE

Prompt Prescription Service

Our Specialty

When a Prescription is to be compounded there should be no

unnecessary delay. Your Physician wishes action, therefore

we have done everything to facilitate Prescription work by

having expert Pharmacists, and see that the finished medi

cine is promptly delivered. We have a hill delivery every day.

A. B. BROOKS & SON

126 East State Street Ithaca, N. Y.

Beat Our Prices
Guaranteed First Quality Electric Lamps

Tungsten 10 to 50 watt 25c each, 60 watt 30c. Nitrogen
1 5 watt 50c, 100 watt 55c, 150 watt 80c, 200 watt $1.00.

Daylight blues 10c more.

Guaranteed Automobile Bulbs at reduced prices. Com

plete line of FISK, HEWITT, and BRUNSWICK TIRES

and TUBES fullv guaranteed, reduced prices. Head

quarters for McWade HIGHSPEED Oil and SUPREME

GULF OIL. VULCANIZING OUR SPECIALTY.

SHIPPEE TIRE SHOP

109 E. Green St. Next door to Fish Market

The Flying Finger
KNITTING SHOP

204 North Aurora Street

4 4 4

Columbia Yarns

Sweaters and Hats to order

Stamped Goods Novelties

LANG'S

PALACE GARAGE
117-131 EAST GREEN STREET

4 4 4

SALES AJSD SERVICE
CADILLAC JORDAN

HUPMOBILE WILLYS KNIGHT

OVERLAND

4 4 4

OUR NEW SALES ROOM

OPENED

MAY FIFTEENTH

A Complete Liae of New
Models are on Display

We Invite Your Inspection

35
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A BOVE is shown the Spring Day program
of Karnak University carved by the class

of 1577 B. C. It illustrates most graphically
the events of the day and the time of each,
(note sun) and proves that the ancients realized
the truth of the phrase—

Your Story in Picture Leaves Nothing Untold"

ITHACA ENGRAVING CO
MRSTifATrCWAX BAOTC BLDG. ITHACA ,1*Y.
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The First Electrochemist

[ITROUS oxide, accord-

Ing to the science of a

century agorwas "the

principle of contagion when re*

spired by animalsjn_the minutest

quantities.'' Mere say-so.

Imaginative yetvskeptical Hum

phrey Davy, who believed in ex*

periment rather "than in opinion,
"respired" it and lived.

It was this restless desire to test

beliefs that made him one of the

founders of modern science. Elec

tricity was a new force a century

ago. Davy used it to decompose

potash, soda, and lime into potas
sium, sodium, and calcium, thus

laying the foundations of electro

chemistry. With a battery of two

thousand plates he produced the

first electric arc—harbinger of

modern electric illumination and

of the .electric furnace.

Czar.Alexander I and Napoleon
met on a raft to sign the Treaty of

Tilsit while Davy was revealing

the effects ofelectricity onmatter.
"What is Europe?" said Alexan

der.
"

We are Europe."
The treaty was at that time an

important political event, framed

by two selfishmonarchs for the sole

purpose of furthering their per
sonal interests. Contrast with il

the unselfish efforts of Sir Hum*
o •**

phrey Davy. His brilliant work

has resulted in scores of practical

applications oLelectrolysis in im

dustry and a wealth of chemical

knowledge that" benefit not him*
self but the entire world.

In the Research Laboratories of

theGeneral ElectricCompany, foe

instance, much has been done to

improve the electric furnace (a de

velopment ofDavy's arc) and new

compounds have been electro*

chemically produced, which make

it easier to cast high-conductivity

copper, to manufacture special
tool steels; and to produccjcarbidct
for better arc lamps*

GeneralilElecftric
general Office COJTlp3,ny Schtneetady.^Y.



■BAXTER'S "The Quality Shop

NEVER
a day passes but what we are re-impressed

with the fact that Cornell men reserve a special

preference for Baxter Quality.

It is evident that they concede to our judgment a very

certain knowledge of their types of attire, and to our

merchandise certain very definite merits and, perhaps
exclusive superiorities.

There is no denying that this is a very

unusual position for a store to occupy,

and it places this organization under a

solemn obligation to maintain the unus

ually high standards of Quality that are

institutionally ours and unique to this

institution.

Hundreds of Ideals in Things to Wear, but Only One

Ideal in Their Fabric and Fashioning—THE BEST!

Stetson Hate

Merton Caps

Phoenix Hose

Interwoven Hose

Imported Golf Hose

Townsend-Grace Straws

Ide Shirts

Arrow Shirts

Manhattan Shirts

Wilson Bros. Shirts

Linen Golf Knickers

Fashion Park Clothes

The Atkinson Pros., Ith..., N. Y.
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The Cornell Era

209-211 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

R. S. Hill "24, Editor-in-Chief; W. R. Pietsch

'24, Managing Editor; R. L. Doty '25, J. L.

Kolb '25, B. F. Huestis '25, G. E. Youngman
'25. G. R. Davis '25, \V. W. Walker '26, Asso

ciate Editors; M. F. Schmitt '24, Business
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ger; R. 0. Yolkening '24, Advertising Mana

ger: A. C. Kletsch/ '25, M. K. Cannon '25,
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If You Haven't Your Summer

Togs by Now, BUY NOW!

STETSON & BOSTONIAN SHOES & OXFORDS

Things you can't afford to be without

at prices you can't afford to miss:

WHITE TROUSERS LINEN KNICKERS

STRAW HATS SILK HOSE

WHITE OXFORD SHIRTS SUMMER NECKWEAR

COOL UNDERWEAR

Comfortable, Well-fitting, Light Weight

Why Wait?

'If you get it from us it's right—If not, we make it right'

Buttrick & Frawley, Inc.

The Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx
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Buy your Tennis Racket

before you go

The Co-op reputation among

students should give the con

fidence which makes buying
pleasant. Reliable merchan

dise like the "Lee" rackets

and "Penn" tennis balls make

the game pleasant and inter

esting. Let's work together.

Whitman's Candy

While talking of reputations

keep in mind "Whitman." An

old house in years of existence

but young when it comes to

enterprise. Ever alert to keep
their quality high. The best

known boxes are the "Shield"

and "Sampler."
Seniors—

Send us your November address. We want to pay you

your dividend then. We prefer to send a money order

Morrill Hall

Cornell Co-op. Society
Ithaca, N. Y.

MECKE & COMPANY

IMPORTERS and EXPORTERS

SPANISH AMERICAN COUNTRIES

7-9 HANOVER STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Seniors ! ! !

The past four years mark the beginning and the

end of an important period in your lives,
—

a per

iod of friendship and pleasant associations. Do

you want to preserve the memories of these four

years or allow them to sink into oblivion?

The Cornell Alumni News

is peculiarly fitted to supply your need if you

want to keep in touch with your class and Cornell.

It is the one bond that keeps Cornell Alumni to

gether. It is edited by some of the best minds

the University has produced, is issued forty times

a year, is interesting and widely quoted.

A Special Offer

is being made to graduating Seniors. By sub

scribing now you will receive the Alumni News

absolutely free of charge until next October. No

money down is required. Take advantage of

this offer today by calling :

L. E. Reed '23
2637

3
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DISCOBOLUS OF MYRON
A metal copy, made by a galvanic battery process, to sbovv tbe appearance of tbe world-lamed bronze original ofhe 5th century B.C. The tree trunk support, neee.sa, y in all tbe marble copies, has been done away with andthe head has been turned back as it was in the lost original. Tbis statue in the Museum of Casts is the onlv

one ol tbe sort that bas come to America.

1



More of Tobiah Tittlebaum

The Third Conversation

f
Tobiah Tittlebaum, floating down

State Street on a stream of perspira-
° tion, met A Friend at whom he

grasped like a drowning man at a

straw. "Hotter, Hotter, everywhere,

nor any drop to drink," he bewailed.

"Will you walk into my parlor?"

said a greasy voice at his elbow.

Tobiah turned and recognized the

proprietor of a nearby soda fountain. "Tush-tush,

my good man. I said Drink," he snorted.

"Well, you're your particular author, but any

thing cold and wet sounds good to me," said A

Friend.

"Dear, dear me—it seems I'm outvoted entire

ly. Shall we go in, then?"

"I drink when I have occasion, and sometimes

when I have no occasion. Let us—in, by all

means."

"And yet you drink not more than a sponge,"

chuckled Tobiah, for he dearly loved to quote

Rabelais (it gave such a worldly smack to one's

conversation) and relished an opening.

When their fresh orangeades had been brought,

Tobiah took his straws and carefully telescope:!

the paper wrapper. Slipping it off and placing a

few drops of water on it, he gleefully watched it

writhe. "The smallest worm will turn being

wetted," he said.

"Huh!" said A Friend. "Suck and stop play

ing. You'll feel better." Tobiah, much flustered,

complied avidly. "Ah!" A Friend continued,

"Wery good power o' suction. You'd have made

an uncommon fine oyster, if you'd been born in

that station of life."

Tobiah adjusted his spectacles upon his para

bolical nose and looked disapprovingly at A Friend

as he always did when he felt his dignity or his

toes being trod upon. "These places are so com

mon. They cater purely to the bourgeoisie." To

biah felt he must change the subject at any cost.

"Possibly. But just why is that against them?"

"My dear fellow, you don't mean to sit there

and say that you don't find the bourgeoisie ob

jectionable. I can hardly believe that of you.

Why, Goethe says they're bad; Matthew Arnold

says they're bad; Mencken says they're worse.

Certainly we can take their word for it. Person

ally I have no doubt of it. The common herd stu-

pifies all intellectual progress."

"Oh, you'll find plenty of classical references.

For instance, the French typify their middle class

by the term epicier, meaning grocer, which would

imply that the grocers were among the main of

fenders. You can hardly hold, however, that they
are valueless. Where, for instance, would you get
the corn flakes for your breakfast tomorrow if it

weren't for them?"

"You miss the point entirely. Objection is

made to these people on mental grounds only.
You must admit that they are lacking there."

"I do. But would you have everyone a mental

giant? Who would clo the work then? If every

body knew as much as everyone else, they would

all want to sit around and think for a living, and

let others do the dirty work. This world was

planned with some foresight: an upper class to

do the thinking, a lower class to do the work, and

a middle class to manage the lower
"

"No, no. The middle class is bad—very bad."

"Well, if you must have somebody to hold in

opprobrium, why not be original and revile the

lower class? They assuredly are on a still more

degraded plane. And yet they are allowed to go

on in their ignorance. You don't suppose by any

chance that the reason the upper class reviles the

middle class and overlooks the lower is that the

middle class comes nearer treading on their corns?

Or that, perhaps, the writers, who largely insti

gate this scorn, felt that the bourgeoisie were not

buying as many of their books as the writers

thought they should?"

"Why will you evade the issue with all this

quibbling! All the great thinkers have either

written or said that the bourgeoisie, the philistine,

the epicier, or whatever you want to call the mid

dle class are stupid and therefore bad."

"And yet it is no mean happiness to be seated

in the mean."

"The devil can cite Scripture for his purpose."

Tobiah deftly slipped his straws down to the

bottom of the glass and tipping it up made one

last gurgling suck. When he had set the glass

down again, he rose and said, "I'm sorry I can't

continue this pleasant little conversation longer

and convince you that you are wrong, but I have

a great amount of work to do and I won't be able

to do it tonight for there is a Rotary Club meet

ing."
Proclamation

Under the awe inspiring influence of a few of

the members of the faculty, Tobiah Tittlebaum

has developed a trenchant desire to become a cos

mopolitan. The spirit of travel that has been in

the air the past Spring has furthered this desire,

so that now he is planning on making a search for

(Continued on page 22)
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The Suspension Bridge
HERE are bridges and bridges in the world

but only two of them are really worthy of

mention. There is the famous London

Bridge, for instance, which we used to declare was

falling down, falling down ; and in the same class

is our own little suspension bridge. When they

complete a bridge across the Atlantic Ocean per

haps we can include that in our prospectus of

noted ponts.

The leading chronologists are now united in the

belief that the first suspension bridge was con

structed by Cain. Conclusive proof has been

found that one day Cain and Able were playing

tag, leaping from precipice to precipice and back

again. Cain, being a versatile youth, lassooed a

tree on the other side of the chasm and made his

way across hand over hand. Able, a timid lad, did

not dare follow but sat down and waited till Cain

came home for dinner when he tagged him and

the game was over. Since that time bridges have

increased in importance and now they are deemed

practically indispensible.

The derivation of the name suspension bridge
is a question that has puzzled the most learned

minds in the world for centuries. All but two

theories have been eliminated. The first one and

the most worthy of expatiation is that one of the

coy young creatures attending a Cornell house

party was making her way across the suspension

bridge. In the center she stopped, put her hand
over her eyes and murmured, "The suspense is too

great !"

The second and most probable theory is that the

north approach to it is guarded by the home of a

certain Mr. David Fletcher Hoy, a man more or

less closely connected with Cornell, who has prob
ably handed out more suspensions than anyone
else in the world.

Our particular bridge over Fall Creek Gorge
was built in the summer of nineteen hundred by
E. G. and C F. Wyckoff, residents of Ithaca. At
the same time the upper bridge just below Beebe

Lake, and the lower bridge were constructed and
the renowned "loop" completed in an effort to
stimulate building on the Heights. The cost of
the foot bridge was somewhere around three thou
sand dollars, a sum which today might pay for the
nuts and bolts and part of the lumber used in it.
In 1921, it was turned over by the owners to

Cornell, thus fitting in with the present univer
sity program to own all the land along the north
side of the gorge. The plan has been carried out

until at present all but two of the lots extending

from Stewart Avenue to Forest Home belong to

Cornell.

The part that the bridge plays in the lives of the

students lies in its unbounded usefulness along

certain lines. Best of all it furnishes an attractive

and ready escape from the campus and its more

unpleasant embellishments such as classes, etc.

Fishing from the railing of the bridge is a splen

did pastime for freshmen during their initiatory

periods.

On February 30, 1920, several enterprising stu

dents with more than the average gambling spirit

originated a new game of Bridge. At the begin

ning of each year they were to place bets that the

bridge would fall down during the year. The ad

vantages of this simple game over common card

games such as poker or black jack were pointed
out as— (1) Fifty-fifty chances of bridge falling
down makes game unusually fair. (2) Great sav

ing of eye strain. (3) Little effort required. The

main objection was that there is always some

smart aleck who might cut the bridge down some

night and rake in the pot.

At least fifty per cent of the hundreds of stu

dents who pass over the bridge daily have at some
time during their careers stood looking down at

the rushing water one hundred and fifty feet be

low and have wondered if she will regret it when
she hears what he has done and realizes that it

was she who drove him to it. The other fifty per
cent are mainly the ones who park there on moon

light nights peering out into the darkness. This

offers a wonderful opportunity to press her hand
and ask her if she doesn't love a night like this.

The rumor that the bridge has been officially
condemned is unfounded. There are. however, one
or two members of the engineering faculty who
would rather walk a mile out of the way than en

trust their lives to the eighty-five yards of sway
ing suspended pont. The danger of the structure
does not lie so much in over-loading as in over-

vibration. In this connection the story is told that

during the war in the days of the S. A. T. C a

sergeant marched a company across the bridge' in
double column. The bridge swayed and creaked
Arriving on the other side the sergeant turned to
one of the men and said disgustedly. "I knew it
wasn't so. Some bird told me that if I marched
a company of men across the bridge in step the
damn thing would fall through !"
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Being a Chronological Survey of Cornell Athletics for the Year 1922-1223

NOTHER page in the history of Cornell

Athletics has almost been completed. Al

though defeats as well as victories have

been recorded, the general athletic activity of the

year 1922-1923 has been successful. While Cor

nell has been mediocre in some branches of sport,

her achievements along other lines have been al

most phenomenal.

At the head of the page, in large italics, is the

record of the Big Red Team. To review its list

of victories would be superfluous. For the peals

of its fame have reechoed loudly through the halls

of Sportdom. Her success in Football alone is

enough to give Cornell athletic prominence among

the colleges. For two years the team has re

mained undefeated, yet for two years it has missed

the mythical Eastern Championship by a hair.

If comparative scores and the views of men on

other teams mean anything, the Eastern Cham

pionship is indeed a myth; for we do not believe

that our football team was second to any. A

record of eight consecutive victories was this year

increased to sixteen, while instead of one Ail-

American we now have two. Our page may well

be marked as bearing a distinguished record.

Soccer also did well to add to the brilliance of

our page. The team played through a hard sea

son and remained undefeated until the last game.

The victory of Pennsylvania alone kept them from

the League championship. Although the team

was more aggressive than its opponents, it was

composed almost entirely of green men and found

much difficulty in scoring. It was noted for its

fight and endurance. Critics had expected a poor

showing because of the lack of experience of the

men, but the team surprised them all when it won

second place in the League. It seems the spirit
and the grit must be important factors in the

game. Soccer has indeed left a good record on

our page.

Our basketball team had a checkered career.

Starting the season with defeats the team sud

denly climbed to the top of the league. For a time

it held this position, defeating the best teams in

the East. There seemed to be little doubt that the

championship would be won. Then came a losing
streak. Teams rated far inferior, in fact teams

already defeated, began to beat ours. The lead

went to Yale, while Princeton and Cornell finally
tied for second. Yet the team was really a good

one. Both individual and team work were excel

lent. By producing the individual high scorer and

All-Collegiate forward, and by tieing for second

in the league, the team has shown that it was on

the whole decidedly exceptional.

While the Cornell track team has not emblaz

oned our page as the track teams are wont to do,

(Continued on page 24)

VARSITY LACROSSE SQUAD

Left to right—Alcus (manager), Diehl, Harris, Brigden, Clark, Paine, Cassidy,
Stainton, Rooney (captain), Sisco, R.

Hall, Sundstrom, Jennings, Meyer, G. Hall, Bawlf (coach)
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The Material Position of the University

T
WO years ago when the class of 1925 en

tered Cornell the air was full of the sounds

of building and rumors of more building.

They were hustled into khaki uniforms and stood

behind a pile of gravel while George Baker laid

the cornerstone of the new chemistry building.

The campus was torn up with the pipe lines for

the new heating plant. There was talk of a real

warming house on Beebe lake. A new unit of the

Baker dormitories was planned for the near fu

ture. The football team proved a drawing card

for crowds which filled the Schoelkopf stands to

overflowing. It was patent that additions to the

stands would soon be necessary. There were

vague rumors of a huge club house or union to be

erected in the dim future. Great classes in Chem

istry 101 overflowing Rockefeller showed the value

of the new gift of George Baker. The enrollment

showed an increase over the previous year and

Sibley, White, and Goldwin Smith were crowded

although the registration prophesied a still greater

increase the following year. Up on the Agricul

tural campus there was crowding and talk of a

greater campus. Fernow Hall was being started

but that would help but a little. In short, the rush

to the colleges, which took place all over the United

States in the years following the war, had found

Cornell already crowded and was pushing it to

the limit. There was talk of restriction. En

trance requirements were tightened but the rush

continued. Hundreds were dropped at midterm

and in June but in the past academic year the

crowded conditions were still felt.

Of the present new buildings, the chemistry

building should clo the most to relieve the con

gested state of the University. This building is a

mighty prophecy for the future of the College of

Chemistry, now a part of the College of Arts and

Sciences. It is possible that under this stimulus

the College of Chemistry may break away and

start a college of its own. Two million dollars is

a lot of money and from this princely gift from

George Baker there has been erected the huge,

gray, stone building that is nothing if not im

pressive. The skyline of the Universiiy viewed

from the valley bears the two prominent addi

tions effected this year of the great profile of the

chemistry building and the two hundred and

twenty-five foot length of the chimney of the now

heating plant.

In the Baker Dormitory system a now unit has

been added which will be known as Boldt Hall.

It is named after George Boldt, who first con

ceived the idea of a series of residential halls done

in quiet and beautiful architecture to
house a large

portion of the male students. His dream has been

partially carried out and plans for another unit

are even now completed. This unit was financed

by alumni through the Cornellian Council.

The warming house on Beebe lake, christened

the "Johnny Parson Club," was finished last win

ter. It was financed by the Athletic Association.

Its charm of architecture, convenient location, and

excellent cuisine make it easily the outstanding

contribution to the joy of the winter sports sea

son.

So much for what has been done. The Union

stands out as the next structure on the program.

The famous commission that Willard Straight left

to his wife in his will to "make Cornell a more hu

man place" is soon to bear fruit. Obviously this

meant to do something to make the recreational

and social relations of the students more happy.

Mrs. Straight cast about for the answer and found

it in a union or club. Her architects have drawn

up the plans for a building to be erected just South

of the library and West of Central Avenue. Plans

for the inclusion of a gymnasium and a pool,

which were at first considered, were soon dropped.

They saw that the big attraction would be food

and after a deal of careful consideration the cafe

teria type of restaurant was adopted. This, it

will be seen, will not rival the well-established

Coffee House. There will be a large hall for ban

quets and dinners. Club rooms, billiard rooms,

and reading rooms will be included. A small but

complete theatre has also found a place in the

plans. It is said that there is provision for a

sound-proof room in the basement where the band

can practice.

Of the needs of the future, to say nothing of the

ridiculous lack of an adequate gymnasium and

swimming pool, we may get some idea from Presi

dent Farrand's report of last Autumn. "Sibley."
reads the report, "is old and inadequate and must

be replaced at the earliest possible moment." "The

College of Arts and Sciences lias outgrown the ac

commodations provided by Goldwin Smith Hall."

"The University Library is out grown and totally
inadequate." So that it is not hard to see that for

many years there will be building aio talk of

building on the campus.
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The Intellectual Position of the University
Being an Essay on the Necessity of an Intellectual Synthesis

By Philip E. Allen '23

HE one main object of a college
course is the attainment of an in

tellectual synthesis. It should be

^J|y9^ the only object; besides it, all

*n|t other purposes are incidental. So

WTEJlC lar as we know, no university

f^5f*B I was ever founded which did not

have the avowed intention of edu

cating the mind, of quickening, cultivating, and

improving the faculties. In whatever words

stated, the purpose is the same. Universities are

not founded for the purpose of giving athletic,

social, or managerial experience. In our own uni

versity, "instruction in any study" does not mean

courses in football, dancing, or editorship. How

ever much we may have thought of such things,
it was not specifically to engage in any one of them

that we came here. Primarily we came to learn

to think; if for any other purpose, we were de

ceiving ourselves and making of the university a

colossal fraud.

What we do come to a university to get is a

synthesis; by which we mean today the same thing
the Greeks did centuries ago : namely, a putting

together, from 0-771/, with, and n8eW to place. And

an intellectual synthesis is a putting together of

thoughts, a combination of different elements of

thought or sensation into a whole. The most com

mon manifestation of this is the grouping of spe

cies into genera, or the deduction of a general law

from the observation of sufficient isolated phe

nomena. In our college course, we must put to

gether the different elements, the various courses,

into some kind of unified whole so that the rela

tive importance of each and the interrelations be

tween them shall become immediately apparent,

so that the mass of facts which burdens our mem

ory shall evolve into an organized fund of knowl

edge which will be a ready instrument to our use,

always at command—not, as is so often the case,

weighing down and dominating us. This has been

called, a philosophy of knowledge, a term which,

however, rather rounds out our conception, thus

aids the understanding of the idea. What is im

portant is the significance of reaching such a men

tal state. It is only then that we can answer such

questions as : What is the meaning of this prob
lem to us? How does this problem affect our race

and nation? What should be done about it, in the

light of past experience, but dictated by present

conditions? What can we do to help solve it? It

is only upon attaining an intellectual synthesis

that a man gains any insight into what his part in
the world is and how he can best play it. If edu
cation does not help us to live, in a concrete and
vital sense, more or less definitely perceived, what
good is it?

When we come to ask how far the present course
of instruction satisfies this ideal, we cannot, it

seems, fail to note a serious shortcoming. The im

plications of the idea are wide and space small,
but a brief reference to English literature would

mean a clear comprehension, which sees it steadily
and sees it whole, conscious of the causation every
where manifest, able to estimate any part rela

tively not merely to what immediately preceeds
and follows, but to literary production in toto,
and having, as a corollary, definite standards of

taste for the proper appreciation of new work.

It would mean, among other things, an introduc

tory rather than an advanced course in the history
of English literature, with an attendance of six

hundred instead of sixty, forced if necessary.

Specialization would then logically follow and be

more fruitful on a firmer foundation. We should

not then have students going into raptures over

one poet before making the acquaintance of an

other. We should not have a lot of embryonic

literary notions passionately voiced. We should

not have a condition of undergraduate literary
discussion in which mere conviction is a despica
ble aim compared to eloquent effect, in which

thought is secondary to words, in which it is an

unfair advantage to appeal to facts, and in which

a man who asks for a definition of terms is ostra

cized.

But the study of English is only an example.

What applies to it, applies with added force to al

most every other department except Philosophy.

Freshmen in the engineering schools should be

required to take for credit a comprehensive course

in the history of their subject. If time could be

taken to treat all the mechanical arts, so much

the better. Architects are rather better off than

the Agricultural students, but neither should be

satisfied. Allowing for vis inertiae, we should not

be too hasty in branding the undergraduate body

apathetic. We can have no intellectual enthusiasm

until we are offered something that is worth being

enthusiastic over.

In defense of the system, by those who refuse

to test education empiracally by judging the qual

ity of the present product, two extenuating cir-

( Continued on page 26)



The Search for Tragedy
An Episode in

By

Time—The Present.

Characters :

Carlton

Sewall

Maurice Shuman

Marie

Diners, etc.

The scene is laid in one of those many Bohemian places

which flourish for awhile- and then fade away under police

surveillance or general boredom. If you go to these places

in the day time you will never go there at night, but if you

go there much at night you ivill probably be a long ivhile

discovering that the place really bores you
—that is if you

are the kind of person who frequents Russian tea rooms in

back alleys and Bohemian restaurants in the older parts

of old cities.

This particular place is called the Purple Shutters. It

is situated at the end of a dark, muddy alley which rims

off a street back of the State House on Beacon Hill in

Boston. The purple shutters and purple door smile with

smug superiority at the mud in the alley which leers con

fidently back at the purple shutters and purple door. And

why shouldn't- it leer? It knows that soon the blackguard

and the junk mem will return to their old rooming-house

to jeer at the purple paint and wonder what kind of a man

ever thought of running a restaurant in this forgotten

corner. Inside the door you enter a narroiv hallway and

then turn into a square room none too large for some dozen

tables, painted purple like the shutters outside, the chairs,

the windotv hangings, and the dreams of the people on the

inside. From the ceiling hang two lonesome electric lights

which are covered over with vellum shades. You are now

in Bohemia. Do you object that it is only a pseudonym?
that there is a more descriptive and truer name for this

place? You are quite right. But, The Purple Shutters,
a- Restaurant in Bohemia on Beacon Hill—can you think

of a nicer sounding name? If you can, please tell Murice

Shuman, the proprietor with the very English accent, so

that he can use it.

When this sketch opens, Sewall and Carlton are getting
an eleven o'clock supper at a table next to the two windows

which look out on the alley. They are both about thirty-

five years old.

Carl—But Sewall, what do you want?

Sew—Life !

Carl (looking around at the half empty room)
—Nothing

else? Just wait a bit; we're a little early.
Sew—Oh, life isn't that easy to find.

Carl—You certainly are feeling blue.

Sew—No; serious. I want atmosphere, tragic atmos

phere, and you bring me to a hole-in-the-wall with white

washed surfaces and badly cooked food.

Maurice (with a very English accent)—What a jolly
evening it is, isn't it, Carl?

Carl—Right you are, Maurice!

Maurice—Will you boys have coffee with your supper?
or tea?

Sew (looking disgustedly at Maurice)—Coffee!

Carl—Coffee for me, too, Maurice

Muriee—Right-o !

Car)—There, now, Sewall, there's a tragedy.

a Bohemian Cafe

E. C.

Sew Where? That (jerking his thumb toward the re

treating Maurice) ?

Carl Surely. That accent would have made a fine

Harvard man.

Sew—Perhaps he is one. Perhaps he brandishes that

accent like other men brandish their sheepskins—to show

they've been to college.

Carl—Aren't you a bit hard on Maurice?

Sew No. He looks like one of those college athletic

heroes, those "Big Men on the Campus" we used to rave

about.

Carl—We?

Sew Oh, I forgot you were one of them. You'd know-

better than to laugh at yourself.

Carl—Why "Know better?"

Sew—Oh, there is always someone to save you that

trouble.

Carl—Lord, you do feel tragic tonight.

Sew—Look here, Carl, I'm serious. I've got to find some

atmosphere for my tragedy. I'm not kidding you, I mean

it.

Carl—Well, if you can't find tragedy here you never

will find it. This is a well filled graveyard for both the

baptised and the unbaptised genius.

Sew—What do you mean? "Baptised and unbaptised?"

Carl—Those who could be fairly good if they'd go about

it properly and those who haven't a chance and never did

have.

Sew—Which is that waiter?

Carl—Maurice? Oh, he's not a "waiter." He is Mau

rice, the humble servant and patron of the arts. He gives

people a badly cooked lunch in a dingy little room off a

back alley where they can solve their artistic problems

without the interference of the uninitiated police.

Sew—And he also relieves the monotony of the white

washed brick with a disgusting white parrot in a brass

cage.

Carl—But why disgusting?
Sew—It just sits there looking superior and blinks con

descendingly when you feed it.

Carl—Oh, you don't like to have superiority gazing pa

tiently on you?

Sew—Oh, I hate all kinds of posing.
Carl—You must like your tragedies, then.

Sew—I take them from life and life is the only tragedy.
Enter a man.

Carl—Oh, well, don't be so downhearted, here comes a

piece of life which should content your tragic-searching
soul.

Sew—Who?

Carl—His name is Fernold (nodding his head at new

comer). A college man who started out to be a great
journalist—a second Dana, Greely, and Northcliffe all in

one.

Sew—What is he now?

Carl—Reporter on a Hearst paper covering a municipal
court—after fifteen years' work.

Sew—And you?

Carl—Oh, I try law suits in the court Fernold covers.

Sew—But I thought you, too, were going to be a great
journal'isl>?

1 Continued on page 27)
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START OF VARSITY ON SPRING DAY

Left to right—Cornell-Yale-Princeton

Photo by Troy

FINISH OF FRESHMAN RACE SPRING DAY

Cornell Frosh in Lead bv Two Lengths
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The Strange Tale of the Tour Conductor
By Morris Bishop T3

i-A^r^

HE rapide from Geneva to Paris was

T
crowded like a Bronx Subway Express ;

there was hardly room in the corridors

to stand or breathe. I watched with

some indignation a station porter fill

ing two reserved compartments with

black suit-cases, each plastered like

a billboard with hotel labels. A young

American was checking their number; "Sixty-

six; 0 K," he said, tipped the porter, and was

ushered into a third reserved compartment.

By almost stepping on his heels I was in the

compartment, too. "Pardon me, are these three

compartments reserved for you and your sixty-six

advertising suit-cases?" I inquired in a tone of

well-bred sarcasm.

"Pardon me," he returned in a cold official voice,

"this is a Tour!"

"And the Tourists, where are they?"

He gazed out of the window with a wistful,

reminiscent expression like that of millionaires'

wives in the Cinema.

"They dropped out," he said. "I let them drop
out."

"You had better tell me," I said gently, settling
into the corner seat by the window. He could not

get me out now.

"It was one of the Parthenon Intensive Tours—

see 60 cities in 60 days for $600—3000 Art Mas

terpieces a week—twice as many tombs as offered

by any other Tour—one Cathedral every four

hours—our gentlemanly Conductors, each a Har

vard Ph.D., answer all questions, handle all bag
gage, dance with all the ladies, are responsible for
lost articles, and develop your films free of

charge." His fingers plucked convulsively at the

upholstery. "I am a Conductor
....

"It was all right on the steamer. I stayed in

my bunk and pretended to be deathly sick. But
when we arrived in France my long agony began.
My thirty-three charges surrounded me on the
station platform, shouting like Stock Exchange
brokers. 'I've lost my baggage ! Can I go back
and say good-bye to the steward? Is it danger
ous to drink water in France? Where did you
put my suit-case? What is the French for cork
screw? Look at this change and see if it is right
Please see if my suit-case is at the bottom of the
pile. When do we eat? Why do French horses

have those funny horns on their collars? Are

you sure all our baggage is here? What is that

man in uniform trying to say? Is it true that

French automobiles have four speeds? Why do

they have such foolish-looking trains? Where is

my suit-case? Where is my suit-case? Where is

my suit-case?'

"Meanwhile I would be trying to count the suit

cases ; as soon as I began at one end of the pile

the tourists would pull their own out of the other

end, to take things out or put them in or merely
to stir them around. Then they would put the

bags back on the part of the pile already counted,

and I would begin over again."

"You are truly very conscientious."

"I have done my duty to the letter. I swore

that I would bring back 66 suit-cases, each with

the armorial bearings of 60 hotels upon it. There

they are ! And I have followed the sightseeing
schedule faithfully, clay by day, hour by hour,
minute by minute!" A wild light of triumph
shone in his eyes.

"But the Tourists," I cried, "where are they?"
"If they couldn't keep up, that was not my fault.

We were scheduled to descend from the Eiffel

Tower on the 2.17 P. M. elevator. Some of them

took the 2.20 elevator and hence missed the train

for Monte Carlo. Two elderly ladies fell in a

faint in the final straightaway of the Vatican gal
leries. The gentlemen of the party were last seen

in the station bar in Venice.

"But there were three tireless schoolmistresses
who clung to my trail like beagles. Always fresh
and eager, they could do ten miles of Art at a can
ter and at the end ask me more questions than a

District Attorney. They interfered with mv care

of the baggage. They should have realized

*

.

they should have foreseen . . ."

"They are no longer with you?" I queried.
breathless.

"No. No. They dropped out." His distant
brooding look returned. "I let them drop out-
like this!" He clutched me by the collar, kicked
open the carriage door, and let me drop out on the
right of way.

Fortunately the train had not started.
I have since heard that that young man has been

elected Dictator of the Tour Conductors' Soviet.
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WHO'S WMO

SPHINX HEAD

First row—Mogenson, Bonsai, Van Houten, Woodin, Williams, Schreyer, Boswor'h, Garrett, Peters

Second row
—Calleson, Parker, Baldwin, Luhrs, Hanson, Lee, Wing, Telfer, Leonard

Third row—McConnell, Gainsey, Reed, Peel, Munns, Stevens, Kaw, Brown

QUILL AND DAGGER

First row—Kells, Luther, Ebersole, Guoinlock, Nichols, Fix,
Treman, Rollo

Second row—Roberts, Stevens, Pryor, Leet, Halley, Landers,
Crabtree

Third row—Nazor, Lee, Wood, Holbrook, Millar, Riley, Spence, Adams

Fourth row—Duley, Cole, Cleminshaw, Thomas, Richards,
Coe

Photo by White
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The Mystery of the Kingston Express
A Furiously Fictitious Fantasy

By W. T. Southworth '25

m v FOUND Jolnes reclining in a

#• ^* # morris chair, his feet resting on

vM ^^ / the mantel-piece, a canister of

ill/ I green lea beside him. This last

> J? i has always been a source of

5 P1^/ >
^eep dis8'ust to me ; why the man

*
f,]» i. refuses to smoke tobacco I have

* V7 #
never been able to understand.

On this occasion, he slowly filled his long pipe

from the tea-caddy before he favored me with a

word of greeting.

"Well, Matson," he said finally, "I suppose you

have come about this morning's mystery. It is

indeed an unusual case. Have you heard the de

tails?"

I had just heard of the affair, and had expected

to break the news to Jolnes ; but he had heard of

it already, through some one of his many secret

channels, and doubtless had a dozen—perhaps
more—possible solutions in mind. What had hap

pened was simply this : The Kingston Express,

leaving London at six o'clock that morning, had

disappeared as completely as if it had been swal

lowed up by the earth. Not a trace of it could be

found from the time it left Waterloo Station, laden

with two hundred souls, not to mention the brake-

man and engine crew. A switch tender a mile or

so beyond Waterloo Station thought he had seen

it go by, but wasn't sure, as his eyes were failing
and he was a bit hard of hearing.

"Come, Matson," said Jolnes suddenly, "suppose
we go find the Kingston Express." "Why not?"

I replied, though, I confess, to find as small a

thing as a railway train in as large a city as Lon

don seemed to me a rather difficult undertaking.
We went first to Waterloo Station, where Jolnes

borrowed a hand-car and a map of the London
rail systems from the superintendent of the Lon

don and Southwesterly Railway. The superin
tendent helped us place the hand-car on the track
from which the missing train had departed, and,
amid the cheers of the curiosity-seekers who lined
the platforms on either side, we set out, Jolnes

studying the map that I might pump the hand-car.
We had progressed about two miles when

Jolnes called a halt. I immediately reversed the

pumping action, applied the brakes, and dragged
my feet along the ground, till our car came gradu
ally to rest. We were a few feet from a rusty,
little-used siding. Jolnes ran ahead and opened
the switch, and a few powerful pumps brought
the car onto the spur track. The great detective

next opened the tool-box and took from it a red

flag, which he handed to me. "If you will be kind

enough to flag the Kingston Express when it goes

by," he said, "I'll go down and see if I can head it

this way." I was speechless with amazement and

admiration ; without a word I helped him lift the

hand-car from the track, and watched him walk

away down the siding till he disappeared among

the coal trucks. Flag in hand, I waited whatever

might happen.

In less than ten minutes I heard the roar of an

approaching train. It was in sight a moment

later, bearing down upon me at a terrific speed.

I waved the flag violently, and the engine came

grinding to a stop not six inches from where I

stood. The engine driver jumped down and asked

me how much farther it was to Kingston ; he was

impatient at the delay, as he was already two

hours late, he said. Jolnes ran up at this moment,

and, after helping me replace the hand-car on the

track, he told the engine driver to follow us.

Jolnes, tired by his recent exercise, took a seat at

the front of the car, while I propelled it toward

Waterloo station at a rapid rate, followed closely

by the recalcitrant railway train.

Thus Jolnes and I recovered the pride of the

London and Southwestern Railway.
* * * *

"It was child's play after I had secured the

map," said Jolnes modestly, after we had returned

to the Butcher Street lodgings. He spread the

map on the table, and indicated a spot on its com

plicated surface. "Here is the spur track which

we followed," he went on. "It leads to the under

ground railway system, and is used to deliver new

subway cars. It connects with the underground
at the old Windsor Loop, where the trains used to

turn around, before that line was abandoned.

And here is a track connecting the ends of the

loop, on which cars were formerly stored." I fol

lowed his finger closely. When the switches were

open, I could readily see, the tracks formed a

closed curve. "Now you see," pursued Jolnes, "as
soon as the Kingston Express entered this circuit
from the old spur, it kept going round and round
till I opened the other switch leading back to the

spur. The engine driver, as I already knew, had
never been oxer the line before; he probably
thought the road to Kingston was underground.
and merely wondered why he didn't get there
sooner."

(Continued on page 23)
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Miss Crow Barr, known to

those who have access to her

dressing room as Caw-Caw.

She was a high-kicker in Flo

Dobies' last "Grand Chorus

Rouge"

Dainty, Diminutive Edna

Gouinlock, Prima Donna of

the newly organized Baptist
Choir

The Passionate Pilgrim—-

played by Yerdam Wright,

Champion Poker of Central

New York

Miss Gloria Hanson, scintil

lating soubrette, who has

been dazzling Broadway all

season
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The Tale of Little Willee and Little Rolloah

By Charles A. Yeatman'23

Exactly one thousand nine hun

dred and twenty-six years ago

there lived in the kingdom of

Baal, which is part of Egypt, two

rather young boys. One was

named little Willee and the other,

little Rolloah. Little Willee was quite well known

for his cleverness. He was ever making witty

answers to questions asked of him by his teacher

at school. One of his answers happened to be so

canny that it was published in a magazine of the

period, The Digestable Literature. It ran as fol

lows:

Teacher: Can you name a city in Alaska?

Little Willee : No'm.

Teacher : Correct.

The remark happened to make a big hit in that

ancient day. Oh, there was no denying the fact

that little Willee was the wittiest child that ever

existed.

On the other hand, little Rolloah was not clever.

But he had one great virtue; he was industrious

and he was a plodder. He loved to work all day

long building causeways or cultivating gardens.

People who knew him said : "There is a little fel

low that will surely succeed. He is not lazy and

clever, like little Willee. He is a worker."

In spite of the fact that little Willee and little

Rolloah had two different views on life, they were

the greatest of friends.

One fine day they were strolling along the banks
of the Nile together. Little Rolloah looked out

over the Nile and sighed. "What a fine place to

build a causeway," he said.

"Oh, forget it," said little Willee, impatiently.
"You are always thinking of such stupid things.
What worries me is this damned backward B. C.

age. Today is the twenty-fifth of June. Tomor

row will be the twenty-fourth. This is the year

three B. C. Next year will be the year two B. C.

Always, always moving backward."

"Do have a little patience," said little Rolloah.
"In but three short years we shall be moving for
ward in an A. D. era. I cannot see why you are

so impatient. Look at me. I am an industrious
patient plodder. I shall succeed."

"Oh, rats," vociferated little Willee. And they
walked along in silence.

Anon they came upon a giant, sitting on the[. j

banks of the Nile. The giant saw them first and

was upon them.

"Good morrow unto you, sir," said Rolloah with

a forced air of bravado. "And what do you wish

of us this fine day?"

"I am hungry," said the giant, vaguely. He

was very horrible to behold. "If you can prove

to me that you are worth while I will let you go."

"I can answer questions," said little Willee, "in

a very witty manner."

"Very excellent, if true," said the giant.

"All I ask is a trial," said little Willee.

"That you shall have," said the giant. "Now,

what is an egotist?"

"A professor is an egotist," said little Willee.

The giant scratched his head. "Quite possible,"
he said, "But what kind of a professor?"
"A professor who has his 'Student at home

night' on Saturday evening. A professor in Ap

plied Hydraulics that asks a late comer if he is a

visitor in his class. A professor that thinks yawns
are signs of open-mouthed wonder."

At this answer the giant laughed long and

heartily. "You seem to know your stuff," he said.

Then suddenly he turned to little Rolloah. "What

can you do," he asked.

"I am an industrious plodder. I am valuable,"
said little Rolloah.

"Interesting," quoth the giant. "But what can

you do ?"

"I can make the finest causeways that you ever

saw. I can cultivate the best of gardens," an

swered little Rolloah, with a noticeable touch of

pride.

"Is that all you can do?" asked the giant after
he had laughed heartily for a full half hour.
"Isn't that enough?" asked little Rolloah indig

nantly.

"Little Rolloah, I fear that you must come with

me," said the giant. "I live way out in the desert
where your causeways and gardens flourish not."
And he grasped little Rolloah by the hind leg and
took him away.

Little Willee wrote a very clever epitaph in

memory of the occasion.

Moral: In spite of the fact that everything
seems to be against him, once in a while the hare
does happen to beat the tortoise.
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Innocence

By Tristan Smith, Undergrad

0 some it is given to live long and happily,

to others to live fast and effectively, to still

others, the majority of us, to live our lives

passably, and without any particular distinction.

Ballantine, since he graduated a generation ago,

has lived passably enough, has been successful

enough, has acquired a fine, cosy, little family, and

save for one thing is not particularly distin

guished. But this one thing has year by year

mounted in its quality of particular distinction

until today Ballantine is a very remarkable man.

If they had illustrated annuals a generation

ago when Ballantine graduated from the univer

sity, the illustration of our protagonist in the

stunt section and a similarly posed snap in simi

lar clothes taken tomorrow at the alumni-varsity

ball game would be indistinguishable. For Bal

lantine does not show his age ; today he could pass

for a youth of twenty or twenty-four. Ballantine

is proud of this.

Still prouder is Ballantine Jr. '23, unmistakably

a "chip off the old block," who was a dozen times

on the point of revealing to his roommate in an

ecstasy of prankishness the scheme he and his dad

had cooked up, or that he had cooked up, to be

awkwardly assented to by his parent, for the dual

occasion of his graduation and his father's class

reunion. The only material preparation for the

game was the transfer from son to father of one

good, collegiate sack suit, a couple of white
Oxford

shirts, and a fussy little bow tie of dirty white

splotched over with weak red.

* * * *

Scene, the campus, Senior Week.

Slice, a fraternity brother of Ballantine '23:

Damn me! I'd have sworn I just saw Ballantine

trotting down the library slope ! Didn't you think

it was he, Tip ?—Hey, there, old quick and slimey !

How'd you get up here so quick?

Tip : We saw you headed down the slope two

minutes ago and here you are—

Slice: Say, old smell-em-out, Glenwood to

night? No? Better come along. Got the old bus

up here now, you know, plenty of room for two

more.

Tip : Before you go inveigling into any tough

dates there, Ballantine, how about that twenty?

You know you said your old man would be back

today and you could suck him for about anything

you wanted.

Ballantine Sr. pulls out a very well lined wallet

and hands Tip two ten dollar bills : I guess maybe

you can.

Tip and Slice : Ye Gods, etc. Look at the wad !

Slice : Yea, bo ! Maybe we won't throw 'em a

time tonight! Got a woman, Bally, old boy? . . .

Sure, I'll get you one . . .

Ballantine Sr. : No, no. We'll do it alone, we

shall—go it stag.
^ :fc ^ %

( To this story there are two obvious endings. Neither

of them is very nice, but one of them is nicer than the

other. Will any of our returning brother Cornellians who

may chance to read this, kindly accept our sincere assur

ances that the second ending is intended solely for the en

tertainment of the collegian of tod-ay—whom we are bound

to consider somewhatly even through the overwhelming

presence of You Older Ones who have preceded us at col

lege? In the first ending, however, dear elderly ones, we,

the concocter of this stilted fabliau, endeavor to ascend

for a moment to your own intellectual erie. The second

ending, with a mature delicacy, you will ignore.)

The First Ending.

Now as it happened Ballantine '23, was also

bent towards Glenwood that same evening. Bal

lantine '23, as possibly you have been able to in

fer, was what is sometimes called a "weak sister,"

he was amiable, amourous, and very tractable;

and, as perhaps you know, Glenwood is a "lake

side resort" whereto one repairs to have a "good"

time of a Saturday night.
* * * *-

Scene Glenwood.

Ballantine '23 : Well ! It seems good to see you

down here.

Milly, a town girl : One would think you hadn't

cut in sixteen times already this evening. Oh,

you're trying to kid me ! . . . Jim was mad as rocks

when you cut in just the second before intermis

sion again. . . Isn't it dark here! Oh, don't, . .

I thought you weren't going to do any of that to

night. . . Here's my vanity case, here. Carry it

for me, will you, please?

A quarter hour later.

Ballantine Sr. : Do you always cuddle like this

in the fifth intermission?

Milly: Goodness gracious, Boy! First you get

all hug-and-mushy affectionate, then you get sar

castic if I so much as touch you. My word ! . . .

My vanity case, if you please.

Ballantine Sr. : Your what, what ? ... I see all !

The young scamp ! He shall be cut off without a

cent. Phaugh !

Milly: Bally! Bally! What ails you?

(Continued on page 23)
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Far Off Things. By Arthur Machen. 230 pages.

Knopf. $2.

Reading Machen brings one a finer sense of composure,

of poetry, and of spiritual exaltation than any other liter

ary experience I know of. This lately discovered author,

in reality a Victorian and not of this age, writes exquisite

prose with the charm of poetry, with a touch so sensitive

and intimate that only a nature nicely attuned may feel to

the fullest his magical spell. His works are for those who

love the unreal and the mystical, who still possess a ves

tige of the imagination and belief of childhood, "who have

kept the awe and the surmise of earlier years." This ca

pacity as an imaginative writer has been best revealed in

The House of Souls, a rare collection of tales that possess

a blending of the supernatural and the idyllic, of delicate

beauty frequently tinged with horror. Far Off Things is

a recital of Machen's earlier experiences, the impressions

of his youth spent among the Welsh hills, and his first go

ing down to London to become a journalist. The account

is almost without plan or purpose, precisely as readers of

Machen would expect, but it is a right appealing, and at

times touching narrative of an author who enjoys and suf

fers many things in the attempt to give adequate expres

sion to his rare sensibilities.

—H. B. C.

A Life of William Shakespeare. By Joseph Quincy
Adams. 544 pages. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Company.
$7.50.

Since I have never made a very radical study of Shakes

peare, this review will have to be made up of two parts:
the impressions of the casual reader, and the "real dope"
furnished in an interview with a kindly professor who

knows whereof he speaks.
There is a bare possibility that to anyone but a serious

student of Shakespeare it may not seem very important
that in the year 1195, just 369 years before the birth

of the bard, the name William Sakeespee appeared in the

Great Rolls of Normandy in a "list of mainpernors in the

Bailiwick of Oximin, situate in the diocese of Bayeux,
who were owing money to King Richard." Of course,
there is a chance that this was one of the ancestors of the

famous William and therefore is of decided interest to the

student, but the point I am trying to make is that, aside
from the size, it is not the kind of a book one would want

to take on a hike to read under the trees. However, I, for
one, learned something new on every one of the five hun
dred and forty-four pages, which after all is worth some

thing. What I meant by the foregoing is that you won't
find it the easiest reading you have ever done.
Now to the really valuable part. Cornell has the honor

of having on her faculty the man who has written the
best and most exact Life of Shakespeare that has ever

been written. Others have written longer works and given
more facsimilies of the original papers from which they
have deduced their conclusions, but practically no one has
been so systematically logical in his results. ~And no one

has added so much to that important period in Shakes
peare Es life between the time he left Stratford until his

2(1

first success on the stage. In fact, Professor Adams, in

the words of my informant, has made the previous au

thority on Shakespeare, Sir Sidney Lee, look "like a dried

fishball." What more disagreeable could be imagined?

Unfinished Tales from a Russian Prison. By Mar

guerite E. Harrison. 195 pages. New York: George H.

Doran Co.

Last year a series of these tales appeared in the Cosmo

politan and impressed me then as being about the best

thing I had ever seen in its pages. I liked them so much

that I even cut them out to keep. Somehow they were

lost, so it was with distinct pleasure that I found they
were going to be published in book form.

Marguerite Harrison for a good many months was in

the Moscow prison of the Checka where the political pris
oners were kept. While she was there a stream of women

came and went in the cell which she occupied with nine

others. All of them had different stories—some were

communists, some bolsheviki, some foreign spys. These

stories were whispered or told out right and the author

has recorded them in strong, concise English. With an

almost perfect dramatic sense, she tells these stories as

few writers could. But the endings are always untold, for

after the guard's curt "Pack your clothes," she never sees

her cellmates again to learn the result of their trial.

Nevertheless, in these short sketches, she has given a bet

ter picture of the ruthless, passionate Russian nature than

most of the native writers are able to do.

Tragedies of Sex. By Frank Wedekind. 347 pages. New

York : Boni and Liveright.
The book has just a beautiful binding and soft white

paper pages and clear black print, but if you want to own

a copy, 1 would suggest that you buy it soon. That is,
unless Mr. Sumner has finally been discouraged sufficient

ly by having the bans on Jurgen and some of the rest of

them removed, so that he will see the folly in his Commis
sion. Not that the book should be suppressed. Far from
it! It is merely that until The People have been edu
cated up to reading a book like this so that they can get

something more than the impression that it is "pernicious
pornography" out of it, there will be men who will raise
their hands in holy horror and call, "Unclean, unclean."
It was just the same with Jurgen. Just because the pawn
broker had a good many amours, most people lost the real
significance of the book with its Koshchei and Heavens
and Hells that exist only in the minds of one's ancestors.

The Tragedies essentially are even more moral. Wede
kind wrote the first, Thv Awakening of Spring, some twen
ty-five years ago and at that time its purpose was more in
need than it is now. It deals with keeping "sex facts"
from the adolescent; and naturally one can convey no
such meaning by writing about sugar plums
It you think that your brain is developed enough to in

terpret thoso plays as they deserve to be. by all means get

he (

"

V SYhe Same' l W0Uld be willi«* to bet that
the

greatest
number ot copies go to those who will <,et

something out of them that Wedekind never intended
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In Dark Places. By John Russell. 285 pages. New

York: Alfred Knopf.

Remarkable short stories of the vivid South Sea Islands

with the elemental natures of the natives somewhat con

torted by the greedy white traders. They reminded me of

one of the lines given to the zealous missionary in the

play Rain: "Why we even had to teach them what sin is

before we could start educating them."

Mr. Russell has had published a previous volume of

short stories, Where the Pavement E)ids. The critics at

the time hailed him as a second Kipling; and this volume,

strange as it may seem, is no let down. Three or four of

them are among the best adventure stories I have ever

read. The first one, Thc Colour of the East, strikes the

note in the whole book. Camberwell has been vainly

searching for the color of the east. Finally he kisses a

half-caste girl, who in the last moment gives her life for

him. He wipes his lips with the back of his hand ; and

when he looks, there is a red smear. "Red. The colour

of life, everywhere the same. Just common red. In a

sudden brusque gesture of distaste and disillusion, he

scrubbed it off with his handkerchief. . . . For he thought,

and he went on thinking, and he always would think, that

the stuff was nothing but rouge."
—R. S. H.

Preludes. By John Drinkwater. Boston : Houghton

Mifflin Cofiipany.

A slim red book of about fifty pages is made up of

eight poems, three of which may be designated as fairly

long ones; of these three long ones, two are on Old Testa

ment subjects, and the third on one of those English rural

topics of Sussex life at which John Drinkwater is at his

best, sharing the field somewhat with John Masefield.

Most of the book is made up of blank verse in which no

concession is made to generalities, and in which the liter

ary charm lies in the use of the specific word. Yet Drink

water can write lyrics and Shakespearian sonnets that

are wholly satisfying. One of the verses in this book, "To

My Son," is of that rare group which might be styled

"poems of paternity."

The volume, as a whole, is one that the lover of modern

poets will want to have on his shelves.

—B. A.

Stella Dallas. By Olive Higgins Prouty. Boston : Hough

ton Mifflin Comnay. Price $2.

When the report came that Stella Dallas had appeared
in book form my first reflection was

—Oh, that thing that

was in the American! I had passed it over thinking it

like most other American magazine stories.

After reading the book, however, I am ready to agree

with the New York critic who states that Mrs. Prouty is

eligible for graduation into the class of such well knowns

as Willa Cather and Zona Gale.

Mrs. Prouty tells her story well. The delicate style and

completeness with which she paints her characters is her

greatest asset. With this she combines an immense amount

of human interest and her plot is a genuine problem in

volving the marriage of an ultra-respectable and refined

gentleman and a woman untutored in the fine points of

good taste. The ending is a bit sentimental, but in spite

of this the story far out shines any story I have ever read

in the American.

These United States. Edited by Ernest Gruening.
Boni

and Liveright. Price $3.

In which twenty-seven well known and capable authors

present their reflections respectively upon twenty-seven of

the commonwealths that help make up the U. S. A. The

other twenty-one will be published soon. The most inter

esting feature is the great variety of attack used in these
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adventures in description, analysis, exposition, criticism,

and comment, varying all the way from the smirk of

Sherwood Anderson's I'll say we've done well in Ohio to

The Voice from the Inner Border, a study of Wisconsin

by Zona Gale.

No set formula was stipulated to the writers and con

sequently every article is written in a different key. Some

of the essays are deeply problematic, such as Clement

Wood's study of Alabama. Others are of a lighter vein.

All are pervaded with the idea that the particular state

mentioned is a slight bit better than any other, and it is

the varying modes of displaying this tendency toward local

pride that makes the collection so delightful.

The fact that the volume contains between two covers

works by Zona Gale, H. L. Mencken, William Allen White,

Dorothy Canfield Fisher, and the others of the seven and

twenty celebrities should vouch for the subject matter.

May volume two appear without delay with as bright an

array of talent.

Lord Northcliffe, a Memoir. By Max Pemberton. George
Doran Company. Price $3.50.

There are parts of Mr. Pemberton 's biography which

remind one surprisingly of Albert Bigelow Paine and his

romance of Mark Twain. As a life long personal friend,

and intimate with every principle of the great English
nobleman and newspaper genius, Pemberton is able to de

pict his mountainous career from the time the two met

astride their bicycles till Lord Northcliffe's death a little

over a year ago. Horatio Alger, himself, with his Boot

black to Banker style, could not relate a more scintillant

tale than that of Northcliffe's rise from contributor to

Tit-Bits to controller of practically every press in the
British Isles, with power analogous to the prime minister.

The delightful part is that the author does not attempt
to pass verdicts upon any of the policies that embroiled

Northcliffe in- such a tirade during the war when he stood

out as the arch patriot of the day, merely, his enemies ex

plained, for an increase in circulation for his papers. Mr.

Pemberton does not forget the little anecdotes that are as

essential to a good biography as the well known plum to

the plum pudding. The surprising thing is that unlike

most other English humor they are actually funny, in

fact, quite clever. g p< jj

MORE OF TOBIAH TITTLEBAUM

(Continued from page 5)
that esoteric knowledge found only in the roar of

great cities, in the babbling of little brooks, and

in the glory of the sunset over the mountains.

His finances, restricted like all other professors.
have necessitated his proceeding humbly, but he

has purchased a Ford cheaply from one of the de

parting seniors, and he and one of his colleagues.
who is making the trip with him, have equipped
it meticulously for a transcontinental trip. The

Ford has been christened Balaam's Ass, for it

seems to have something intelligent about it and
yet is essentially a beast of burden.
It is hoped that on this trip enough material

will be collected about Tobiah, his friend, and the
Ford to continue this series of conversations in
these pages next year. Until then, he hopes vou

will not forget him entirely and he also wants to
extend to you his most hearty wishes for a cooler
summer than you will find in Ithaca.
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STRANGE CASE OF THE KINGSTON EXPRESS

(Continued from page 14)

"But who opened the switch in the main line?"

I queried. "Ah, that's easy," replied Jolnes; "per

haps a dissatisfied employee, perhaps a spy, or per

haps"—he began to puff at a fresh pipeful of

green tea—"children playing with matches."

What more could one want? In my whole-hearted

admiration for the man, I could almost forgive

him the green tea.

INNOCENCE

(Continued from page 19)

Ballantine Sr. : Do not worry, young lady ; do

not worry ; you shall have your settlement.

Curtain.

(After the older "boys" have left, the curtain

rises again for the dumber collegians of today.)

The Second Ending.

The second ending is the same as the first, ex

cept that where in the first ending Ballantine Sr.

says "Your what, what?", Ballantine Sr. says in

the second ending, "Let's go and get married.

And then go to college for ever and ever and ever."

I suppose the irony of this tale lies in Ballantine

Sr.'s thinking that you have to get married. Bal

lantine Sr. simply cannot understand "college,"

and that is all there is to it. Perhaps the old boy

had too rigorous an uprearing, perhaps he had too

godly a mother; who knows? He may not be

dumb, but you will agree with me, brother, that

he's fearfully innocent of what is going on in this

world.

Treasure

To have known the sweep of a clear blue sky

And fields that green with April,
To have seen a pine as the wind rushed by,

And heard its roar and felt its power,

Is to know that life is wrorth that hour

All times of tears and sorrow.

To have had a friend with a laughing eye,

And cherished him and loved him,

To have felt content when he was by,

And treasured hours for future store,

Is to know that life is worth far more

Than a hope for our tomorrow.
—F. L,

Army and Navy Store

FOR SUMMER WEAR

U. S. WHITE SAILOR SUITS

A Neat, Comfortable. Inexpensive Garment

CAMP EQUIPMENT
of Every Description

BREECHES KNICKERS

in Various Materials Including Linen

The Best for Less Money

Army and Navy Store

110 South Aurora Street Ithaca, N. Y.
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A Suggestion
We will be glad to have you mail us

your films for finishing when you are

away from Ithaca. This is often more

satisfactory than having them finished

by people with whose work you are

not familiar.

Head's Kodak Shop
109 N. Aurora St. Ithaca, N. Y.

Satisfaction in Fit and Quality
You will like the feel, \heft, and the wear of lhe clothes
we will tailor to your individual measurement. Let

us make your clothes to measure. We guarantee to

render satisfaction in every detail. Hundreds of new

est patterns all pure wool to select from.

I. V. Dell
Merchant Tailor 213 Dryden Rd.

Cleaning, Pressing, and Repairing done on short notice

Ladies' work a specialty. Contracts written

FOREST HOME INN

LUNCHEONS

TEAS

DINNERS

Private Dining Room

Personal Attention

Reservations for private parties in advance

Dial 2282

2-1

HISTORY

(Continued from page 7)

it has nevertheless left a very fair record. Hav

ing lost many stars, and having no new ones de

veloped, it was not expected to do well in the in

tercollegiate meets. The value of a balanced team

was demonstrated, however, when it made such

a surprisingly good showing in the Intercollegi
ates. Through second and third place it managed
to stand near the top. Its balance was also ex

hibited in the dual meet with Penn, the strong con

tenders for the championship. General ability
here triumphed over diffused stellar excellence.

The team lost to Michigan and won from Dart

mouth in the indoor meets. Although we had no

championship team, possibly this year's squad
would appear greater to Cornellians were they not

inspired with the habitual ascendency of the teams
of former years.

Lacrosse has done its share to add to the record

of our page. Recovering from a bad defeat by
Hobart early in the contest for the league title,
the team with true Cornell fight turned and

trounced Syracuse, the league leaders. This vic

tory brought them to the fore, and Syracuse and

Cornell tied for the championship. As in hockey
and soccer the men showed rare playing ability,
but seemed to lack the knack of scoring. Con

stantly playing in their opponents' territory they
seemed unable to make the coveted tally." For

passing, team work, and endurance, however, they
were unsurpassed, as their final standing in the

league testifies.

The king of American sports has little suffered
his majesty to adorn our page. Although no team
has left a bad record, that of the baseball team is

perhaps least outstanding. Handicapped bv a lack
of pitching material the team has grimly" fought
its way through a mediocre season. It is more the
pity that they lacked pitchers because the team
work of the players has been excellent. There are,
however, certain bright spots which stand out in
a buff and blue season. Such, for instance, was
the Spring Day game with Dartmouth and the
victory over Syracuse. We mav look for the de
velopment of a pitching staff and a consequently
good team next year.

The Cornell Crews linger before adding to their
story to our nearly completed page. It is safe to
say that the Freshman will have a goodly tale to
tell. The Junior Varsity is an unknown quantity.

WtterTf V+Tty-What 8l"» ^ their story? A

tea is to tl

" ' "
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*oids, Chailes Courtney was absent. Princeton



in the distance did little to rouse our spirits. The

defeat of Harvard under rough and unnatural con

ditions was a balm to our hearts. The Pough

keepsie Regatta is yet to come. The Navy and

Syracuse are dangerous opponents, while again

Washington is a "Dark horse." None of these

crews have defeated Yale. If the Big Red Crew

wins this regatta the conclusion of our page will

indeed be more than fitting. Yale only will then

be superior. Let us hope that on June 28 the Red

and White oars Hash to the fore.

Our page is nearly ended—there have been bet

ter and there have been worse. It is needless to

say that it is a worth while page. It is up to our

crews to give it a golden conclusion.

An Optimist : A student who asks for a book at

the Library fifteen minutes before his next class.

A Pessimist : A co-ed who leaves her hair net

at home when she has a date with a member of

the C. U. C. A. Cabinet.

Photo by Underwood and Underwood

Kirby, 1924 Track Captain, Winning the Mile at the

tercollegiates at Franklin Field
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STRAND THEATRE
JUNE 14-15-1 fi

MAE MURRAY

in

"BROADWAY ROSE"

JUNE 21-22-23

REGINALD DENNY

in

"ABYSMAL BRUTE"

COMING-

JUNE 28-29-30

"TRAILING WILD ANIMALS IN AFRICA"

CRESCENT

Will continue to show the same class

of High Grade Photoplays through the

Summer that are being featured now.

MAX KLUEBERT

141 South Aurora Street

* * *

Awnings, Tents, Canopies, Cabinet Work,

Furniture, Repairing and Refinishing

* * *

Telephone 7631

25
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Moths
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protec
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t it from Moths. We have Napthaline

and Cedar Lavender Compound.
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flakes,

ng to
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Overcoats, Suits, Fur Sets, we recommend the

e cedared paper wardrobe bag or the Mothex bag.

Priced from 50c to $2.50.

THE HILL DRUG STORE
C. W. DANIELS, Pharmacist

328 College Avenue Ithaca, N. Y.

«ttw

It is something good for the table—

we have it.

FANCY FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

FANCY BUTTER AND EGGS

J. W. HOOK, Inc.

Two Good Places to Eat

AT YOUR HOME AND

The Crescent Lunch
F. A. GRAY, Prop.

221 North Aurora St., Near Crescent Theatre

REGULAR MEALS, SIRLOIN STEAKS A SPECIALTY

Quality, Service and Cleanliness Equal to the Best Hotels

at Moderate Prices. The First Meal Will Convince You.

Open from 6:00 A. M. to 9:30 P. M.

Phone 7881
Ithaca, N. Y.

INTELLECTUAL POSITION OF THE UNIVERSITY

(Continued from page 9)

cumstances are advanced: first, that an intellec

tual synthesis is difficult to attempt under the

electoral system ; and second, that the Philosophy

department fulfills the function adequately. The

answer is that it would not be difficult if the

courses chosen were properly taught, which they

can easily be. Even were it impossible, it would

simply mean that the electoral system must go in

part. The action of the Arts College last year

was a first halting, hesitant step on a long road.

And second, observation of philosophy students is

not convincing proof that the department leads to

the attainment of an intellectual synthesis. What

if it did? Not everyone can take philosophy; not

everyone would care to if he could. It is desirable

for everyone to acquire a synthesis ; at least so far

as he is able. He certainly should not be pre

vented from doing so by the system. Every

branch of study can be so taught as to accomplish

this purpose. Hence, even if philosophy did fulfill

the function, that would not excuse other depart

ments. The moral would simply be "Go thou and

do likewise." It is more a question of method

than matter, of quality rather than quantity, of

education.

The ideal of the 60's was a great and good pro

gressive one, but there nations had substantially

one vital line of contact, the diplomatic. Today,

when lines of international contact are as numer

ous as they are vital, we need to be equally pro

gressive. There is being made a very real, a very

definite, demand on education. What America is

crying aloud for is an intellectual aristocracy.

This implies a synthesis. Columbia is awakening

to the call. Why can't Cornell set the pace?

t Farrand delivering an address at the Cemet
on Memorial Day
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A SEARCH FOR TRAGEDY

(Continued from page 10)

Carl—Oh, I had a few poems published free of charge

in the Johnso)ibeig Bugle.

Sew—And yet you are disgusted when I say life is a

tragedy.

Carl—Why shouldn't I be? You ahvays end the damned

platitude with a silent, gleeful Eureka; as if others didn't

know it, too.

Sew—Oh, but there are a thousand kinds of tragedy!

Carl—All saturated with sorrow and failure!

Sew—Certainly, that is why it is so interesting.

Carl—In order to encourage the others, I suppose.

Sew—No.

Carl—Really?

Sew—Shut up a minute. If a man didn't realize life

was a tragedy he might go around looking for ultimate

happiness.

Carl—And die still hopeful of finding it.

Sew—Not at all. You'd die knowing you had failed!

Carl—Well, why the deuce start by knowing you must

fail?

Sew—If you know it beforehand you can be resigned

and snatch at any brief moments of comic relief.

Carl—And write the artistic triumph of the ag-e
—a

great Tragedy!

Sew—Oh, cut it. You never used to be any Pollyanna

yourself.

Carl—You're right, and never will be. But I don't like

seeing the events of my life
——if life is only tragic—put on

the boards under a glaring white light where I have to

see it without even the slight shading given by a golden

sun. Life may be damned dreary and all that, but why

pay to see it then? I go to the theatre to escape from life.

Sew—Not from Life, from YOUR life.

Carl—Well, what's the difference?

Sew—The difference between a bonfire and your home

afire.

Carl—Well, here's a real bonfire. Describe to the pub

lic its attempts to make a flame burst from charred em

bers (nods his head- towards a newcomer) .

Sew—Why, I used to know him, didn't I?

Carl—Must have. He was a great ai'tist in his day.

Sew—His day? When was that?

Carl—When he was at college. Hello, Crandall. Come

on over here and join us.

Crandall (from across the room)—You're all through,

aren't you? I'll sit here with Fernold.

Carl—All right.
Sew—Crandall? Oh, I remember him. He drew un

usual pictures, didn't he?

Carl—Yes, he had "a manner beyond his years."

Sew—Does he still draw or paint?

Carl—Oh, after a fashion—he makes a living.

Sew—What happened to him? Lose his inspiration?

Carl—Yes, as most men lose the knack for writing

poetry after they are twenty. Only, Crandall keeps on

using charcoal and brush, after he is dead.

Sew—Don't any interesting people come here?

Carl—I thought you wanted to see Life?

Sew—But you can see this sort of thing anywhere.

Carl—What sort of thing?

Sew—People who haven't arrived.

Carl—Yes, but you can't always find people who were so

convinced they were witches that they straddled broom

sticks and jumped off a cliff.

Sew—Fools live everywhere!

THE

PUBLIC MARKET

THE BEST IN MEATS

THE BEST SERVICE

A SQUARE DEAL

FOR THAT

STEAK OR CHICKEN DINNER

DIAL 2309

WILLIAM KNIGHT

115 NORTH AURORA STREET

Everybody
is invited

to EAT at the

Senate

A la Carte at all times.

Meals served from 11 : 30 to 2 :30 and from 5 :30

to 8 :30.

Arrangement can be made for large or small

parties on second or third floors.

M. T. Gibbons, Prop.
104-106 N. Aurora St.

Phone 6515
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IDEAL LUNCH
1 03 North Tioga Street

A neat, clean down-to-date eating place

Quick service, good food and prices right

We make all our pies, cakes and puddings

TRY THE IDEAL

Just a Word to the Wise

Senior

You have learned what good cleaning is like,

that you should always insist on the New Con

tinuous CLARIFICATION PROCESS DRY-CLEANING

and when in strange cities, employ the cleaner

who displays the National Emblem. The fellow

who is equipped and knows how and why to do

honest to goodness cleaning. Our best wishes go

with you.

Sincerely,

W. F. Fletcher Co., Inc.

I 03 Dryden Road 205 N. Aurora St.

Ithaca's Modern Glcoors

TO CALL A

Black and White Cab
DIAL 2411

Meter Cabs

Seven-passenger Enclosed Cars

Carl_You seem a bit dogmatic. Not preaching, are

you ?

Sew—No, I preach from the stage only—

(Enter u thin, middle-aged woman, clothes stiffly tail

ored aud. slightly shiny.)

Sew (after looking intently at the woman)—Ah!

Carl—Do you recognize her?

Sew (half to himself)—How commonplace and yet what

a strange way of looking at people.

Carl—Yes, she is sort of like a snowflake under a mi

croscope; her eyes are lenses. You've got to look into them

to fully appreciate her.

Sew—You don't mean she is mean and small?

Carl—No, I mean so delicately constructed!

Sew—Oh, I remember her. It's Marie, isn't it?

Carl—Yes. Teaching public school in the daytime;

trying to live at night.

Sew—I thought so.

Carl—Thought what?

Sew—You remember before I left college I told you she

had no future except teaching.

Carl—Well, they say she is very successful at that.

She is considered an authority on French language and

Literature.

Sew—Oh, but only a teacher. Forced to come to a ram-

shackled nightmare like this in order to get relief from

existence.

Carl—Oh, don't be so commiserating. She has a good
time laughing with us and at us and scolding us for our

tawdriness.

Sew— I should think she'd spend all of her time scold

ing.

Carl—Oh, she's rather merciful.

Sew—What, to you in here?

Carl—Cood God, man, can't we even be pitied? Just

because we're miserable failures—and most of us know it

too well—would you shut us up in a closet with the damned

skeleton for the rest of our lives?

Sew—But you said she laughed with you. How could

she? She ought to be too sensible for that,

Carl—Too sensible? Oh, no, she knows our pretensions
are only armour.

Sew—Armour?

Carl—Yes. Armour to protect us from the challenge of

that dirty alley outside, from the challenge of Beacon

Street, Commonwealth Avenue, and State Street. That

challenge of Goliath!

Sew—And you have no David? Isn't Marie a David?

Isn't she a success?

Carl- Marie a success? Yes, a successful encyclopedia.
Docs she live? Has she ever lived? Ask her yourself. No,
we have no David. Although each one likes to think him
self one.

Sew—How do you know Marie doesn't LIVE?

Carl—Because she has told me.

Sew—She did?

Carl—Didn't I tell you this place was a graveyard?
Sew- Oli, so she said that and not you?
Carl- Certainly, did I claim it?

Sew 1 thought it might be your own; you used to he
I airly witty.

Carh "Us,.tl to," yes. I'm in the Purple Shutters now.

(I he parrot sqmnrhs loudly.) What's the matter, Polly?
i <eu look angry.

Sew- Perhaps she is hungry again.
Carl- No, that was a reproof/ I lost a case today and

she objects to my venting my disappointment in here. It
isn (. done, you see. In here, we are all always optimists.
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Sew (sarcastically)—Oh, so she is the regulator of con

versation in here?

Carl—Well, yes, she sets the tone.

Sew—The tone? She? That parrot?

Carl—Yes. You said she blinked condescendingly when

you feed her; of course she does. She knows she can't

feed herself, but she maintains her self-respect hy that

tawdry pose of sacred aloofness. That is the way we

treat the world, too ; and for the same reasons.

Sew—And why be like that parrot?

Carl—Oh, I suppose because we're the spirits of a grave

yard. We've lost our meaning in life, st) we strike an at

titude of mystery and death. (A man enters.) Hello,

Murray.

Murray (across the ioo)i< and with a smile of mock dig

nity)
—How do you do, gentlemen. How do you clo,

Marie, have you seen the last )'anity Fair?

Marie (across thc room to Murray)—No, do come and

tell me about it.

Sew—Every one seems to congregate around Marie.

Carl—Oh, yes. we like her. She has no delusions of her

own to throw in our faces.

Sew—She must have seen Life, then.

Carl—You mean tragedy, I suppose? Yes, she has.

She has stood on the street corner all her life, waiting for

the traffic to clear so that she could cross the street. But

she has never crossed.

Sew—Why not?

Carl—Because she was brought up to wait till the traffic

cop gave the signal.

Sew—She should have plenty of chances to cross at that

at that rate. Why didn't she?

Carl—Oh, no, you're wrong, Sewall; we don't handle

BOOKS
PUBLICATIONS

Norton Printing Co.
(THE N. P. C. PRESS)

317 East State Street

Ithaca

CATALOGS LAW BRIEFS

SHOES MADE TO ORDER

Also Shoe Repairing, Hand and Machine Work, neatly

and promptly done. All work guaranteed.

Get your Shoes Shined the best and quickest here.

H. A. QUATTRINNI BRO.

213 ]
2 Dryden Road

Always Something Different

This time it's

Summer Clothing in

Fine Australian Flannels

Exclusive Heather Mixtures

Coat, Vest, Long Trou and Knickers

BROWN & BROWN

142 East State Street

Christiance - Dudley Pharmacy
214-216 East State Street

HUYLER'S

CANDIES

The Green Lantern

Tea Room

1 40 East State St.

One flight up

Special Dinners for

Senior Week Guests

and all old Grads

Music Evenings
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Wouldn't

You

Like a

Crisp

New

Frock

For the

Fourth?

Our assortment of Summer Voiles and Linens is won

derful, only the newest colors.

A large range at $15.00 each.

Hand Made and Hand Drawn Work.

Take one home for your Summer vacation.

The Style Shop A. J. Pritchard

traffic as well in Boston as you do in New York. Many

a person waits for the traffic to clear, but it never does.

The man who gets ahead in Boston must be an accom

plished "jay-walker."

Sew If that's the case, why do they all like her so

much? I should think this crowd would like people who

have been in the traffic.

Carl—That's just the trouble with us in here. That is

what I've been trying to get into your head all evening.

We've all been in the traffic, been whirled around between

trucks and limousines, and ended up by being knocked

into the gutter, unconscious. We go to her to learn what

all that traffic is really like. She has seen it; we've only

felt it.

Sew (looking at a group around the table ivhere Marie

is)—What are they talking about? I can't understand a

word.

Carl—No one can
—they jabber continually about any

thing.

Sew (sighing)—Well, there goes another evening

wasted (gets up to go).

Carl—Wasted? Oh, I see, no tragedy.

Sew—No, nothing but failures. Are you coming now?

Carl—I think I'll stay around awhile. I'll take care of

the check.

Sew—All right, thanks. I'll see you tomorrow before I

go back (goes out) .

Carl (to Maurice)—Get me another cup of coffee, will

you, Maurice?

Maurice—In a jiffy, old man.

Marie (who has left the group and come over to Carl's

table)—Hello, Carl, who was that?

Carl—Oh, just an old friend, a successful one.

Wc try to give a little better service than

the customer expects

We print Thc Era

The Atkinson Press

Printing

122 South Tioga Street

Telephone 2623

Both large and small orders are accorded

the same personal attention

R-U-TIRED?

Wake up and get

l your supplies at the

SHIPPEE

TIRE SHOP

Fisk

Heworth

Brunswick

Tires and Tube?

109 E. Green St.

McWade High Spud
Oil

Gulf Supreme Auto

Oils

Next to Fish Market
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Marie—He is?

Carl—Yes, his plays bring in lots of money.

Marie—Lucky man. I see by the papers that you lost

your case today.

Carl—Yes, the fifteenth straight.

Marie—And I suppose having a successful friend around

doesn't help things very much, either.

Carl—Oh, I was just trying to help him out—but 1

couldn't even do that.

Marie—Too bad. Cheer up, you'll feel better in the

morning. Well, I guess I'll go now. Will I see you to

morrow night?

Carl (wearily)—No, I don't believe so.

Marie—Why not? Leaving town?

Carl—Yes. Marie, I've given up law.

Marie—Why, Carl, that can't be true. You're pretty

discouraged tonight. You'll think differently in the morn

ing.

Carl—I don't think so; anyway it would do no good.

The partnership is dissolved.

Marie [tenderly)—Do you mean you were frozen out?

Carl—What's the difference? I thought I was a law

yer; I'm not; and I'm through.

Marie—What will you do, newspaper work? You liked

it once.

Carl—Possibly I'll try it again.

Marie—Any way, Carl, good luck to you (goes out).

Carl—Thanks, Marie.

(Curtain)

Do You Carry
K. N. & K. Travel Checks

when you travel and thus safeguard
your funds against loss and theft?

K. N. & K. Travel Checks are safer to

carry than currency because if not

countersigned when lost or stolen, they
may be replaced. They are accepted
by banks, hotels, shops and railroad

and steamship agents and are self-

identifying because your countersigna
ture made on the check at the time you
cash it identifies you wherever vou may
be.

On sale at First National Bank of

Ithaca, N. Y. ; also at banks through
out the United States or at our office.

Knauth,Nachod &Kuhne

Equitable Building New York

Sum)

Official Photographer

Class 1923

* * «

Photographs with merit

Artistic lighting and posing

Special Student Rates

Groups a specialty

Dial 2524

306 E. State St.

Ithaca

1548 Broadway
New York

Senior Week Guests

May need quick and accurate

optical service. Remember

that we replace lenses from

broken parts and are prepared

to fill almost any optical need

Wilson Optical Co.

208 East State Street

WE GRIND OU<R OWN LENSES
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A Cornell Reunion

Every Month

FOR

The price of a drop of ink

A two cent picture of America's

first President

A check for $2.50,

And an envelope.

AND

Two hundred and fifty four

hours of solid enjoyment for

a penny an hour.

! ! Better Tear Away ! !

Mr. Era: Please reunite me with Cornell for the year 1923-1924. My $2.50 accomp;

N<

Add.
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James II is Dead—

NEWTON Lives

[T has always been known

that free bodies fall. The

earth has a strange at

traction. How far does it

extend? No one knew before

Newton, sitting in his garden, one

day in 1665, began to speculate.
"Why should not the attraction

of gravitation reach as far as the

moon?" he asked himself. "And

if so, perhaps she is retained in her

orbit thereby." He began the cal

culation, but overwhelmed by the

stupendous result that he foresaw*
he had to beg a friend to com

plete it.

In Newton's Principiawere laid

down his famous laws of motion

—the basis of allmodern engineer

ing. The universe was proved to

be a huge mechanism, the parts
ofwhich are held together in ac

cordance with the great law of

gravitation.

James II was reigning when

the Principia appeared in 1687.
He is remembered for the Bloody
Assizes ofJeffreys, for his complete
disregard of constitutional liber

ties, for his secret compacts with

Louis XIV and the huge bribes

that he took from that monarch,
and for the revolution that cost

him his crown;Newton is remem-

bered because he created a new

world of thought, because he en

abled scientists and engineers who

came after him to grapple more

effectively with the forces of

nature.

When, for instance, theResearch

Laboratories of the General Elec

tric Company determine the

stresses set up in a steam turbine

by the enormous centrifugal forces

generated as the rotor spins, they

practically applyNewton's laws in

reaching conclusions that are of

the utmost value to the designing

engineer.

General^Elecflric
general Office COmpfllliy

Schcnecteiy^.Y.

93*9*>







^^VEHIND every vivid personality that has

*|T A impressed itself enduringly upon the mind

^i^ of humankind standsOriginality, guiding the

hand of genius as it guided the chisel of a Rodin,
_ the brush of a Sargent and the pen of a Kipling.
01Let Originality take the stage, and at once Life's

dragging drama becomes freshened with new interest
for the audience. ID If you would have your adver

tising attract the attention of your audience, let it

express, in the method of engraving, an originality
which only life-long and tireless students of engrav

ing know how to produce.

ITHACA ENGRAVING CO.
FERSTNATSQNAX BANK BLDG. nHACA.*EE

jS 1_

1
ENGRAVING

Ttm AttlaMa Pnm, ItkMa. N. Y.
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